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PEEFACE,

THE present Treatise aims at explaining the accentuation of

the so-called Prose Books twenty-one in number, according to

Jewish reckoning
1 of the Hebrew Bible. The favourable re-

ception given to my Work fi DM ^D^IO, on the accentuation of

the three Poetical Books (Psalms, Proverbs, and Job), has en-

couraged me to proceed further, and complete the investigation

which I then commenced.

I have been asked why, contrary to the usual practice, I began

with the accentuation of the three Books. My answer is that

the subject seemed to me to stand in special need of careful

examination 2
. There was besides this advantage in taking the

three Books first, that owing to their comparatively small com-

pass, it was more easy to examine them exhaustively and so to

arrive at the general principles underlying their accentuation.

Those principles once established had then only to be applied,

with the necessary modifications, to the twenty-one Books.

I have endeavoured to carry out with thoroughness the task

I had undertaken, and have not intentionally allowed difficulties

in the accentuation to pass unnoticed. My plan has been, either,

by a process of induction, to bring such instances under a general

rule
;
or to furnish a special explanation of them, partly in the

course of the Work, and more particularly in the Notes collected

in Appendix I. Of course, I have not been concerned to defend

1 The two Books of i and 2 Samuel, i and 2 Kings, and I and 2 Chronicles are

counted respectively as one. The same is the case with Ezra and Nehemiah.

The ten Minor Prophets are also taken together to make one book. In this

calculation the beginning and the end of Job (i. i-iii. i and xlii. 7-1 7) are not

taken into account, which however are pointed according to the same system.
It is to be observed that Jewish writers know nothing of the distinction between

Prose and Poetical Books
; they speak simply of the twenty-one and three Books.

3 I hope that it is no breach of confidence on my part, when I state that the late

Prof. Ewald told me that, whilst he had no doubt that he had furnished the true ex-

planation of the prose accentuation, he was not so satisfied in regard to the poetical.
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the accentuation in all cases. It is enough if we can trace the prin-

ciples on which the accentuators proceeded, or the interpretation

which in particular instances led to the accentuation employed.

I have found it necessary often to propose a correction of the

textus receptns; but have very rarely done so without manuscript

authority. The labour of collating MSS. in our great English

collections and the Libraries of the Continent, for a text of

such extent as that of the Old Testament, has been very con-

siderable, and one which no previous writer on the accents has

thought of undertaking. Yet, without a correct text, what hope

can there be of establishing any rules on a satisfactory basis ?

One Codex, which is in the Synagogue at Aleppo, and which

I have been able to consult, although only indirectly, has the

reputation of having come from the hand of Ben-Asher himself,

and of having been, on that account, always regarded as a model

copy for fixing the readings of the Sacred Text. Its claim to

the exceptional importance thus assigned to it I have considered

in the pages immediately following.

I have once more to express my obligations to my friend

Dr. Baer, for the valuable assistance he has willingly rendered

me. His familiar acquaintance with the Massora a department

of study in which he ranks facile princess
1 has been of special

service to me.

W. WICKES.
81, WOODSTOCK EOAD, OXFORD,

May, 1887.

1 I have the pleasure of informing scholars, that there is at length a prospect of

a complete and correct edition of the Massora. The firm Eomm in Wilna (already

favourably known through a splendid edition of the Babylonian Talmud lately

brought out by them) have in hand a new edition of the so-called Great Rab-

binical Bible (bna npD), to which Dr. Baer has undertaken to furnish the

Massora. The arrangement adopted will be the same as in Jacob ben-Chayyim's

edition, with this exception, that wherever a word occurs for the first time, there

all that is Massoretic in regard to it will be given ;
so that, by the help of a

Concordance, any particular rubric will be readily traced. I may add that the

first part of Dr. Baer's manuscript is already in the printers' hands.
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I. BIBLE MSS.

Codex in the Synagogue at Aleppo containing the whole text, the

punctuation of which is assigned in an epigraph
* to the famous Aaron

ben-Asher (beginning of the loth century). M. Isidore Loeb, Secretary

of L'Alliance Israelite, well known from his learned contributions to

the Revue des Etudes Juives, was good enough to procure for me,

through his correspondent at Aleppo, some of the accentual readings

of this Codex.

As it is of no little importance for us to know whether such a

model codex 2
really exists, to which we might refer for the correction

of the textus receptus
3
,
I think it necessary to say a few words on the

subject of the epigraph above referred to. Jacob Sappir, who (in his

Work, TSD pN, vol. i. p. 12^) was the first to furnish a copy of this

epigraph, which he obtained through a friend at Aleppo, accepted it

as genuine, and was followed by Graetz (Monatsch. fur Gesch. und

Wiss. des Judenthums, 1871, p. 6, 1887, p. 30), and by Strack (Prol.

crit., pp. 44-46). My reasons for arriving at an opposite conclusion

are briefly the following :

i. The character of writing of the Codex. M. Loeb succeeded in

obtaining for me a photograph of a page of the same (Gen. xxvi. 34-
xxvii. 30), a copy of which serves as Frontispiece to the present
"Work 4

. Although this copy has not been quite so successfully executed

as I could have wished, it is sufficiently clear to enable adepts to form a

judgment as to the approximate date of the writing. I venture to

give my own opinion, which is that the MS. presents a specimen of

1
Copied Dikd. hat., p. xxii. inf.

2 Ben-Asher was (as is well known) the normative authority for fixing the text

as we now have it.

3 For fixing the accentuation such a Codex would be invaluable. My remarks
on it therefore will be seen not to be out of place.

* The photograph and the copy are both much reduced in size. The height of

each column of writing (without the Massora) is in the original 23 cm., and average
breadth 6 cm. The size of each page ia therefore somewhat smaller than that of

Codex Babylonicus. The MS. is of parchment equally smooth (Ms poli, I am
told) on both sides.
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calligraphy, not in keeping with the early period to which it is

assigned. Really old MSS., provided with Massora as Codex Baby-
lonicus (of the date of Ben-Asher, A. D. 916) and Erfurt 3 (a facsimile

of which will appear in Stade's Geschichte Israel's, vol.
i)

have a

plainer and less finished appearance, and the characters are of a coarser

type. I would draw attention, in particular, to the artificial arrange-

ment by which a separate Massoretic rubric of two lines and no more

is introduced above and below each column. It is not, however, on

the graphical peculiarities that I lay the main stress.

2. The conclusive proof is to be found in the fact that the punc-

tuation is, in many instances, at variance with Ben-Asher's known

practice and the rules laid down by the Palestinian Massoretes.

It will be observed that Metheg generally fails, e. g. 2pi (often ;

only once, col. 3, 1. 7, 3pJ) ; ^K (col. 2,1. 3, althoughV3
,??

col. 2,

1. 6 from below) ; jn^p (col. 2, 1. 8) ; njWH (col. 3, 1. 3) ;
HSMKI

(col. i, 1. 21); &c. Now although this is constantly the case in

Spanish and even Oriental MSS.5
,
we should not expect such an

irregularity in a model text marked by the careful hand of the Master

himself (7VJ3n ID^Dn, as he is termed), particularly when we bear

in mind that it is just on the use of Metheg that his controversy

with his rival, Ben-Naphtali, mainly turns. Still less should we be

prepared for tine false introduction of Metheg, as in v Hj5 (col. i, 1. 5

from below) and JQ^fjlJ (col. 3, 1. 6 from below), the latter Ben-

Naphtali's pointing
6
,
and expressly condemned in Dikd. hat. 30,

NJjan !ten *pgn OK. Moreover, sjn^i? (col. 2, 1. 8) is Ben-Naphtali's

vocalization, whereas Ben-Asher would have pointed ^n^?l?
7
.

5 It is the light Metheg that generally fails
; heavy Mdtheg is as generally in-

troduced, and so in this page, inpnan, j^"JFP1, aj^iTiM. On the failure of

Metheg, comp. Man. du Lect., p. 98, J>N napon rvyan pama D'TDD nspoat

.N-npn nsn to panic N^ pama
6

Cf. the examples brought together by Baer, Gen., p. 82, note i.

7 See the list of Variations between Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali in Baer's

Gen., p. 84.

We may also be surprised at not finding the Parasha'(col. 1, 1. 3) marked in

the margin, for it was expressly to note these divisions that Maimonides (see

npinn V, mm TDD, c. viii, 4) consulted a text written and pointed by Ben-

Asher. N. B. The 6 (col. i, 1. 3, margin) does not stand for niDinr, as the same

sign (col. 3, 1. 20) shews, but for "no. Many punctators, who took no notice of

the Parashas, were in the habit of marking in this way the Palestinian Sidras,

as may be seen in Ox. 10, 2326 ; Br. Mus. Or. 2201.
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So much from the page before us. Other proofs are not wanting.

Sappir informs us (ibid., p. 12) that he sent from Jerusalem a list

of words, which he had found variously written in texts (as to

punctuation, scriptio plena and def., &c.), to a distinguished Jewish

scholar in Aleppo, with the request that he would examine the Codex

and note for him how these words were written in it. This was

done, and subsequently Sappir published in the Jewish periodical,

fm{> (I. pp. 31, 32), some of these various readings, from which I select

the following: ^ W
(Gen. i. 3 )

8
; njTKn (iv. 23)

9
; ^ TO

(xii. 8,

two words)
10

;
a*D3 (Ex. xvii. 16, one word)

11
;

all contrary to Ben-

Asher's rules or the Palestinian Massora, and which therefore could

not have been so written by Ben-Asher himself. I also sent a list of

passages, which I wished compared on account of the accentuation,

and M. Loeb's correspondent volunteered the information that

15^X1 (Qoh. vi. 2) is so pointed with Gaya, and ^n?1 (ix. 4) so

vocalized, for "iny
;
both mistakes which we may be sure would never

have been made by Ben-Asher.

From these few test-passages we may conclude that the statement,

assigning this Codex to Ben-Asher, is &fabrication, merely introduced

to enhance the value of the same, and that the whole long epigraph,

with its list of Qaraite names (shewing it to be of Qaraite origin),

&c., is untrustworthy and undeserving of serious notice. How many
other epigraphs to Jewish texts would, when carefully tested, have

to be rejected, notably that of the Cambridge Codex 1 2, which makes

a Spanish MS., unquestionably younger than the one we have been

considering, written in the year 856
12

!

Attached to the Aleppo Codex is what the Jews call a D"1D31p

(a copy of which M. Loeb also procured for me). This farrago of

grammatical and Massoretic rules has been sufficiently described in

Dikd. hat., Pref., pp. xxi-xxiii, from a copy obtained by the Qaraite,

8 So Ben-Naphtali. Cf. Baer, Gen., p. 74 ;
Ginsb. Mas. n, 589.

9 So Ben-Naphtali. Cf. Baer, Gen., p. 82, note 7 ; Pss. 1880, p. 138, note 6.

10 So the Orientals. See Cod. Bab. passim. Comp. also Baer, Gen., p. 76, where

the Palestinian Massora is quoted.
11 So the Orientals. See Cod. Bab., Massora magna to Is. xxxvi. 12; and

comp. the Palestinian Massora, as given by Norzi, ad loc., or Ginsb. Mas. N,

238, which requires rr D3 to be written as two words.
12 I have myself no doubt, from personal inspection, that the Codex B. 19*, in

the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg, dated 1009, is much younger, although
the editors of the Catalogue accept the date.

b
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A. Firkowitsch, when at Aleppo
13

. It contains the list of Paseqs, to

which I refer, p. 1 2 1 note.

Bab. Codex prophetarum posteriorum Petropolitanus Babylonicus

(A. D. 916), the text marked with the so-called Babylonian punc-

tuation, photo-lithographed, under the editorship of Dr. Strack,

1875-

Ber. MSS. in the Royal Library, Berlin. The numbers given are

those of the printed catalogue.

MSS. in the British Museum, cited according to the press-marks

Add., Harl., and Or., e.g. Add. 21161; Harl. 1528; Or. 4709.

The reader will please notice that I have not thought it necessary

to prefix Br. Mus. to these marks.

De R. De Rossi's MSS., now in the Royal Library, Parma. See De
Rossi's printed catalogue.

Erf. The Erfurt -MSS. 1-4, described by Lagarde in his Symmicta,

p. 133 ff. (These MSS. are now in the Royal Library, Berlin.)

Hm. MSS. in the Town Library, Hamburg. The numbers are

those of the printed catalogue.

K. When I had no printed catalogue to refer to, as in the case of the

smaller Libraries, I have given the numbers according to Kenni-

cott's list.

Ox. MSS. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. See printed catalogue.

Par. MSS. in the National Library, Paris. See printed catalogue.

Vi. MSS. in the Imperial Library, Vienna.

II. MSS. ON THE ACCENTS OP THE TWENTY-ONE BOOKS.

i. Ambrosian Library, Milan, A. 186. This MS. consists of two

quite distinct parts : a. The first and larger part (i 8 pp.) is headed Kin HT

pin ,
a name which occurs again just before the list of the accents,

pin pnyn \0 nn . A cursory examination shewed me that this part

is (as far as it goes) identical with the epitome of KTIpn n'Hin, edited

by Mercerus (Paris, 1565) under the title of N"ipDn 'DJJD "ISO
14

,
and

13 In this copy, however, a section has been dropped at the end of both Parts of

the DTOaip, and three others introduced ( 22, 23, 24, ibid., p. xxiii) which are

not in the original. That Firkowitsch was in the habit of falsifying texts that

passed through his hands is well known. Were the Qaraites atl if/fvarat ?

14 How far the two texts agree I am not able to state, for I had not Mercerus'

edition with me when examining this MS.
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assigned by him (on the authority of the Paris MS.) and by all scholars

since, falsely, as I believe I have shewn, n"DK ''IDyB, pp. 104-5,

to R. Jehuda ben-Bil'am. This conclusion of mine seems to receive

the fullest confirmation from the title above given. For I would ask

Jewish scholars whether it may not be taken for certain that the

name of t7ie author is given in the double-entendre which it conveys 1

Ezra was the name not only of the great 1D1D, but of a distinguished

scribe whose copy of the Tora is constantly quoted, under the name of

N"lty ^SD, as of authority
15

. Such an experienced scribe we may
well suppose to have been competent to treat of iTHIpjn KIpDil pnpl
iTEyDll (as the subject of the Work is described in the introductory

words). Another discovery we make is that the proper title of the

epitome of Nllpn min is *n$ f^ifi, 'Ezra's arrangement'
16

. But

it would seem that it was only a fragment of this Work that lay before

the copyist, for at the section on the accent 3W he suddenly breaks

off, and adds matter of his own. #. At this point we read in the

margin : ,TW?p ^11 [nftta] ^TO DPUD 'n nip"1 pnyPI NTJ JN^m JN3D
17
fra p i>y rhyn. Unfortunately what follows (6J pp.), mostly

about the accents, is marked by blunders, and of no value. Whatever

Menachem's other acquirements he was evidently no accentuologist.

2. That part of D'Jlpn "flan written by Simson the punctator

(circa 1230) which refers to our subject. Simson does little else

15 See e. g. Lonzano, Or Tora, on Gen. iv. 13 ;
vii. n

; ix. 29; etc.
;
Ox. Cat. 2543 ;

Ginsb. Mas. i. p. 611 (6w), iii. p. 25. Meiri (TDD nnp, Part I, 8b) states that

in his time (end of the 13th century) iiy TDD was in Toledo, and was consulted,

as a standard authority, for its readings.
16 I beg my readers to observe that this is the earliest notice we have of the

Work assigned to Ben-Bil'am, and as being nearer to the source, is more likely to

be correct. Moreover as the copyist, himself a grammarian by profession (see

note following), lived within a few years of Ben-Bil
c

am, we may take it for granted
that he would have known, and would have stated, the fact, if the author had
been really Ben-Bil'am.

17 With this agrees the statement at the end of the Part about the accents :

ITT nrrnn Tp^y >V n^s cmo >:N
-JN ^na p TDD pnyn anaTsa Dbrcrn

mien map. Menachem, therefore, himself condensed and copied this Part from

his larger Work, jna JIN,
' ein grammatisch-lexicalisch-hermeneutisches Werk

'

(not a mere Lexicon, as is generally supposed), as Dr. Perles, who has examined
the unique MS. of it in the Munich Library, informs me. (Comp. Steinschneider,

Hebr. Bibliographic, pp. 38 ff. and 131-4.) In this MS. the sections (onw)
about the accents are wanting. It may be added that the treatise in the

Ambrosian Library was originally attached (as the epigraph states) to a copy
of the twenty-four Books, made also by Menachem, in the year 1 145.
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than copy the treatise assigned to Ben-Bil
e

am. Of this Work some-

times called Simsoni, from its author there are three copies known,

one in the Br. Mus. (Or. 1016), one in the University Library,

Leipzig (Or. iO2 a
),
and one in De Rossi's Library, Parma (389)

18
.

3. Ber. 118 (Heb. Cat.) contains (a) some rules for the accents,

more or less fragmentary in part by Samuel, the grammarian and

punctator
19

full of mistakes and quite worthless.
(/3)

A poem

(otherwise known
20

)
in forty-five verses on the accents of the twenty-

one Books, by R. Tarn. "Written in a crabbed fantastic style, it

merely gives in a condensed form Ben-Bil'am's well-known rules for

the servi, and is altogether undeserving of notice, (y) A poem in

ninety verses by Joseph ben-Qalonymos (circa 1240), on the same

subject, to which the same remarks apply
21

.

4. Prefixed to the Bible-text, Par. 5, is a treatise on the accents of

the twenty-one Books, by Zalman the punctator
22

. He twice quotes

fcOlpn nvnin by name, and gives the same title to his own treatise.

It contains nothing of consequence.

5. Ox. 2512, a grammatical treatise in Arabic (brought from

Yemen), containing at the end rules for the accents, the most

interesting part of which I give, pp. 13, 14.

18 Any one who is curious to know something more of this work may consult

Hupfeld, Commentatio de antiquioribus apud Judceos accentuum scriptoribus,

Partic. II, p. ii ff. (Halle, 1846).
19 How little he understood of the rudiments of his craft I found out when

examining a MS. pointed by him (A. D. 1260), in the Library of St. John's College,

Cambridge.
20

Brought out in Kobak's Jeshurun, v. p. I26ff.
21 A poem on the accents of the three Books by the same author has been

recently edited by Dr. Berliner (Berlin, 1886). But it is lost labour to publish
such a work. Moreover, the editor's part has been very negligently performed.
Both text and commentary are made in his hands to express arrant nonsense. And

yet the publication is intended ' die jiidische Literatur zu bereichern !

'

(Pref. p. 5.)
22 Not to be confounded with Jequthiel (Zunz, Zur Geschichte und Literatur,

p. 115), for I found that his rule about Paseq after Shalshe'leth is opposed to

Jequthiel's remarks, Gen. xix. 16. He is doubtless the punctator (not named by
Zunz), who is quoted in Br. Mus. Add. 9403 (section on to), pp:rr p*n '~\ TID

p-marc vin. The Paris MS., to which this treatise is prefixed, is dated 1298;
and Zalman may have lived about this time, for as he is not named in other

works on the accents, he would seem to have been a late punctator.
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THE PEINCIPAL FEINTED TEXTS

QUOTED IN THE PRESENT WOKK.

Bomb. i. ist Rabbinical Bible, printed by Bomberg, Venice, 1518.

Bomb. 2. 2nd Rabbinical Bible, printed by Bomberg, Venice, 1525.

Jabl. Heb. Bible edited by D. E. Jablonski, Berlin, 1699.

Mich. Heb. Bible edited by J. H. Michaelis, Halle, 1720. This ed. is

valuable to the student because of the various accentual readings,

taken from the Erfurt MSS.

Baer. Edd. of Genesis (Leipzig, 1869), Isaiah (1872), Ezekiel (1884),

Minor Prophets (1878), Five Megilloth (1886), and Daniel, Ezra,

and Nehemiah (1882), by this distinguished Massoretic scholar.

I strongly recommend my readers to procure these carefully

prepared texts for themselves, as I have rarely thought it

necessary to take notice of errors, which Baer had already

corrected.

Dikd. hat. nniDfc DJJ "l^K fl T\WD p priK tyt? ttDJJBn VHP
1

! "BD

nnriK nipTO, edited by S. Baer and H. L. Strack (Leipzig, 1879).

This "Work contains, with other matter, the rules assigned to

Ben-Asher on the accents, the oldest notices that we have on the

subject.

Ben-Bil. The epitome of K^pn JVnln,
< Instruction for the reader/

edited by Mercerus (see p. vi), and assigned by him to R. Jehuda

ben-BiTam. My references are to the copious extracts in

Heidenheim's Dayton 'Da^'D (see below). Occasionally I have

quoted the Ox. MS. (1465)
23

. The proper title of this Work I

have given above, p. xi.

Chayyug. I quote from Nutt's ed. of TlpJH 1BD, pp. 126-9. This

part of the Work is not, however, by Chayyug himself (see Nutt's

remarks, p. xii).

nsiD oy, 'Pen of the Scribe,' by David Qimchi. The text has been

23 The original wnpn rvnn is not known to exist, with the exception of a

fragment on the accentuation of the three Books printed in Ginsb. Mas. iii.

p. 43 ff., 246*, from a MS. (Or. 2375) in the British Museum. (The second

section, however, with the same no. 246* has nothing to do with it, but comes

from quite a different source.) Comp. my remarks in n"ax D$B, pp. 103-5.
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carelessly copied and carelessly edited by B. Goldberg
24

(Lyck,

1864). The part relating to the accents is fragmentary and of

little importance.

Moses the punctator
25

, reputed author of flfo^n] Tij33n Wn. I quote

Frensdorffs edition (Hannover, 1847). The nWMfl "W in this

Work is almost entirely from Ben-Bil'am.

Jequthiel, author of N'rtpn |^
26

}
an orthographical commentary,

mostly in regard to vowels and accents, on the Pentateuch
;

published by Heidenheim, in his edition of the Pentateuch

entitled EWJJ TIKE (Eodelheim, 1818).

Man. du Lect. Manuel du Lecteur, a name given by J. Derenbourg
to a compendium of grammar and massora, edited by him (Paris,

1871), from a Yemen MS. now in the Bodleian Library (1505).

The proper title is
27
fMTin mano,

' The Bible-treatise.' (It is

strange that Derenbourg has neither used nor explained this

name.) This or some similar Work constantly appears as a

Preface or Introduction in Yemen Bible Codd.

Mishp. hat. B^JHSn ^BBPD, a useful compilation from the works of

early Jewish writers on the accents of the twenty-one Books, by
Wolf Heidenheim (Eodelheim, 1808), with his own comments.

(Other known Works, such as Norzi's W JtrttD, the Massoretic

compilation r63&0 rfc)K, and Die Massora magna (the two latter

edited by Frensdorff), do not need particular notice. Nothing is

to be learned from El. Levita's DyB 11B, Arqivolti's runy

Q^1in, and the Works of Jewish writers on the Accents, other

than those named above. Even from Christian accentuologists,

as Wasmuth, Ouseel, Spitzner, and Ewald, I have derived little

or no help.)

24
Thus, the very first words, ~]h n, are given as fbDrr, and in p. i

the elevated Sh.,' is made Nlttn "iDlttJ, 'Sh. with Sh'va.'

25 The fullest notice about this writer will be found in Histoire Litte'raire de la

France, xxvii. p. 484 ff.

26 On the work and its author, see Zunz, Zur Geschichte und Literatur, p. 115.
27

^Lsr^ is pi. of \J, 'crown,' a name given to the Tora or Bible (l":n)
as the 'crown' of Books. See VDD pN, p. iab

,
note.
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CHAPTEK I.

INTRODUCTION 1
.

THE Hebrew accentuation is essentially a musical system.

The accents are musical signs originally designed to represent

and preserve a particular mode of cantillation or musical

declamation, which was in use for the public reading of the Old

Testament text at the time of their introduction, and which had

been handed down by tradition from much earlier times 2
. That

the signs introduced failed to answer their purpose, and that

1 I may be permitted to refer to my previous treatise, chap. I, for some general

remarks, which I do not think it necessary to repeat here.

2 From the testimony of the Talmud, we are able to trace the practice of such

a system to the first centuries of the Christian era, and it may have been much

older. Thus the statements on the subject in Megilla 32
a and Nedarim 37

b are

given in the names of R. Jochanan and Rab (who lived towards the middle of

the third century), and that in Berakhoth 62* on E. 'Aqiba's authority (which

brings us close to the beginning of the second century). Besides these, which

may be regarded as historical notices, we have the tradition (Megilla 3*) that

the system was in use even in Ezra's time. Nor is this tradition (as it seems to

me) to be altogether rejected. It requires only to be rightly interpreted. The

method of musical recitation may well have been one of the institutions estab-

lished under the second temple, and soon after Ezra's time, for the more formal

and solemn conduct of public worship. Originally introduced by the Sopherim,

Ezra's immediate successors, as a kind of rnin^ IPD distinguishing the public

reading of the Law, fixing its sense, and serving as a help to the memory in

retaining its precepts it may afterwards have been applied to the other Sacred

Books. From the Temple it would pass into the Synagogue. And perhaps
Christ Himself made use of it, when reading from the prophet Isaiah (Luke

iv.iyff.).

(On the activity of these early DnDiD, and the influence their dicta and the

rules they laid down exercised, see Graetz, Geschichte, ii. 2, p. 180 ff. That they

regulated the arrangements for public worship seems certain, ibid., p. 190. Their

work was creative, and left its mark behind it.)

B
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it is quite uncertain how far the modern chanting of the Jews

whether Oriental, Ashkenazic, or Sephardic
3

represents the

original melodies, is on various accounts to be regretted. For

independently of the interest attaching to the earliest develop-

ment of sacred music if these melodies had been preserved, we

should be able to understand the reasons of various musical

changes, of which we have to take account, but for the intro-

duction of which we pan at present only offer conjectures.

One marked peculiarity of the system could not, however,

so long as the signs were accurately preserved, be lost. From

the first, the aim had been so to arrange the musical declamation,

as to give suitable expression to the meaning of the Sacred Text.

For this purpose, the logical pauses of the verse were duly

marked and that according to their gradation by pausal

melodies 4
,
later by the accentual signs that represented those

melodies ;
and where no logical pause occurred in a clause, the

syntactical relation of the words to one another and to the whole

clause was indicated by suitable melodies partly pausal, partly

conjunctive and their corresponding signs. In this way, the

originators of the system, and the accentuators who aimed at

stereotyping their work, sought to draw out the sense and

impress it on the minds of both reader and hearers. It need

hardly be added that it is this, their interpunctional character,

which constitutes for us the chief value of the accents.

Generally speaking, the logical and syntactical division has

been carefully carried out, in the way just indicated. And so

far we have before us a system of interpunction, which, for

8 For the differences between these several modes, comp. Fe*tis, Histoire

Gre'ne'rale de la Musique, i. p. 445 ff. The character of the cantillation seems to

have been influenced by the style of music of the particular nation in which the

Jews were settled.

4 These are the D^nstt >pDD or 'tt plD'D of the Talmud (e.g. Megilla 3*,

Nedarim 37
a
), which, before the introduction of the signs, could only be learned

from oral instruction and continued practice. Hence we read of professional

teachers, who received their fee (0^02:0 >pDD T3ttJ, Nedarim, I.e.) for giving

instruction in this branch.
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minuteness and accuracy, leaves nothing to be desired, a system

whose only fault is that it errs on the side of excessive minute-

ness and apparent striving
1 after accuracy. But it is not always

so. When we come to examine the text carefully, we meet with

many exceptions. We find words joined by the accents, which

ought, according to rule, to be separated ;
and separated, which

ought to be joined ; moreover, pausal accents out of their place,

a greater where a less is due and vice versa.

Such irregularities (if we are so to term them) cannot be

ignored. What then are we to say to them? Are we, on

account of them, to reject the whole system, as unreliable for the

discrimination of the sense? or are we to try and find some

explanation of them, so that we may make due allowance, in

every case, for disturbances as they occur ? Unquestionably, the

latter is the true scientific course
;

nor till we have failed in

discovering the necessary explanation, have we any right to

condemn what it may turn out we did not understand.

One main object of the present work is to attempt to remove

these stumbling-blocks in the way of accepting the accentual

system of the twenty-one Books the same task which I took

in hand for the three Books. And the explanation proposed will

be virtually the same.

I. In many instances, the accentuation of our texts is false,

and has to be corrected by the testimony of MSS. Yet I do not

know a single writer on the accents, who has been at the pains

of seeking to remove this source of error.

II. The predominance of the musical element must be recognised.

This was plainly evident in the examination of the three Books,

and must be accepted, though it does not shew itself in so

marked a manner, for the twenty-one Books. But then all

such exceptional cases come under rule, and need occasion no

difficulty. Given certain conditions, the exception must, or

at least may, follow. Cases of transformation come under this

head; and where the musical division ceases, as it often does

before the minor pausal accents, there the logical or (what is

B 2
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more common in such cases) the syntactical division necessarily

ceases also 5
.

III. The well-known law of parallelismus membrorum by no

means confined to the poetical, or even the prophetical parts

frequently leads to an irregular division of the text.

IV. The accentuators did not hesitate to make the strict rules

for logical (or syntactical) division give way, when they wished

to express emphasis, or otherwise give effect to the reading.

Undoubtedly they were right in principle ; although, as we have

here to do with questions of taste, we may not always agree with

them.

The irregularities here briefly alluded to will of course come

fully under review in the sequel.

We start then on the supposition that the accentuation does

not furnish a perfect system of interpunction. Still, if (as I hope

to be able to shew) we can trace and make allowance for disturb-

ing causes, we shall be able to accept it as a reliable guide to the

exegesis of the text. Even with what may seem to us its short-

comings
6 and superfluities, it fixes the sense in a far more effective

and satisfactory way than our modern system of punctuation
7

.

I conclude this chapter with a few remarks on a subject of

some interest, about which much has been written, viz. the date

of the introduction of the accentual signs
8

.

5 I do not find in the accentual division of the twenty-one Books that musical

equilibrium was much regarded. Khythmical effect was much more studied.
6
Among which may be mentioned that owing to the purely musical character

of the signs employed, it was not possible to mark the interrogation, exclamation,

parenthesis, &c.
7 This has often struck me in comparing the Hebrew text with modern trans-

lations, even those few that are careful and accurate in their punctuation.
8 The student must be warned against statements to be found in the works of

some modern scholars, Graetz, Delitzsch, and others, assigning the invention of

the Babylonian signs to a certain Moses the punctator, in the sixth century, and

that of the Palestinian to two Qaraites, Mocha and his son Moses, at the end

of the eighth century. These scholars were misled by certain forgeries and

pretended discoveries of the well-known literary impostor, Abraham Firkowitsch,
which have been since exposed by Harkavy (Mem. de 1'Acad. Imp. des Sciences

de St. Pet., xxiv. 8 ff.) and Strack (Luth. Zeitsch., 1875, p. 619).
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The silence of the Talmud on the subject of the punctuation,

and Jerome's express testimony
9 that it was not found in the

texts of his day, have long since satisfied scholars that it cannot

have been earlier than the fifth century
10

. The following con-

siderations will (I think) shew that it could not have been later

than the seventh century. (We have thus a sufficient interval

for any stages of development, through which it may have

passed.) Direct historical notices on the subject fail, as is well

known, altogether.

1. We find that in the latter half of the ninth century as

little was known about the origin of the punctuation as in the

present day. All that Mar Natronai II, Gaon (A.D. 859-869),

can say about it is : lrW2 D^MPin *O TD1 Tlp3 ]K N7
11
]^D7 ;

whilst Ben-Asher (who completed the Massoretic Work

on which his father had been engaged at the close of the same

century
12

,
and who may be considered to give his father's views)

more distinctly, but erroneously, assigns it to the Prophets,

Sopherim, and wise men, who, with Ezra at their head, were

supposed to have constituted the Great Synagogue
13

. It is clear

that a system, the origin of which was lost in obscurity at the

end of the ninth century, was of muck older date.

9 Jerome's testimony refers indeed to the vowel-signs (see his Comm. on

Is. xxvi. 14; Jer. ix. 21; Hos. xi. 10, &c.). As to the accents (in our sense of

the term) he is significantly silent
;

so in his Preface to Isaiah he states that he

has introduced divisions of his own into the text (interpretationem novam novo

scribendi genere distinximus\ but makes no reference to division by the accents,

Athnach &c., shewing that they were not before him. Indeed, the vocalization

and accentuation were no doubt introduced at the same time. Where the one

failed, so did the other.

10 See Bleek's Einleitung, 3rd ed., 330.
11

Graetz, Geschichte, 2nd ed., v. p. 502.

.

12 Dikd. hat., p. xvi, i.

13
Ibid., 1 6 and passim. The notion that Ezra was the author and inventor

of the signs for the vowels and accents, due to a false interpretation of a passage
in the Talmud, Megilla 3* (see Man. du Lect., p. 53), was generally accepted by
the Jews in the middle ages (Buxtorf, De punctorum origine, p. 313). Some
Rabbinical authorities indeed maintained that the punctuation was revealed to

Moses on Sinai (ibid., p. 312) ;
whilst others went so far as to make it coeval with

the language itself, and communicated to Adam in Paradise (ibid., p. 305).
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To these testimonies may be added those of Nissi ben-Noach

(A.D. 840) and Mar Semach ben-Chayyim, Gaon (889-896), who

both refer to well-known differences in the matter of punctuation

between the two great Schools of the East and West 14
. Now

who does not see that a considerable space of time must have

elapsed for those differences to have developed themselves and to

have become formally tabulated ? We are thus brought to the

same conclusion that the punctuation was muck older than the

ninth century.

2. The above-named famous Aaron ben-Asher, who has the

credit of having finally fixed the punctuation as we have it in

our texts, was the last of a distinguished family of Massoretes and

punctators, whose genealogy we are able to trace through

several members up to the latter half of the eighth century
15

.

There seems no reason to question the correctness of this genea-

logical table, when we bear in mind the care which the Jews

Elias Levita, himself a Jew, in his Massoreth ha-massoreth (1538), was the first

to refute systematically these false notions, and to lay down correct views on the

subject. (On the controversy to which this epoch-making work gave rise, and

which lasted, off and on, for a century and a half, the chief disputants being the

Buxtorfs, father and son, as the assailants, and Ludovicus Cappellus as the

defender, of El. Levita's views, see an interesting pamphlet by Dr. Schneider-

mann, Die Controverse des L. Cappellus mit den Buxtorfen, Leipzig, 1879, or

Bleek's Einleitung, 3rd ed., 329.)
14 The former recommends the student to make himself acquainted with the

peculiarities of the Babylonian system : DnB plDDi rnmwni miipa f|M
Tyjtu tt>3Nb imm m-iDni (quoted in Pinsker's Liqqute Qadmonioth, p. o).

The latter alludes to the variations which the written texts of his time exhi-

bited : ^*ntt> y-iN
1

? baa fa am naw w D'jnapi Drains nn-o rymnpna

D'piDDn "pnnai rmiDoai D'Dpian *pDDai mmnm nimncai rrnrvi rmona

(end of 11 b TDD).
15 See Dikd. hat., p. 79 above : (i) his father, Moses, who wrote in the year 895

a Cod. of the Prophets, still preserved in the Qaraite Synagogue in Cairo;

(2) Asher ben-Moses ; (3) Moses ben-Nehemiah ; (4) Nehemiah ; (5) Asher

Vnan
fpirr.

From Nos. I to 5 we may well allow a period of 120 years,

which will bring us to A.D. 775.

From about 750 to 920 must have been a time of special activity in elaborating

rules and fixing all the details of the vocalization and accentuation, for we have

two lists (in which many of the names are the same, and which therefore confirm

one another) of distinguished punctators, who nourished in this period. (Dikd.

hat., pp. 78, 79.)
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have always exercised in such matters. It follows that the

punctuation must have been older than the middle of the eighth

century.

3. A difficulty has indeed been started, which, however, when

examined, only confirms the view above expressed as to the date

of the first introduction of the punctuation. It has been argued

that because a book like Sepher Jesira, assigned to the eighth

century, contains no allusion to the vowel-signs or accents,

although from the subjects of which it treats, such allusion was

to be expected, therefore they were not known at that time 16
.

But the argumentum ex silentio will not apply here. The silence

may be explained from the simple circumstance that pointed

texts were at the time in question regarded as an innovation.

They had still to overcome the prejudices of learned doctors and

scribes who, when compiling works that dealt with early tradition,

ignored them altogether. We know that the pointing of the

text of the Qoran had to encounter, in the same way, at the

first, objections and opposition (see Noldeke, Geschichte des

Goran's, p. 309). Among peoples imbued with such conserv-

ative tendencies as those of the East, changes which affected

their Sacred Books could be only gradually introduced. Let us

suppose the eighth century to have been such a period of

transition, and the difficulties broached by scholars disappear.

If, however, the punctuation was at this time regarded with

6
See, e.g. Derenbourg in Kevue Critique, 1879, p. 455. When, however,

he asserts that in the post-talmudic Tract Sopherim no trace can be found

of graphical signs, for the indication of the vowels or accents, few scholars will

agree with him. The best printed texts and most MSS. name Athnach and

Soph Pasuq in xiii. I
;
and in iii. 7, in^ n^plDD "ONI lp'2ti? T ipDDflj TDD

11 N'lp
1 *?, the term ipDD most naturally refers to the 'accentual divisions/

(Comp. the parallel passage in M. Sepharim, i. 4, 13 *np N 1

? i pi aon IDD,
where ipiDD indicates both the vocalization and accentuation.) Zunz, in his

Gottesdienstliche Vortrage, p. 264, draws attention to the absence of all allusion

to the punctuation in the Midrash on Canticles, at the word mnp:, chap. i. IT,

and in the Hagada of the Gaonic period generally, and finds therein a proof of

the late origin of the same. But such conclusions prove too much. We know

(see above) that it was in use in the Gaonic period.
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suspicion as an innovation, the seventh century and most probably

the latter part of that century must have been the date of its

introduction 17
. I pointed out in my former treatise, p. I, that

this date suits otherwise well, as it was that at which the Syriac

and Greek Churches had perfected (or nearly so) their systems of

interpunction and musical notation. The Arabs copied some-

what later for the Qoran the examples thus set them.

By whom and under what circumstances these graphical signs

were introduced into the Hebrew text, we have no evidence to

assist us in deciding. It may have been that the leading signs

were first employed for the instruction of children in school.

Even in the time of the Talmud, the case of children was

considered, and the reading of the text made more easy for

them 18
. And among the Arabs, pointed texts of the Qoran were

allowed for school-teaching by authorities who forbad the use of

them for public reading
19

. But on such points we are never

likely to advance beyond mere conjecture.

17 I mean in anything like a complete form. Up to this time, it would have

been following a course of gradual development.
18 In Megilla 22 a K. Chananya says: VIE rnpirnb N^N piDD

1

? >b vnrr &*)

p-> rvi, i.e. 'I was not allowed to break up a Bible-verse, except in the

instruction of school-children.'

19
Noldeke, 1. c. p. 310.
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CHAPTEE II.

ON THE DIVISION, NAMES, SIGNS, ETC. OF THE ACCENTS.

THE name D^WtD, 'meanings' commonly given to the

accents (and KO.T e^ox^ to the pausal accents), refers to their

function as indicators of the sense of the text 1
. The Arabic-

speaking Jews employed another name, having reference to their

musical value, ^IsJl, 'melodies, modulations.' A correspond-

ing Hebrew name rn2^2 is used by later Rabbinical writers.

The accents may be divided into two classes, according to their

pausal (disjunctive), or non-pausal (conjunctive) character 2
. In

using these terms, however, we must be careful to remember that

they apply, strictly speaking, only to the melody. (It has

been already pointed out that the musical division does not

always correspond to the interpunctional.) Jewish gramma-
rians indeed generally distinguish otherwise. By what was

with them a favourite figure of speech, they commonly term the

pausal accents D^p^D or CP"]!!?, as dominating the verse, in

regard to both the melody and the sense; whilst the other

accents as subordinated to them, and only able to stand when

a pausal accent follows, are called D^rnttJD
,
servi 3

. The latter

is a useful terminus tecJinicus, and may be retained.

1 This name is first found in the Talmud, which more than once draws special

attention to the logical importance of the accents. It must be remembered,

however, that the Talmud knew nothing of the signs (which had not, at the time

of its composition, been introduced into the text). If, therefore, we render the

term c'DyE, as used in the Talmud, by 'accents,' we must understand the

melodies, and specially the pausal melodies, which determined the meaning.
These melodies were afterwards represented by the signs. (Some scholars seem

to forget that the system was precisely the same, before and after the introduction

of the signs.)
a
Comp. the terms D'p'DEQ, Dnano, &c., occasionally used by Eabb. writers

for these two classes, n"ox ^orta, p. 10 inf.

3 So the seven Vowels, which were regarded as dominating the pronunciation,

C
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The following list gives the signs and names of the accents

in common use, according to the Palestinian (or Tiberian)

system
4

:

I. PATJSAL OR DISJUNCTIVE ACCENTS

1. Silluq (pP), as in ...
2. Athnach (rnnN), as in . . .

3.
i_ S'golta (NJPITtop), postpositive, as in

4. Jl_ Great Zaqeph (Vi"T3i *]?*) as in

-1- Little Zaqeph (ftog *)gt), as in

5. Tiphcha (MnBtt), as in . .

6. K'bhia (jra-l), as in
*

7.
?L_ Zarqa (NjJ"tt)> postpositive, as in

8. Pashta (^tptL
s

Q), postpositive, as in

< Y'thibh (^0"!)^ prepositive, as in

9. -7- T'bhir 0), as in

are often called D'^B, the D^niiUD in this case being the half-vowels, which can

only stand when a full vowel follows (iDTD top, p. 4). We may also compare
the nimttJG nvniH, 'servile letters,' each of which has its Ten 1U3 (Dikd. hat.,

p. 4 inf.) in the stem-word.
4 There is another system of accentuation the so-called Babylonian agreeing

in some respects with, but differing in others from, the Palestinian, and known to

us chiefly by a MS. of the Prophets in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg.
In my opinion, this system is not only younger than, but completely dependent on,

the Palestinian. I propose therefore to confine our attention, for the present, to

the latter, and to give, in an Appendix, the particulars in which the other differs

from it.

6 The orthodox number of the D^btt is twelve (S'golta and Shalsheleth were not

counted, as we shall see further on) answering, according to Eabbinical fancy,
to the twelve signs of the Zodiac. So even Aben-Ezra, Sachoth 2 b

, D'nytDn

mVion hba 'pbn 1J33 nwy D'3. On the other hand, the seven vowels were the

seven planets (ibid.). Vowels and accents together were supposed to lighten up,
like the heavenly bodies, what would have been otherwise dark and perplexing.
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io. Geresh
(tt)^.?),

as in

~ Gershayim, or Double Geresh (0^15)
6

>
as in . *Q*T

n. ~ Pazer (1J5), as in XH
T . QP

Great Pazer (^"TH *lt9 or H^D ^*1p). as in ^i^
\ T "T TT " :)-/' T T

12. -
p Great T'lisha (rJ7

<Yn ^^T'ln), prepositive, as in ^1^
v T ; T : 1* * J. T T

13.
I L'garmeh (PT^^^J^), as in

II. NON-PAUSAL OR CONJUNCTIVE ACCENTS

1.
~ Munach (HM), as in .....

2. M'huppakh (^nn) 5
as in . . . .

3. Mer'kha (MTt?), as in ....
Double Mer'kha (H^B3 WPD), as in .

\ T : T :
/'

4. -p Darga (M^), as in .....
5. -l-Azla(^tM),asin .....
6.

q
. Little T'lisha (HiWjp ^^S];!), postpositive, as in

7. nr Galgal (Wf?), as in .....
[8. M&^la (^), as in . . . .

The notation (signs) given in the above list may be regarded

as original
7

. The names are in some cases Aramaic, in others

(The Jews were not alone in indulging in such fancies. The Greeks compared
the seven notes of the lyre to the seven planets, the twenty-eight sounds to

the twenty-eight days of the month, &c. See Chappell's History of Music,

PP- 30, 52.)

"So written and pronounced. The regular form would of course be D^ttna,

like D?np_, &c.

7

Certainly not derived from the Syriac, as Ewald (Abhandlungen, p. 130)
seems to assert. If in one or two minor points a resemblance can be traced, it

is purely accidental.

In some leather Tora-rolls, brought from Yemen, and now in the British

Museum (Or. 1451, 1452, 1453, 1457), there is indeed what seems at first sight
an approximation to the Syriac system. A point (not in ink, but marked by an

C 2,
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Hebrew. The meanings of the same may be traced (see below)

to their figure, their position, their pausal and above all their

musical value.

The signs fall generally on the tone-syllable. This (as is well-

known) is a subsidiary purpose served by the accentuation. When
therefore, in the case of a prepositive or postpositive accent, the tone

does not fall on the first or last syllable respectively, the accent is

bound to be repeated on the tone-syllable. With Pashta the rule

is carried out, e. g.
^"in tj?12n

8
;
but with S'golta, Zarqa, and the two

T'lishas, it is very irregularly observed, in both Codd. 9 and printed
Texts. Jequthiel, indeed, in his carefully prepared text (NTlpn py) and

A f
.". N I N f P

Baer in his editions repeat the accent, e.g. *IjB?J, *lj?0, "=1???, and

"H.^n. A Codex, like Par. i, that regularly does so, is very rare

indeed. For the reasons which led to the .mission of the second

sign, see the remarks on the several accents.

It is to be observed that every word in the text has its proper

melody assigned to it, and is provided with either a disjunctive

or conjunctive accent. The only exception is in the case of two

or more words, joined by the hyphen, called Maqqeph, which

are treated as a single word. Thus yi)j"^DD^~73 (Is. Hi. 10)

has only one accent, not three.

The character of the accentuation is (as has been stated) pre-

eminently musical. We should expect therefore a classification of

the accents based on their musical value. And this has been

instrument, that left a small circular indentation) to the left hand of the word,

marks the close of the verse, and one under the word the position of Athnach.

Moreover, a diacritic point is placed over the word, to ensure the proper pro-

nunciation, in the cases of n& (n), 'n
(Vs),

and in ('!?) Thus

pn n& Dwn n& D^K Nia JW&TO (Gen. i. i).

But these points are apparently of modern date (later than the writing), and

can hardly be due to the influence of the old Syriac notation. (In Or. 1453,

1457 the attempt has been made, more or less, to erase them.)
8
Many Codd. omit the second Pashta (found in Baer's and other texts) in

forms like nil (Gen. viii. 13); jpto (Judg. xi. 10); jyl'i (2 Sam. iii. 32); rnn

(Is. xlvii. 10). So too it is unnecessary to point, with Heidenheim and Baer,

Vaf
,
TM (Gen. vi. 22

;
vii. 2).

9 Even those which lay claim to exceptional correctness, as De R 413, which

professes to have been copied from the famous Cod. Hilleli. Comp. Man. du Lect.,

p. 92, 1. 13, where it is taken for granted that S'gdlta, Zarqa, &c. are not repeated.
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attempted in some earlier treatises
10

,
but in terms so brief and

enigmatical that no one has yet succeeded in deciphering and

explaining- them. The difficulty has in a great measure arisen

from scholars not having had before them the original Arabic

termini technici, which the Hebrew terms but imperfectly repre-

sent. This deficiency I am able to supply from an Arabic treatise

on the accents in the Bodleian Library
11

, by the help of which we

can arrive at a sufficiently clear idea of what the old grammarians

meant. They divided then the 0*07tt under three heads :

I. Those which were chanted with the highest tone 12
, Pazer,

T'lisha, and Geresh. As these accents often lead off the melody,

the highest notes were suitably enough assigned to them. In

this class we must further include Shalsheleth 13
,
a very rare

accent, which (as we shall see further on) belonged to the same

musical category as Pazer.

II. Those which were chanted Ugli^, viz. Zarqa [S'golta],

10 See Ben-Bil. in Mishp. hat., p. 8, and Chayyug, p. 128.

11 Ox. 2512. The same treatise is found in Or. 2349 and Par. 1327. These

MSS. are all from Yemen.
12 Of this division, Ben-Bil., p. 8, says simply inb$n Vipn D'V. The author of

Man. du Lect., p. 90, who styles it nil} "pi, describes it in the same way, and

adds, by way of illustration, that when two or three Pazers occur in the same

verse 'the voice of the reader is elevated, so as to be heard afar off' (*np ma*

pirno
1

? 12 yow>i n>*mpn). In Ox. 2512, p. 13, we have the original Arabic

terminus technicus, ^j^le^,
which is thus explained: (U1 *A ..j^Le^l 15*-*-*

jo
,J^3 Jl [sic'] luLrjj eyj-aJl (*-V'

The Pr Per meaning of
(j'&4\

is 'a making (or being) known.' (Hence Chayyug, p. 128, has derived his strange
name of rry'T for this division.) It came then to signify 'a publishing abroad,

making (the voice) heard aloud,' and in this latter sense was used as synonymous
with

ioj-Jl /*-9i> 'lifting up of the voice' (comp. Sa'adia's rendering of Is. xlii.

2, n, and Abu'l-walid s.v. NtiJ3). We have therefore no proper distinction between

the terms used for the first and second divisions. Only conventionally can ,j

have signified a higher and more powerful elevation of the voice than

13 As Ox. 2512 also distinctly states: .,, S.N ljufc ^ rhct?D.

14 Ben-Bil. and Chayyug call this division n^, Man. du Lect., p. 75, DTI fin.

The Arabic name agrees, f^\- All that Ox. 2512 says of it is that it is interme-

diate between I and III : /t-Jl Xc'jH J kly;*
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R'bhia, L'garmeh, T'bhir. These accents constantly occupy in

practice an intermediate position between those of I and III,

and so had an intermediate melody (comp. note 14). Even

T'bhir was made a Ugh note, in antithesis to the fall of the voice

with Tiphcha, which always follows.

III. We pass on, in natural order, to the low, which were at the

same time sustained, tones 15
, represented by Pashta, Zaqeph,

Tiphcha, Athnach, and Silluq. The voice dropped and proceeded

in measured tones, on approaching
1 the two great pauses in the

middle and at the end of the verse, and also the pauses next in

magnitude to them marked by Zaqeph. (This last rule is indeed

contrary to what we should have expected, for Zaqeph and

its foretone Pashta seem from form and position high notes 16
.)

When however the word, on which any of these accents falls, is

Mil'el, we are told 17 that the melody changed and that they were

chanted with a high note (the voice dropping however again, I

presume, with the last syllable). The arsis in such cases explains

the change in the melody.

The author of Man. du Lect. (p. 75) informs us that the

D^mtZJD, servi, admit of being divided in the same way, but

no particulars are given.

One error Jewish grammarians avoided. They did not attempt
to classify the d'ota according to their supposed interpunctional

15 Ben-Bil. calls this division min, Chayyug mnyn, Man. du Lect., pp. 75

and 93, asa
"|-n

and rpmrc -pi. The Arabic name is xLjl. The term

rvmt) shews that the tones were ' low.' The other names are synonymous, and

indicate steady 'sustained
1

tones. Comp. Man. du Lect., p. 96 : S^W 123 ptf
N^N yiavana nab'ow Nbi /m-ua n:an> N^I ,1^1 pa narrar b nn^arr n

(dolce) lairc
1

? pnm rmtD". Ox. 2512 agrees:

.U^L, U-Jj Sjt-LS Jo jsjt^J ^ l^>

16 Ifwe were to transfer these accents to Class II, and bring T'bhir into Class III,

we might suppose that all was in order. But we know too little of the musical

value of the accents to be able to dogmatize.
17 See Ben-Bil., and more fully Man. du Lect., p. 97 sup. In the latter passage,

however, two of the quotations are falsely accented. For Gen. i. i, take 2 Chr.

ii. ii ; and for Ex. i. 2, Gen. xxxv. 23.
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value. On the other hand, early Christian writers on the accents

aimed at establishing on this basis a kind of hierarchy, consisting of

Imperatores, Eeges, Duces, Comites, &c. Strange" indeed is it to find

this fanciful and misleading distinction (long figo rejected by Spitzner)

still retained in so standard a "Work as Gesenius' Heb. Gr., p. 52,

Athnach and Silluq are both made Imperatores, although (as will be

seen hereafter) the former is as much subordinated to the latter,

as Zaqeph is to Athnach. Nor can Tiphcha (as in the early editions)

be properly placed in the same class with Zaqeph, &c. (The present

editor has indeed avoided the last-named error, but only to fall into

a more serious one. He has actually reckoned R'bhia among the

Eeges, whilst Tiphcha follows only as a Dux I And this mistake has

already begun to circulate as current coin, see Curtiss, Outlines of

Heb. Gr., p. 20, and Konig, Lehrgebaude der Hebr. Sprache, p. 76.)

The few pages devoted to the accentuation in this otherwise correct

and useful Work sadly need revision.

REMARKS ON THE SEVERAL ACCENTS 18
.

The variety of names assigned to some of the accents will perhaps

appear surprising to the student. They are doubtless to be mainly
accounted for, as having originated in different schools, or under the

influence of this or that distinguished teacher. Occasionally, perhaps,
we may trace the fancy of some unimportant punctator, the names
he proposed not being found elsewhere than in the list he drew up.
It is with the least important accents that the greatest liberties have
been taken. The names of the leading accents^ Silluq, Athnach,

Zaqeph, &c. were left for the most part undisturbed. After all, any
modern Dictionary of Music will shew almost as great a variety

8 In these remarks, I quote not only printed lists, but lists found in the

following MSS. : Ox. 2512 (already described); Vat. 475 (? I4th century);
De E. 333 (dated 1392), 1016 (? I4th century), and 1262 (dated 1454). The
Arabic list, Pet. 123 (? i6th century), has been printed in Pinsker's Einleitung

&c., pp. 42-43.

I also refer occasionally to the Zarqa-lists, so named from the accent with

which they all commence. Three such lists are current, differing slightly from
one another, and named after the communities in which they are in use, mQD
(Spanish), 3N'SE (Italian), and ^:a?M (German). The date of their intro-

duction is uncertain, but they can hardly be older than the I4th century, for no
writer on the accents alludes tothem, and they are very rare in manuscript. Perhaps
they were originally intended for popular use, for giving instruction to children

in school, a purpose which they still serve, &c. Accurate they are not. Any
one who is curious to see them will find them in Norzi's Bible, i. p. I35

b
,
after

the Megilloth. As given in Bartolocci's Biblioth. magna rabbin., iv. 441-442, they
are full of mistakes.
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of names for many notes, particularly for musical figures, graces, &c.,

such as were more or less in use in the Hebrew cantillation 19
.

I have quoted several times Villoteau's description of the musical

value of the accents 20
. A distinguished musician, he took great

pains fco ascertain and reproduce correctly the melodies in use in the

synagogues of Egypt. These Oriental melodies seem to me sometimes

really to represent the true character of the accents.

DISJUNCTIVES. I. i. The terms Pyp and p^D3 tflD are indiffer-

ently used for the final accent of the verse. The former, which means
'

cessation,'
'

close,' i. e. of the melody, is the name of the stroke

(inclining often in Codd. slightly to the left
21

) placed under the tone-

syllable of the word. The latter term indicates properly the two

points (or small strokes) which separate the verses from one another 22
.

Evidently, these points served as the main guide for the reader.

In Yemen Codd. the stroke under the tone-syllable is often wanting

2. nroriK, NJ-injritfj or njnN. An Aramaic name, derived from

the Aphel of njfl
t secondary form of HW 24

5
and properly signifying

*a causing to rest' (comp. '"H?!^, 'T??*?j &c.). Another name of

very rare occurrence is NSC1? (so written in Codd.), which means
* a turning over.' This name properly belongs, as it seems to me, to

the Babylonian system, in which Tiphcha is represented by JL, and

Athnach following by the same sign turned over, JL 25
. For an

explanation of the form see n"DK ""DSHD, p. 15.

3. NljOTp, i"6^p, or ?fap, so named from its similarity to the

vowel-sign S'gol
26

. The three points have, however, a meaning of

19 Heidenheim (Mishp. hat., p. 5
b
) has given various names of the accents, but

has mixed together those of the three and twenty-one Books, and copied, without

scruple, blunders of Qalonymos and El. Levita.

20 In the great Work, Description de 1'Egypte, Etat moderne, vol. i. p. 838 ff.

21 As the Arabic treatise, Ox. 2512, says, in describing Silluq :

22
Sometimes, as in Or. 1467, 1477, 2363, and Ox. 2484 (all Yemen Codd.), a

single point (or stroke) is used, as in Syriac.
23 As in Or. 1469, 1473, 1477, 2366 ; Ox. 2484; Par. 1325, &c.

24 The part, of this form, mno, occurs in the Talmud, Erubin 53*.
25 Full as our Massora is, the name occurs but once, in the mas. parva to Lev.

xviii. 15; whereas, in the scanty remains that have come down to us of the

Oriental Massora, it has already been found twice, in Cod. Bab. mas. parva to

Hos. xiii. 12, and in a rubric given in Ginsb. Mas., iii. p. 246. (In the list at the

end of Bomb, i, the word is misprinted ND2D.) The very name Sichpha (a

strange form) may have been intended as a play on the word Tiphcha.
26 Hence called by Hadassi (Sepher ha-eshkol, p. 61) jvbyn bliD,
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their own, being intended to indicate that S'golta was (relatively)

a greater pausal accent than Zaqeph with its two points, as Zaqeph,
in its turn, was greater than R'bhia with only one point. A pro-

bably older name, which is intimated in Cod. Bab. and is used by

Chayyug (p. 127) and retained in the Italian Zarqa-list, is ^JP,
'

encamping,'
'

halting for rest 27
,' by which the greater pause made by

S'golta was indicated. Rabbinical writers have also another name,

**?")!?
cn<n

C
l

>
due * ^e^r fanciful notion that, as S'golta always

'follows Zarqa/ it was not entitled to rank as a separate and

independent accent 28
. Ben-Asher's strange name n

/^5, meaning
( What is over-against

'

(Zarqa), conveys the same idea (Dikd. hat.,

p. 18).

This accent was made postpositive (according to the grammarians
29

)

for clearness' sake, that its points might not be mixed up with the

others that appear above the word, as they would have been, e. g. in

y^i'iT, riD/tP. For the same reason doubtless it was but seldom

repeated, . when the word is Mil'el.

4.
'

fy?y^
' Chain 3V A very rare accent, occurring only seven

times in the twenty-one Books 81
. The sign (which was supposed to

represent a hanging chain 32
)
and the name both point to the melody,

which is described as a double-trill 33
,
with its chain of notes

;
or as

two notes connected by an ascending chain of sounds 34
. The former

melody suits better the descriptive terms applied to this accent in the

Massora and elsewhere 35
. The Paseq, which accompanies it (Mas. to

87
Comp. n:in used for Athnach, n"n ^nyto, p. 14. Or nti may mean dis-

solvens, separans, like the Syriac accent, )u;jw (Duval, Gr. Syr., p. 154).
23 See Mishp. hat., p. 36* below. 'Olev'yored in the three Books is treated in

the same way.
29

Comp. Mishp. hat., p. s8
b

.

30 Sometimes the form nbobo is used (e.g. in Pet. 123)
= JL~JL*>. In Dikd.

hat., i6a
,
the name is prn, in Vat. 475 pirn, comp. Is. ad. 19.

31 As it occurs so seldom it was not counted entitled to a place among the

D3bo (see Mishp. hat., p. 7).

32 bm n'jiubca imis (Zalman the punctator in Par. 5).

33
Comp. El. Levita's description of it as sung by the Ashkenazim of his day :

DSITD 3)3 iniM D'3a:Q\u is? a^bon "?3o irm nnv bip ib nj^ (DXIQ mto, 4).

(For Pazer as a trill, see p. 21.)
34

According to the Oriental mode, see Villoteau, p. 838.
85

D'jnp, 'reverberating' (Mas. to Lev. viii. 23; Dikd. hat., p. 18 below);

PXno, 'making to tremble' (Ox. 41; Par. 4; St. Pet. Cat., p. 85); cip,
'

agitating, shaking
'

the voice (De E. 861
; comp. Ginsb. Mas. to, 235), terms

all suiting its character as a tremolo or trill.

D
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Lev. viii. 23), was introduced for the sake of conformity with the paw
Shalsheleth of the three Books 36

.

g. P]j?T, KSpT. Doubtless derived its name from the 'upright

finger employed, in the teaching of the cantillation, to mark

Comp. Ben-Asher (Dikd. hat., p. 18), *]pr 5DVK3 IHVO. Why ti

points instead of an upright line, as we should have expected wei

chosen as its sign, has been explained under S'golta. But the uprigl

line was not lost sight of, as we shall see immediately.

Zaqeph is an accent of very frequent occurrence, four or moi

often appearing in one verse, and probably on this account w*

subjected (more than any other accent) to various musical me
"

fications, with the view of varying the recurring melody. Thus

have the simple sign of two points, flbj? 'f or BHD
'T, with a simple

melody; and a double sign, made up of the two points and tl

upright line named above, a double Zaqeph
37

,
with a fuller, strong

tone. This form of the accent is known as ?Vi3 't. (We must

however, be misled by the names, and suppose that ^13 'T represent
a greater paused accent than JtojJ

'T
(see e.g. Gen. ii. 9^). The diffei

ence is simply musical 38

.)
The rules which have never yet been

clearly made out for the employment of the one or other of these

accents will follow in due course; as also the explanation of the

other musical modifications to which Zaqeph's word is subject.

6. KHSB means ' handbreadth.' The name refers, as I conjecture,

to the *

outspread hand,' the manual sign employed for this accent.

(Unfortunately but few of these signs have been described to us by
those who knew them.) Another name, in equally common use, is

NH^B, 'laboring, toiling/ which can only mean a 'slow, heavy'

melody, lento. Tarcha, as immediately preceding the cadence at

Athnach and Silluq, may well have been of this character. Before

Silluq it had also the special name (an intimation that the melody
varied slightly from that before Athnach) 'rn, 'thrust back/ in allu-

sion to the backward inclination of the sign
39

,
in contrast to Silluq.

7. V'
1

?'!, an Aramaic word,= '

resting/ The name may refer to the

pause, or the character of the melody, 'resting/ 'sustained' (see

88 But it was quite unnecessary, and fails in many old Codd., as Add. 21161 ;

De K. 10, 226
; K. 154. Comp. Jequthiel's note to Gen. xix. 16.

87 So we have a double Ge*resh and a double Mer'kha.
33

Comp. Man. du Lect., p. 96 : D2D1 pnp ^pt ip DD D3jb p^na ?|pin

.nbnrr niora 'Db nn Vm ^pi Nip'

89 As in the list at the end of Bomb, i (copied in Ginsb. Mas. i. p. 658). So

May'la, which has the same inclination, is called rrim. In Pet. 123 we have

the Arabic name
5j|T, 'thrusting back' the sign.
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, P. I5)
40

. The shape of the accent, as laid down by
grammarians

41
,
and found in all Codd., is an ordinary point, like

Cholem or Chireq. I mention this, because some scholars still cling
to the notion that R. had its name from its square shape (JPlTsnJftin).

But this form, where found in printed texts, has been simply due to

the same mistaken notion on the part of the editors.

8. tfjjll or ^tf. Jewish writers on the accents derive the name

NplT from pit, 'to sprinkle, scatter.' It may be taken to refer to

the character of the melody, which is further symbolized by the

form of the accent 42
. Comp. Villoteau, p. 838 : 'Les sons semblent se

repandre et s'etendre, en tournoyant.' The form would then represent
what is called in music ' a turn.' Originally it was so -2-, whence the

name *")foV|
' hook-like 43/ This form is still common in Codd. But as

there was not always room for this upright sign between the lines,

it was made recumbent, and delineated with a free hand assumed the

shape which appears in our printed texts.

Zarqa was made postpositive for the sake of conformity with its

position in the three Books ; and as it is in these Books seldom repeated^
when the word is Mil'el (lest it should be confounded with Sinnorith),
so punctators rarely repeat it in the twenty-one Books.

g.
NBPa or BBte, 'extending,' 'stretching out in length.' The

name may be most simply explained, as referring to the melody,

'indique qu'on doit etendre et prolonger la voix sur le meme ton'

(Villoteau, p. 840). So the Orientals chant this accent. The sign is

properly a straight line inclined to the left, made postpositive, to

distinguish it from Azla, with the same form.

When Pashta would come on a monosyllable, or a dissyllable which is

Mil'el, and no servus precedes, it is changed into ^JV 44
,

an accent of

10 Here and there in lists (e.g. in Chayyug, p. 129) the name 'yai is found.

This change of the original name, if not a corruption, may have been due to the

(incorrect) notion that E. marks the fourth pausal division of the verse after

Silluq, Athnach, and Zaqeph.
11

As, for instance, by Aben-Ezra (runs, p. i), *]1D2
nbj?n^ mipa

.n niopan miparr DS I-IST

42 On further consideration, this explanation appears to me more probable than

that which I proposed in n"nN ^ns?tQ, p. 16.

43 For N'vir!?, 'hook,' comp. Levy, Neuhebr. W. B. Menachem ben Salomo (in

IMS work jmi JIN) describes Zarqa poaw J'3?3>
this word being understood by Eabb.

writers in the sense of 'hook,' and in Or. 2349 I found: jjTL;Lo J^^Ci ^jfc NpIT,
'
is in the form of a hook.'
44 A fine musical distinction, not without parallel, as we shall see further on.

But it is surprising that the same signs should have been chosen for Azla and

M'huppach, the servi of Pashta, as for Pashta itself and Y'thibh. As might have
been expected, no little confusion has been the result. Pashta has been con-

founded in texts with Azla, and M'huppach with Y'thibh.

D 2
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the same disjunctive value, but differing in form and melody; thi

V? becomes *&
(Gen. iii. n), n.A>K, n?K

(vi. 9). This new accent

made prepositive, in order to distinguish it from the conjunctive accei

M'huppach with the same form, e. g. npK and 'IpX, 1]^ and

Its own disjunctive character was indicated by the name given it,

*

resting, pause.'

(Different schools did not, however, all agree in the above nomei

clature. Some grammarians make aw the generic name, and undei

stand by it generally Pashta, distinguishing when necessary betwe

Ntp^'g aw and :jBn aw. "With others the distinction is betw

rpyJDpD
"
and n$P>ifD "*, or between aW simjdex, and D^D

"l46
.

Y'thibh is also known as 1W "ISteM7. Chayyu^ (p. 129) speaks of

as JVjaiD Kin "ISPK "pan ^BIP, i.e. 'which is disjoined/ Rashi
(c

Deut. xi. 30) has the name /BBfo,
'

making low,' and Pet. 123

perhaps
'

enveloping,' because standing outside the vowel.)

10. "VaJjl or K^lft (=Heb. ^5^)- ^h ^ame is derived from

melody, which was a broken note, a series of broken tones in 01

measure (as it is sung in the present day). Hence T'bhir is d<

scribed as na^in "VSISto (Man. du Lect., p. 72). The form as made

up of R'bhia and Mer'kha represents it as an intermediate accent,

neither so strong as the former, nor so weak as the latter (R'bhia,

T'bhir, Mer'kha, is the frequent order in the full melody preceding

Tiphcha).
f

11. ^.J,'^*??} expulsio. This accent was one of the highest notes

(see p. 13), and required a strong
'

expulsion' of the voice to produce
it. It was also known as ^l?^?

x?l^j being a trill like Pazer 48
.

Another very common name is D"JE), D'ntp, 'bar 49
,' derived from the

45 It may be noted that, where there is no vowel under the first letter,

M'huppach is (in carefully pointed Codd.) placed under the middle of the letter,

Y'thibh more to the right, e.g. ba and b3
<5 ttnj? and iin^.

Moses the punctator tells us (lIpDH '311, p. 27) that Y'thibh was also dis-

tinguished by being smaller in size, which is false (as any Codex will shew).

Equally so is his statement that the melody was the same as that of Pashta, for

then there would have been no change in the sign.
46 For these different names, see Mishp. hat., 32*, 35

b
;
Man. du Lect., pp. 77, 94.

47
Mishp. hat., 37

a
.

48 See note 35 and Dikd. hat., p. 17 note. In De E. 1262, Gdresh and Pazer

are both described as m?'jno, 'making (the voice) tremble/
49 See Fleischer's note in Levy's Neuhebr. W. B., ii. p. 211. So Ab'ul-walid,

Lexicon, p. 113, uses
(jâ

for Heb. rva. Chayyug (p. 128) has .the form onn,
which is more correct, in view of the derivation.
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form (properly a straight line) and indicating the disjunctive character

of this accent. So we use ' bar
'

of a dividing line in music.

85H3 and &"!&% 'Double Geresh,' (called fttp 'a and 5>H3 '3 respec-

tively in Ox. 2512, p. 1 8), differed musically, and in the rules for their

employment. Their disjunctive value is the same.

12. ITS, K"U3, derives its name from its melody, filial "Wl FTOJO

"lt>n& (Dikd. hat., p. 18). It was a trill, but of a more pronounced
character than Geresh. Like Geresh it occurs with a twofold melody
and two different signs, known as Great and Little Pazer. The

original sign of the former, still preserved in many Codd., was no

doubt 7H3 ~ITQ, in which we may see a representation of the manual

sign used for this accent,
' two fingers turned upwards

'

(Man. du

Lect., p. 1 08). Sometimes in Codd. Little Pazer differs only in being

smaller, but generally there is a slight alteration in the form as well,
V K

thus : "ITS
,
"ITS . The original meaning of the sign was after a time

lost sight of, and many variations of form were introduced.

By a poor figure of speech Great Pazer was commonly known as
rna VP.t!, 'cow-horns;' in Man. du Lect., p. 91, it is likened to the

antennae of the locust, 0*0:1n \np3 ;
and in Pet. 123 it is ^IJJU,

' a pair of scissors.' This accent, from its rare occurrence
(it

is found

only sixteen times), attracted the attention of the punctators, who
amused themselves with giving it various ornamental forms, one of

which is that which appears in printed texts and is made to resemble
two T'lishas, a misleading representation, for Pazer had no connec-
tion (as far as we know) with T'lisha. The Mas. parva to Ezek.

xlviii. 21, which describes Great Pazer with its servus Galgal as

WJJfl (SIX, 'wheel and waggon/ was doubtless due to this form.

Little Pazer sometimes called EHp '> is the ordinary Pazer of

our texts, and is of very frequent occurrence.

13. Ngfrpn or NtPpfl. Like Geresh and Pazer, a musical term (from

the root E^fi, 'to pluck out, draw out with effort') indicating that

this accent ' drew out
'

the voice with a marked effort and impulse.
(It was one of the highest notes, p. 13.) The sign is properly a small
circle

50
,
which seems to have been intended to symbolize the melody

51
.

From this circular form was derived another name, Nplfl, 'shield 52
.'

60

'i^.^o 'i^-A5,
Ox. 2512, and so it is marked in Cod. Bab. and Yemen Codd.

?l Comp. Villoteau, p. 842, who after giving the melody as he had heard it in

the East, adds :

c
II faut arracher la voix avec force du fond de la poitrine, et

e"tendre les sons, en faisant un petit circuit.'

52 NDin = D'in, but I have found no other example of this form. The name
Dnn was avoided, as being too like to onio, No. n. For 'round as a shield,'

comp. Dozy, s.v.
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T'lisha had, like Ge'resh and Pazer, with which it is so often asso-

ciated, a twofold melody, distinguished as r6l*lj N^pfi and n|Bj? N^vfl;

but here the weaker melody is a conjunctive. The sign of the former

is prepositive and sometimes called in consequence f& T)
, that of the

latter postpositive,
/Nbfc^ 'D . Grammarians tell us that they were so

placed, that they might not be confounded with the circular sign -L.
,

marked over words which are the object of a Massoretic note 5S
. For

the same reason punctators rarely repeat the sign.

14.
'

W"!^, i.e. TO^ m%3 M. The name L'garmeh means 'for

or by itself, independent
' = disjunctive, and was chosen to designate

a particular disjunctive melody which must originally have re-

sembled Munach in contrast to the conjunctive Munach, with or

without Paseq following. With Paseq, the signs are the same.

How the one was distinguished from the other in practice we shall

see further on. But it was clearly a mistake to employ the same

signs for two distinct accentual values, a mistake that has been

avoided in the Babylonian system. (Such mistakes are sure to lead

to confusion, and the present instance forms no exception, as any one

who has consulted the Paseq-lists will have observed.)
The melody of L. must have been * drawn out

'

in comparison with

that of the simple Munach, as we gather from the name IjJ, ^M,
protractio, assigned to this accent in Dikd. hat., p. 1 7 (see Baer's note),

and elsewhere.

II. i. Of the CONJUNCTIVES, the most important, owing to their

frequent occurrence, are those belonging to the Shophar-class, so

named as the sign was meant to represent the "IB^,
'

trumpet/ which

is still employed by the Jews in their religious observances. This

musical instrument, the only one in use since the destruction of the

second temple, could hardly have been passed over, in choosing the

signs and names for the musical notes.

Early writers on the accents distinguish as follows :

a. n^lD "iBi^ or 2$)p 1B^ 55
, representing a 'sustained' note.

(The name Munach does not refer, as is generally supposed, to the

position under the word, but to the melody.)

53 Man. du Lect., p. 92.
54 We must not call it rrmab pDC, as Qimehi does (TCID Toy, p. V), and above all

not rrmab s 3Qb naiD, as in the printed Mas. to Ex.xxx. 13 (although Frensdorff

has copied without scruple): '2D
1

? is a clerical error. Parallel to our Munach

L., are the Azla L. and M'huppach L. of the three Books.
55 The name ai&va is regularly used in Man. du Lect. for Munach (it ia also

found in Chayyug, p. 128), and is thus explained, p. 87 : NSD n"?on\u ntcvn ptu
1

?

rrtooS Nbi nbyn 1

? N"J niicvo no'sm 11. Corresponding names in IDID E,
p. b, and Ox. 2512, p. 18, are TOSJS 'tf and loir '\6. The Arabic name is
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6. ^y IB^, ttyto '&, or (W8W) KtiM 'tf
, had, as its names imply,

an '

ascending
'

tone 56
.

c. pjsnaE)
"13^* or N?2n? '>, an ornamental note, whence its name,

in reference to I Chr. xv. 27 and Dan. iii. 21. Its only use was to

vary the melody before Zaqeph. The musical character was a ' broken '

note (answering to the "N3B* 't? of the three Books), as the names

Stt^tttp 'tr and ^p.^i? 't?
(so pointed) shew. That it was also a

*

descending
'

note appears from another name, JVru 'W 57
.

The "^Bi$ therefore, according to its position before this or that

disjunctive accent, had a '

sustained/ an '

ascending' or a '

descending
7

melody; and thus (speaking roughly) one may say that the three

Shophars are explained. Precise rules are laid down for their

respective employment, which will be referred to hereafter.

But why (it has been asked) three such different melodies with
one and the same sign ? I think I can explain. These three Shophar-
intonations were meant to correspond to the three notes (or trumpet-
calls) appointed to be sounded on the Shophar upon the great Festival

of the New Year 58
. Not that the musical value was the same. But

the threefold distinction in the one case suggested the same distinction

for the other. We have the Shophar with three notes in both cases.

The single sign employed, however, gradually led to the obliteration

of the distinction so carefully laid down
;
and though a variety of

names (including some of those given above) came into use, they had
a common signification, and pointed to one accent (instead of to three)

5S>
.

Such names are mto, ^y 'P, 1BW KaT
' eox f)v, i>Vl3 '$, *\&

'B>, ^in '$?,

(these three last names in contrast to ^SHE '#), and lastly most

inappropriate of all ?3p3
60

. As the musical division has no meaning

56 For these names, see Mishp. hat., 6b
; Man. du Lect., p. 87; Chayyug', p. 128

;

and IEID r:r, p. ib. (Here for NTC: the editor has carelessly printed, twice

over, Nisja!) The Arabic name is xl~ '& .

57 For the above names, see Mishp. hat., n and 13 ; Man. du Lect., pp. 103, 108
;

Chayyu> I.e., and IBID TQ9, I.e. $$p_ is Infinitive-form of bp.bj?, Ezek. xxi. 26).
The Arabic name was borrowed from the Hebrew. Ben-Bil. (Ox. MS.) says of

this accent that it was chanted nsom nisnam, 'with an emphatic agitation'

(of the voice) .

,

08 Viz. nypn, nm (or onaw), and run-in. See Mishna at the end of ro*n

n:s?n. The New Year is the only occasion on which the Shophar is so used, and
to the present day much is made of this part of the Festival ceremonies.

59 And so in the chanting of the present day, there is but one melody in use.
60 One or other of these names will be found in the list printed in Ginsb. Mas.,

i. p. 658, in -IBID TD2, p. "?,
in the several Zarqa-lists, c. But how are we to

explain the strange name ^aba,
'

wheel, 'found in some texts of the Italian Zarqa-
list (whence Norzi has borrowed it, e. g. in hia note to Gen. i. 3) ? A form of
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for us, we too may be content with one name and may accept that

which has become established by long use, viz. Munach, although the

proper signification of the term no longer applies.

d. SJ1BH "lErtSP, "njj^P
or ^l?

1

"?*?, so named from its form. It was an

* inverted
'

Shophar
61

. As compared with Munach its use was limited,

for it occurs only before Pashta. Its musical value is described (Dikd.

hat., p. 1 9) rf?yrfO W1 r6isn TTP ;
so that we might also term it "H^HD

in regard to its melody
62

.

2 . SfnSO, N59 or fcO-Y-D (K?!
1

?)- These names are all from the

same root *ptf, (N?T5 like N^D and ^??
<I

P), and indicate the

accent as '

prolonging
'

the modulation. It had a long tone 63
,
which

was at the same time, as the Massora and all writers on the accents

describe it, a descending tone 6
*. In MSS. it is generally represented

as a straight line, turned more or less to the left, but in some made

perpendicular.

[It may be noted that the term "jntWD is often used in the Massora

and elsewhere not only for the accent Mer'kha, but for Gaya=Metheg
as well. And even the signs are not always kept distinct in Codd.

Hence an excuse may be found for our printed texts, which constantly

mark the (euphonic) Metheg at the end of a word as Mer'kha, HjJB

(Gen. xxviii. 5) for TOTO
; JTCtol (Is.

Ixiii. 5) for Vj^Tll, Ac. Another

occasional use of THND in the Massora is to indicate the opposite to

Munach occurs occasionally in Codd. with the angle rounded off -
, and it must

have appeared to some punctator one of the class, whose restless ingenuity was

wholly occupied with such trifles that here was an opening for a new name,

after the analogy of Galgal, No. 6. The name has, however (as far as I have

noticed), been adopted only by Norzi.

If we find any of the names above given, loosely used in the Massora (MS. or

printed), we must not suppose that the genuine Massora sanctioned them. Both

copyists and editors have introduced the modern names familiar to them.
61

IIDH ppa -imj?(Man.duLect.,p.73). Comp. thenaiDrt p3,Mas.toNum.xi.i.
62
By Chayyug, p. 127, this accent is called

fj'po, fully F]po -pen TDltt (Ox.

2512, p. 18). The meaning is 'conjunctive' (comp. Dikd. hat., 30, and Ginsb.

Mas. tD, 235), in opposition to the disjunctive Y'thibh with the same form.

An extraordinary name occurs in Pet. 123, Vis b^n, i.e. y*j- J^->> 'small

new moon.' Mutatis mutandis, the explanation is the same as for Gilgal above.

63 rranNi nmnNb mainn (Dikd. hat., p. 19), 'joined to its partner with a

long tone.' And so Ben-Bil. (Ox. MS.) n"?nn nanwottJ fcOVQ n*np3i. Another

explanation is
'

long-stroke,
'

in contrast to Shophar, but the other meanings of

the term (given above) shew that this explanation is not the true one.

64
Comp. Mas. to Num. xxxvi. 3 (nrn) ;

Dikd. hat., 21
; Mishp. hat., p. 16;

Man. du Lect., p. 97 below, &c. Hence in Pet. 123, the double name of ol.*,

'

lengthening,' and &b\,&. ,

'

descending.'
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Maqqeph, thus: N1QD3 DyBn fWKO Tl (Mas. to Lev. i. n), i.e.

'

eight instances in Lev. lengthen out the particle stf with an accent
'

(instead of contracting it with Maqqeph). Comp. Mas. parva to Esth.

ii. 5. As these instances affect the accentuation, it seemed necessary
to allude to them.]

Mer'kha appears in a few instances doubled, and is termed NS'V'p

r63, or ppin pn, 'two rods or strokes.' As the servus of T'bhir

always precedes, this Double Mer'kha was regarded as a reduced or

impoverished T'bhir, whence the fanciful name given to it of fSDBH,

pauper, tenuis 65
. Qimchi (Mikhlol 89

a
) goes so far as to say that its

melody was like Tbhir's. But his authority on such a point is not of

much weight.

'3. N/;i is also termed *k$& and *$? O^) 66
- These latter

names seem to indicate a certain relationship with the disjunctive
Shalsheleth. And in some old Codd., as De R. 10 and K. 154, the sign
for Darga is precisely the same as that for Shalsheleth, as also it is

described in Dikd. hat., p. 19, and Man. du Lect., p. 76. But the

Shalshleth-sign stands, as we have seen, p. 1 7, for a trill. Such
then would seem to have been the musical value of Darga. The name
wn had also probably this meaning. Comp.

'

Jj ,
he chanted, or sang,

in a trilling or quavering manner (Lane). Of course, the trill or

quaver must have been feeble, in comparison with that of Shalsheleth
67

.

The sign in common use, and the modern melody of a descending
scale running through the octave, represent N3"H in its ordinary

meaning of scala.

4. K7TN
, 7TX, i.e. 'going on,' not pausing in the melody,= conjunctive

(in contrast to Pashta, disjunctive, withthe same sign)
68

. Other names for

this accent are ?,' rod,' 'stroke '(comp. 1. 7 above), and Sf^&'cord,' 'line.'

When associated with Geresh, it is frequently termed .&*'?! 2, Greresh

then, by a strange confusion of terms, being known as N7TN 69
;
or the

two are described by the Massoretic formula "'HNI 7TN. The melody is

an ascending one, r6iy D^jA (Dikd. hat., p. 19).

55 Dikd. hat., p. 18. Baer indeed explains the term of Silluq. But this is a

mistake; for Ox. 2512, p. I5
b

, expressly names the Double Mer'kha in njjyn

(Ex. v. 15) pen. The description also, given in Dikd. hat., I.e., exactly suits

this accent.

.^ Chayyug, p. 128 below
;
Man. du Lect., p. 76 ;

Dikd. hat., 19. The ignorant

Qalonymos gives a further name bjbj "iDTtt?, which is quite false (the name

belongs to another accent, see p. 23). Yet he is followed by El. Levita, Heiden-

heim, Ewald, and others.
'7

It ought also to have a corresponding name, mTpp 'TB, as in De K. 1262.
w So David ben Abraham (loth century) in his Dictionary (Journal Asiatique,

1862, p. 77 note) uses
Tjbin, 'joined on,' as opposed to rn3in, 'separated.'

O-rfc, as it were ' the leader and the goer on' with the melody. The

E
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5. . See Bemarks under xwft above, p. 22. The

melody of Little T'lisha must have been similar to that of Great

T'lisha, although of course feebler. Ben-Naphtali apparently treated

this accent as a disjunctive (comp. Tipjn ^Sfkn to Gen. xix. 17 and

Baer's note), and so the modern Ashkenazic Jews give a certain

paused value to Little T'lisha, as in chanting D^nrrfiK rorin bto \DJ1

(Gen. xxx. 35). Bad taste indeed!

6. p-[?3,
' wheel/ Although this accent occurs only sixteen times

(always immediately before Great Pazer) punctators exercised their

ingenuity in devising for it a number of names and even forms. Its

original circular form may be gathered from the name '

wheel.'

Under this form it was also called i"&USJ, 'round/ and n|Bj? NB^fl or

rryjJt
'n 71

} being like a small T'lisha. With the circle incomplete
72

,

it became to^ |2 fP^
78

,
'the moon a day old.' Other forms of

Galgal, beside that found in printed texts, are -7- and a small Teth,

answering to similar forms, on a larger scale, of Great Pazer. The

original melody probably resembled that of Little T'lisha.

j. K^KD, rTODJ, or rrorrp. Names given to Tiphcha, when in the

same word with Athnach or Silluq. (It occurs only fifteen or sixteen

times 75
.)

The character of Tiphcha was changed, hence a new name
was given to it. But somewhat of the melody of Tiphcha must have

been retained in the chanting, for we find the same subordinate

accents as before Tiphcha, and Zaqeph preceding, which requires for

expression is found in Chayyug, p. 127, in the printed Mas. (e.g. to Ex. iv. n),
in the Italian Zarqa-list, &c., and is commonly used by the Jews in the present

day. The two accents may come together in the same word, and are then called in

Pet. 123 ^A^L^Ua, as if they were both GeVesh ! see p. 20.

70 In the list,"~Chayyug, p. 128, this accent is actually called ai NttJ^n ! to dis-

tinguish it from Galgal, which is there termed NVjn NXD^n (see No. 6 above).

What we call Great T'lisha has the simple name NiT^n. One sees there is

no end to the vagaries of schools and punctators in these trivial matters !

71 As in Chayyug, p. 128
;
Man. du Lect., p. 76 below; Ox. 2512, p. 10.

72 So the Massoretic circle and the Arabic Gezm are sometimes complete,

sometimes incomplete in MSS.
73 As in Mas. magna to Ezek. xlviii. 21, the Zarqa-lists, &c. In Pet. 123 this

name is changed to ^J^ J^U ,

* the great new moon,' because Galgal had to be

contrasted with M'huppach, 'the small new moon' (see note 62).
74 For these several 'names, see Mishp. hat., p. 6b

; Dikd. hat., p. 19 and note;

Chayyug, p. 128
; and Man. du Lect., p. 73.

These names are also given to an accent of the same form (but different

character) in the three Books, see n"QN 'Q2TQ, p. 19.
75

Properly speaking, it does not belong to our list (of Conjunctives). I have

however inserted it, as all Rabbinical writers on the accents, and even the

Massora, number it among the DTTUDO (servi).
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the melody Tiphcha following. The name N7 t|KtD (the one now in

common use) must have been first employed by the grammarians, who

wrote in Arabic, for it is alJlI, i.e. 'inclined 76/ The Hebrew
names have the same signification. In Dikd. hat., p. 17, the name is

nnnD ,

'

extending/ scil. the melody of the word in which it occurs.

(The term N^NIS is also found in a rare Mas. printed in Bomb. 2 at

Gen. xxx. 16 and elsewhere. It is there used for the Mer'kha

preceding Zarqa. But such a use is opposed to the testimony of early
writers on the accents, who expressly state that May'la occurs only
before Athnach and Silluq. The Mas., in this form, is undoubtedly
false

77

.)

Were we able to trace the development of the graphical repre-
sentation of the accentual melodies, we should probably find that

it was, at first, confined to Athnach and Soph Pasuq
78

;
and that it

was only gradually that the other signs, of which we have just treated,

came into use.

The first step towards a musical arrangement of the text was

the breaking it up into a number of 'sections,' Q^DS verses,

as we call them of varying length, according as the sense or

the requirements of the cantillation suggested. Each section or

verse was then treated as an independent whole ; and, whatever

its connection in sense with the verse preceding or the verse

following, had its musical division assigned to it, quite irrespec-

tively of them 79
. These verses we must accept, as (with rare

exceptions) common to all texts 80
. Their number is counted

and fixed by the Massora for each Book.

76
Comp. the use of the word, as it is found in Ox. 2512, p. 10, in the descrip-

tion of Mer'kha :

^L-^J I Jl JJII A-J5J1 CU^" L^jj*.
7 It may perhaps be traced to a single MS. For Moses the punctator

(ppsn '311, p. 27), after quoting it at length, adds ins N^QDDN 1DD3 NSO3 m.
This quotation seems then to have passed into other works, as Simson's 11 in

D'2lpn, and was copied verbatim by Jacob ben-Chayyim in the Mas. to Gen.

xxx. 16. Perhaps the original form of the Mas. was N'HN n Ono V^D n"

'01

78

Many extant Codd. do not (as is well known) go beyond this simple
division.

79 Hence it is often called in the Talmud *np (e. g. Qiddushin 30*) and lOpQ

(Yoma 52*), properly 'portion to be read' (chanted), 'lection.'
80 It was not always so. For a long time there were considerable differences

between the various schools, a reminiscence of which is found in the Pisqas

E 2
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The verses, like all the other divisions, were marked off for the

cantillation
81

. They necessarily vary in length ;
but the general rule

is to avoid too short or too long verses. Hence a short period is often

attached to a longer one preceding or following (Gen. i. 10; v. i
;

xxxvii. 2
;
xxxix. 6), and two short periods are constantly brought

together into one verse (i. 5, 8
;

xlvii. 31). On the other hand, when
the period runs on to any length, it is broken up into two or more

verses. So the protasis may be separated from the apodosis (Ex. ix.

2, 3 ;
Deut. xxx. 17, 18) ;

a compound subject or object kept apart from

the verb (Num. xxxi. 22 ; Neh. x. 29) ;
a speech extended through any

number of verses (Gen. xii. 1-3; xxiv. 34-49); details of every kind

marked off in groups often small, for distinctness of enunciation

(Gen. x. 11-18; Ex. xxxv. 10-19; Deut. xi. 2-6; Jer. xxv. 17-26;

&c.) The division, it must be allowed, shews freedom enough, as when
we find the apodosis in the same verse with the last part of the protasis

(Gen. xxiv. 44; 2 Sam. xi. 21
;

i Ki. x. 5; Ezek. xviii. 9); or a

shorter period in the same verse with the last part of a long period

preceding (Gen. i. 18
;
xiv. 20

;
1. 17 ;

Ex. xii. 27 ; Jer. xi. 5 ;
li. 64).

In such cases, the division which seemed most convenient for the

cantillation was adopted. The musical principle admitted, and due

allowance made for divisions, designed to emphasize, or otherwise give
effect to the reading, we shall not often have occasion to find fault

with the verses as marked off. The above remarks refer particularly
to the prose portions of the text. For the poetical, the parallelism of

the members sufficed generally to fix the limits of the verse.

The rules for the division of the verse itself must now engage

our attention.

marked in our text (for the list of which see Baer's note on Hos. i. 2). These

Pisqas, always coming after Athnach, indicate that some authorities made two

verses, where our Massoretic text has only one. The latest treatise on the

differences named is by Graetz in the Monatschrift fur Geschichte und Wissen-

echaft des Judenthums, 1885, p. 97 ff. But the learned professor has not

succeeded in throwing any fresh light on a very obscure and perplexing subject.
il The verses, once fixed, would furnish suitable portions for separate reading,

when a translation of the text was to be given at the same time. So in the Mishna,

Megilla iv. 4, the translator is directed to render verse by verse in the reading of

the Tora. But I cannot consider (with Vitringa and Hupfeld) that the verses

owed their origin to the necessity of providing for the translation small divisions

in the sense which the congregation could easily follow. The Mishna, I.e.,

appointed three verses of the Prophets to be read together, before the translation

was given.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE DICHOTOMY. GENEEAL.

EVERY verse, however short, was divided, for the purpose of

chanting, into two parts. This is what Christian writers on the

accents have termed the DICHOTOMY of the verse. The accent

i employed to mark the division is generally Athnach, but in

some cases other accents are allowable, or are even necessary

from the influence of musical laws.

The further division was on the same principle. Each half-

verse constituted by the main dichotomy if of sufficient length

was divided by a minor dichotomy. And the parts thus formed

were subjected to the same process, which was continued,

as long as the condition just named, of there being a sufficient

number of words in the clause, was fulfilled. We thus arrive at

the law of the CONTINUOUS DICHOTOMY, the simple principle

that regulates the division of the verse. It is sufficient at

present to lay down the general law. The conditions for its

application cannot be stated as simply as for the three Books.

It will depend on the particular accent, whose clause has to be

divided, whether three or even more words can stand without

the dichotomy. But the law must be accepted. It constitutes

one of the marked and distinguishing features of the system

of Hebrew accentuation 1
.

"We naturally ask, what was the purpose designed by this

remarkable process of division and minute sub-division? No
doubt it served to mark the logical and syntactical interpunction.

But the logical use will account only very partially for its

introduction
; and even for the syntactical, it was not needed

to anything like the extent to which it was applied. Some

1 Jewish writers on the accents had no more idea of this law than they had of

many of the chief grammatical rules. Its discovery is due to the unwearied

diligence, with which the study of the accents was pursued by Christian scholars

of the 1 7th century.
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other explanation therefore is necessary. And there can be no

question that the object aimed at, was that which is the essential

characteristic of the accentuation, musical
effect. The result of

the continuous dichotomy was a succession of pausal melodies

(more or fewer) fixed by rule, which, with the conjunctive melodies

dependent on them, gave the cantillation of the verse. It was

a peculiar system, but one that must have answered its purpose.

Certainly it secured fulness and variety for the melody. How
far it corresponded to our modern notions of a melodious result,

we have no sufficient means of determining
1

, inasmuch as we are

but imperfectly acquainted with the musical value of the accents,

and not at all with the changes which they doubtless underwent,

according to their relative position.

As for the origin of the system, it seems to me that it may
have been as follows. We may well suppose that a musical

recitation was early employed for the poetical parts of the

Tora, as the JTVVtt?, Ex. xv and Deut. xxxii. Such parts

would, from their very character, be the first to claim it. We

may further consider that the musical divisions as we now have

them were first established for these pieces. For how does the

matter stand with them? The dichotomy resulting from

jparallelismus membrorum is the reigning principle of division,

and shews itself not only in the bisection of the verse, but often

in that of the subordinate parts as well. Thisformal dichotomy

necessarily supplied (as far as it went) the basis for the musical,

and from its constant recurrence seems to have suggested to the

originators of the accentual system a guiding principle for the

musical division in general. We note that in the poetical pieces, it

did not need frequent application. It is not often that the sub-

division is carried beyond the second minor dichotomy. The

continuous dichotomy shews itself therefore here in a simple

form.

When now it was determined to introduce a musical recitation

for the prose parts, there was, according to the above hypothesis,

a model already provided. True, in these parts there is,
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generally speaking
1

,
no formal dichotomy to serve as a basis for

the musical. But this could form no objection, for there are

even in the poetical pieces verses that read as simple prose, e. g.

Ex. xv. 1 8, Deut. xxxii. 19, and yet have the dichotomy applied

to them. The model then was accepted, and the principle of

the continuous dichotomy adopted for the prose reading. Here,

owing to the long verses often marked off, its application became

,

more extended and much more complicated.

One drawback was involved in its adoption. Two or more equal

pauses, in succession, cannot be represented as such. Subordination

(variously carried out) necessarily takes place
2

. No doubt the

accentuators would have been often glad to mark the equal pauses by
accents of equal disjunctive value, if the law which they had laid

down for themselves would have permitted it, as in Gen. xlix. 31 ;

Josh. vii. I4
b

; Is. iii. 24; Ixvi. 3; &c. In certain cases, indeed, the

same accent is repeated in the division of the clause
; but, from the

i very nature of the continuous dichotomy, it loses in disjunctive value

each time of repetition. Instances are Zaqeph repeated (often more
than once) in Silluq's clause, R'bhia in Zaqeph's clause, &c.

The question how the position of the dichotomy (main or

!

minor) was fixed, has been already answered. It is found, where

the main logical pause of the clause, or the rules for syntactical

division require it. But, as has been pointed out, pp. 3, 4, there

i
are many notable exceptions. I would here only once more

remind the reader that we have to do with a system of public

recitation, the main object of which (like that of all effective

delivery) was to bring out and impress upon the minds of the

hearers the full meaning of the Sacred Text. And I would add

that unless we are prepared to recognise the utmost freedom in

the application of the dichotomy, we shall never be able to

explain to ourselves the accentual division. In the higher style,

wiere parallelism is found, the same freedom necessarily prevails.

I purpose, in the present chapter, to consider certain general

principles of division, which will, in my opinion, account for the

most noticeable instances of deviation from rule, just referred

a So abiit, evasit, erupit, could not, when turned into (accented) Hebrew, be

separated by equal pauses. Comp. tioban rnan Tf^l (i Sam. xix. 12).
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to. In the next chapter, I shall lay down the laws for syntactical

division.

I. We often see a tendency to delay the dichotomy, till the main

statement of the verse or clause has been set before the reader,

what follows the dichotomy serving- to supplement, explain,

qualify, &c. the last part of what precedes it. Looked at from

the rhetorical point of view, such a division is often effective

enough, although it may come in the middle of a subordinate

clause, or may cut in two the apodosis. There is nothing

peculiar in it, for we often adopt it in our own interpunction.

(In the examples given, the vertical line marks the position of

the dichotomy) :

' For God doth know that, in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be

opened, j

and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil' (Gen. iii. 5).
' And Jehovah God said unto the serpent, Because thou hast done this, cursed

art thou above all cattle and above every beast of the field
;

| upon thy belly

shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life
'

(iii. 14).
' Are we not counted of him strangers ? for he hath sold us, |

and hath also

quite devoured our money' (xxxi. 15).

'When thou comest into thy neighbour's vineyard, then thou mayest eat

grapes thy fill at thine own pleasure ; J
but thou shalt not put any in thy vessel

'

(Deut. xxiii. 25).

'Jehoshaphat made ships of Tarshish to go to Ophir for gold. But none

went
; j

for the ships were broken at Ezion-geber' (i Ki. xxii. 49).

Further examples are unnecessary.

II. Emphasis is distinctly marked :

' In the beginning God created
\

the heavens and the earth' (Gen. i. I. Comp.
Ex. xx. n).

'Thy sons and thy daughters shall be given unto another people, and thine

eyes shall see it
\
and fail with longing for them all the day' (Deut. xxviii. 32).

'And the king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat, There is yet one man by
whom we may enquire of Jehovah

;
but I hate him,

\

for he doth not prophesy

good concerning me, but evil
'

(i Ki. xxii. 8).
' Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to the robbers ? Did not Jehovah ?

'

j

[emphatic pause
3
] ;

' He against whom we have sinned, &c.' (Is. xlii. 24).
' If any stir up strife, it is not \ofme' (liv. 15)

4
.

-

' No peace, \
saith Jehovah, for the wicked' (xlviii. 22 ; Ivii. 21).

3 I cannot agree with Delitzsch's remark : Das Athnach ist an unrechter Stelle.

Comp. Athnach before TEN, Jer. xli. 2 b .

* Luzzatto is completely puzzled by the accentuation, as other commentators

would no doubt have been
;
if they had noticed it.
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Such examples are common enough. Had they been wanting,

we might well have questioned the taste of the accentuators.

What calls for remark is the lengths to which they went in

carrying out this principle of division. In their desire to mark

the emphasis, they did not scruple to pass over the most

prominent logical pauses. (These pauses were indeed marked

by musical pauses, but the main musical pause was reserved for

the emphasis.) In no other way can we explain the division in

such cases as the following :

'And it came to pass at the end of two months that she returned to her father,

who did with her according to his vow which he had vowed;'
j [pause for effect

at these solemn words 5
,
on which the whole narrative hinges] ;

' and she had not

known a man. So it became a custom in Israel
'

(Judg. xi. 39)
6

.

' Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I have founded in Zion a

stone,' | [the Messiah]
7
,

' a tried stone, a precious corner-stone of sure found-

ation : he that believeth shall not make haste' (Is. xxviii. 16).

'Then said Jehovah unto me, What seest thou, Jeremiah? and I said, Figs; \

the good figs, very good; and the bad, very bad, &c.' (Jer. xxiv. 3).

'Then this Daniel distinguished himself above the presidents and satraps' j [an

emphasis not altogether unsuitable in view of the narrative following], 'because

an excellent spirit was in him; and the king thought to set him over the

whole realm
'

(Dan. vi. 4).

Other examples will occur in the sequel.

Occasionally (it must be allowed) the accentuators have been led

into fanciful extremes by the Midrash-teaching of the Schools. Thus

in Gen. i. 21 the Athnach is with E^'ian DJ^nn, instead of at its

proper place before aiB" 11

? D^K NT}. And why? Because these

wonderful creatures, about which Jewish fable has so much to relate
8

,

were counted to have nothing in common with the other creatures

named. They were beings per se, and are put by themselves at the

beginning of the verse! In Gen. xxxv. 10 the Athnach rests on

5
Josephus, Targum, and Eabb. Comm. generally, suppose that Jephthah really

offered up his daughter, in fulfilment of his vow.
6

Comp. Judg. iv. 21, where Athnach is properly due at DVi3 -

N1!jM,
but has

been transposed for the sake of emphasis and effect. The attention was to be

fixed on the details of Jael's heroic act, culminating in the words V3j3 rnsrn.
7 So Rashi explains. Raymund Martini, in Pugio Fidei, ii. 5. 2, quotes the

Targum as also rendering JIN by rprcon
"jbo.

So far he is right that the

rppn fbo of the Targum evidently points to the Messiah (comp. I Pet. ii. 6).
8 See e.g. Rashi, ad loc., and Levy, Neuhebr. W. B. s.v. jnnb.

F
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S. ^1?$, to intimate that the patriarch, though he had a new name

given him, was not (like Abraham) to lose the old one. The words

are made emphatic :

'

Thy name, is, and shall be, Jacob !
' 9 In

2 Chr. ii. 13 the accentuators have abandoned the obvious accen-

tuation, in order that they might emphasize the lesson that a son is

bound to follow his father's occupation and to support his mother,

when left a widow !

10 Such instances are however rare. That a few

occur is not surprising, when we bear in mind the influence that

Haggadic teaching has always exercised among the Jews.

III. a. It is on the same principle that the introductory part

of the verse, although logically requiring the main accent

(Athnach) after it, is constantly passed over, that this accent

may be introduced where the weight of meaning of the passage

seems to lie
u

. Observe the division in the following instances :

'There I will meet with thee, and I will speak with thee, from above the

mercy-seat, from between the two cherubim which are upon the ark of the

testimony, |

all that I will command thee to the children of Israel' (Ex. xxv. 22).

'And Moses wrote all the words of Jehovah ;
and rose up early in the morning,

and builded an altar under the mount, [

and twelve pillars, according to the

twelve tribes of Israel' (Ex. xxiv. 4). [The accentuation draws attention to the

altar and the twelve representative pillars. They were to be noted from their

connection with the Covenant, the ratification of which is the grand subject of

the narrative.]

'Yet it pleased Jehovah to bruise him, He hath put him to grief: when

Thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall

prolong his days, |

and the pleasure of Jehovah shall prosper in his hand'

(Is. liii. 10). [It is on the glorious results of the sufferings of < the servant of

Jehovah' that the accentuation dwells.]

'And he said, Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked shall I

return thither : Jehovah gave, and Jehovah hath taken away ; j
blessed be the

name of Jehovah' (Job i. 21).

And so even in short and simple sentences like the following :

'And Abraham stretched forth his hand, and took the knife
|
to slay his son'

(Gen. xxii. 10).

'Then these men assembled, and found Daniel
j making petition and suppli-

cation before his God' (Dan. vi. 12).

9
Comp. Berakhoth 13*. So E. El'azar in the Midrash (Ox. 2338) insists,

oipn brjo apj> IDTD npy> IOTD DTI^N.

10 See Qimchi on the passage.
11 Hence often where nsrr precedes the second clause, e.g. in Lev. xiii. 5, &c.;

Num. xvii. 7 ;
i Sam. xx. 2

j xxx. 16
;

2 Ki. vi. 25 ;
Ezek. x. i

;
Amos vii. 7.
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Where the reader sees at once that the pause comes in just

where it is most telling'.

This free mode of division, adopted for the sake of effect and

impressiveness in the reading, is not to be regarded as ex-

ceptional, but is found everywhere. It is, however, so different

from our own ideas of interpunction, that I append some other

examples, which the student may examine for himself: Gen.

xxxiv. 7 ;
Ex. iii. 12

;
xii. 23 ;

Num. xx. 13 ;
Deut. iii. n

;
I Sam.

xiv. 27 ;
2 Sam. xii. 4; Is. xxvii. 13 ;

Jer. ii. 23 ;
Ezek. xxxix. 13;

Qoh. vii. 2; ix. I2 12
.

The above are all instances of division by Athnach ;
but of

course the same principle applies to the division of the half-verse

or any section of the same, e. g. Is. xxxvii. 9
b

;
Jer. xxvi. 1 2b ;

Mai. iii. 3
a

.

/3. Particularly noteworthy is the way in which the words

that introduce a speech or anything similar, as a command,

decree, oath, covenant, &c. are treated. They constantly

occupy a subordinate position, as far as the accents are concerned.

The clause containing the speech itself, the command, &c., is counted

the more important, and receives the main accentuation. In

short, the division is made (as above) just as if the introductory

words were absent, e. g.
13

'And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, |

and let

it divide the waters from the waters
'

(Gen. i. 6).

'And Jehovah said to him, Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain, j vengeance

shall be taken sevenfold' (iv. 15).

'And Moses said to the children of Israel, See, Jehovah hath called by
name

|
Bezalel, the son of Uri, &c.' (Ex. xxxv. 30).

"The Lord Jehovah hath sworn by His holiness, that lo ! the days shall come

12 He may also compare Gen. vi. 9; xi. 10; xxxvii. 2
;
where we do not find

Athnach with the superscriptions, as we should have expected, but the clause

following is divided, just as if the superscriptions were absent.
13 There is no real difficulty here ; we divide often in the same way :

' And

they said, Nay; but we will abide in the street all night' (Gen. xix. 2). 'And
Lot said unto them, Oh, not so, my lord : behold now, thy servant &c.' (xix. 1 8, 19).

Only the accentuators go farther than we do, subordinating the words in question

to a syntactical, as well as logical, division (see examples in text).

F 2
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upon you, |

that they shall take you away with hooks, and your residue with fish-

hooks '

(Amos iv. 2).

'And he commanded to destroy |
all the wise men of Babylon' (Dan. ii. 12).

*

Thou, king, hast made a decree, that every man that shall hear the sound

of the cornet, and all kinds of music,
|

shall fall down and worship the

golden image' (iii. 10).

Such cases occur in every page.

y. What is next to be noticed is that a and /3 may be combined,

or /3 may be repeated ;
in other words, we may have a compound

prooemium consisting of two (or even more) members, each of

which will be subordinated, directly or indirectly, to the same

main division of the speech, &c., marked by Athnach or some

other leading accent. The position of this accent is indicated,

as before, in the following examples :

'And Jacob awaked out of his sleep, and said, Surely Jehovah is in this

place ; |

and I knew it not
'

(Gen. xxviii. 16)
14

.

' And he told it to his father and to his brethren
; and his father rebuked him,

and said unto him, What is this dream that thou hast dreamed ?
[
Shall I and

thy mother and thy brethren indeed come to bow down ourselves to thee to the

earth ?
'

(xxxvii. 10).
' Go and say to Hezekiah, Thus saith Jehovah, the God of David thy father,

I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy tears :
| behold, I will add unto thy

days fifteen years
'

(Is. xxxviii. 5)
u

.

' From the uttermost part of the earth have we heard songs,
"
Glory for the

righteous !

" But I said, I pine away, I pine away, woe is me !
|

the treacherous

dealers have dealt treacherously; yea, the treacherous dealers have dealt very

treacherously' (xxiv. 16).
' And she conceived again, and bare a daughter. And He said unto him, Call

her name Lo-ruchamah :
|

for I will no more have mercy on the house of

Israel, that I should in any wise pardon them' (Hos. i. 6).

Other examples are Gen. i. 28 ; viii. 21
;
xxi. 17 ;

xlvii. 29 ;

Ex. x. 3 ;
xxxii. 13 ; 2 Ki. i. 6; v. 15 ; Is. xlvii. 8

;
lix. 21 ;

Jer. xlii. 20.

The student, when he has become familiar with the rules for the

accentuation, may examine these examples for himself. He will

observe that the several procemial members are variously subordinated,

14 Our interpunction is here the same. And so in Gen. xxxvii. 3252 Sam. iv. 8 ;

Is. vi. 7 ; xlvii. 8
;

Ixii. n ; Jer. xxxviii. 25 ; Job i. 16; and many other passages.

(See the Kevised Version.)
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sometimes the first to the second, sometimes all to Athnach, &c. The
accentuators chose the musical pauses, which seemed to them suitable,

nor is there generally any cause to find fault with their selection.

b. Lastly, among- procemial expressions are to be reckoned

and ^rH, in the sense of 'coming to pass/ which are usually

subordinated by the accents to the first word or words of the

clause which they introduce : 'WPP
| ^ET

1

^ ppm (Gen.

iv. 14); nc 1

? ^TPiT |

wn n;rn (Ex. iv. 16; comp. Gen.

xxiv. 15) ;
rit&ttJ ^TflN I Q^n ybtf? Ym (i Ki. v. 21

) ;

rtittS
I
JDttn D^tin W (2 Ki. xxv. 27). The merelyTT-VT ::-* ' ' J

formal character of these introductory words suffices to account

for their subordinate position.

IV. In contrast to the prooemium, are the cases where an

appendage is made to the clause, without affecting the division

of the same. (Here the proper logical divison would have been

immediately before the appendage.) Such cases are not so

numerous as the prooemial instances. They may be divided into

three classes :

a. Those in which there is a close connection in sense between

the concluding member of the clause and the appendage. Thus

in Gen. i. 16, O'OJ'iSn fiNI is not preceded by Athnach, but is

joined on by the accents to the part of the clause describing the
'

lesser light,' because the stars were appointed with the moon to

lighten up the night
15

. In iii. 19 the accentual division is:

' In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,
|

till thou return

unto the ground, for out of it thou wast taken ;' and in iv. 25 :

' God hath appointed me another seed
|

in place of Abel, because

Cain slew himj Comp. xxxiv. 7 end
;
xlix. 10 ; Lev. xiii. 6 end

;

Deut. xvi. 3
b

; Judg. vi. 2i b
(see Bertheau) ;

i Ki. xx. I2b ; Is.

xxxviii. 1 6
;

Iv. 5 ;
Ixvi. 1351 Chr. xvi. 33 (as Ps. xcvi. 13).

/3. The second class embraces certain recurrent phrases, which

15
Comp. Jer. xxxi. 35 : 'Thus saith Jehovah, who giveth the sun for a light

by day, and the ordinances of the moon and stars for a light by night'
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are occasionally attached to tlie end of the verse, without affecting

the regular division preceding, as niJT GN2, STiiT *IDN and

cognate expressions, Is. i. 20 ;
xvii. 6; Jer. xlviii. 43 ; Ezek. v. 15 ;

xv. 8
;

xxx. 12 ;
Amos i. 15 ;

&c. So HJrP "W, Lev. xix. 10;

xxi. 12; xxii. 2, 3; xxvi. 45; and fatf HlPP, Jer. xxxi. 35;

xxxiii. 2
;
Amos v. 8

;
ix. 6.

y. The third class relates to the peculiar division often found

before ^tvh, e.g. 1fa|? DTOPT^g |

dV&N rrtPP

(Gen. ii. 1 6); ^t*b fVna
| d'JIN-riN HTTP ITO

(xv. 1 8); nine ^fcca
V / '

:
-

: i

nb!? (EX. v. 14) ;

^ibM^ n-Jtoan "^112 l^lSy ^l^ (Jer. xxxiii. i). In these

examples the clauses have been divided, just as if ^foN7 were

not present, with the consequence that "^D^7 and the word

(or words) between it and the main dichotomy preceding are

brought together in a very awkward way. And so in numberless

other passages. The object of the division seems to have been

purely 'musical, to introduce more variety into the chanting than

would have been possible if the division had been always on the

word immediately preceding "^fobv ,
and to secure a fuller melody

for long sentences (e.g. 2 Sam. vii. 7 ;
Jer. xliv. 15). From the

frequent occurrence of "^^7 with Athnach and Silluq, it is

here that the monotony would have been most felt
;
and here

the above division is most common. With the other accents, it

is frequently neglected
16

.

V. It is important to notice the influence which parallelism

has on the division of the verse. This main ornament of the

Hebrew style
17 characterizes all the poetical and (to a great

16 Thus in Genesis, it occurs only twice (xlii. 37; xlv. 16), as far as I have

observed, out of some thirty examples.
17 But not confined to Hebrew, for it is found equally in old Egyptian and

Assyrian compositions.
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extent) the prophetical parts of the twenty-one Books. It is also

found in the simply narrative portions, for a poetic colouring
1

often shews itself even there. The most conspicuous instances

are where it is marked by the main dichotomy, but it appears

hardly less frequently in the minor divisions of the verse.

For the different kinds of parallelism, I may be allowed to

refer to my remarks in H ftN *>W , pp. 24-28.

The most common form in which it appears is that of

partial parallelism, with or without addition, thus :

a. Without addition, e. g.

' In blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed

as the stars of heaven, |

and as the sand which is upon the sea-shore' (Gen.

xxii. 17).

'Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hateth; they are a

burden upon me,
|

I am weary of bearing them '

(Is. i. 14).
' Like as many were astonished at thee, his visage was so marred more than

man,
|

and his form more than the sons of men' (Hi. 14).
'

They are waxen fat, they shine : yea, they overpass the deeds of wickedness
;

they plead not the cause, the cause of the fatherless, that they should prosper ; j

and the right of the needy do they not judge
'

(Jer. v. 28)
18

.

In these and similar cases, the main idea of the verse (or

clause) is first given, and then follows an echo (as it were) of the

last part of the same. The logical division is disregarded. No
less is this the case, in many of the instances of parallelism

j3. With addition, e. g.

' But the multitude of thy foes shall be like small dust, J

and the multitude of

the terrible ones as chaff that passeth away: and it shall be at an instant

suddenly' (Is. xxix. 5).

'For Jehovah is our judge, Jehovah is our lawgiver, |

Jehovah is our king;
He will save us' (xxxiii. 22).

' I will bring the blind by a way that they know not
;

in paths that they
know not will I lead them :

|

I will make darkness light before them, and
crooked places straight. These are the things which I will do and not forbear

'

(xlii. 16).
'

Sing, barren, thou that hast not borne
;

j

break forth into singing and cry

aloud, thou that hast not travailed with child: for more are the children of

the desolate than the children of the married wife, saith Jehovah' (liv. i).

18 For the sake of beginners, I add a few more examples: Gen. xlix. 27; Is.

xxx. 10
; xli. 20; Jer. i. 10 (antithetic) ; Hos. vi. i

;
Amos v. n

; ix. 14; Nah.
iii. .
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' Go up to Lebanon, and cry ;
and lift up thy voice in Bashan

; j

and cry from

Abarim : for all thy lovers are destroyed
'

(Jer. xxii. 20)
ls>

.

I have noted a few instances of what has been termed

progressive parallelism, e. g.

' Therefore the abundance they have gotten |
and their store over the poplar-

brook shall they carry them' (Is. xv. 7).
* The meadows by the Nile, by the brink of the Nile, |

and all that is sown by
the Nile, shall become dry, be driven away, and be no more '

(xix. 7).

'A thousand at the rebuke of one, |
at the rebuke of five, shall ye flee'

(xxx. 17).
'

Yea, from of old men have not heard, nor perceived by the ear, j eye hath not

seen, a God beside Thee, who worketh &c.' (Ixiv. 3).

This kind of parallelism is more common in the three Books.

VI. In cases of specification, we often find the proper logical

or syntactical division particularly the latter neglected, and

the main musical pause introduced between the details orparticulars

given. Distinctness of enunciation, and emphasis (where neces-

sary), were thus secured. The pause was introduced where it

seemed likely to be most effective. Thus the logical division is

disregarded :

* And Moses said, With our young and with our old will we go, |

with our sons

and with our daughters, with our flocks and with our herds will we go; for we

must hold a feast unto Jehovah
'

(Ex. x. 9).
' I have sent among you the pestilence after the manner of Egypt ; I have

slain with the sword your young men, and given your horses into captivity, |

and

I have made the stink of your camp to come up even into your nostrils : yet have

ye not returned unto Me, saith Jehovah' (Amos iv. io)
20

.

Comp. Gen. xlii, 36
b

; Lev. xxii. 13* ;
Is. xliv. 12 ;

Jer. xlii. 14;

Ezek. xiv. 7 (not 4) ;
Amos vi. 2 ;

Ob. 1 1 .

Syntactical clauses are treated in the same way, and subject,

object, &c. are cut in two or members that belong together,

separated by the dichotomy. (A logical pause may occur in the

verse or not.)

19 I give a few additional examples: Is. ii. 12
; v. 29; viii. io; x. 15 ;

xiii. 4;

lii. I
;

Ivii. 6
;
Ezek. xvi. 45 ;

Joel i. 12.
20

It is interesting to compare with this verse, vv. 6, 8, 9, ii, all with the same

refrain. The details in these verses are not so numerous, hence the division is

regular.
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' In the selfsame day entered Noah, and Shem and Ham and Japheth the sons

of Noah, |

and Noah's wife, and the three wives of his sons with them, into the

ark' (Gen. vii. 13).
'And Isaac was forty years old, when he took Eebekah, the daughter of Bethuel

the Aramean of Paddan-aram, j
the sister of Laban the Aramean, to be his wife

*

(xxv. 20).
' And every man, with whom was found blue and purple and scarlet, and fine

linen, and goats' hair,
|

and rams' skins dyed red, and sealskins, brought them'

(Ex. xxxv. 23).

'And ye shall offer a burnt-offering unto Jehovah, two young bullocks and
one ram,

|

and seven he-lambs of the first year ; they shall be unto you without

blemish' (Num. xxviii. 19; comp. ii b).
' And I will set a sign among them, and I will send such as escape of them unto

the nations, to Tarshish, Pul and Lud that draw the bow, to Tubal and Javan, |

to the isles afar off, that have not heard My fame, neither have seen My glory,
and they shall declare My glory among the nations

'

(Is. Ixvi. 19).

Perhaps the most notable instances of this mode of division

are the following :

' And Jehovah said unto Moses, Speak unto Aaron thy brother, that he come
not at all times into the holy place within the veil, \ before the mercy-seat which

is upon the arJc, that he die not
;
for I will appear in the cloud upon the mercy-

seat
'

(Lev. xvi. 2). [Specification with emphasis
21

.]

*And thou shalt say in thy heart, Who hath borne me these ? seeing I was
bereaved and barren,

|

an exile and outcast
;
and these, who hath brought them

up? Behold, I was left alone; these, where were they?' (Is. xlix. 21). [The

grouping of the words, though forced, is not without effect.]

Comp. Gen. xxxiv. 28
;
Ex. xxvii. 19 ; Deut. xi. 6

; Josh. vi. 21 ;

2 Ki. x. 5
a

; Jer. xli. 3 ;
Ezek. xxvii. 27 ;

Esth, ix. 26 ; Ezra iv. 1 7
22

.

21 It appears to me a mistake to suppose, with Luzzatto, Malbim, and Geiger

(whom Dillmann follows), that the Athnach here rests on a fanciful interpretation

given in the name of E. Jehuda, Menachoth 27
b

. Had this interpretation
indeed represented the traditional and generally accepted view of the passage, we
might have allowed that the accentuation had been influenced by it. But, so far

from this being the case, it was opposed to the recognised teaching (note pat
'lai liar 1. c.). Nor is it found in the Versions or in any Eabbinical Commentary.
In short, there is nothing to shew that it was anything more than the extravagant
conceit of a single Eabbi, who perhaps imagined that he had the accentuation on
his side. (Geiger, Jiidische Zeitschrift, ii. p. 30, has certainly not succeeded in

establishing his point that E. Jehuda's view was that held by the Pharisees.}
82 Gen. xii. 8 and Is. ix. 8 seem to belong under this head. In the former

passage, the details are so accented as to draw special attention to the place which
Abraham chose for pitching his tent and solemnizing the worship of Jehovah.
In the latter, it is the last of the details that is marked off, but that is an

important one.

G
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It is not often that this prominent division occurs, where only

two objects are specified, or two particulars given :

' The bread of his God, both of the most holy, |

and of the holy, shall he eat
'

(Lev. xxi. 22).
'And the holy oblation

|

and the sanctuary of the house shall be in its midst
'

(Ezek. xlviii. 2i b).
' For three transgressions of Damascus

|
and for four, I will not turn it away

*

(Amos i. 3 ; comp. 6, 9, &c.).

(Such instances answer to the progressive parallelism of p. 40.)

See further, Gen. vi. 9
a
(two adjectives) ; Deut. ix. 28

;
i Ki.

vii. 7
a

, 36* ;
Ezek. xlv. 1 1 ; Qoh. iii. 1 7

b
;
I Chr. vi. 34 ;

xxix. 4.

Other modes of dealing with specification present no difficulty.

The several details are usually marked with accents in regular

crescendo order, a climax ascendent, or are formed into pairs or

groups, which are treated in the same way. For examples, see

Gen. xii.5; xv. 9; Josh. xi. 16
; Is. iii. 24 ;

Ixvi. 3 ;
Qoh. ix. u a

:

and comp. the rules for the division of the verbal clause, p. 49.

Where specification runs on in successive verses, the same principle
of distinct enunciation is observable. For instance, when strings of

names occur, we constantly find them broken up into short verses.

See Gen. x. 15 ff.
;

Is. iii. 18 ff.; Ezra vii. i ff. ;
i Chr. viii. 146.; &c.

VII. The parenthesis may be indicated in various ways.

It may occupy a separate verse (or verses), as in Deut. ii. 1012 ;

iii. 9, ii
;

Jer. xxxix. i, 2.

Or it may occur in the middle or at the end of the verse, when

the rule is to mark it off with the accent next greater than that

which precedes it (with Athnach or Silluq after Zaqeph, with

Zaqeph or Tiphcha after R'bhia, &c.). The principle of the

rule is evident 23
.

' If they sin against Thee '

[R'bhia],
' for there is no man that sinneth not

'

[Zaqeph], and Thou be angry with them, &c.' (i Ki. viii. 46).

'Now Pashchur the son of Immer the priest heard' [Zaqeph], 'and he was
chief officer in the house of Jehovah' [Athnach], 'Jeremiah prophesying these

things' (Jer. xx. i).

23 It is very rarely indeed that this rule fails. Ex. xxx. I3
b is an unimportant

exception. In Ezek. xxxiii. 33 the accentuators perhaps supplied noM', as the

LXX epovfftv. A strange mistake occurs in i Ki. xi. 26. For n&ins point

nsms, with Ox. i, 7, 10, &c.
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So the scruples of the accentuators led them to mark a

parenthesis in the well-known passage :

'And the lamp of God was not yet gone out' [Zaqeph], 'and Samuel was

asleep
24 '

[Athnach] 'in the temple of Jehovah' (i Sam.iii. 3).

For other examples, see Gen. xix. 2ob ;
Deut. iii. 19 ; 2 Sam.

xiv. 26 ;
xxi. 2 ; Jer. xli. 9 ;

Amos vi. 14 ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 9.

The above are the usual modes of marking the parenthesis.

Variations are infrequent. Sometimes the clause is broken up
into parts, each of which is treated successively as above, e. g. .

'Like as many were astonished at thee' [Zaqeph],
' his visage was so marred

more than man' [Athnach], 'and his form more than the sons of men*

[Silluq],
' so &c.' (Is. Iii. 14, 15).

'And the sons of Reuben, the first-born of Israel' [Zarqa], 'for he was the

first-born
'

[S'gdlta] ;

' but forasmuch as he defiled his father's couch, his birth-

right was given unto the sons of Joseph
'

[Athnach] ;

' and the genealogy is not

to be reckoned after the birthright' [Silluq] (i Chr. v. i). The parenthesis in

this case, from its length and many details, passes on into the next verse.

Comp. i Ki. xii. 2 (2 Chr. x. 2) ;
Esth. ii. 12

;
i Chr. viii. 13.

Sometimes again, where verses are closely connected in sense

and construction, as i Ki. xviii. 3, 4 ;
2 Ki. ix. 14, 15 ; 2 Chr.

v. n, 12, the parenthesis occupies the last half of one verse,

and is then continued in the next 25
;

or it may occur even

at the beginning of the verse, as in i Ki. viii. 42 ;
ix. n (but

this is unusual).

In the course of the present chapter, the most frequent and

most important cases of irregular division have been considered.

My aim has been, by the comparison of a sufficient number of

examples, to shew that a principle underlies the deviation in each

case. An explanation thus determined can hardly (I venture to

think) be called in question.

24 Eabb. Comm. supply inippa (see verse 2), or something similar, after n!)\D.

25 There is nothing peculiar in this, for other constructions are treated in the

same way, in the verse-division. It must, however, be allowed that the arrange-

ment in Judg. xx. 27, 28 is awkward in the extreme.

G 2
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CHAPTER IV.

ON SYNTACTICAL DICHOTOMY.

THE most frequent, although for us the least important,

instances of the application of the dichotomy come under this

head. In almost every verse owing to the minute subdivisions

which the continuous dichotomy introduces we meet with

cases where the syntactical relation of the words to one another,

and to the whole clause of which they form a part, alone decides

its position. And it is not always easy to see on what principle

the dichotomy in such cases is made. It is therefore necessary

to consider somewhat at length what the relation is between

syntax and the accentual division.

We should not expect the dichotomy to intervene where only

two words come together, either as forming an independent

clause, or as simply left together in the course of the accentual

division. Occasionally indeed (as we shall see) under the

influence of musical laws, or in cases where a distinct or

emphatic enunciation was desired, separation takes place even

here. But the rule is to keep two words united. Concepts

therefore as subject and predicate, adverb and verb, which

are kept apart in longer clauses, are here constantly brought

together, thus : tt3^ HjlT (Is. xxxiii. 22) ;

(Jer.xi.i8);^ Httfwa (Ezek.xii. 12); rnfcj

(Hab. ii. i). And as words united by Maqqeph are regarded (for

accentual purposes) as constituting a single word, we meet with

such combinations as rftVNinM ti5''N"njrn (Is. xxxii. 2) ;

ytfyr0n Y^Trren (*iv. 8)

But in sentences consisting of three or more words, the

dichotomy is more or less regularly introduced. Here the first

step is to notice which of the component parts of a grammatical

clause subject, object, verb, &c. precedes
1

.

1 In this chapter, where it is necessary to distinguish the main from a minor

dichotomy, I mark the former by d i, and the latter by d 2, d 3, &c.
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I. The SUBJECT may precede, and from its independent

position
2

is generally marked off by the main dichotomy:

i inh nrvn I tn^m (Gen. i. 2) ;
rrrr Yrr I

T T : IT
I I v T T ;

V / '
:' : T

(xviii. 1 8);

"
"* I2 ' e su ec ma7 e common

to two clauses, as in gTjItt

n^fltfn M^n (Ezek. xxxiv. 19).TV:- v :
- \ ^/

The usual exceptions come under the following heads :

1. The personal and other pronouns are not always considered

important enough to stand hy themselves, thus : ^n^V |
*^?&? ^fc

(Is. Ivii. 12); comp. Wn
(Gen. ii. u); nflX

(vi. 21); nj (
v . i); IW

(xxxvi. 14) ; 1^. (xiv. 20); *ft (Num. xxiii. 10); &c. 3

The same may he said of the indefinite WK
, 0*]^

'

one, any one
'

(Qoh. vi. 2
; ix. 15^), and the distributive t^N,

'

each, every one
'

(Lev.
xix. 3).

2. When the clause, which the subject introduces, consists of two

parts, the first syntactically complete in itself, the second a supple-
mental appendage (a Zusatz, to use a German term, which exactly

expresses the construction), consisting generally of a preposition with

its government or an adverbial expression, the main dichotomy may
be placed at the end of the first part

4
. The subject will then either

have no disjunctive accent, or be marked with a minor dichotomy. The

following examples will explain what I mean : /nfcn HHS
|

nypb> rnbl

(Gen. xviii. 10); 1JJ 0^ |
t]V| njnj (Ex. xv. 18); ^H

| ^yp ^NPI

(2 Sam. xxii. 33) ;
TB1K DJDa | Dn^q VJflW (Dan. x. 5). Or the minor

dichotomy appears: rrj^H n^H ^0"^ HJH fB^jm (Gen. Hi. i) ;

x 71^5 nin^ (xxiv. 35). Such cases are very common
5
.

Instances of a double Zusatz are found, as in CW
|

D'lD ^3NJ

D^ICttm (Gen. xiii. 13), and 2 Chr. xxix. 34^, but are rare.

2 See Gesenius' Gr., 144.
3 Of course, in such cases, the minor dichotomy is due, if the length of the part

d 1 d 2

of the clause before the main dichotomy requires it, e. g. n^n |

D5 -^ "'^
I '?'?

(Jer. xviii. Ii).
4 The Zusatz answers to the supplemental clause in the logical division, p. 32.

5 It being understood that the division is quite optional. Hence Codd. frequently

vary. Thus we have Him rnn 1

}
and rnh} rm 1

) (i Sam. xvi. 14) ; |TD??} and

]'iterns (Zech. iii. 2); D'lShrr and D^TH (Esth. iii. 15). Even the same verse

sometimes shews a different division, as Gen. xxxi. 25
b

;
Josh. vi. 9.
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3. Sometimes, notwithstanding the position of the subject at the

head of the clause, the main tone or emphasis lies or was considered

by the accentuators to lie further on in the clause. In such cases

they did not hesitate to transfer the main dichotomy accordingly, the

subject being marked, where necessary, by a minor dichotomy, e. g.

IPIN toy T3 lai. "iKte n fnipy njn? (
2 Ki. x. 10); |

to

jty riK
(Is.

liii. 6); UWg\ DTft "^ '? (Qoh. ix. 5);

HI 13^ | D^B^ (Deut. ii. 10);
6iW

|
^^DN3 p|1 (Hab. ii. 4).

Comp. Gen. xix. 24 ;
Num. xv. 13 ; Josh. ix. 3 ;

i Sam. v. i; Is. iii. i
;

viii. 7 ;
Ixiv. 3

b 7
.

4. Lastly, we cannot but expect to find the subject occupying an

inferior position, when its verb governs a clause introduced by *3

("tK'N) or an Infinitive with ?. Such clauses are often of considerable

length, and it would manifestly have been awkward in the extreme

to mark off always the subject at the commencement. The rule, there-

fore, is to make the main dichotomy immediately precede these clauses
d 2 .

(just as we, in reading, make a slight pause before them), e. g. HJSt njnj

a njma ^-nn^fn^o-nN^osh. xvii.4);

dl

wj; fc6"te*o vow
3 (Judg. xiv. 4). (Corresponding instances with the

object, II, or an adverbial expression, III, at the head of the clause,

are, I believe, very rare. I mention, therefore, here the only ones I

have noted : i Ki. xvii. 4
b

;
2 Chr. xxviii. 10, 13.)

II. The OBJECT may precede, and as its position at the head

of the clause implies a distinct emphasis, it is marked off by the

main dichotomy: Aj&l fcS tol WEDS
| ^to'lfSl (Gen.ix.4);

6 Much has been written on the accentuation of this passage. Unquestionably
it may stand as in our texts, comp. Ezek. xiv. I4

b
;
Dan. ii. 25*. But it is to be

noted that the great majority of Codd. (I have not noticed a single exception)

point regularly srrn irninto P'lf^V
7 That variations occur in Codd. is no more than we should expect. Thus, we

have B and >Q (Jer. viii. 7); D*;>fj^ and D3fc"]) (Ezek. xxxi. 8); sbg

and N|bQ (Dan. v. 12); n^nn and njrrp (2 Chr. xviii. 22), with a different

tone or emphasis according to the taste of the punctators. In a few unimportant
instances the division is quite arbitrary. Thus in Gen. x. 8, 13, 15, 24 bis, the

subject is regularly marked off before "ib' ; then in verse 26 comes an instance to the

contrary,-nitt)N-n
| nb; ]^|7n. Comp. I Chr. iv. 2, where there is a change in

the same verse, (in verse 8 point yij?
1

]
with Codd.) We have here such a variation

of tone as a reader in the present day might adopt, without assigning to it any

particular meaning. (So when the object or an adv. expression precedes, Neh.

iii. 6
;
Gen. x. 25.)
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? (xxi. 6) ; tfj | "Pya W^? HEP!

arr
(i Ki.xiv. n).

The exceptions follow the same lines as with the subject, but are

far fewer in number. The accentuators rightly felt that the emphatic

position of the object was to be as little disturbed as possible.

i . Thus under the head of the pronouns, I have noted only "!T
(npK),

ID, and iffc, without the dichotomy: KPJQItHV "^| |^ HT

(Ex. xxx. 13); jn?npa irvoa
\

riwy n^K (
2 Sam.xxiii.22); |

tfl np

ftay-i>K -laiE
(Josh. v. 14); DV&K Nna-n^K (Gen. ii. 3); and with

t dl .1

"
d2

'

the minor dichotomy 1? |rt
| ^fpK nto

|

1tf>K (Deut. xix. 10).

2. The Zusatz, however, is freely used, on the same principle as

with the subject : nityn nap? llD^K |
Tjbtt* toTTOI (Lev. iv. 25) ;

bfio'?*. n^i^? i
i^nj naltf (Ezek. xxxiii. 7) ; fiw n 11

?
|

(iChr.x. 10); or with the minor dichotomy on the object : 3HK

Vnx-b>
d

|

l

Dn 1OS (Qen. xxxvii. 4); aftg^Y^ n^pl'H (Is. ix. 7).

3. In only a few other cases has the emphasis^ue on the object,

been moved further on in the clause, e. g. nj5n tfb

(Lev. xviii. 18); Wnn B*n
|
Kfe^ iNLDH (Num. ix. 13);

^nb^; n^na^S^1
?

n
P^J? (Jer. xviii. 13); QW nan

"i
Qn saa Q^ajr

1

*:?

(Ezek. xxxiii. 31); |fj^4| |

VK*T6
J)! (xliv. 21). In Jer. ix. 7^> ;

x . I3
b

(li.
1 6) texts vary.

III. ADVERBS, and PREPOSITIONS with their government, at

the beginning of the clause, are also generally marked off by the

main dichotomy, e.g. ^UDS *W N2D"fe&
| CHIJ^ (Gen. ii. 20) ;

j I
D^nSD (Jer. vi. 26) ;

n torn

(
Gen - vi - 30

)-

The exceptions run for the most part parallel to those with the

subject and object.

i. Prepositions with pronominal suffix, or with the independent

pronouns, often occupy an inferior position : npNI 1?? |

^j5

(Lev. xxv. 44) ; Q^yan
| fiaN^ "iK^p (Ruth ii. 9)';

8

1
PV.nn

^om (Neh. iii.i6); ^Vf.^ I

KS ^ ^(i Sam.xxiv. 15);

So ir- 1

??, Di;'"'?, verses 2, 4, &c., 'beside him (them).'
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9? (Judg. vi. 15);

(Josh. xiii. 8).

2. Instances with the Zusatz are common enough :

T?n "tf fe (Gen. iii. 17); Pnttjfc
|

yw* VS$* (xii. 16). And with
dl /

. dV .
i

the minor dichotomy, njn nj>| | T.?8 WK |
Ttfdj? (xviii. 14). The

double Zusatz is found in Lev. xxiv. 4, TB'R ftffP 'OS?, and Deut.

xxix. 14, oi'n ^y.
3. As with the subject and object, the main dichotomy is at times

moved forward in the clause to where the chief stress or emphasis

seems to rest, e.g. H?? n^ D^n TD^S ^V n'^.? (Gen. i. i);

nN
d

|"
'n-jrr^ ^"twft (Mic. iv. 14); "^ Nta; DNHW
iNn

| ^yn (Mai. iii. i).

4. Sometimes two adverbial expressions are found together at the

head of the clause, answering to the double Zusatz at the close,

e.g. 5>K"$*;a D^B^ (i Sam. ix. 9); TOfi Tj^n |n^-^y (
2 Sam. ix. 13);

P ?j^n-^ liD3 ^3B?n Di*? (Esth. i. 10). Comp. Cant. iii. i; Dan.

ii. 19; iii. 8
;

I Chr. xii. 37.

5. Lastly, the rule for the dichotomy is often relaxed in the case of

the common and less important adverbs, as T**, *!, TN
5 ^IN 5 |D^ 5 J3~^y,

!5"'
l

'?.n^, V^P, ^, nriy, D^5
&c . Such cases are very common, see

^K in Gen. xviii. 24 ; |?"
t|

1D
:^, xxiii. 19, &c.9 To them may be added

the frequently recurring adverbial expressions, KVin D 5

!*^, ^OD J"$? (Is.

ii. 20; xxxix. i, &c.), and l"
1

^? (2 Ki. xxiv. i).

IV. The VOCATIVE, at the beginning of the clause, is generally

marked offby the dichotomy: mtth^M *O ^1 H^l |
nlrP ^'-TM

(Gen. xv. 8). But when a /^ clause follows, it is almost

necessarily subordinated to a part of the same, as in Gen. xviii.

3 ; Deut. iii. 24 ; Ezek. xliv. 5 ;
i Chr. xxix. 16

;
&c.

[If it be asked, how. when we have marked off tne subject,

object, &c., we are to proceed with the division of the rest of the

clause, the answer is very simple. We start de novo with the

members remaining, always supposing there are at least three

words left to be divided. If the subject is succeeded by the

9 In these minor matters Codd. often vary. Sometimes the Massora fixes the

accentuation, asGersha'yim in p|> (Jer. vii. 32) j
and T'bhir in nn^i (Mic.iv. 11),
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object, or the object by the subject, &c., we have simply to

proceed as before, and mark off this second member by a minor

dichotomy, e.g. ^iHjT

d

|

2

Tj^nin^ Ipg^y'iTBrt (Ezek. xxiii. 25);

Ki. v. 13) ;
V nnrm rhs

>JJ '
I T TV;,V ; TT

in.^r (is. x. 23, where

the three last words are treated as a verbal clause) ;
miND h%

rnrr YijY^Djy \rtjJB2 (** 8
) 5

and so on - But in most cases

the verb succeeds, and we then divide according to Rule V,

immediately following.]

V. With the VERB 10
, the division is quite different. Here

the weight of the clause lies at the end; and the last member

is first separated by the dichotomy, then the second from the

end, and so on till we reach the vetb :
>133.~ inN I niPP

: v I
T :

v^fP n^?T^^ (
Ex - xii -

"rorrm T*b1"^nH DtiJ-niM -^
T: IT T i T v -;

l'D^trJ (Gen. xxxiii. 19)".

The student may find for himself examples in every page.

Variations from this simple rule are the following :

i. The several parts of a compound member are constantly

treated by the accentuation as separate members, e. g. lipP^ |
1? ^D|?

d3

'TJ? P.? n^
I T1Q (Gen. xvii. 8);

(Amos v. i6V
d

Or else they are grouped in various ways : ^DJI |

dl

nns^ D^in
|

ann (Gen. xxiv. 35) ;

(Is. ix. 5).

10
Participles, infinitives, and verbal adjectives come, so far as they have verbal

government, under the category of the verb.

With jn (nan), J', Tto, cJ.'

1

.,
the verbal idea is often implied (see Gesenius'

Gr., loo. 5), Gen. xxii. 13; xxiv. 23; xxviii. 17; xxxi. 14.
11 The vocative is generally made a separate member, e.g. in Judg. v. 31;

Mic. vi. 8
;
but sometimes not, when the suffix of the 2nd pers. precedes, as in Is.

viii. 8
;
x. 22

;
or even follows, Is. xiv. 31 ;

Mic. ii. 12.

H
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2. On the other hand, adverbial expressions or prepositions with

their government homogeneous members, be it observed are some-

times kept together by the accentuation 12
, e.g.

n^ ft (Gen. xvi. 3); awn-jo n^
(xxii. 15);

DW'n rnjoa | vg fe (
2 Ki. ii. n; comp. ver. i).

Other examples are Ex. ii. 5; xxv. 30 ;
Lev. xiv. 27 (not 16); Num.

xiv. 37; Josh. xxi. 8; Is. xl. 2 end; Jer. xxxvi. 10; Qoh. ii. 15;
1 Chr. xxiii. 31.

3. Some anomalous cases occur, which may almost all be explained

by the desire to emphasize the part of the clause, to which the dicho-

tomy has, contrary to rule, been transferred. It is enough to trace the

principle which guided the accentuators. We are not bound always to

agree with them.

(a) Thus, when the verb which introduces the clause, receives its

nearer definition through another verb, governing an accusative,
adverbial expression, &c., and this accusative or adverbial expression
is placed before the verb on which it depends, they considered that a

certain emphasis was intended, and pointed accordingly :

HST^J? ^ | '"^"Pl? (Deut. xxviii. 56) ;

(Is.xxix. 15);
13
^b>y nnte

|
irtrnS> qys&vfbn (xxxvii. 26); *3K-&6i

^? I r?TP (
xlii - 24); W^Pi^V ?

1

?* ]

a

n}T^ WTO** pnifn"^ (Dan.

Hi. 1 6); fnnr
| M$D-te r^P^ (v. 15; comp. vv. 8, i6 u

,
and

iv. 1 5). And so in 2 Sam. xv. 20
;
xxi. 4 ; Qoh. viii. 3 ; Esth. ii. 9 ;

Dan.
vi. 5 ;

Ezra iv. 22
;

2 Chr. xxxi. 7, 10.

(/3)
In the following passages the accentuators have placed the

dichotomy even at the status constructus 15
,
as a measure of emphasis

seemed to be due there :
16t|lbsn N^O |

^N2 ]1W Kim
(Gen. xiv. 13);

12
Particularly at the end of the clause, like the double Zusatz at the end of

the nominal clause. It is but rarely (as far as I have observed) that the expres-

sions referred to come together in the middle of the clause, as in I Ki. xi. 36 ;

2 Ki. xvii. 13 ;
Is. xxix. 4.

13 Here Luzzatto and Delitzsch have both misapprehended the accentuation,

which, it must be allowed, is ambiguous.
14 The change Baer makes (see his note) is therefore quite unnecessary.
15 Such a free division is not without parallel in our own chanting, as in the

Te Deum: 'Heaven and earth are full of the majesty |
of Thy glory,' of which

we might make a verbal clause in Heb., with the dichotomy at the st. const. :

*pta3 I nin pxni own ista
1 v : I

' v T T ;
- T -

,T

16 That Abraham should be dwelling at such a place was a circumstance worthy
of observation ! The Midrash has something to say on the point.
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n (Ex.
xxv. 10; similar w. 13, 31; xxxvi. 31; xxxvii. 4; xxxix. 25).
The further instances I have noticed are Ex. xxxii. 2 2

; Num. vi. 5
b

;

Deut. xiv. 6
;

xxxiii. 24b ; Judg. iv. 5 ;
Is. xxviii. 4 ;

Jer. xix. i
;
Esth.

vi. i
18

.

(y) A few other isolated cases shew divergence. Thus we have

rjJD \l ttrfeg
frttf yB*l (Gen. ii. 8), to avoid the awkward

junction of HV| |
J3 D^rfetf. In Gen. xxx. 7, 10, 12 the maids of Leah

and JRachel are carefully distinguished. In Num. xxvii. 16 B^K is

kept apart from the Divine titles. In i Sam. xxv. 8b ; i Ki. i. 45 ;

Jer. xxxiv. 6
; xxxviii. 1 1

;
Ezek. xxvi. 7 ;

Nah. ii. ib
;

Cant. vii. 7 ;

Lam. iii. 50; and 2 Chr. xxvi. 15, it is not difficult to see that

a certain emphasis was designed, and is, in most cases, appropriate

enough. They are none of them passages of any importance.

The above are the only exceptions I have observed. Others may,
perhaps, be found. Against them are to be set the thousands of in-

stances, in which the rule for the division of the verbal clause is

carried out.

VI. In nominal sentences, when the predicate precedes, the

division is the same as with the verb, e. g. PTHN iflJ

^ (Gen. xxix. 19);

d

|

2^n

(Ex. xii. 2); Y'^nT^NT V / '
| -r T -

I v

1N (Deut. xxx. 14).

Only when iTn follows, the dichotomy comes not on it, but

on the predicate (which is indeed in the accusative) :

vn*& rrm i anny (Gen. ix. 35) ;
^^ n^n n^nTV: -.:' T -; v -*/ ' T : T T T

(i Ki. v. 15).

17 The place is to be noted. All Joseph's future history depends on their having
been sent there 1 Once introduced, this division is repeated in verse 7 ami xli. 10.

We might be tempted to point ip'dns with Qames, as in xlii. 17, and then all

would be regular; but this would be contrary to the Massora, which requires

Pathach, pnnD 'a iDttjoa.
18 One might be inclined to explain some of these cases by a reference to

rhythm, or equilibrium in the section of the clause, but such explanations will

not apply, for the simple reason that in other similar instances, and those the

great majority, these influences do not make themselves felt, but the division is

according to the rule for the verbal clause. See Gen. iii. 24
b

; Judg. viii. 5
b

;

i Ki. xi. 27
b

; Jer. xxxviii. 6; i Chr. xvi. iob ;
&c.

H 2
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An occasional exception is indeed found, as in
|

(Gen. ii. 1 8); to? ^K
:̂ | tt# JDBrja (

2 Ki. xii. i; and

gimilar passages); *$> HWI
|

tfn bi" (Lev. xxv. 10); "'JK^
n.V?N

d

f ^te? (2 Sam. xv. 34); and nlPP'TVa in
|

fW fiD3 (Is. ii. 2);

the explanations of which will readily suggest themselves. In Jer.

iv. 27
a

,
texts vary.

VII. Lastly, the CONJUNCTIONS, as "TCJW, ^ 5 QN, F)N, 0^?

!XP, r?, A, ]^ 5 TO, |B, the NEGATIVES, as fe&, Vs

V-?> ^7? > an(^ fc>rms compounded from them, as ON ^3>

K 1

? ^, ^ QM, WpanjJ, &c.
5
need not detain us. They are,

from their character, generally joined, either by a conjunctive

accent or Maqqeph, to the word following. It is unnecessary to

give examples, as they may be found in every page.

But, sometimes on musical grounds, sometimes with a view to

emphasis, even these unimportant words, which have so little claim

to an independent position, are found marked with a pausal accent,

thus: ^ (Gen. iv. 7);
~Ht?

(xi. 7); &2 (xxxii. 21);
*3

(ii. 17; and

often) ; ffi. (Is. vii. 5 ;
and often) ;

$6 (Gen. ii. 25) ;
H

(xviii. 30);

KirfiK (Ezek. xxxiv. 8; Baer rightly); ^ ^'
(i Ki. xi. 22; and

often); but ^ t6
(iij.. 22, 23 ;

Is. xxx. 16) ; &c. These two last

examples shew that the punctators are not always consistent, even

where we should expect tnem to be so. And so in Codd. there is, in
~* "* L

these trifling points, frequent variation, thus in EW JJSST^T (Is -

Ixiii. 19) some have Nv, others tifi
;

in Mic. yi. 5 we find |!?Ey and

!25?:f,
&c. Sometimes the Massora comes in and^cces the accentuation,

asCiyBl ^ |2; 'L52 '3 DN1
;

'103 yfD '3; &c.

The INTERJECTIONS are used in the same way, e. g. p
(Gen. iii. 32 ; xxvii. 4^

b
)
19

;
^1

(Is. xvii. 12 ; xviii. i) ;

(Ex. i. 10). _
Thus far we have had to do with the division of the clause into its

several members, but there is a further point that requires considera-

tion, and that is, the division, in certain cases, of the members them-
selves. Every member of a clause subject, object, &c. will be either

19
rr^o and i*O, as in Gen. xxvii. 27; Ex. xxxv. 30; Deut. i. 8; ii. 31, may

take the place of njrr.
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simple, consisting of one word, or compound, consisting of two or more
words. And such compound members introduce a new element into

the dichotomy of the verse, about which it is necessary to say a few words.

1. Two Nouns in apposition are generally kept together by the

accentuation, as Dvfeg njJT,
TH ^BH, foiBfc njrrriK (Gen. iv.

i), &c.

But where emphasis or distinctness of enunciation seems to require

it, the dichotomy and even the main dichotomy of the clause may
come between, e.g. D^P W-Q-nN ^ ftf) ^n (Num. xxv. 12); ^H
nox

|

V!p5rnK ttt?t? (Zech.iii. 8); EW^"aiiteriTii

l

f D^irnK niiT
;nj

(Judg. iii. 28). And so the emphatic pronoun may be separated from

the noun, tflH
|

^n n?5tt (Num. xviii. 23).

The cases, in which more than two nouns come in apposition, or

instead of the noun we have a nominal expression consisting of several

words, present no difficulty* The subdivision of such expressions will

be according to the general rules for the dichotomy, see Gen. xxiii. 16 ;

Num. xvi. 2; i Ki. xi. 36
b

;
Amos v. 16.

2. So two Nouns, in the same construction and joined by 1, are con-

stantly kept together by the accentuation, as H^Itt Di3
(Gen. i. 18);

1BN} IDy
(xviii. 27);

TD1 frl| (1. 10), &c.

But for the reasons above given, they may be separated by the

dichotomy, e. g. ^fftj
inh HJTn

(i. 2) ; PfN \

An rDT pN (Ex. iii. 8) ;

finfo
|

rrtrr :nn
(judg.vii. 20); rrojp |

JIK ^Wi6 (Is. i. 13) ; PS?ro

rni
]

rfrnj n^r (Esth. iv. i);
nabi

|

ness ntex-w (Ezek. xl. 5).

Examples, where several nouns come together, or where the nominal

expression consists of several words (see remark above), are Deut. xxix.

7 ;
Is. xxvii. i

;
xx:x. 30 ; xxxvii. 1 2 20

.

3. The substantive may be qualified in various ways, either by
another substantive in apposition, or by an adjective, relative or

adverbial expression following. In these several cases (as we have
seen with the apposition

21

),
the substantive maybe separated from the

qualifying expression by the main (or a minor) dichotomy. Somewhat
more of weight generally attaches to the latter in consequence. Thus

(a) Substantive and adjective : 1NO pjn [ DJ'nn
ni.T

7jbrp_ (Ex. x.
d 2 d 1

i 9) ;
nn

|
mfK-nx MB>PK>N

|

B>W (Lev.xx.i8);

-j
|

NE3-i>y (is . vi. i);
| ^ ^y nnx nns

^^n (xxxvi. 9). And so the demonstrative nj (n?N) often stands

20 Sometimes the nouns appear dawStTws, as y? (Gen. i. II, not 12).
21 In reality, the adjective and relative are to be regarded as in apposition,

see Ewald, 293 a, 3640; Stade, 176; and even the adv. expression, when we
can supply -IIDN before it (see- note 23), is equally in apposition.
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outside the rest of the clause : HJH

(Deut. xxviii. 58); nfcftn
|

fnten rjKfTHK ^ fiP ^0% n
5
n

l (ix. 6);

(Num.xvi. 26).

(/3) Substantive and relative. Here it is not so much the separation
of the relative clause from the substantive, to which attention has to

be drawn (for in our own interpunction such separation is common

enough), as the character of the dichotomy, the main, where we look for

a mnor,

i (Deut. viii. i); rDyo|or Vpy iBte dnjn r?a

nan wr ^ i^
d

f
D'nnx tfthvb i!>!? -nsj^ (Jer. xliv. 3).

For the relative, we may have the participle : njanntpn | l"jnn Br6 DK

(Gen. iii. 24); ^n
|

^6 -IN3
(xxiv. 62);

s

l?^]

n^?"n? Q^0f L?
| ^^.^y (i Sam. vi. 5).

Often the relative conjunction is understood:

n^o nbx
| nnn^ (Lam. ii. 3) ; I

"iteo ^TP ^n
ta D*0 r(Zech. ix. n).

06s. Sometimes, for emphasis' sake, the dichotomy appears in the

middle of the relative clause, e.g. ftoN"?? W^ I

nJP
n^ ^^

(Is. ii. i. The weight of the clause does not rest on "Q^in, but on

the contents of the same, a vision of Isaiah
22
); *6

| V^na (1PN) nnN

1a; (xli. 3, Vbp2 emphatic) ; Q^ ^D""
1^ ^

|
SHJ "^0?'

D^P?D (2 Sam.

xi. 1 6, 'the place where he knew' &c.). Comp. Deut. i. 31, 39; xi. 2,

7; xxviii. 69; xxxiii. i; Judg. xviii. iob
;
xx. 15^.

(y) Adverbs, and prepositions with their government, are constantly

employed to qualify a noun (subst. or adj.), and are joined to it by the

accents; but frequently they appear with the dichotomy preceding,

e. g. r6 -isy3 ac&2 (
2 Ki. xiii. 7) ; pirnr?

|
D^ optiM] (is.

v. 26;

comp. Joel iv. 12); "W!9
|
n^N D3H |3'^ (Jer. v. 6); n^n^l $yy*3

W? |

Jnn
(vii. 30); TND i^

d

f^n DTS jn/fmn^ (
2 chr. xxiv. 24).

Comp. S>fcOb ^^ (j Ki. xiv. 19) and J^*6 (2 Ki. v. 9)
23

. An
extreme case is rnyn

| D^^|n^d1 pn vb U^l (Ex. xxxiv. 31).

22 The first verses of Hos., Joel, Mic., Hab., and Zeph. are similarly divided.

(Comp. Jer. Ii. 59.) On the other hand, in yio-]a in;tt?J
mn *i^y | bl| N^D

(Is. xiii. i), the weight of the clause comes on thefirst words.

We may often in such expressions supply IICN. Comp. Lev. iv. 7 and 18

(>3pb);
Num. xxvi. 63^ and xxxi. ia b

(b?);
i Sam. xxvi. i

b and 3 (do.); Is. xxxvi.

2b and 2 Ki. xviii. 17^ (n); where it fails in the first, but is given in the second

of the verses quoted.
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4. The connection between a noun in status constructus and the

genitive following is closer than that in any of the cases already con-

sidered, yet even here, under certain circumstances, the dichotomy
intervenes, as when the word in st. constr. is followed by two
or more others, which together express the genitive relation, e. g. YV

xni 2to njnn (Gen.ii. 9); Tn w
|

bip (iv. 10); rupo} ?nfc iw
\
^K

{iv. 20); |3^n-^ fjyn pK* -lEte'l *^3 (Num. ix. 1 8);
Ban

I

Qi^a

toy i3^-nx' njn; (is.xxx. 26)
24

".

'

When several nouns follow one another in st. constr., they are
d2 .dl

marked off(as far as is necessary) in succession : V^N **n
|

W
| ^O^TIJI

d 2 d 1 d 2
"

d 1 /

*

(Gen. xlvii. 9 ); oyn JTnxB>
i

bs
|

nvrnK (Hag. i. 14); | jiN^ |
b'ip

rrta ntateo
(is. xiii. 4).

The following variations occur : (a) In the case last-named, the

dichotomy sometimes comes after the second noun, particularly when
the two first nouns form together a compound idea, e. g.

|

onBK *ISB>
(is . XXviii, i); J*nfe* ^a

|
^nn ^a (jer. iii. 21);

Efr&Kn
|

1TO (2 Chr. i. 3)
25

. In Is. xxi. 17 five nouns are brought

together in st. constr., and the dichotomy comes, suitably enough, after

the third:

(|3)
The small and frequently recurring words HSI and ^3, regarded

as in st. constr., are often marked off by the dichotomy (Gen. i. 25;
ii. 20). So also the prepositions, as ""IQ^, ^D^ (v. 4 ;

xv. i); p3

(xiii. 7); ny (xii. 6); ^ (viii. 4); DV
(xxxi.' 3 2); ^ (xli. 46); nujja

(xxvi. 24); &c. !6ut these words are all more commonly joined

by Maqqeph or a conjunctive accent to the word following, or are

marked by a minor dichotomy, (see text passim) according to the taste

of the punctators. (Codd. in consequence vary greatly. Where some

place R'bhia or Zaqeph, others have Maqqeph, &c.)

Other small words of frequent occurrence, treated in the same way,
are |2 and ria (Gen. vii. 6

;
xvii. 17); 2^ (xvii. 5

b
) ;

JVa
(i Ki. x. 2 1) ;

"U^ (Deut, xxii. 24) ;
Di'

(Gen. ii. 4 ;
Is. Iviii. 5) ;

W (Deut, xxxiv. 8b
;

Judg. xviii. 31) ;
ny (Mic. v. 2) ;

and T (Jer. xxii. 25).

5. Correlative expressions, formed by p?l p3 5 ^^a, 3 3, &c.,

are sometimes kept together and sometimes separated by the accents.

21 The relative n, which often expresses the genitive relation in Chaldee, leads

to another division. See Dan. vi. 17, 25; Ezra iv. 15; v. 13, 16; vii. 2i b. In

reality this particle is in apposition (comp. Philippi, Status constructus, p. 114),

and the division is to be explained accordingly.
25 Gen. 1. 17; Ex. xxviii. n; Num. iii. 36; 2 Sam. xxiii. 2Ob

;
Is. x. I2b

;

xxviii. i.
b

,
i6b

;
i Chr. xxiii. 28 b

, may be compared. Sometimes emphasis may
have influenced the division, as in Is. xxxvi. 9.
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Equilibrium of the parts of the clause will generally decide. Thus

we have ^fin p^ llNH f3
| D'pfrg h^l (Gen. i. 4), but |>?

"!?"& ^P "^ E^L! T^
|
P\?i? nnnn IE>N D^n (ver . 7).

6, 14, 1 8 are like the former, but xiii. 7 ;
xx. i, like the latter. (In

Num. xvii. 13 texts vary.) And so "Vip3* "in? are joined in i Sam.

xix. 10, but separated in xviii. u. In Gen. xviii. 25 we have njni

yeh3
| pWO, but necessarily p3Bfa \ ^|3 faj?3 (Deut. i. 17).

It is the same with the contrasted prepositions "iy JO, 7N pp,

? IP, which are, according to the taste of the punctators, kept

together, as in Gen. xiii. 3; xv. 18; Ex. xxviii. 28
;

or separated, as

in Gen. xxv. 18
;
Num. xxxiii. 49 ;

Jos. xiii. 5.

6. The VERB. (a) Two verbs, in the same construction, are joined

by the accents: VBi>
|
)nr\W\ ipM (Num. xxii. 31); WOT

| ^"^
^Tpl (Is. Ivii. u).

'

Yet, not unfrequently, particularly if emphasis is to be marked, the

dichotomy comes between : 72W ^PfD* |
^91 ^H (Judg, v. 30) ;

fiB
|

risnn 'D-DN
(is . xxxvii. 23); rroo

|

rvw n^jnrin 0*12 nyap-ns

(li. 17). Comp. Is. Ixii. 7; Jer. vi. 27^; vii. 29^; Jon. iii. 9; and
with three verbs, Is. xxxvii. 37 ;

Esth. iii. 13.

(3) The inf. abs. is generally joined to the verb. Jin., as in ^3"]?}

^my
|

nan
(Gen. iii. 16); ^

I y^n ns?n (Ex. xxiii. 4).

(y) When two verbs are connected to form one idea^6
,
this con-

nection is constantly marked by the accents : Vnern
|

HTO

(Gen. iv. 2); nnnw rto
| ^^ng n^

(Jer. xxxvl 28);

nnba
|

nsnn
(i Sam. ii. 3 ) ;

rtn* nnin
|^ UK-^

(is. xxx. 9) ;
&&

Or the first verb receives the minor dichotomy : rrtOT.n^ |

H^nn nri^

^7rnN
d

]

1?
I7?mK (Deut. iii. 24).

We may also note the cases where the first verb is merely

introductory to the other, which is the main verb of the clause, e. g.

*priN Di^-nx |

nn KJ-?
(Gen. xxxvii. 14); ntajrtnrrnK

| ns^ $&

n
(Ezek. viii. 9) ; ijp?"iK |

Tj?n tiw (Ex. ix. 19); PJO'

^-ia-n
| ^^i (

X vi'. 4 ).'
And' so n-v (Gen. xviii. 21);

(Num. ix. 8); 31g (Deut. v. 24); 33D
(Cant. ii. 17); Di5 (Jer. i. 17);

VQW (Deut. xxxiv. 9 ;
Jer. xxxv. 10) ;

and many other verbs 27
.

26 In the sense laid down in Ges. Gr., 142.
27 Of the verbs used in this way wa and nbn are particularly common. These

verbs sometimes follow the main verb in a complemental sense, and are still

joined to it by the accents: i^b} inp |
D3na JinsvnN (Gen. xiii. 33). Comp.

Ex. xvii. 5; Deut. xii. 26; i Sam. xxx. 22,
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In conclusion, I have once more to draw attention to the

peculiar use of the ZUSATZ. We have already had many
instances of this construction. It remains only to mention that,

like the apposition, relative, &c., it often belongs syntactically only

to the last part of the clause, or division of the verse, preceding.

Note how we divide sometimes, in chanting, in the same way :

' As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be
|
world without end.'

Examples are :

'And they heard the voice of Jehovah God, walking in the garden |
at the

cool of the day
'

(Gen. iii. 8).
' And he shall dip them and the living bird in the blood of the bird that was

killed
|
over the running water

'

(Lev. xiv. 6).
' And they took his land in possession, and the land of Og king of Bashan, the

two kings of the Amorites, which were beyond Jordan
|

toward the sun-rising
*

(Deut. iv. 47, comp. 49).
' Wilt thou keep silence, and afflict us

| very sore?' (Is. Ixiv. n).

Comp. Gen. xxii. 4; xxxviii. I2b ;
xlix. 29

b
;
Lev. xxvii. i8a ;

Deut. xi. s8b
;

Is. Ixi. iob
;
Mic. ii. 8

;
Ezra vi. 21 28

.

Of course, we may have one Zusatz duly marked off, and then

another following :

' These are the commandments and the judgments, which Jehovah commanded,
d 2 dl

by the hand of Moses,
|

unto the children of Israel, |

in the plains of Moab

by the Jordan of Jericho' (Num. xxxvi. 13).

What is irregular is the double Zusatz, e. g.
' These are the statutes, .... which Jehovah made between Him and the

children of Israel, |

in Mount Sinai, by the hand of Moses
'

(Lev. xxvi. 46)
29

.

It is observable that the relative, or a term in apposition, may take

the place of one member of the double Zusatz. (This is possible,
inasmuch as the relative, apposition, and Zusatz appear under the

same conditions, at the end of the clause.) Comp. Deut. iv. 40^, with

the Zusatz DWrfe, and xxviii. 52
a with *pTrta3, both after the

relative. In this way Is. ii. 20^ may be explained, without having
recourse to the Eabbinical rendering to account for the accentuation.

A somewhat similar case is Gen. i. ii : 'Fruit-tree bearing fruit after

its kind,
|

in which is the seed thereof, upon the earth,' where fHKJV/y

28 Sometimes it is the second accusative, which we express by a preposition,

that serves as Zusatz, as in Gen. xlix. 25, after Tp3; and Num. xxii. 18 after Nbp.
29 So virtually Is. Ixiii. 13 :

' Who led them through the depths, |

like the horse

on the plain, without stumbling.' And so Gen. xiii. iob may be explained.

I
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does not refer to the relative clause 30
,
but to the clause preceding the

dichotomy. An instance of Zusatz -f- Apposition is found in Deut.

xxvi.

Having completed the examination of the principles on which

the division logical and syntactical proceeds, we are now

prepared to enter on the analysis of the verse and its component

parts. It will (I think) be found that we have already mastered

the chief difficulties of our investigation. Henceforth our main

task will be to observe the accents^ that are employed to mark the

necessary divisions. The rules above laid down will be applied

at every step, and I shall not consider it necessary to draw the

reader's attention to their particular application, but shall take

it for granted that he has made himself familiar with them in a

general way, so as to be able readily to refer to them for the

explanation of any particular case. Beside the above rules, we

shall find that musical and rhythmical laws have to be taken

into account.

Perhaps before I leave this, the preparatory part of my work,

it may be well to remind the student that the accents employed
to mark the various divisions of the verse, have no fixed inter-

punctional value. We could not say that one answers per se to

our comma, another to our semicolon, and so on ; for they simply

note musical divisions, which are bound to appear whatever the

logical or grammatical construction of the verse may be. Hence

Athnach, for instance, may represent at one time the fullest

logical, and at another the feeblest syntactical pause ;
and hence

too the same clause will be marked by quite different accents,

as it varies its position in the verse. (See e. g. Jos. vii. I4
b

;

i Ki. vii. si b
.)

The point which the student must bear in mind

is that the interpunctional value of the accents is relative, not

absolute.

3U At least, no one (I presume) will accept Dillmann's explanation : In iveleher

sein Same [ist zur Fortpflanzung !] auf der Erde.
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Corrigenda
nl

(in accordance with the rules laid down in this chapter).

1. The casus absolutus (p. 45) must be marked off in

vrnvb-^y s^p; na wii
(HOS. ix. 8), with Ox. i, 5, 6, 7, &c.

' As
for the prophet the snare of the fowler is on all his ways.'

2. The accentual arrangement of the verbal clause (p. 49) has to be

corrected in the following passages :

rrtK DNT njnn (Jos. iv. 6), with Par. 9; Hm. 3. T'bhir is

evidently due at HNT.

B* fiVl Ity-Kan (i Sam. x. 22), with Ox. 16; Erf. i, 2, 3.

:D'B$ fc tjwf-w ;;;nrn (
XXv. 43), with Ox. 16, 72, 75, &c.

T'bhir is again out of place in our texts.

ntoj naaen DB^nrn
(
2 Sam. xviii. 7), with Add. 11657 ;

Ber. 2.

Geresh is properly due (as we shall afterwards see) at n?3Qn >

but has been transformed.

a>N 3$ P"? *
(i Ki. x. 12), with Ox. i, 6, 8, &c.

jVjnhK ins* n^Jjea rnnjT
IB>K n$jttsa ^n-ns n^

s

Ti (
2 Ki. xx. n),

with Or. 2091; Par. 30; Ber. 32 ;
and so Is. xxxviii. 8. The

pointing of our texts, /SfH, makes the shadow to have already

gone down backwards, before the sign was performed !

: n)ga D^W n^a ^n (xxiv. 15), with Ox. i, 7, 10, &c.

nx;n Typi-nK w^m (jer . xxxii. 29), with Ox. i, 5, 6, &c.

^jhj3 ng-"lBta3 D^VD ^."n? '^) (xliii. 12). R'bhia

is absolutely necessary here, and is supplied by Add. 15252;
Par. 30 ;

Ber. 32 ; De R. 942.

nfe>yo
nNb (Ezek. xlv. u), with Ox. 2421; Harl.

5498 ;
Or. 2091 ;

Vi. 2, &c.

nn'in 7]^n-^ npkj (Zech. ii.
2), with Ox. i, 4, 9, &c.

-rva ^o Hi
t"Nfr*Hi^

a

njn; -inn^ (
T chr. xxviii. 4),

Harl.

1528 ;
Hm. 1 6

;
and De R. 384, have rightly Munach, instead

of the Pazer of our texts. Here the dichotomy due before ""a

ought properly to have been marked with Paseq.

31 I have not thought it necessary to give the minor accentual variations in

the Codd. quoted, where the principle of division is the same.

I 1
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3. With the nominal predicate (p. 51) at the head of the clause, we

must point in the following passages thus :

$ '7J
'W eHp-nneto t/(Ex. xxx. 31), with Ox. 6, 18, 20, &c.

TiyrrjD nnD-pK pbjn (Lev. xiii. 4), with Ox. 18; Add. 4709;
Erf.Y'

J INK) Kin i?Vl3 B^ips (2 Sam. xix. 33), with Ox. 68, 76.

4. The accentuation in the case of a few compound members (p. 53 ff.)

needs correcting, as follows :

nr^n rii$>nn $>ya (Gen. xxxvii. 19), with Ox. 2436; Par. 4.

rtoi M?3 "in tenai (Num. iv. 6), with K. 251 ; De R. 2. Comp.
Ex. xxviii. 31.

ttTjMpn D-n&n MM
(v . 19), with Add. 15252 ;

De R. 384. Comp.
ver. 1 8 end.

h
(xxv. 15), with Ox. 3, 6, 8; Erff. 1-4.

an (Judg. xvi. 26), with all Codd.

iDJtj (i Ki. vi. 7), with all Codd.

rjrnny (i Ki. xvii. 24), with Ox. 76 ;
Ber. 2

;
and nj nny (

2 Ki.

v. 22), with K. 187; De R. 440. The tv;o adverbs cannot be

separated as in our texts.

irp:nfj3 5>&np^ n&p -TJ^N n^in-^3 n
(Jer. xli. n), with Ox,

'5, 72', &c.

Dn;jSl nan ^ (Jer. 1. 5), with Ox. 13, 72. See also Eashi and

Qimchi.

^ IJ^Na (Jon. i. 8), with Ox. 4, 7 ;
like ^^3, ver. 7.

ntan D s

t?a D^D^ a^aaa (Zech. x. 5), with Ox. 4, 6, 7, &c.

M niNn Q^BPI W (Esth. ix. 28), with Ox. 51 ;
Harl. 5506.

p'jK 5.^? D^l (Dan. xii. 2), with Ox. i, 5, 7.

In these trifling matters, I have been often satisfied, when I have

found two Codd. supporting the obviously necessary correction. The
instances shew how even the best editors have failed to master, or at

least to observe, the simplest rules of the accentuation.

Other similar instances will doubtless be found, which have escaped

my notice, and which will all have to be corrected in the same way,
unless (as is sometimes the case) they should admit of explanation,
from the application of some special rule.

32 ^NH qualifies not D'^Brr, as in texts, but D'D;, see the first words of the

verse.
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CHAPTER V.

SILLUQ.

SILLUQ'S clause is to be considered as embracing the whole

verse 1
.

The verse itself is of varying length. It may contain only

two words. But such cases are exceedingly rare. The only

examples are Gen. xlvi. 23 ;
Ex. xx. 13-15 (Deut. v. 17) ;

and

Num. xxvi. 1 1 . Here Tiphcha appears as musical foretone to

Silluq in the first word, e. g. : TTT\fr X&.

"Where three or more words occur in the verse, we have, first of

all, to observe the rules for the main division of the same. The

following cases will occur :

I. The main dichotomy fixed by the rules we have already

laid down may come on the first word before Silluq, and will

be marked by Tiphcha or Athnach.

1. Tiphcha is by far the more common (perhaps for the sake of

the musical foretone), whether the verse be long or short, e.g.

dtjns-^5
1

) Y"?Nrn trptjjn 1^3 (Gen. ii. i) ; sa^
hy SWwnftb rmnriD n^V vrotn rfixb nfti
a I v | v <; T T T/' j I v jv T T

ntosrvn rrnsnn rrprn njr1

?? (is. xxxvi. i)
2

.

With only three words in the verse, as in Gen. xxvi. 6
;
Ex.

xxviii. 13
3

;
Num. vi. 24, Tiphcha is always used.

2. Athnach occurs occasionally, and more particularly in cases

1 So Pasuqa's clause is treated in Syriac. Comp. Bar-Zu'bi (ed. Martin), p. 4.
2 Other examples of long verses with Tiphcha are Num. ix. i; Deut. v. 23;

vi. 22
;
Jos. xiii. 16

;
Jer. viii. i; xiii. 13; xxix. 2 ;

lii. 18; Ezek. xli. 17; Neh.

v. 17; I Chr. xxviii. i; 2 Chr. xx. 22
;
xxiv. 9; xxxiv. 20.

Tiphcha, as the main divider of the verse, constantly lengthens the short vowel,

as Athnach would have done: npg (Num. ix. 2); oVtthv (Jer. viii. i; xiii. 13);

D;nD (Hos. iv. 17); "rn (i Chr. xxviii. i).

3 The Massora to this passage cites fourteen such verses in the Tora, ten of

which come under this head.
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of a marked logical pause, e.g.

(Gen. i. 3); n^p-^N ^I'^Vl^ fc&l
\

^-" * i)/ > T v :' v JT - < :

Ypr^il H!^ "??$?,? ^ fc^Kfi (
xli - 2I

)' Comp. v. 5;

xlii. 20 ;
Ex. xxiii. 23 ;

Num. x. 28
;
Ezek. v-ii. 21

; Hag-, ii. 5.

Such instances, with Athnach on the first word, are the only

ones in which the foretone fails before Silluq.

II. With the main dichotomy on the second word before

Silluq, the same accents are employed to mark it. But Athnach

is here the more common (the foretone Tiphcha following on the

first word). Examples are, with Tiphcha : "ll^rn_ a^JpiT
1

!

itirktf DV (Gen. i. 13); Tin tkyh *f?W rrtJT (Ex. xv. 18);
I
, 2 j \ J / '

|
v T > T :

'
i : JT ;

\ /'

^jsntol
nra DS^ rfjn? -OT ife ^iin-n n^Dtp (jer .

x. i); and with Athnach :/'

^ TWiS (Gen. i. 17);- V- T ;
\ '/'

rrofcr trih
1

? d^ (viii. 14).

We have to notice a further variation. When Silluq's word,

or the word preceding it, is long
4

, Zaqeph is admissible instead

of Tiphcha, and is indeed generally preferred, for the sake of

the rhythmical cadence at the close of the verse (Tiphcha, as

before, marking the foretone on the first word), e. g.

(Gen. xxiii. 12); 38^1 PTC5B
\ / ' v- - v

* A Jon^ word is technically one that has two or more vowels before the tone-

syllable, or if only one vowel, that vowel must be long, followed by Me'theg and

Sh'va. In the latter case, the Sh'va may be mobile, as in 5ibtDpT , H20W, or

quiescens, as in D^rn, bn*a.

With two short words following, Tiphcha is bound to appear. See the list of

names of the spies, Num. xiii. 4 ff., where the only instance in which Tiphcha
stands is of this kind, ver. 8. Or comp. i Chr. xi. 27-47, where vv. 35 and 42
alone have Tiphcha and for the same reason. Some few exceptions indeed

occur, as isxtf-nn MJDab 11 pb (Lam. iii. 25); and (where Zaqeph marks a minor

dichotomy) in Ex. xxxiii. i
; Is. xlviii. 4 ; Ixii. 6

;
Ezra vi. 12. But these are only

the exceptions that prove the rule
;
for the rule is carried out in hundreds, if not

thousands, of instances. Jer. v. 30 is pointed with Athnach in Ox. i, 7.
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(Lev. x. 20)-, $]!W VPBTIN PN nriD
]

(Job iii.
i). Tiphcha, however, not unfrequently

retains its place, as in ^"M?? ^"^1 ^-^ ^T- Ti11?
(Is. xlv. 25).

As under I, when the verse consists of only three words,

Tiphcha (Zaqeph) can alone be employed. See Gen. xliii. I
;

Lev. xi. 14 ;
Num. i. 6, 9 ;

Is. ii. 18.

How entirely optional, in other cases, the use of Tiphcha (Zaqeph)
or Athnach was, may be seen from a comparison of 2 Sam. xxii. 2 ff.

and i Chr. xvi. 8 ff. We have here the prose accentuation applied
to certain Psalms (2 Sam. xxii gives us Ps. xviii, and i Chr. xvi parts
of Pss. cv, xcvi, and cvi). Now these Psalms are similar in their

build, consisting mainly of short verses, with from five to seven

words in each. Yet we find that wherever the choice lay between

Tiphcha (Zaqeph) on the one hand and Athnach on the other as

when the main dichotomy is on the second word (the case before us),
or on the third and fourth (see III following) the accentuators

invariably decided in 2 Sam. xxii for the latter (Athnach), and in

i Chr. xvi as invariably for the former. Comp. e. g. 2 Sam. xxii. 4,

23, 47, with i Chr. xvi. 9, n, 31. The matter is not without interest,

although no one, as far as I am aware, has taken any notice of it.

For we have here a manifest attempt (as far as it goes) to provide
different modes of chanting for different Psalms. And what is more,
it can hardly be doubted that we have in 2 Sam. xxii and i Chr. xvi

the original melodies of certain Psalms as they were chanted before

the poetical accentuation was introduced (see n"DK *JJB, pp. 8, 9).

III. With the main dichotomy on the third or fourth word,

either Athnach or Zaqeph
6
may be employed to mark it, but the

former is much the more common, particularly on the fourth

5 The musical division carried out in 2 Sam. xxii is found (with little or no

variation) in other poetical pieces, such as Gen. xlix ;
Ex. xv

; Deut. xxxii and

xxxiii; &c. Lam. iii and v (with their short verses) are alone divided as

i Chr. xvi. But it is interesting to notice that the Oriental text had this division

for the whole of Job (see a specimen prefixed to Baer's edition), and without

doubt for Proverbs also, and at least a part of the Psalms.
6
Zaqeph occurs mostly in short verses, and is particularly common in the few

words that head an address, as Ex. xii. I ; xx. i
; xxi. i

;
Lev. xiii. i

;
xv. i ;

Is.

vii. 10 ; viii. 5 ;
Jer. vii. i

;
and in lists of names, numbers, &c., as Josh. xii. 9-24 ;

Ruth iv. 18-22
;
Ezra ii. 3 ff.

;
i Chr. xi. 27-47 >

xxv - I -3 I - Sometimes texts vary,

as in 2 Sam. i. 27 ; xxiii. 39; where Athnach is better. In i Chr. xviii. 12, many
Codd. have Zaqeph,
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word. The farther back the main division is removed from

Silluq, the greater is the tendency to employ Athnach to mark it.

We can understand that, by this weightier accent, the balance of

the melody was better marked and sustained. So with the main

dichotomy on the fifth word and further, Athnach alone can be

employed
7

. For examples under this head, see below.

The accents that mark the main dichotomy of the verse have

now been determined. The verse has been divided into (what
we may call) its two halves

; and the next question is how the

accentual division of each of these halves is to be carried out.

With the first we are not at present concerned. It is under the

government of Tiphcha, Zaqeph, or Athnach
;
and the rules for

its division cannot be settled, till we come to treat of these

accents respectively. But the last half is still under Silluq's

control, and its subdivision must now engage our attention.

When the main dichotomy comes on the first or second word

before Silluq (I and II), it is clear that no further division is

possible. But when it comes on the third or any further word

(III), such division is not only possible but necessary.

For Silluq's clause is subject, in all its parts, to the strict rule

of the dichotomy, viz. that wherever three or more words come

together, the dichotomy is to be introduced. Now under III,

there will be at least three, and there may be many more words,

in the last half of the verse. The minor dichotomy therefore

cannot fail. Its musical notation will be necessarily Tiphcha, if

it come on the first word, and Tiphcha (Zaqeph) on the second.

7 The rule that Athnach alone can stand on the fifth word andfurther, is strictly

carried out. Hence the Zaqeph in Qoh. iii. 3, 4, 6-8, is changed into Athnach in w.
2 and 5. I have noted only two trifling exceptions to the rule, in Ezra ii. 35

(repeated Neh. vii. 38) and Neh. vii. 17, where, for uniformity with the headings
in the long list before and after, Zaqeph has been retained. Other exceptions in

our texts must be corrected, as Zaqeph on the fifth word, Cant. vi. 12 (where

anr'op must be written as one word, see Baer's note), and I Chr. xxiii. 12

(point nfrp, with Ox. 5, 9, n). Zaqeph occurs on the sixth word in I Chr. vii. 13

(corr. >"JnB3, with Ox. 4, 5, 9) and 2 Chr. i. 18 (point nnStt, with ditto); and on

the seventh word in Is. xl. 5 (corr. mm, with Baer).
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On the third word or further it will be Zaqeph. In this last

case a farther subdivision will be necessary.

The following examples of the various cases that arise will

make these remarks clear
8

:

I. a. With Athnach, as main divider of the verse, on the third or

fourth word : iT3*N ^ ^^1 dTNJT^N DTfefc* rhiT fcTW
't\"~ V

" J~ AT T (T v O v: jr : jT';

(Gen. iii. 9); itftinisrnN ntojp nihrpn *np^l (xxxiv. 31) ;

^rsKii SON prrw Sra ^b^S mNrrSy DVI^N rhm
i" > T KT ~ l|" ^ A ^T T JT v: JT ;

(ii. 16); ^a NiHttDtt? n-nm ti^ dVttfcr nt^
\ />. T : A T : j- : -I-T , : ;

^p^3 ]^ (Ig - v - 3)- The last is the only case in which a

second minor dichotomy is due.

/3. With Zaqeph, in place of Athnach, on the third or fourth

word: OVbtt? ^ Dim ^^ "l^Q ' n^ Mte 11

(Num. vi. 26);
t
T v 1

: J" T: i v TT <T ; T \ / '

Sir^ V"1^^1 ^^ "^^ V^ "^^ (Qot. i. 4) ;
"ITM

yr ; I V\T T ; T a : l- < ^ ~' '

^ to"T itTD^l ife (Gen. ix. 4) ;
^ttjD3 ''W*!'1 ^

^ VT y;-: TT X ~/'a-:- :
- T a

rosntt ^n6to (Cant. vi. 12); Wp fc^J^a pn

a (Dan. v. o).
:|- \ -> /

In the two last instances, Zaqeph has been repeated, to mark the

minor dichotomy. Such cases are, however, not common, and occur

only in the later Books. Athnach with Zaqeph following was pre-
ferred to two Zaqephs.

II. WT
ith Athnach, as main divider of the verse, on the fifth

word orfurther.

i. Here, as above, there may be only one minor dichotomy,

marked by Tiphcha on the first word, or Tiphcha (Zaqeph) on

the second : nmo H^l^H *nBD TP ^M Q^ VPE>VT : :>T T-;,T s- : 1-1- T- A - T I fj-

rr\Tvh (Gen. iv. 3); is d^M inirt n^ itrfw Sb/nb
IT i- V // * v- v.' v: ) JT- v -: : -A

8 The student will notice in the examples given the logical and syntactical

grounds for marking off the several dichotomies. He will observe that Zaqeph is

often repeated, and will see that, from the very principle of the dichotomy, the

first Zaqeph must have a greater disjunctive value than the second, the second

than the third, &c.
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ntetf (vi. 22): n&n Yj?f? "ttTn nyttf K^ innatr^itt pp-^MiIT T V / ' . | ._ . _<.- AT T a v, T : ... : I-'/- v ;

VjQ ^sD'H /'iv ^
,TT \ T-- \

1V * O/"

a. There may be two minor dichotomies, the first of which

will be marked by Zaqeph, the second as under i : fc$J~'HN

TJ^^Q "'tpDD nrvrti ^"i/nyi ^~:i*?'
11

'! \yth ^ ^^n

(xii. 13) ;
mtfvN 13 yiN nm n

:

im ^'-TH notivi
(xv . 8) ;-'/ ' T

( V T f ; V~ " J-r
- v: JT -i A- - \ /'

bVv ^y i^itr i Trt^m i^n ' i^an ^-inn rmJp n^itnT ;-; 4- -
:

" < - A . -.. ^.T JT ^T

^ntprr nnro-^| ^n ^2 (is. xxi. 2).

3. There may be three minor dichotomies, the first two of

which will be marked by Zaqeph, the third as under i : DiN

^ -nr n\i r
IT T-: v u T I

(Gen. iv. i) ; ferrn'H vnM-nw m^b noni
v V / ' VAT v V.' T v vv T ' v a -

h ^nrnm (iv . 2) \ n
j v v : |- \ / ' a

(^ Sam. xv. 26).

4. Four minor dichotomies are also frequent enough, the three

first marked by Zaqeph, the fourth as under i :

rnrn

^7^ (
i Chr. xxii. 7). Comp. Gen. iii. i

;
xxvii. 42 ;

xliv. 16
;

Deut. xv. 4; i Ki. xvi. 34; Is. xxiv. 2 ;
Ezek. xxvii. 3.

5. Of jive minor dichotomies I have found only two certain

instances in our texts, 2 Sam. xvii. 9 and 2 Ki. i. 3
9

.

We have now completed the analysis of Silluq's clause, and

have traced the application of the law of the continuous dichotomy,

on which the whole fabric of the accentuation rests. Scholars

9 Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. 9*), and other writers on the accents, do not allow even

these instances. Four Zaqephs are found in Judg. xiii. 8
;
but here we have an

early misprint (Bomb. 2), which has been preserved in our texts: rm^'ttj is

impossible after Gershayim, and must be changed to nnS'tf (R'bhta). In 2 Ki.

xvii. 34 most Codd. I have examined (Ox. i, 5, 7, 8, &c.) have D'iiJy (R'bhia).
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still hesitate about accepting
1 this law. But it is hoped that no

one, who has carefully examined the examples above given, will

any longer doubt its operation. It remains to be seen whether

it will equally explain the phenomena that occur with the other

accents.

SERVUS OF SILLUQ

is always Mer'kha. Silluq has never more than one servus.

In five passages
10 the Palestinian authorities have introduced

. .

Tiphcha (in place of Metheg) into the same word with Silluq :
uf
nn?

(Lev. xxi. 4); ayri'V^ (Num. xv. 21);
n
$*S8| (

Is - viii - ^l)l

awiftjjtep (HOB. xi. 6);' and 5?$$ (i Chr. ii. 53).' As the notions

that led them to mark these few words with an anomalous accentua-

tion have not been handed down to us, conjectures on the subject
seem to me useless. It is to be noted that in the first four cases

Athnach immediately precedes, in the last Zaqeph.
Grammarians call the accent here a servus, and give it the name

ŝNO(Beep. 26).

Corrigenda.

Zaqeph fails, or has been wrongly introduced, in the following

passages (which must be corrected, as we should correct cases of false

interpunction in a modern text) :

pK rnpjo n'n'tj
tejjs (Num. xxx. 8), as in

vv. 5 and 12. And so Ox. 13 and Harl. 1528 point.

-ba nn^ ^y-&6 nfy ngte nnr^ n$K^> nvm-^i (Deut. xxii. 29),

with Ox. 3, 8; Erf. i, 3.

^?N-|? ?V?F KIW pna ttjj (Judg. v. 12), with Ox. 16, 36,

2437; Harl. 5706.

jnu ty\ &i* innrm >n^*r^pa j5n|^ n^3 Dnn^n-nx pjW

(Judg. xvi. 9), with Ox. 6, 7, 15 ;
Erf. 3.

iw DVn'^3 Jy^o nnN-n^ V^n ban 1^3 (
2 Sam. xvii. 3),

with Ox. i, 13, 68, 72.

nnb ^y ^X^'SD ins wjj5^ (i Ki. xiv. 22),

with all Ox. Codd. I have examined, and others.

10 Enumerated in the Mas. to Lev. xxi. 4.

11 Cod. Bab. has ib *n$?1 (no doubt the Oriental pointing), and this is correct.

Maqqeph is out of place here. In Hos. xi. 6 the Palestinian accentuation has

found its way into this text, as is not unfrequently the case.

2
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tfflmiT-wte DJiarra (Jer . xxix. 18), Zaqeph for K'bhia on

$?, with Ox. 13, 72; Harl. 5498, 5722; &c.12

tf ntearv&i
riin;

TDK (Amos v. 27), with Ox. 17; Vi. 5; the

only two Codd. I have found that point according to the sense.

tefea nya jw K*N> njfo >bj -rtjHya -fly (Job ii. 4 ), with Ox. 4 ,

5, 19; Bomb, i; &c.

<rtn nyi 5y n^ina wn
(
2 Chr. xxxiii. 19). K'bhia, as in texts,

is impossible.

Further, nothing is more common in Codd. and printed texts than

the interchange of Tiphcha and Mer'kha before Silluq. These accents

must be brought into their proper places in the following instances :

n\a (Judg. ix. 46, 'the house of El-berith'), with Ox.

6, 7, 8, &c.; not as in texts, JVna
^J? n^a, a mispunctuation,

which has led in some Codd. to the writing of ^J?
11

/?
as one

word !

Dyni iKBh
s jnj^

iah
(i Sam. xiv. 41), with all Ox. Codd.

The pointing of our texts makes nonsense.

'p-rbj? 1^511 (2 Sam. xxii. 28), with Ox. i, 5, 6, 7.

t[ja^ -NBh nrix
(is . vii. 3 ),

with Ox. 12, 17, 78.

fiD rnj? ^gj (xxii. 6), with Ox. i, 4, 9, 12; Cod. Bab.; &c.

ta; Dja bpnarrt (Jer. xlvi. j 8), with Ox. 7, 19, 2436; Hm. 10; <fec.

Djrtp ^^ pa (H. 55), with Ox. 9, 70, 2324; Cod. Bab.; &c.

nbB6
ttjjf rtnj-nK (Hos. iv. 10), with Ox. 17, 75, 76, 78;

Bomb, i; &c.

Db 0^'Nn flgten (i Chr. vii. 3), with Ox. 4, 7, u; Erf. 3; &o.

' Five
;

all of them chief men.'

Baer has already corrected Gen. xxii. i; Is. xxviii. 17; xxix. 4;
Ezek. iii. 14; viii. 3; &c. On the same principle as the correction

in Ezek. viii. 3, we must point in ver. 5,
J HKaa Hjn nwjpn

12 But Harl. 5498 is the only one that has the subordinate accents right.
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CHAPTEE VI.

ATHNACH. '

THE rules for Athnach's clause are so similar to those for

Silluq's, that there is but one point that will detain us, in

considering- them.

Athnach may stand alone, at the beginning of the verse, e. g..

Vp^l (Gen. xxxiv. 31); JtfSn (Ezek. xxxiv. 19).

When there are only two words in the clause, Tiphcha must

appear as foretone to Athnach : D^TNrpnfcS ttJl^PI (Gen. iii. 24).ATTJT v V\T;- \ /

When there are three or more words :

I. The main dichotomy, if on the first word before Athnach, is

marked by Tiphcha: ^^"W B^N "TO^l (i. 3) ; HW^
nuixb DiNn-in npb-itiN yWrnw ' Q^nSw

(ii. 22).AT : ^T T IT I . O-T v -: -JT
- v s* v; V /

II. If on the second word, also by Tiphcha : ffT&M Gr)N ]JW
Difctin yrna (i- 17); nn^ *w**3 mto-nw nps rrtn^

AT T - -
'j- ;

\ AT T JV-;|- ITT v >J-T -)T |-

(xxi. i) ;
for which Zaqeph may be substituted, under the same

conditions as before Silluq (p. 62)
x

: D^H JTinnQ D^il ti%\

^m Trtw crtpD~f>M (i. o) ; ypia ViiNttS vm
TI : T .v 'a T \ 'i ' - 'J ; : < T ;

n1
? d^n (i. 15); ^artiT Vb M-^

! T :
- T - \ // ' v : T ; T <T

WJJlp? (xviii. i).

III. If on the tJiird word, by Zaqeph the minor dichotomy

being marked as before Silluq (p.65), e.g. ^.lp-n D^
Nttrr

(i. 16); ^rn ^irldi >rtfi nn^n
v :

- ^ / 7 v ^ : T /T :i

^3"
(i. 2) ;

-TOtO r^QMI 71^1^1 Wa^
: a- :

s / ' 'AV : ^ : :|-
'

; VJT-;|- T j :

(xii. 2).

1

Tiphcha may indeed remain with one or both of the words following long, aa

in Gen. ii. 6; iv. 16
;

vii. 9. But with loth ivords short, Zaqeph is of unusual

occurrence. Among the few instances I have noted are Gen. xxv. 3 ;
xxxvi. 32 ;

Is. xxxvii. 27 ;
Hos. ii. 18. Comp. p. 62, note.
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Exceptions. In a few instances, where the first and second words
are both monosyllables, Tiphcha marks the main dichotomy on the

third word: "13 31D ^ D'BlKrnfe' Nl?_(Gen. xl. 16) ;
and so in Ex.

iii. 4; xii. 39; Num. xxii. 36; I Sam. xxviii. 13; i Ki. xxi. 16;
Is. xlviii. 1 1

;
Ix. i

;
Amos iii. 8 2

. Here, for the first time, as far as

we have gone, the strict rule for the dichotomy gives way.

IV. If on the fourth word or further^ by Zaqeph or S'golta,

the former being more common when the main dichotomy is

near to Athnach, the latter when it is farther removed from
Athnach. The minor dichotomies are marked as after Athnach

in Silluq's clause (pp. 65, 66).

1. Examples of one minor dichotomy are:

o^n irira ypnw (Gen. i. 6) ;
*itiM v^

AT- I J :
- \- T j~ \ J ' jv~: I T

n;n (is. i. i) ;T T \ / '

kw ^^ ^s d^M on1

?
T v ^ : j : >: v; v T

(Gen. i. 28).

2. Examples of two and three minor dichotomies are :x W (iii. 7);

xii. 7);

'

// ' - T(T

nnn^ itr b^ian

J^fn? (i. 7).-
'A'TJT \ ' /

With S'golta there are a few instances of four minor dicho-

tomies, as in Num. xvi. 28 ; Jer. Hi. 30 ;
and two of five, 2, Ki.

i. 6
; Ezek. xlviii. 10 3

.

Exceptions. A few, like those given above, occur, in which Tiphcha
marks the last minor dichotomy on the third word, e. g. ,K? "^9^*1

&5?ty
DH np mw ngthn Cntrf? (Ezek. viii. 6) ;

and so in i Sam. xvii. 39;
2 Sam. xii. 19 ; i Ki. ii. 37 ;

2 Ki. i. 4; xi. i ;
Is. liv. 4 ;

lix. 16.

2 Codd. however vary, often joining these small words with Maqqeph.
3 In 2 Chr. viii. 13, Zaqeph has four minor dichotomies following, but many

Codd. (Ox. 4, 5, 9, ii, &c.) point here R'bhia instead of the first Zaqeph. I have

not noticed any other instance.
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ON THE RELATION OF S'GoLTA TO ATHNACH.

It has been up to the present day a moot point, whether S'golta is

to be regarded as a main disjunctive, coordinate with Athnach,
or as a subordinate in Athnach's clause. The following considerations

will shew, I believe, beyond doubt, that the latter is the case :

1. Under the law of the continuous dichotomy, two coordinate

accents are impossible. S'golta must be either a greater, or a less

disjunctive than Athnach. But who will say that it is a greater ?

2. The Massora treats it as Zaqeph. Thus the Mas. magna to Is.

xiv. 9 gives a list of fourteen passages, which have Y~y$ with Zaqeph.

and Qames
4

. But if we examine these passages, we find that two

(Is. li. 13 and Jer. xxxi. 8) are pointed not with Zaqeph, but S'golta.

Again in the Mas. magna to Neh. ix. 6 we are told that ^I!]?? occurs

three times with Zaqeph, yet in this very passage it has not Zaqeph
but tfgolta

5
. In chap, viii I shall have occasion to quote another

Massora, in which Shalsheleth (the name given to S'golta, when on
the first word of the verse) is also spoken of as Zaqeph. It is strange
that these Massoras have never been turned to account, or even

noticed, by any writer on the accents (Jewish or Christian). Either

the Massoretic text must be shewn to be corrupt in the several rubrics

quoted
6

,
or we must allow that the early Massoretes, by putting

S'golta under the general category of Zaqeph, regarded it as sub-

ordinated to Athnach, in just the same way as Zaqeph is.

3. S'golta frequently stands where Zaqeph might with equal pro-

priety have stood. Hence the two are found to interchange in Codd.

Take, for instance, Dan. iii. 15 (where we have one of the longest
Athnach-clauses in the whole text). Here some Codd. point with

S'golta, others with Zaqeph ;
and so little disturbance does the substi-

tution occasion that the whole long series of subordinate accents

* One instance is Ps. xliv. 4 with K'bhla (Great). Properly the Palestinian

Massoretes, when they introduced their system for the three Books, ought to have

dropped this example from their list. But they did not venture to alter the old

Massora, and left their readers to understand that Great K'bhla before 'Olev'-

yored is the same as Zaqeph before Athnach. We may take it for granted that

the original accentuation was

"1:1 to^ nwirr&6 Dyhn pjsp^ij ^n-mi & vp

5 Ginsb. Mas.,:, 6220, may also be compared, where 33^ (i Sam. iii. 9) comes in

a similar list.

I am aware that the word f'Bpt
fails in some MSS. for the first two of the

Massoras quoted, but it is found in others, and among them some of the oldest (as

Cod. Bab. and Add. 21161). Its absence is easily accountedfor. The third Mas.

did not admit (as we shall see) of being so readily altered by punctators and

copyists.
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preceding passes over from the one to the other without a break, save

that the Zarqa immediately preceding S'golta, has to be changed to

Pashta before Zaqeph. "We learn from this example (see also p. 86)
that the rules for the division of Zaqeph's and S'goita's clauses are

the same, a further proof of the relationship between these two accents.

4. The chief logical pause in the verse, when S'golta and Athnach
occur' together, is regularly marked by Athnach, shewing that S'golta
was regarded as subordinated to it, e.g.

'And he blessed them that day, saying [S'golta], In thee shall Israel bless,

saying, God make thee as Ephraim and as Manasseh [Athnach]. And he set

Ephraim before Manasseh '

(Gen. xlviii. 20).

'At that time Jehovah spake by Isaiah, the son of Amoz, saying [SPgdltd], Go
and loose the sackcloth from off thy loins, and put thy shoe from off thy foot

[Athnach]. And he did so, going naked and barefoot' (Is. xx. 2).

Comp. Gen. i. 7 ;
xxiv. 7 ;

xxxvi. 6
;

1. 5 ;
Ex. xx. 24 ; Lev. xxii.

13 ; Num. iv. 15 ;
Deut. ix. 4 ;

2 Ki. xxiii. 4 ;
Jer. xxviii. u.

S'golta may indeed sometimes appear to be independent of Athnach,
but all such cases admit of ready explanation from the rules laid down
in chaps, iii and iv, for the logical and syntactical division of the verse.

Many of the examples there given are instances of S'golta.

5. It is surprising that those who insist on S'goita's being par
dignitate with Athnach, have not noticed the lack of pausal forms
with it. It has them indeed occasionally, but in the proportion in

which Zaqeph, not Athnach, has them. Comp. *)p with
*)D (Ex. xii.

22); "m_| with rn3
(xxv. 33);

'

a.^11 (
2 Sam. xx. 3) with PA^"

(v. 14); &c.

Other reasons might be adduced. I take it, however, for granted
that they are unnecessary.

But if we are to accept S'golta as a substitute for, and representative
of Zaqeph, it may be asked : What is the difference between the two ?

and why could not Zaqeph always have stood, where we now have

S'golta i The difference is simply musical. The melody of S'golta
was quite distinct from that of Zaqeph ;

and its introduction into

Athnach's clause is an indication of that love for musical variety,
which is one of the marked characteristics of the accentual system.
It has a Zaqeph parvus and a Zaqeph magnus (differing only musically),
and S'golta was a Zaqeph major or maximus, with a fuller and

weightier melody, which served better to mark and emphasize the

main pause in the longer clauses in which it usually occurs.

We are thus led to consider the musical laws which regulate the

appearance of S'golta. It can come only once in the verse, and then

always marks the place of the main dichotomy in Athnach's clause.

It may, therefore, have Zaqeph after, but never before it. Its proper

place is at a distance from Athnach. For the ninth word, and
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further, it is almost exclusively employed
7

. It is found, indeed,
nearer to Athnach, but the nearer it comes, the less frequent in com-

parison with Zaqeph is its occurrence, till on the fifth word (where
Zaqeph is as common as possible) it occurs but seldom, and on the
fourth but twice 8

. These musical phenomena we can register, but not

explain. We see only that here, as elsewhere, the accentuators allowed

themselves the utmost liberty within the limits assigned by the melody.

SERVI o*' ATHNACH.

One servus is 'Illuy
9
,
or as we term it Munach; which is repeated,

in the few passages in which there are two sei vi.

In '^TT: (
2 Sam. xii. 25) and tyiftVW (i Chr. v. 20), both compound

words, the servus has taken the place of Metheg iu the same word
with Athnach 10

.

In ten or eleven passages the Palestinian 11 accentuation has in-

troduced Tiphcha into the same word with Athnach. They are :

nj'N^l (Gen. viii. 18); DJ'nsnBtt (Num. xxviii. 26); nBy-nN^ (
2 Ki.

ix. 2); n^BKD (Jer. ii. 31); "?"""? (Ezek. vii. 25); &*&*
(x. 13);

i< l8 ). a^nanetfn} (Ru. i. 10); n3-*& (Dan. iv. 9, 18);

Chr. xx. 8). See Mas. magna to 2 Chr. xx. 8. It is there

stated that there was a difference of opinion (NDJvQ) about Ezek. x. 13.

Hence many authorities (Jequthiel on Num. xxviii. 26
; Qimclii on Ezek.

xi. 18; Man. du Lect., p. 103; &c.) number only ten.

It is vain to attempt to assign reasons for the anomalous accentua-

tion in the above passages
12

. See the remark under Silluq, p. 67.

Grammarians make the accent here a servus, and name it fcv.XE (see

p. 26); but that it is really Tiphcha is clear from its having the servus

of Tiphcha in Jer. ii. 3 1 (where most Codd. give also the subordinate

disjunctive T'bhir, EJ5),
and from Zaqeph immediately preceding in

Num. xxviii. 26.

7
Zaqeph occurs but rarely on the ninth word, and still more rarely (some five

or six times) on the tenth. Beyond the tenth word it is not found, except in a few

corrupt passages, which I have corrected. On the eighth word Zaqeph and

S'gdlta are about equally common, but on the seventh, and still more on the sixth

word, the preponderance of Zaqeph is very marked.
8 Deut. iii. 19 and i Chr. vi. 62. 9

Mishp. hat. 12.

10 Baer has rightly dropped the servus in Hos. vii. 15.
11 Cod. Bab. (which represents the Oriental punctuation) has no trace of this

accentuation. In Jer. ii. 31 it has Munach instead;, and in Ezek. vii. 25 ;
xi. 18,

Maqqeph fails.

12 To mark still more the anomaly in Dan. iv. 9, 18, some few punctators and

Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. n) have given the previous word the impossible accent

Azla, and so Baer has edited. But the great majority of Codd. point regularly

with Mer'kha, as in Jer. ii. 31.

L
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Corrigenda.

In a few verses Athnach has been wrongly placed. It is clear that

we must point :

B
A
BBterri>y D^ BBBfe n^ (Is. xxviii. 6), with Add. 4708; K. 533;
De K. 196 ;

Hm. 9.

NB-jn njK nf^Ks
'nap* (jer . xv. 18), with Ox. 7 ;

Vi. 5 ;
K. 182

;

Hm/i6.

jistti DM oVvia y ^srDN] }|W H{$n"i>y ^f B^y? ^^r ^

Jlftm Dtf jyn Jten^
DiQ (Q h. xi.

3). But I have found only

one Codex, De R. 10 (old), which accents correctly.

Zaqeph fails, or has been falsely introduced, in some passages, which
must be corrected as follows :

5? n
3?
N

?.
n
l^,-

N TT Kr
5

]
^3 ? ''^r. (Ezek. xlviii. 14),

with Ox. 9, 12,69 f Erf. i
;
'&c.13

'

3 (Q h. ix. 4 ).
So the old

Codex., De R. 10 (see above), rightly points.

nonpn ^^a ^to "ink aiani (
2 Chr. xxii. n). See 2 Ki.

xi. 2. iri^ can never stand.

Dfen nin3TD n VJ| ^^(xxxiv. 4). The correction is equally

necessary, with Ox. i, 7, 9, &c.

The only objection to ^>JN
S
1 (Gen. xxvii. 36 ;

i Sam. xx. 29) is that

Zaqeph is too far removed from Athnach. This the Massoretes saw,
and appointed Pazer instead (Mas. to 2 Sam. xxiii. 17). For the same

p p

reason we must point nnavtSH ^3|3^ (i Sam. vii. 6), with all Codd.

that I have examined.

Early misprints, carefully preserved by subsequent editors, are

toy to
DJ&-TIO biNB* -irij_ (j Sam.xi. 5); jp; ^a nyasD ^in"|3 WK

(i Chr. xi. 31); ^ ^n ^33 |iyD^ ^a-|0 (
xii. 25). One would

have thought that the veriest tyro in the accentuation would have
seen that Zaqeph alone can stand in these cases.

Many mistakes have been already corrected in Baer's texts, e.g.
Gen. i. ii

;
Is. xxviii. 21; Esth. vii. 8.

13 So it is better to point *2D'brr_ ri) (Lev. xxvii. 10), with Erf. i, 2, 4;
Jequthiel, &c.
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CHAPTER VII.

ZAQEPH

appears under two forms, Great and Little Zaqeph (p. 18). Great

Zaqeph always stands alone.

In the present chapter we have to determine the rules for the

division of Little Zaqeph's clause, which I shall call simply

Zaqeph.

There may be two words (and no more) in Zaqeph's clause.

The rule for the foretone. as it shews itself before the leading

accents, Silluq, Athnach, and S'golta, begins here to give way.

It is only when Zaqeph's word is long\ that the foretone

Pashta 2
appears ; otherwise, the servus (Munach) is employed.

Contrast, for instance : OrTON ^O*1 (Gen. xxi. 24) and

D-fo (xv.3); ny6fc ngrrn (xxvii.5) and rns
"

V1F\ nta (Ex. vii. 17) and VnfJ VlNfcl (Num. xvi. 28);

D^tiVra "ira1 (2 Chr. vi. 6a
)
and Ttia nmfeO (6

b
).

The
- T a -

; V|T \ / T: j- : V,T \ /

musical principle that underlies these variations is not difficult

to apprehend.

The rule for Munach is strictly carried out 3

;
whereas that for

Paslita is occasionally relaxed. Small words particles, pronouns,
and nouns in st. constr. are sometimes found with Munach, instead

of Pashta, as fcttn (Gen. ii. 13); $b
(iii. i);

*

(vii. 10); ^ (xxi. 16 ;
and

often); ^3. (Num. i. 28, 42; &c.);
nt

(Jer. xxxviii. 21); ^31 (^zek.

xxvi. 13); "T^N (2 Chr. xxx. 7); &c. Even longer words of frequent

occurrence are joined in the same way, as ^l(Geu. v. 15); njSDp (Num.
xiii. 7, 9, 14 ; &c.);

D
i?"I5 ^^1 (Ezek. xxi. 19 ;

xxxiii. 7
4

; &c.). But

1 The technical meaning of a long word has been already explained, p. 62 note.

2 It is understood that, when speaking of Pashta, I include Y'thibh.
3 The few exceptional cases in our texts may be all corrected by the testimony

of Godd. : rnjPTii noaJrwn>n (Gen. xxxvi. 2); BMa DJPIMI. (Is. Ixiii. 3); J.'JIN

]i$ (Dan. v. 8); i^a^a $a (i Chr. i. 43); o>Atp^ ^a;i (x. 8); #ow vtpyn

(xxv. 1 7). Baer has already corrected Is. xl. 6
; Ixvi. 24 ; Ezek. ix. 10 ;

Hab. iii. 8.

Other instances I have not noticed.
4 See the Mas. parva to this passage, which fixes Munach.

L 2
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all such forms occur also regularly pointed. So that here a certain

license was allowed, and the punctators were at liberty in these un-

important matters to decide for themselves
5
.

It is only when there are two words (and no more) in Zaqeph's

clause that the above rules apply.

When there are more than two words, the following cases will

occur :

I. The main dichotomy may come on the first word before

Zaqeph, and will always be marked by Pashta 6
,

e. g. Nlp*1

d^ ^vh ' dvftw (Gen.i.5); n&p a'WPrBN tfifpn (iv. 7).

See text passim.

II. The main dichotomy may come on the second word before

Zaqeph,

i. And will still be most frequently marked by Pashta (with

servus following): Tlfo ^N^rnN &rfo$ ^1 (i. 3 1
) 5

I ^ (
xviii - 7)-

2. But R'bhia is admissible (and is common enough), if one

of the following words be long
1

. (Pashta will then appear on

the intermediate word.) E. g. ?"*?? n$rrntj \3TPW
rrorarrnNi nmh (i. 25);T ;

-
vj; T ; \ <JJ '

5 But this license in small matters is no justification for the mistakes of our

texts in such passages as Lev. yiii. 27; xiv. 52 ;
Jos. xxi. 16

;
i Sam. x.i8 b

;
2 Sam.

xvii. 5 ; 2 Ki. i. 3
b

; Jer. xvii. 3 ;
xxii. 23 ;

Esth. ix. 25 ;
Dan. i. 13 ;

i Chr. xxiii.

19; xxv. ii, 13, 1 6
;

2 Chr. xxviii. 3
b

;
xxxiv. 14; all of which must be corrected

with the concurrence of Codd.
6 In Jer. xxvii. 9 we have in all our texts R'bhta ! Point the second 'bio with

Pashta (so all Ox. Codd.) in accordance with II. 2. In Joel iv. 7 D"Vs>n must have

(with correct texts) Zaqeph instead of R'bhia.
7 The condition that Zaqeph's word, or that preceding, must be long, for R'bhia

to appear, is carefully observed. Hence we may have^ K'bhia in
pSa, nptpj'DM

'rnirn h^Sb D^TIN (2 Chr. vi. 16), because Zaqeph's word ia long; but in

2Db najb b|*\vng spja no^-D (i Ki. viii. 25), where both words are short,

Pashta alone can be used. I have noticed only one exception: jrm PnpM itfM

DJ^^J (Ex. xxxii. 13), comp. p. 62 note. In Lev. xxvi. 25 I point Dj7:, with Erf.

i, 3 ;
Ox. 6, 16

;
and in Num. xxi. 6 n

<5
with Jequthiel, Norzi, &c.
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rdnn (vi. 15); vtorrnN tern ipia arrow
-r

- V
t.

' ~
:

'' ~:i~i~ ' ~ T T :
-

(xxii. 3); ^7 hyatfn -v^i (xivii. 31).

We have here simply musical variation. Hence we may have the

same expression pointed either way, with the full rhythmical cadence

or not, e.g. D^JTHS VlSDn -QK
(
2 Chr. x. 14) and D&JTriK TjSDH \?l*

(i Ki. xii. 14). This varying rhythmical cadence (though no one has

observed the fact) runs through a great part of the accentual system.
It is found with all the leading accents. We have already traced it

before Athnach and Silluq; and shall notice it afterwards before S'golta
and Tiphcha. (With R'bhia and the minor disjunctives it fails.)

III. The main dichotomy may come on the third word from

Zaqeph.

1. R'bhia is usually employed and is very common. (Of course,

Pashta must follow on the first or second word.) ""NTH

ial \r\r\ (Gen. i. 2) ;
YtonarrSak rrint!) cri^rr vr\

T I ' T ; T ; T T |T T

y1^ (ii. 20); nroi fap -hrrnN rnm
a ;

\ / ' -<- ; a v T ;

t
(is.

xxx. 30).

2. Pashta is comparativ
T

ely rare (although more frequent than

Tiphcha on the third word before Athnach). Here the strict rule

for the dichotomy again gives way : "H?? *^?j^3 "U?N ntL^n

(Gen.iii.i2); Plfe rhg if? Httto"
1

?^ HjiT ^TJ (Ex. xxxiii.

i); tTfcb D^p; n;Pf }:h (Jer. li. 47}*. In the same way, it is

only occasionally that Pashta marks a minor dichotomy on the

third word, under the heads following.

IV. But, when the main dichotomy comes on the fourth

word or further, it is always marked by R'bhia. Here several

cases arise :

i. There may be only one minor dichotomy, occurring on the

first, second, or third word, and necessarily marked by Pashta 9
:

8 The two words following Pashta are generally such as might be, and in Codd.

often are, joined by Maqqeph. In four cases out of five, the first of them is ISJM..

It is to be observed that two servi cannot stand before Zaqeph, tvithout Pashta

preceding. Hence correct Ezek. xvi. 23 Tjlj
n >i (with Ox. i, 13 ;

Erf. 3).
9 Unless R'bhia takes the place of Pashta on the second word, in accordance

with II. 2, e.g. Judg. xiv. 19.
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NIK Dipo-*?N b^otfn nnnn o^rr
T ... "JT v T < '

(Gen. i. Q) ;
"TOfNI "ri^O TOtti ^EN "frl ^^ JVV1

\
' s I ' v ~:i~ :

* ~
"*" v ; T j %

; : T T

(i Ki. xiv. 8) ;

N ISFT "TCJN ]DV *W^3 (Gen. xlv. 27).
. .iv AV -

:
I < ; t \ ' /

2. There may be ^200 or more minor dichotomies, requiring
1 to

be marked between R'bhia and Zaqeph. Such cases necessitate

the repetition of R'bhia just as Zaqeph itself is repeated, for the

like purpose, before Silluq and Athnach and that as often as

is needful, till we come to the last dichotomy, accented as above.

Thus we have two R'bhias in IDOn Vntf D*1^ WlDN '

inn QV "ib^S ^in^-n (Deut. i. 28);<T a- t : \ / '

tn^am Slnsn nn-r^n-^3 nw
T -

: T - JT :
- T j

(i. 19); ^n n
:

" 'I ' J~

nna-rw n-in (Judg. ii. 20) ;
and

* . .
... ...

- \ / '

three R'bhias in i Ki. iii. n and i Chr. xiii. 2.

But this rule undergoes modification. It is a musical law

that when R'bhia is to be repeated, there must be three words or

more
(i.

e. a sufficient melody) between the two JVlhian 10
. Where

this is not the case, the second R'bhia is transformed, and Pashta

10 The rule is simple enough, and should not have given so much trouble to

accentuologists. Luzzatto (Torath emeth, p. 63 ff.) sets to work to count the

syllables between the two R'bhias. But this is mere trifling, and leads to no

result; as he himself would have found out, if he had examined a sufficient

number of examples. The fact is, there is here, as elsewhere, common ground,
on which the two accents meet. Thus, whilst in the great majority of cases,

where only three words intervene, Pashta takes the place of R'bhta, in some

twenty instances R'bhia maintains its position (see Lev. xxii. 3 ;
Deut. i. 28

;
iv.

9, 19 ;
xvii. 8

; Jer. iv. 30 ; &c.). On the other hand, R'bhia is far more common
wherefour words come between, and Pashta appears only in Deut. iii. 2152 Sam.

ix. 7; Jer. xxiv. 8b
; xxxviii. 1252 Chr. i. n. When there are less than three

words, Pashta alone can be employed. Hence Judg. xv. 14 must be corrected by

introducing the Munach-melody )$! (with Ox. and Erff. Codd.) ; and Pashta

must come for R'bhia in Jer. xix. 1 3
b and 2 Chr. xxx. 6h

. When there are more

thanfour words, R'bhia must stand, i Ki. xiv. 21 (2 Chr. xii. 13) therefore needs
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put in its stead. Thus, with two R'bhias due :

3? (Gen. vii. n, not

a t&ra dTftw
T ; < ; T s- |T 4 ~:i~ V:IT T

JTPtoy (xx. 6, not ^T). Comp. iii. 22
;
xxx. I5

b
; Is. i.

7
b

;
iii. 1 6, 24 ;

Jer. xx. 3
b

;
Ezek. x. I

;
&c. Examples of this

transformation are (as we should expect) much more numerous

than those in which B/bhia remains.

Three KbMas are often due, but in only two passages (given

above) do they all stand. Either the two first are found, the

third being changed to Pashta : O^tt&E) WD PP^N &W
iro nsn ^-fi ini^ vis rfc ^n^i (Judg.xvi.5) ;

(
Jer - m - 7)- Or

>

the second R'bhia is changed into Pashta, the third always

maintaining its position
n

,
e. g. T ifegb ^ON^. PTf! ]^1

correction, and we must either point n'C (Ox. 7, 68), or *^3Q with Maqqeph (Ox.

13, 16, 72, &c.).

Does any one ask : What is the difference between counting the words and

counting the syllables ? I answer : A certain number of words means a certain

melody, which makes all the difference in the world.

11 We come then to the curious result that Pashta (as the representative of the

R'bhia, which it has displaced) is a greater disjunctive than the R'bhia which

f6llows. Had the second and third R'bhias been both changed into Pashta, we
should have had, with the foretone to Silluq, three Pashtas following one

another, which would doubtless have been unmusical. (This concurrence is

condemned by all Jewish writers on the accents.) Hence the first of three

Pashtas in i Ki. viii. 25 (2 Chr. vi. 16) must be corrected to Azla, ;pn2b.

Y'thibh and two Pashtas are as bad. Correct
JS (2 Ki. x. 30) and NQ?-^

(Ezra vii. 25).

Two Pashtas often come together. But then the first is always due to trans-

formation, and R'bhia must precede. Observe how nD'ian nb^na 'nosn itfin}

nj^byn (2 Ki. xviii. 17) becomes changed into nbrna TO2!1 (Is. xxxvi. 2),

when itfi"T_ is dropped. Hence such careless mistakes as occur in Cant. i. 16

(point ^srr
with Azla) ;

Ezra vi. 8b (point |bn) ; I Chr. vi. 17 ('Icb with Azla) ;

i Chr. xxi. I7
h
(rt'^); 23 (tntfn with Azla); 2 Chr.'vi. I3

b
(v^); and xvi. 12

), must be at once corrected.
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wo rn^s-n^n ^ wrcto -vSa (Gen.

xxvii. 37) ; lA'ntog
' !^ V?N VIEW1 ^HtT^y D^PT Vnj^J

D^nSw (Ex. xxxii. i) ;
ND-Ot ^

v; \ / J T T ;
-

12 nNio sjg pn Y?JTTB (
Mic - vi - 5)

13
-

There are but three examples, where B/'bhia is due four times,

viz. 2 Sam. xiv. 7 ;
I Ki. ii. 24 ;

J Chr. xiii. 2
;
and only one,

with R'bhia due Jive times, Ezra vii. 25.

SERVI OF ZAQEPH.

Great Zaqeph has no servus.

Little Zaqeph may have one or two servi, both of which will be

Munachs (as we term them). Properly, as all careful writers on the

accents lay down w
,
the servus, when there is only one, is M'kharbei

(p. 23), if it comes on the^rsi letter of the word, as V^1

. ; and'Illuy, if

it comes on any other letter, as S?J1. With two servi, the first is

always M'kharbei, the second 'Illuy.

RULES FOR MUNACH AND M'TIUGA IN THE SAME WORD WITH

LITTLE ZAQEPH ;
AND FOR GREAT ZAQEPH

15
.

We have once more to deal with musical variations (see p. 18).
i. If Zaqeph stands without its servus (Munach) in the previous

word, this servus may take the place of Metheg
16 in the same word

12 In this example note how the R'bhias and Pashtas come from syntactical

division in successive words. So also in i Sam. v. 8
;
Zech. iv. 12

; &c.
13 Of the many examples that come under this head, fully a third are falsely

pointed in our texts. See Corrigenda. In I Chr. v. 21, the first E'bhia, on

which the whole chain of the accentuation depends, has been changed to T'lisha I

and yet none of our modern editors has thought of correcting.
u See e.g. Ben-Bil. Mishp. hat. 13.
15 For these rules, I have found nothing satisfactory in any treatise on the

Accents.
'

Heidenheim, in Mishp. hat. 13, 14, is inaccurate and incomplete. His

texts shew that he had no clear ideas on the subject.
16 It is understood, the light Me'theg, for the heavy Me'theg (Ga'ya) does not

admit of such substitution. Hence Munach cannot come in Dpsnib (Ex. xxxii. 13)

or D'lbrrnN (Num. viii. 6). On the distinction between the two Me'thegs, and

the rules for their employment, see Baer in Merx' Archiv, i. pp. 57 if. and 194 ff.,

or Ges., Heb. Gr., 16. 2.
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with Zaqopli, only not on the first letter", e.g. n'KryK (Gen. iii. i,

but nBten, ver. 13); tfnn
(iii. 7); fictfp (xviii. 5); ^rn] (Deut.

ix. 26); ani^jD (Judg. ii. 18); V^n (Is. xxvi. 14)
18

.

EXCEPTIONS. Forms like W?J_ (Deut. xxxiv. 9), and NB.njJ. (Is.

Ixiv. 4), retain the Metheg
19

. (It would seem that the short vowels,

Pathach and S'gol, so near to the tone, have not strength enough for

the accent.) On the other hand, in rnj}]? (Gen. xix. 34, and often) ;

s

^SjT'
>? (Ruth iv. 14), owing to the notion of Jewish grammarians

that the Qames is long
20

,
Munach appears.

"When the foretone Pashta comes in the word immediately preceding,
no further musical change is introduced, but when Zaqeph's word
stands alone, and Munach (according to the rule just given) is not

admissible, one or other of the following changes takes place :

2. If there is a closed syllable in the word, separated by one or

more others or, at least, by vocal ShVa from the tone-syllable, an

emphatic intonation (a high tone, as the position of its sign above the

word implies) was introduced, serving as a forebeat (Vorschlag) to

Zaqeph, in the absence of the foretone. It was known as IJ'Tlp
21

, being
like an upper Metheg (comp. the use of the term in the accentuation

17 See Chayyug, p. 127, 1. 28, and Qimchi, IBID TO?, p. }"?, 1.' 16. The musical

reader may perhaps see the reason for this restriction. Ordinary texts indeed

often place the servus under the first letter, and even the Mas. parva is wrong at

2 Ki. ii. II, DSTQ3 '3
ITl^jJ.

18 Our texts, of course, need constant correction. They omit the Munach
where it is due, introduce it when it stands already in the previous word, &c.

Even the Massoretes have not always been as correct as we should have expected.

Thus, at bfcn^ao (Gen. xxxv. 16) we have the rubric: "iDitt eye a 'a, when there

are really six instances that require to be so pointed, viz. Gen. xxxv. 16; Jos.

viii. 17; i Ki. xii. 32 (it*); xiii. 4; Am. vii. 13. (In the last passage, Baer's

correction cannot stand. It is against the syntactical division and Codd.) And

again, in the Mas. finalis, p. 17, ""QW nni 'J D'nsrr, to the three examples given

we must add a fourth, 2 Chr. xxxiv. ii.

19 This punctuation for the derivatives of nto? is fixed by the Mas. fin., p. 51

(comp. Dikd. hat., 35). Analogy decides for the kindred forms. Codd. and

printed texts have, however, constantly Munach in such forms. Hence has arisen

a false Mas. given at Num. xxvi. 44 (more fully by Jequthiel at ver. 1 7), which

assigns the following accentuation to
]9?.JL7,

ver. 40.
20 See Preface to Baer's edition of Job, p. vi.

21
Mishp. hat. I3

b
. It would further appear that it was in reality a kind of

Me'theg (i. e. heavy Metheg = Ga'ya), the difference being that it gave a more

marked musical expression to the syllable than Ga'ya would have done (Ben-Naph-
tali has Ga'ya. We thus see that it is only in syllables that admit of Ga'ya, that

M
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of the three Books, n"EK ''Eytt, p. 70). Properly, like Munach, it is non-

initial, yet the tendency is to place it (on musical grounds) as near to the

beginning of the word as possible, and under certain conditions it is

found on the first letter. The following examples exhibit it in its

ordinary position: &!N1 (Gen. xviii. 18); Bnenjtfirn (LeVt xx. 7);

9] (Deut.xiii. 12); rfipiD|n (xxix. 28) ;
rwrw (Gen. xxxiv. 1 2) ;

B>
(Ex. xxxiv. n)

22
.

Initial M'thiga is due to transposition :

(a) In forms like ^2
T~
n? (Deut. iii. 24); ^D^l (i Ki. xviii. 26);

^EE^l (Ezra iv. i), &c.
} M'thiga is transposed to the first syllable, to

cancel the Ga'ya (N^Jtffl i?
1)^^ as Jewish grammarians express it

23

)

which is due there
2
*. Ga'ya and M'thiga, from the similarity of their

character (see note 21), could not come together.

(/3)
But Ben-Asher and his school went further. If Ga'ya was only

admissible in certain forms, on the first syllable, they equally trans-

posed to it the M'thiga, which we should have expected to find on the

second syllable. So I explain such cases as tfiKtsnin
(i Ki. xv. 34);

Dtojjfin (Is. xv. 7); ninprn ( 2 Ki. xx. 4); and DlpBrrte (Gen. xix.27);

rrtfrrrjO (Lev. xxv. 12); DnrrorrnJf (Ex. xxxiv. i)
25

. It is only in

the above forms that I have found this transposition.

this sign can appear). The musical yalue we learn from Ben-Bil.'s statement, 1. c.,

that M'thiga comes before Zaqeph, nauan pp'n
1

?, 'for the right ordering of the

melody;' and in the present day it has a distinct melody assigned to it in the

chanting (although whether it is correctly rendered is another question). The

old grammarians had however no idea of any musical relationship between it and

Pashta or Azla, which it resembles in form.

The sign has a variety of names. The most common is bpn, 'stroke.' Gram-

marians, who wrote in Arabic, term it
SJ!..A (see n"oN ""QWj p. 112, andGinsb.

iii. p. 51) from
j_*Ji, impulit, in reference to the impulse of the voice in the

intonation. Hence doubtless the name jam, 'goad,' = iij^o (Man. du Lect.,

p. 77 infra). Qimchi (iDlD TD2, p. n^>) calls it mpo n*on, 'indicator,' and by a

name taken from the form, flop TDMJB, 'little Pashta.' The name in modern use,

Qadma= Azla, is similarly derived and equally incorrect.
22

It will not be expected that I should point out the mistakes of our texts.

The matter is not of sufficient importance. Even Baer is not always consistent.
23 See e. g. Mishp. hat. I4

a
supra.

21 That this is Ben-Asher's pointing may be seen from the D'Dlbn to Lev.

xxv - 37 5 Deut. iii. 24. On the rule for Ga'ya in the examples given, see Merx'

Archiv, i. p. 197.
25

Comp. Ben-Asher's pointing in the n^Dlbn to Deut. x. 2. That Ga'ya is

admissible, although irregular, in such cases, may be seen from examples cited in

Mishp. hat. 58*, and by Baer in Merx' Archiv, i. p. 201. Ben-Naphtali has it

always,
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3. When Zaqeph stands alone, and neitJier MunacTi nor M'thiga is

admissible (according to rules i and 2) in its word, it takes the form

and melody of GREAT ZAQEPH, e.g. PJh (Gen. ii. 9) ; "^N*5 (iii. 10) ;

ro^rm (v. 6); ^3N1 (xx. 4) ; roipn (
XXxiv. 31); onyTJ (Ex. xvi. 6) ;

-&JW (Gen. xxxii. 23); iD]3 (i Ki. xv. 30); T$qt$ (2 Chr. vii. 17);

^.qP (xxxiv. 33).

Punctators and editors (even the best) exhibit the utmost con-

fusion in the employment of this accent, pointing the same form, and

frequently even the same word, sometimes with Little, sometimes with

Great Zaqeph ! And yet the rule above given is simple enough. It

will be necessary therefore to correct such instances as 26
/"^rip} (Gen.

i. 1 8) ; 3'P31 (xxxi. 47); rnwn
(Lev. xvi. 29); $JT^ (Num. xiv. 42) ;

4^,1 (Josh. i. 1 6); &%*}_ (2 Sam. xxi. 14); n|J3} (Is. i. 30); *M$>

(xxxvii. 35); Vin^l (Hx. 7); nxnpT1 JV^I (Jer. li. 61); \hrte (Jon.
iii. 7) ;

in all of which, and other similar examples, Great Zaqeph
must appear.

Corrigenda in Zaqeph's clause.

i. Where three B'bhias are due, and the second has been trans-

formed to Pashta, punctators misled by the usual consecution of

R'bhia, Pashta, and Zaqeph have frequently changed the third R'bhia

into Zaqeph, and this false accentuation has passed into our texts.

Thus B'bhia must be restored to its rights
27 in rninn (Josh. i. 7), with Ox.

i, 5, 7, 8; n,9 (Judg. ii.i), Ox. 10, 2322, 2323, 2328;^ (jSam.

x. 3), Ox. i, 5, 6, 8; ?ri
T3J] (xiv. 6), Ox. i, 5, 6, 8; iti (xxviii. 15),

Ox. 5, 6, 10, 15 ; "^ s
*l (2 Sam. xv. 2), Ox. 12, 92, 2322 ;

JV3
(i Ki.

v. 17), Ox. .6, 7, 10
; Bomb. 2

; ^i^ (xii.
6

;
2 Chr. x. 6), Ox. 5, 6,

i6

^inj"! is found in Ox. 5, 21, 35; Harl. 1528; Or. 1379; Add. 4709; &c.

I give ample MS. authority here, because this is the example which has misled

writers on the accents from Qimchi's time (TEID T2?, p. 3b) downwards. Finding

the word falsely accented in their texts, and contrasting it with ^i^nb, ver. 14,

they jumped to the conclusion that Me'theg was the cause of Little Zaqeph,

without considering the numberless instances in which Mttheg (even when

it occurs twice in the tvord) exercises no such influence.
27 As the accentuation is wrong in only one word, I have not thought it worth

while to quote the passages at length. The student will doubtless look them up

for himself, and observe how the sense requires the correction in each case. The

testimony of more Codd. might have been given had it been necessary.

M 2
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7,8; n*bn(iKi.xvii.i 9),Ox. 7; Par. 30, 89; K.i82j v
(xxi. 4),

Ox. i, 6, 13, 15 ;
DHBtom

(
2 Ki. x. 24), Ox. i, 76, 2322, 2323 ; Tt&

(i Chr.xxi. 1 6), Ox. 4, 9, n; Erf. 3 ;
WJJ

(
2 Chr. xxvi. 18), Ox. 4,

9, 12, 15; Bn*f? (xxxii. 31), Ox. i, 9, n; Erf. 3; and ~:> (xxxiv.

3), Ox. 4, 5, 9, ii. Baer has already corrected Gen. i. 1 1
;

xvii. 19;

Ezek. xliii. 7 ;
xlvii. 8; Qoh. ix. 9; Esth. vii. 8; Dan. vii. I9

28
.

The same mistake shews itself, but not so frequently, in the change
of Pashta into Zaqeph, with R'bhia and Pashta preceding. So we

must correct n^TO (i Ki. xi. 26), with Ox. i, 7, 10; Erf. 2;!^
^BL! (2 Ki. xi. 17), Ox. 5, 8, 10, 12

;
and infcten~i>3 (Ezek. xviii. 21),

Ox. i, 7 ;
Erf. 2, 3.

2. Another frequent source of error is the confusion between Azla

and Pashta in Zaqeph's clause 29
. The student need never scruple to

put the one for the other, where a change is necessary, e. g,
"tH3

(Deut.

xxxii. 5o);\lN (i Ki. xii. n); ^j53 (Is. xlix. 6); ^} (Qoh. vii. 25).

Compare the corrections, p. 79, note n.

3. The blunders of Van der Hooght's text, copied without scruple

by Theile, Hahn, and J. D'Allemand (whose texts are unfortunately in

common use with students), are often under this head most provoking.

Thus Zaqeph is substituted for Gershayim, and vice versa ! Dvn~F?

(Num. xv. 23) for &i s
n~f ;

and see other instances in Is. xii. 4 ;
Ezek.

xxiii. 43 ; xxiv. 27 ; xl. 49 ;
Neh. v. 9 ;

2 Chr. xvi. i; xxxv. 15. In
Josh. xi. 8, Gershayim is repeated (the second time for R'bhia) ! In

Judg. xiii. 8b and 2 Chr. xxv. 23
b

,
it divides Zaqeph's (for 'R'bhia's)

clause ! And in Jer. i. i*>, Tiphcha (instead of Pashta) is made to

divide Zaqeph's clause ! These are specimens of the egregious
mistakes which, once introduced into a text regarded as standard,
have been preserved with religious care by subsequent editors, who
have not taken the trouble of consulting the far more correct and
reliable text (founded on. a careful collation of MSS.), brought out
soon after Van der Hooght's, by a much more competent scholar,
J. H. Michaelis.

28 Luzzatto pointed out the errors in most of the above passages, Torath emeth,

p. 63 ff.
; but was not able always to adduce MS. authority for his emendations.

No other writer on the accents Spitzner, Ewald, &c. had been at the pains of

tracing out and drawing attention to these manifest mistakes.
29 So Ginsburg, in his edition of the Massora, constantly confounds them.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

S'GOLTA.

THIS accent must, on musical grounds, be always preceded by
its foretone, Zarqa

1
.

It cannot therefore stand on the first word of the verse. When
due there (according to the notions of the accentuators), it gives

place to Shalsheleth (p. 17). Yet there are only seven words,

in which this substitution takes place :
'

nbilpri^ (Gen. xix. 16) ;

iv. 12); 'JN?:^ (xxxix. 8);
i

tOH^I (Lev. viii. 23);

nn:'! (Is. xiii. 8) ;
TOfcto (Am. i. 2) ;

i

H^-lp^l (Ezra v.i5)
2
.

Why, one naturally asks, a special sign for just these few (mostly

unimportant) instances ? There was no necessity fpr its introduction

at 'all. For if we examine the passages, and compare the rules (p. 73)
for the interchange of S'golta and Zaqeph, we shall see that Zaqeph
might have stood in every case. When, instead of employing Zaqeph,
the accentuators chose to introduce a new accent, it must have been

because they designed to attach a special meaning to the passages iu

question, to which they sought to draw attention by a peculiar melody
and a peculiar sign

3
. That meaning has, however, as in other similar

cases, been lost. Not that the loss is a serious one. For we may be

sure that we should have had some fanciful Midrash explanation, which
we can well afford to dispense with 4

.

1 It is also invariably followed by Athnach, another proof (if further proof

were needed) of its dependence on Athnach. In Job i. 8 and Ezra vii. 1 3 Athnach

is wanting ;
but here S'g61ta has been wrongly placed, and must be changed into

Athnach (see Baer's notes).
2 See Mas. to Lev. viii. 23.
3 No other explanation seems possible. For note the strange selection ! Three

out of the seven words are forms of "IDN, and how often does this verb stand at

the beginning of the verse ! Note too that emphatic words in this position, as

inttnipi (Lev. xxi. 8); nbbjprn (Deut. xi. 28), which, if a special accent was to be

employed, had a claim to be marked by it, are passed over ! There seems also

something fanciful in the very number of the passages selected, four from the

Tora, two from the Prophets, and one from the K'thubhim, making up the sacred

number seven !

4 Such as is given in the Midrash 21TD np
1

? on Gen. xxxix. 8 : flN*o 'l^?'!

rorc'jTri'i i/DEn :rn:n ,0^020 nnn pN'Q inn; or such as I found assigned to

Jehuda Hasid in Zalman the punctator's treatise on the accents (Par. 5), where,

speaking of Shalsheleth, he says: \rivcn
"fN'jott ]

<l 3St rt imo 2 NTTTE cipQ baa

v~n rrnrr im losn
/
M"iT22 is, i.e. there is a reference to an angel (!)

either

direct or implied.
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I have only one point of interest to mention in connection with this

accent. The Mas. to Lev. viii. 15 runs thus 5
: NIDlp pjn pn JO p1T K"'

(Lev. viii. 15) BnBl (ii. 13) liiDH (Gen. ii. n) 33bn 'IDI *]pt '^n yan

'"01 (viii. 23) 'OH^l (i.
e. eleven groups of two words each in the same

section, the first with R'bhia, the second with Zaqeph, &c.j. N. B. The
Shalsheleth in Lev. viii. 23 is here put under the general category of

Zaqeph. We see then that the Massoretes well understood, not only
that S'golta is the representative of Zaqeph, but that Shalsheleth, which

takes the place of S'golta, is equally so 6
. I have already (p. 71) drawn

attention to the importance of this rubric. How is it that no writer

on the accents has taken notice of it ?

"When there are only two words in S'golta's clause, Zarqa
CO . CO

necessarily comes on the first, D"Jfc$n "VJtOl (Gen. ii. 23).

When the clause consists of three or more words, the following

cases will occur. (Here we have only to substitute Zarqa for

Pashta, and we have a mere repetition of the rules already laid

down for the division of Zaqeph' s clause) :

I. The main dichotomy may be on the first word before

S'golta, and will then be always marked by Zarqa: feftPl

SPpVrnN QT&N (Gen. i. 7); lEl**! ^y D5B nW POT
- I' T(T V ' V; V ' / - - T T .IT T ; ;

(xxviii. 13).

II. The main dichotomy may come on the second word,

1. And -will be still generally marked by Zarqa, e. g.

Sl Vn (Gen. vi.4);v T T j T \ ' / *

nb'W (Deut. xxviii. 51).
: IT :

- \ *f i

2. But R'bhia is admissible if one, or loth, of thefollowing words

be long (Zarqa then coming on the first word), e. g.
<

=I^7?'3

(Gen. xlviii. 16);

J3 rty&n (Is. xviii. 2). See

also Ex. xxxvi. 2 ; Num. xxi. 5 5
xxiii. 3 ; Deut. i. 41 ;

iv. 39 ;

Jer. iii. 25 ;
xviii. 21; xxxi. 8, 9.

5
Comp. nbDNi nbDN, 227.

6
Ginsburg, !C, 234, copying from a false text (when correct texts without

number were available), or himself introducing an unwarrantable correction, has

pointed Entpn, in direct opposition to the Mas. he gives directly after, 236!

Even were Zaqeph due, it must be Great Zaqeph.
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III. The main dichotomy may be on the third word.

I. B/bhia is usually employed to mark it, and is very common

(Zarqa following on the first or second word) : D5?
nvn (Deut.

iv. 26); *hhtf j&rr frattg-iuti d^a-jri '^P^TOJ ]?*? (is.

liii. 12).

2. Zarqa occurs (like Pashta before Zaqeph), but is comparatively

rare, "flh pJpD "WftAlljflQ *b ^5 (Is. viii. 23); see Gen. iii. 14;

Ex. xxviii. 27 ;
Deut. xii. I

;
Am. ix. 14 ; Neh. ix. 32.

So it is only occasionally that Zarqa marks the minor dichotomy
on the third word, under the following heads.

IV. When the main dichotomy is on the fourth word or fur-

ther, it is always marked by B/bhia 7
.

1. The minor dichotomy may be on the first, second, or third

word, and is necessarily marked by Zarqa, e. g. DVTlN "VOJ

SrrbMVn-^d rvtron livn QW rmfi vJnpS ni$n (EX.i v : : T T j- T : : |~ a- T va ;' ; T \

xx. 8, 9); IrtTa'^fiffjH rnrp ^sb rn6y -tii& Q^ (Deut.

iv. 10) ;
*if? l'1^ ^^ 'btf^n nn ^iOS^I (i Sam. vi. 4).j- T jv -; T T ,T ar : j- V ~J

2. There may be two minor dichotomies. Here B/bhia has to
i 9 9,

be repeated (as before Zaqeph), e.g. TWil Hill

nto^ ^^n-nsn n^n pnvn i

JT T |T
' vj- :

^nSl (i Sam. xxi. 10); and so in Ex. xx. 3~5
8

; Deut.

v. 7-9
8

;
i Ki. ix. 9 ;

Dan. iii. 15 ;
v. 23 ; 2 Chr. vii. 22. Or, Pashta

comes instead of the second B/bhia (under the same conditions

as with Zaqeph, pp. 78, 79):
' jnj^H ^Htf"bM D^n ID^l

Snfera riwn n^ii^rr niwn rt&y
p
n^ h^^1

(i Sam.
* T : :

- JT ;
- T :

- T T j v -; T V

xiv. 45). Comp. Deut. xii. 18
; Josh, xviii. 14 ; 2 Sam. iii. 8

;

i Ki. xii. 10; xviii. 21.

7 Marked falsely with Zaqeph in our texts, i Sam. xi. 1 1
;

2 Chr. xiv. 7.

8

According to jvbrn D2TQ. Ex. xx. 2 and Deut. v. 6 must not be included in

S'golta's clause, but pointed with the single accentuation (as in many Codd. and

by Heidenheim in his edition of Nll^n fy). The dichotomy marked with Zaqeph,

as in our texts, is impossible.
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Where, however, Pashta would come close to Zarqa i. e. adjoining
it, or with only one word between it is changed into Zarqa (of course

only on musical grounds), and Zarqa appears repeated
9

: Wa i W
P-JNSI Tbiirb njn nirn rWn (Ex. xii. 29) ; Nb;i "in

DJ^JI

q?rnjn ^fDip&<r^ (i Sam. xxvi. 5). Conip. Gen. xlii. 21;
2 Ki. i. 6

; vii. 13 ;
Is. xx. 2

; xlv. 14 ;
Jer. xxi. 4 ;

Job i. 5 ;
&c.10

3. There is only one passage in which three minor dichotomies

occur 11
,
and for this isolated case a peculiar accentuation was

fixed, three Zaiqas follow one another: ^NTtD V*?N
:l j- -r

,
T ..

sm 'w-rh D^H^ID rrfezHtfw tan
u : : T T : j- T y \ I -

Ki. i. 1
6). The regular accentuation would have been

^pOTE, as in similar cases under Zaqeph. Verse 6

might have been accented in the same way.

SERVI OF S'GOLTA.

S'golta may have (like Zaqeph) one or two servi, both 'Illuys (Mishp.
hat. 32), or, as we term them, Munachs. See examples above.

Corrigenda.

It has been already mentioned that in Job i. 8, and Ezra vii. 13,

S'golta must be changed into Athnach. For the former passage, all

Codd. (as far as I have observed) are right ;
for the latter, not a

single one 7
12 Even Ben-Asher's famous Codex at Aleppo is wrong.

S'golta stands on the wrong word in Josh. x. 28 and 2 Chr. vii. 5.

Point the former "M SHiN Dnnn nste-nK1
: WpE^ IJ3}],

with almost all

Codd.; and the latter 'W
"ijjan

nnrTlN Hb^ ^^ n^-, with Ox.

i, 4, 9 ;
Erf. i, 3 ;

&c.

8
Comp. the change of Great R'bhia into Sinnor (Zarqa), under similar circum-

stances, in the accentuation of the three Books, p. 56. But Zarqa cannot be

repeated, unless E'bhia precedes. Hence "b a (i Sam. ii. 15) must be changed into

C33 or na, with various Codd., although Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. 7
b
) supports it. On

Is. xlv. i, see Notes at end.
10 In Lev. xvii. 5; Josh. xxii. 5; 2 Chr. xxiii. 18, Maqqeph has fallen, out

after l^, and in 2 Chr. xxxv. 24 after b$. In 2 Ki. iv. 13 we must point

U'bhla for the first Zarqa, rp^N 3'~iQ^ M> iotf ! (so Ox. 31, 68
;
De K. 2).

11 With Zaqeph (as we have seen) there are many such instances. The reason

of the difference is that Zaqeph constantly divides Athnach's clause near to

Athnach, whereas S'golta's proper place is at a distance from Athnach, with a

shorter clause between it and the beginning of the verse.
12 Baer indeed names one Codex, but the Athnach there is due to a second,

and apparently quite modern, hand.
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CHAPTEK IX.

TIPHCHA.

TIPHCHA's word often stands alone, as JVtjpfrTQ (Gen. i. i).

When there are two words (and no more) in the clause, the

servus will precede, as
JPjTJ.

VP
(i. 6); ^gi'W a^y-Yn (1.5);

but T'bhir is sometimes found, when Tiphcha's word is long, e. g.

i Ki. ii. 46 ; Jer. xxxiv. 5. (Comp. p. 75 ; but there is no rule

here, as in the case of Zaqeph.)

When there are three or more words in the clause, we find,

mutatis mutandis, the rules for the division of Zaqeph's clause

again carried out :

I. The main dichotomy may come on the first word before

Tiphcha, and will then be regularly marked by T'bhir, e. g.

N N-P1 (Gen. i. 4);
'

v: : s V ^/ J

ii. ai.

II. The main dichotomy may come on the second word,

i. And will still be generally marked by T'bhir, e.g.

(xviii. 26) ;

(ii. 22).

2. But R'bMa is admissible as before Zaqeph if one of the

following words be long. (The intermediate word will then

be always marked with T'bhir 1

.)
Thus:

rite&n (Num. xxiv. 8);

(Jon. i. 13); srrrir^

(Josh. ix. 17).

1 Texts must therefore be corrected in Ex. xxx. 7; Lev. iv. 4 ; &c. In Job i. i, I

point with Ox. 4, 5, 7, 9, &c., yiyyiNa rrrr ?' (see Norzi).

N
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III. When the main dichotomy comes on the third word, or

further, it is always marked by R/bhia. Here the several

cases we have had before repeat themselves :

1. There may be only one minor dichotomy, which is due on

the first or second word. This dichotomy will be marked with

T'bhir : Wtaf?1 Vj$-b P$2Ti ^? ]& D
5*p-l (

Gen. xxxii.

i); Dnhi^ ?pn&* ?pnt r^ spm ^a vrnn-nw "ribpm/' VT , : I ):'. ,- $'-: :- I v a' : v V-:r

(xvii. 7); W DTO^T nfcWQN ^ nftH D^N rfj\B
V //' ij.. ,)-r-r i": v-:|- x T v:

3 (Is. xxxvii. 19).

2. There may be more than one minor dichotomy. All such

cases necessitate the repetition of R'bhia
;
the same rule being

followed as before Zaqeph and S'golta, that the second R'bhia be

changed into Pashta, unless at least three words intervene 2
.

T'bhir will still mark the last of the minor dichotomies on the

first or second word.
^

Thus R'bhia is repeated in Jer. xxviii. 14 :

n. And so in Josh.

xiii. 30; Jer. xxix. 14; Ezek. xiii. 18
; Qoh. v. 17 ;

and a few

other instances.

On the other hand, it is changed into Pashta, in Is. xxxvi. I :

*irnptn':

o. Comp. Deut. xx.

2ob ; xxviii. 14; Josh. x. n ; 2 Chr. xvi. 9 ; &c.

Pashta cannot, however, (on musical grounds), stand in close

proximity to T'bhir. There must be at least two words between 8
.

2 Even with three words intervening there is, as far as I have observed, only
one instance of R'bhia, Jer. xxix. 14. Comp. p. 78 note.

8 In Num. vii. 87 ; Judg. xvi. 23 ;
and 2 Chr. xviii. 23 there is only one word

between. The Maqqeph before T'bhir must be dropped, with various Codd.

Once, Deut. xxvi. 2, the transformation takes place with tivo tvords intervening.

But here, Ox. 21, 51; Add. 9404 have rightly Pashta, instead of the first T'bhir.

In i Ki. v. 20 there is a misprint. For ^33 read m. In xxi. 16 we may point

nv with Ox. i, 5, 6, 8, &c.
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If this is not the case, Pashta is itself changed into T'bhir, and the

latter accent appears repeated. (The case is exactly parallel to the

change of Pashta into Zarqa, in S'golta's clause, see p. 88.) E.g.

i-itpN DipBrrijK o|i uan (Num. xiv. 40); 'jarn a^a ^sn\

Di-]D 'n^y ^3N (Is. xxxvii. 24). Such instances are sufficiently

numerous. Comp. Gen. viii. 17; Ex. iii. i; Deut. iii. 27; iv. 38; vi.

10
;

viii. 2
;

i Sam. xx. 21; xxi. 3; &c.

3. In a few passages, three B/bhias are due, but the second

owing to there not being in any case a sufficient interval between

it and the first is always changed to Pashta, e.g.

12). The other examples are Ex. xxxvi. 3 ; Josh. vii. 19
6

;
i Sam.

xxvii. 5
5

; 2 Ki. v. 13
5

;
xxiii. I3 5

; Jer. li. 64
5

;
Dan. ii. 47;

Ezra vi. 1 2 ;
i Chr. xxvi. 26.

SERVI OF TIPHCHA.

I. One servus is always Mer'kha, ^jj* ^*ty. (Gen. i. 3). In eight
instances Mer'kha appears, in Palestinian texts, in the same word with

Tiphcha
6

: mfsfeAaA (Lev. xxiii. 21); WjVVIJ^a (2 Ki. xv. 16);

Wrfap (Jer. viii." 1 8); D^^rb^ (Ezek. xxxvi. 25); D3^^|W^3D
(xliv. 6);

Dn
(Cant. vi. 5); ^JjajM (Dan. v. 17); *$&*$$ (i Chr.

xv. 1 3). In most of the above cases, the object seems to have been

to provide a fuller melody for the long words, by the substitution of

an accent for Metheg
7

. In
CJJTI^

the servus marks the first syllable as

properly distinct, comp. Ejnj? (Lam. iv. 9); FJKJP (Ps. cxlvi. 3).

II. The following (fourteen) are the only instances in which

Tiphcha has two servi
8

,
the first Darga and the second Double

Mer'kha: J^ $ K3J. (Gen. xxvii. 25); nb nb^n n^ (Ex.v.is); 1$*

HjV *$ (Lev. x. i); ^ 31D
NiJ?n (Num. xiv. 3);

H3b
nj> &Op! (xxxii.

4 It is clear that the change in question can only take place when Rbhia

precedes. Hence texts are incorrect in Josh. xx. 4 (point i|71 ), and Baer in his note

toQoh. vi. 2.

5 See Corrigenda. Even Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. 35) is quite wrong, in the list

he gives of these passages.
6 These instances are fixed by the Mas. to Lev. xxiii. 21.

7 But the Oriental text (to judge from Cod. Bab.) made no change. At Jer.

viii. 1 8, the Massora and sign are Palestinian (see Strack's note).
* See the Mas. to Num. xxxii. 42 and Dikd. hat., 22.

N 2
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42); Tan t$ iBfo
(i Ki.x. 3 ;

2 Chr. ix. 2);
niwrnai rAp urn (iKi.

xx. 29);
K3

i> W3?_ (Ezek. xiv. 4); fl *7 W- (
Hab - * 3); ^5W m

(Zech. iii. 2);
VT $ 7.1 (Ezra vii. 25); D$ ^ W (Neh. iii.

38); '$* * ran
(
2 Chr. xx. 30).

The double Mer'kha here, as the servus Darga shews, is a weakened

form of T'bhir 9
, though what reasons led to its introduction it is vain

to conjecture. The fancies that influenced the Palestinian accentuators

have not been handed down to us. It is clear that in every case T'bhir

might have stood, or Maqqeph been employed. The Oriental system

(see Cod. Bab.) rightly rejected this irregular and unmeaning accen-

tuation.

Corrigenda.

In Tiphcha's clause as in Zaqeph's (p. 83) we find instances of

Zaqeph where B/bhia should have stood. Thus we must point :

(Josh. vii. 19), with Ox. I, 5, 6, 7; Bomb. 2
; "#! (Judg.

xiii. n), Ox. 10, 15, 83, 84 ;
Bomb. 2

; EipQ (i Sam. xxvii. 5), Ox.

6, 7, 8, 15 ;
Bomb. 2

; |H^n (i Ki. vii. 48), all Codd. that I have

examined; ?fia
(2 Ki. v. 13), Ox. i, 5, 7, 8

;
Bomb. 2; nj^)^

ngttO (xxiii. 12), Ox. 7, 8, 10, 2323 ;

I0^3H (Jer. xviii. 4), Ox. i, 9 ;

Erf. i, 2
;

nyin
(li. 64), Ox. 5, 2323, 2324, 2331. If the student

will examine these passages for himself, he will see how necessary the

correction is in each case.

OBS. It is hoped that the rules for marking the dichotomy

in the clauses thus far considered have appeared to the reader

precise and clear. We have had a first group of accents with

similar rules formed by Silluq and Athnach ;
and a second,

consisting of Zaqeph, S'golta, and Tiphcha. We pass on now

to the third group, embracing B/bhia, Pashta, T'bhir, and Zarqa.

A leading characteristic of this group is the muck greater variety

in the accents employed for the necessary dichotomical divisions.

We shall in consequence have to notice many merely musical

variations. With this group, the formal rules for the dichotomy
come to an end.

9
Comp. p. 25. Hence in our texts, R'bhla stands in Ezek. xiv. 4

b
, in accordance

with III. i. But it is better to point with Zaqeph, as Ox. 6, 12, 13, 14, &c., do.

10 In the same clause read infra for inns (see Norzi).
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CHAPTER X.

R'BH!A.

E'BH!A'S word stands often alone, as : yitJPn (Gen. i. 2).

When there are two words (and no more) in the clause, the

servus is commonly employed, as in D^H7W "^fc^ (i. 9) ;

lin^l V]3 (i. 22,) ; but if R'bhia's word is long, Geresh
(i.

e. Ger-

shayim)
1
may appear: d!D

l

'rtol~nfc$ ^JFnElBn
1

) (Lev. xxvi. 30).

The other examples are Gen. x. 14 (i Chr. i. 12); Lev. xviii. 17;
Deut. xxxiv. 1 1

; Ezek. xiii. 21
;

xxvii. 29 ; 2 Chr. iv. 20. The accen-

tuators have chosen instances, in which Gershayim's word is long as

well.

On L'garmeh, with two words in the clause, see chap. XIII.

When there are three or more words in the clause, the following

cases will occur :

I. The main dichotomy may be on the first word before

B/bhia, and is usually marked by Geresh : D^iT?^ OH7 "^^5

(Gen. i. 2,8) ;
n5*i?D7 Y*i&rT rvrvrM D^rrT5^ to^i

(i. 2,5) ;

^np nn
q

)jn] (i Sam. xvi. 18).

WT
ith only three words in the clause, a servus may come:

\J / 5 * . . i. T 5. . \
*

>^/
*

. This variation in the melody seems due to the lighter character of

R'bhia. With such an accent, the absence of the cadence, due from
the dichotomy, would not be so much felt. We have indeed already
seen under Zaqeph, S'golta, and even Athnach that with only three

words, there was not the same necessity for marking the dichotomy.
But these cases differed from ours in that some compensation was
made for the failure of the cadence by the presence of the minor

Disjunctive Pashta, Zarqa, and Tiphcha, respectively in the third

word. With the still lighter accents, that have yet to be considered,
the cadence regularly fails.

What is here fixed for the main dichotomy, holds equally good for

the minor. The same remark applies to the rules that follow.

1 It is understood that when, in this and the following chapters, I speak of

C4^resh
;
I include Gersliayim.
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II. The main dichotomy may be on the second word, and is

still marked by Geresh: 5pM hfafr ^W& (Dent.

xxxiii. 29) ;
*nn

StfJI nyi-ifo Srt^yjl (Gen. xix. 30).

When there are only three words in the clause, L'garmeh may
take the place of Geresh, thus affording a variety in the melody

2
.

It is particularly common with small words, as ^ti?N, nt$, *5
9

73
;

but is not confined to them. e. g. D^DE^n VON I HlPP
. T j.. ... JT .

(Gen. xxiv. 7) ; TVf STO '

ttejaSHFin (Is. xli. 22).

In three passages, where both R'bhia's word and that preceding
are long, we find the fuller melody of Great T'lisha followed by

Geresh: DflKsn-ioj* Dnmtt-^ Qjf^3 (Num. xviii. 9); and so in

Deut. xxv. 19 (minor dichotomy) and Jer. xxix. 14. The case is

parallel to what we have observed under Athnach, Zaqeph, &c. But
the cadence is too heavy for R'bliia and generally fails.

III. The main dichotomy may be on the third word. Here

the melody varies between Geresh and Great T'lisha.

1. Geresh, followed by L'garmeh, when the minor dichotomy

is on the second word, or by two servi (see above), when it is on

the first, e.g. nJH W3 '

ntojTC} fp rkfin (Gen. xviii. 25);

^ntj-na n;^ ^ntp
irfo n^n^ Vrirr ^9^5 (Gen.

xxxviii. u). Comp. i. 29 ;
xxvi. 18

;
xxix. 2 ;

1. 24
b

; Ex. iv. 18 3
.

2. Great T'lisha, with Geresh to mark the minor dichotomy

on the first or second word, e. g. t

vrM (is. vii. 4) ;
nri ^'^ rrr-n v

(i Sam. xxix. 6). Comp. 2 Sam. vii. 8
;
Jer. xxvi. 19 ;

xxxiv. 3
b

;

Ezra ix. 12.

Pazer is found in the place of T'lisha, in Anfy wn npi-nat O^OKl
(Ex. xii. 27), and in Jer. xxxix. 16*.

2 In Ex. xxvi. 2, 8 and xxxvi. 9, 15, these accents interchange in the same

expression. Comp. also Num. xvi. 17, 18.

3
Drop L'garmeh in Josh. i. 4 ;

Ezek. xvii. 9, with Codd.

* Both here, and in the instances given IV. 2, Pazer is out of order, for it is

properly followed by Great or Little T'lisha.
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IV. The main dichotomy may be on ihefouM word. Geresh,

Great T'lisha, and Pazer are all employed to mark it.

1. Geresh, with L'garmeh. (occasionally repeated) to mark

the minor dichotomy (or dichotomies) between it and K/bhia, e. g.

to TON I tttoN D^ntf ^Nn (Gen. xxxi. 29) ;"" ' S T V JV V *
"~;

*
!*

-7 / '

yoi D'nsn nam DriwnN ^nt"-":n Niw
v -:(- -a" *a-: J- : v p- v T ; ( :

. -

(Ex. xiv. 10) ;
HirV 'tfTN ' DM3 < "WTT Dirf?N *1&N (Ezek./ 7 v: JT -: a 1

-. : JT - v -: v: \

xxxiii. n). Comp. Lev. xiii. 52 ; Josh. xxiv. 13 ;
Jer. xxix. 32 ;

xliv. 26b
;

xlvi. 28b ;
Jon. i. 3

b
.

L'garmeh is not, however, available to mark the minor dichotomy,
when due on the first word

5
. Hence we have R'bhia with three servi

in inran "iP
T
3n i^~rix nj^i I^HNO atA

(i Ki. xix. 21), and in

2 Sam. xxi. 2 b
;

2 Ki. xx. 3 (Is. xxxviii. 3) ; Qoh. iv. 8 6
. But this

accentuation is so anomalous, that I do not hesitate to correct it in

the few passages in which it occurs, although it is found in most

Ccdd., and recognised by the grammarians. See Corrigenda.

2. Great T'lisha, with Geresh for the minor dichotomy, and

occasionally L'garmeh as well, where a second minor dichotomy

has to be marked: *TC5N

aan Qtirmy (Deut. xii. 2) ;
D

JT |T \ / ' v

"TVT W^ l|f
<

Vl]P (2 Sam. xv. 12) ;

' ^f\f\ n^jH5
! M^^M

P

]3t!hQT I a-- (

- \ ' ' j- .
- -

: ( T :- Ivav :-

n"jn5"^??? ^JZ
1? (Ezra v. 6). It is unnecessary to give further

examples. We have here merely a musical variation of the cases

under i.

"We note that Geresh cannot be employed to mark the minor

dichotomy on the first word, because we should then have the two
T'lishas brought together, which is contrary to (musical) rule.

A change in the accentuation becomes here necessary, see 3 below.

In a few instances, Pazer takes the place of Great T'lisha, under

s
L'garmeh on the first word is reserved for a particular purpose, see chapter

on L'garmeh, p. 119.
6 There are two other instances where G (fresh marks a minor dichotomy, Num.

iv. 14 and Is. v. 25.
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this head, e.g. >K^ JSTW njiT n^T? 9??- (Ex. iv. 31). The

others are Gen. xxxii. 33; Deut. xxii. 6
;

i Sam. xx. 2; Jer. xxviii. 14 ;

xxxviii. 7; Esth. vii. 9 ; Dan. v. 23 ;
Ezra vi. 9 (minor dichotomy).

3. From the love of musical variation exhibited in the divisions

just considered, we might have expected to find Pazer employed

to mark the main dichotomy, with Great T'lisha and Geresh for
> p .P <*P i

the minor dichotomies, as in

tD ^5*10 "^-*?lJ (Neh. xiii. 5). But such instances are quite

uncommon 7
. The proper use of Pazer on the fourth word is to

provide the means of marking the minor dichotomy on the first

word, which means fail, as we have seen, under i and 2. The
. r . 9 . P

accent employed is always Geresh, e. g. 1Etp N"Jj? V^T ^ttfrW

1 (
Gen. xxvii. 36) ;

*\i& V^-nN^afcjYi-ntJ TH llSw

a-TIN
1

! (a Sam. xi. i) ;
O^ttftT1 vtfNl Wipl If^H

T v : V f* T :
"

: T ; T T'T ; T

(Jer. ii. 2) ;
and so often.

V. With the main dichotomy on the fiftJi word or further,

Pazer becomes the regular dividing accent.

The following are the only variations I have noticed :

Great T'lisha may appear on the fifth word, with Geresh to mark

the minor dichotomy on the third or fourth word, e. g. TOP "
l

?^]l

'i a^rta ID'FI^BI 1N '5-tt (i Sam. xxviii. 15); '^"^ ^j?Pn

n^io n^j;
^n

n^p. ^nVi?? b^i(Jer. 1. 29);
'

E$"'W. TP aipoa ^
IBH ^K (

2 Sam. xv. 21).

Other variations are uncommon. Great T'lisha occurs on the sixth

word in Lev. xiii. 59; Deut. xiii. 6; Josh. xix. 47
8

;
i Sam. xvii. 25 ;

comp. Ezra iii. 8b ;
and Geresh on the fifth word in i Ki. xiv. 2 1

;

xvi. 7 ; Qoh. vi. 2. None of these variations occasion any difficulty.

Otherwise, Pazer is the accent employed, repeated according

to the requirements of the dichotomy, or for the sake of distinct

7 The other examples are Is. Ixvi. 20
; Ezek. xliv. 25 ;

i Chr. v. 24 ;
vii. 2. In

three of these, Pazer marks a minor dichotomy.
8 Point here anS*ri^>l,

with Maqqeph (Ox. 8, Erf. 2, Bomb. i). Otherwise

we should have the one solitary example of Great T'lisha on the seventh word.
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enunciation of details. The division of the portion of the clause

between the last Pazer and R'bhia will be according- to the rules

laid down above, which are (as has been stated) equally applicable

to the minor as to the main dichotomy. .

Examples of one Pazer are common, e. . *)Dn!"P D'Hym
-:|- -i'T iv :

o^ttr nn^
P

np^rr^i (2 Ki. m. 25);
I
- T 'J.T', V T \ *JI '

iND2
t^fc'Wtf] ^11

(Jer. i. 15); and

Ex. vii. 1951 Ki. xvi. 7 ;
Jer. xiii. 13 ;

xxxv. 14 ;
&c.

Two Pazers are also met with occasionally, as in

-^3-n ir^n ^rrN-^N Vraanw PO^NI >

T I / v - -: v T : >: v : T :

hir& (2, Sam. in. 21); iBtt5"pi opTwp rpfrft-^N rath
T :

\ / '
I T T I v UT -; I

... JT :
-

; ... T ;

nTn? "?.?? ^"^^ T
i??

3
'!
T q<n^^ (

Jer- xl - 5) ;
and Deut-

v. 8
; 2 Sam. xxiv. I3

b
; Jer. xvii. 25 ; 2 Chr. xxiv. 5.

Three Pazers are found in Dan. iii. 15 ;
I Chr. v. 24 ;

xxv. 3,

4 -four in Josh. viii. 33 ;
Dan. iii. 3 ;

v. 12 ; and^tf in i Chr.

xvi. 5.

These eight instances are all I have noticed, in which Pashta is

repeated more than once in K'bhia's clause. In no case was the

repetition necessary, for the accentuation might have been easily

arranged otherwise. I confess, it looks to me as if there were some-

thing fanciful in the introduction of these instances, for (if I am
not mistaken) there is the same number, eight, of similar instances in

Pashta's and T'bhir's clauses 9
.

SERVI OF R'BH!A.

I. One servus is always Munach, &?px ">N*1 (Gen. i. 9).

In five cases 10
it is found in the same word with B/bhia :

n

9 In Syriac the same accent is constantly repeated any number of times to

mark successive details (see Bar-Hebrseus, Phillips' ed., p. 43). Here we have a

rule, which the few examples that occur of Pazer repeated for the same purpose

do not justify us in laying down for the Hebrew.
10 Fixed by the Massora to Gen. xlv. 5. In our texts it occurs falsely in 2 Ki.

xxi. 7 ;
Ezek. xiii. 21

; xxxv. 12
;
xxxvi. II.

11 The idea seems to have been to draw attention to the distinction between

this form and n?yn-b (Neh. viii. 10). Care was to be taken to read here tea^'vn,

not teasevu.
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(Gen. xlv. 5) ;

12 gDW (Zech. vii. 14);
NN

(Ex. xxxii. 31);
X

(Qoh.

iv. 10) ;
and "^N^tppS (Dan. i. 7). We can understand its intro-

duction in the three last cases, the object being to indicate a compound
word.

II. With two servi, the first is Darga and the second Munach, e. g.

n& npo-j nam (Gen. xxiv. is)
13

.

III. For three servi, we have Munach, Darga, and Munach. The

few instances that occur are probably all to be corrected. See below.

Corrigenda.

The following are the cases of Ge"resh on the fourth word with

servi following, referred to p. 95, which I propose to correct as

follows :

i^wnji (Num. iv. 14), with Ox.

3, 6, 10
;
Erf. i, 4.

nan
5>j>nfe a-*^ D^Mrn (

2 Sam. xxi. 2), with Ox. i, 7, 13,

1 6, &c.

innsn njjarnsrriK njp_
s
i vnnwo

atfji (i Ki. xix. 21), with Ox.

76 ;
K. 403 ;

De R. 305. Other Codd., as Ox. 32 ; Harl. 1528 ;

Add. 4709 ;
Or. 2091 ;

De R. 226, have Zaqeph instead of R/bhia,

when the pointing of the clause will be nj51 VnnjKD 3BJ.

^nhan npan nD^rnx.~ T :
- IT T v<v v

Tjfifc Wfenn T^"n? ^J"1
?! (

2 Ki - xx - 3 J
Is - xxxviii. 3), with

Ox. 7, 13,75; Jabl., &c.

ty ^.11^ njnr*|N

a
rnn

(is. v. 25), with Ox. 5, 9 , 13,

? 75-

^? HKJ p-M rn^
tJJ.i (Qoh. iv. 8), with Ox. i, 4, 6;

Erf. 2,3.

12

Perhaps to mark the peculiar grammatical form.
13 Codd. have here constantly two Munachs an error against which Ben-Bil.

expressly warns in Mishp. hat. 26 and so our texts in Josh. xiv. 6; Jer. xxx. n;
Dan. iii. 15, &c.
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CHAPTEE XL

PASHTA, T'BHIE, AND ZAKQA.

THESE three accents may be taken together, as the rules for

the division of the clauses governed by them are identical.

Our investigation is further much simplified in that these rules

are adopted, with little change, from those for R'bhia's clause. The
same accents (with the exception of L'garmeh, which is rarely

employed) are in use to mark the necessary divisions.

It is to be noted that we are now approaching the limits of the

musical division. The tendency to employ a lighter melody is, in

consequence, observable. This tendency, which began to shew itself

under R'bhia, becomes more marked in the clauses we are about

to consider ;
and still more so with the accents, to be examined in the

next chapter, which close the musical scale.

We proceed to the analysis of the clauses governed by Pashta *,

T'bhir, and Zarqa.

When there are two words (and no more) in the clause, the

first is marked with a servus, as fiTlNE? ^CH (Gen. i. 15) ;

trri^N fcrvi (i. 4); 'crnfeN to*) (i. 7).
i' -f. :* \ T/' v: -j. V //

Geresh is however admissible, when the latter of the two words is

long and the interval between the tone-syllables considerable, as in

jjriKBrrnK nfrjn (Lev. ix. 7); IjTjwr^jinfcc vW;i (Ezek. xliii. u).
But the punctators seldom availed themselves of this variation.

I have noticed it, besides, only in Ex. xxxviii. 23; 2 Sam. iii. 25;
Jer. xxx. 1 6

;
Ezek. xi. 18

;
xliv. 4; and Dan. i. 12 a

. (Comp. the few

similar examples before R'bhia, p. 93. The number seems to be the

same, viz. eight.)

When there are three or more words in the clause, we have to

consider, as before, the various cases that may occur :

1 Pashta appears, as we have seen, p. 19, under two forms, Pashta proper and

Y'thlbh
; but, as the latter always stands alone, it does not come under con-

sideration in the rules that follow. For this accent, see p. 106.

2 Baer's pointing ti'Mri jyij (Zech.i. 10) cannot stand, any more than u? -'

nn.na (Hos. vi. 9), with R'bhia.

2
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I. The main dichotomy may be due on the word immediately

preceding. Here we should expect it to be marked (as before

K'bhia) by Geresh. But this is rarely the case. Generally,

transformation takes place, the servi of Geresh remaining. In other

words, the rhythmical cadence at the close of the clause is, with
^ Q

these lighter accents, purposely omitted, e. g.

Sb*& tfNn (Gen. xliii. 3) ;
dJWI Sin

< T \ *?'. *" * :~ sv T

(3 Ki. xxv. m) ;
"bWT GDI Vrtyp (Deut. xxx. 19).

That the dichotomy is due, in all such cases, in the first word,
is clear not only from the rules for the same, but from the comparison
of such identical expressions as 2 Ki. xxi. 3^ (R'bhia) and 2 Chr.

xxxiii. 3
b

(Pashta) ;
i Ki. xxii. 35 (Tiphcha) and 2 Chr. xviii. 34

(T'bhlr); and Josh. viii. 18 (B/bhia) and xi. 6 (Zarqa). Indeed, in

the next chapter we shall find this dichotomy, although in abeyance,

exercising an influence on the accents preceding.

It is only when the closing word of the clause is long (see above)

that Geresh appears, e.g. Vlb3-i>3-nK nfe *3M (Ex.ix. 14); t^W
BinonrrjD inx

(i Sam. i. i); ^rnjr^l^ (T^ WJ (Num. xvi. 5).

But even here it more generally fails
3
.

II. The main dichotomy may be due on the second word,

1. And is commonly marked (as before R'bhia) with Geresh,

e. g. biibtSrr nnnp d^n ^^ (Gen. i. 9) ; "nsp pg wiji

nj97Mn (iv. 3 ) ; v^ Ma nin^ nirn (xxviii. 13).

2. But where the clause contains only three words, we often

find the lighter melody of a servns, e. g. rnJ~P ^DD"7Jft? ^T5

!

(Is.xxxiv. 1 6); nnn ^H tfn^)(Zech.xiv.4); HJW Mim t?|?

(Is.liii. 7)
4

.

3. Less frequent than i or a, but not uncommon, is the

musical variation of Great T'lisha. Here Geresh should properly

3 The other examples I have noticed are : before Pashta, Ex. xxxi. 6
; xxxviii.

1 7 ;
i Sam. xv. 18 ; Is. xxv. 6 ; Jer. xix. I3

b
(corr.) ; before T'bhir, Gen. xxxvi. 18 ;

Num. xxxiii. 2
; Josh. iii. 17; i Ki. i. 10; and before Zarqa, 2 Chr. xviii. 5.

*
Codd., as we might expect, often vary. Thus we have f?i and J?n (Zech.

iv. 6); MS;I and ^i (xiv. 2); spinb and *f3rrb (2 Chr. vi. 41); &c.
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come on the first word (see the examples under R'bhia), but has
P P

been, according to rule, transformed 5
:

R (
Deut< vi ' *5) > ^?V H'??"?! 8*T n

?^-- (Josh -

. 29) ; ?jn|nfl"ritjn rjnDn-n *Ry&f(i Ki. ix. 3)
6

.

In five passages, Gen. .29; Lev. x. 4; 2 Ki. xvii. 13; Ezek.

xlviii. 10; Zeph. ii. 15 (see Mas. to Gen. v. 29), Geresh and T'lisha

are found together in the same word, an intimation that ancient

authorities differed as to the chanting. The later Massoretes, unahle

to decide which was right, directed that both accents should be chanted

(NB^nfl dip Bnan &y& aoipn), Geresh first, as being the more

common. And this chanting is observed in the present day.

It is to be noticed that the rules already laid down and those

which follow, apply equally to the minor dichotomy, when the

main dichotomy divides the clause earlier than in the several

cases given.

III. With the main dichotomy on the third word, Geresh and

Great T'lisha more rarely Pazer are employed to mark it (as

also with R'bhia).

i. But Great T'lisha becomes now the more common, the

minor dichotomy, if due on the second word, being marked by
Geresh 7

; or, if on the first word, by Geresh transformed 8
; e.g.

with Pashta : BQttto ^"fpM ItiSft tttSjf (Gen. xiv. 7); JJTC&

wiro ^ irDMni linrf (is. xiiii. 10).T :
< -: r : : I" V '

5 Moreover according to the analogy of Zaqeph on the second word before

Athnach or Silluq, R'bhia on the second word before Zaqeph, &c. one or other

of the words following T'lisha should be long. But the necessity for this condition

fails, with the transformation of Geresh and the consequent disappearance of the

full rhythmical cadence. Hence we find two short words in I Sam. xxx. 12; Is.

xxix. 4, before Pashta; Jon. ii. 3, before T'bhir ; and Deut. iii. 19, before Zarqa.
6 The careless mistakes in 2 Ki. xvi. 7 and Neh. ix. 37

b must be corrected and

Azla put for Great T'lisha, with Codd.
7 It is not often that Geresh fails when due in the second word ; yet after the

analogy of II. 2, a servus may come, as in Num. xix. 10 and Josh. ii. 3, before

Pashta
; Gen. xlii. 30 and Deut. xxii. 29, before T'bhir; and Num. xxx. 9 ; Josh.

xxiii. 1 6, before Zarqa.
8 In two instances, Lev. v. 12 and Num. xiv. 29, where Pashta's word is long,

Gdresh remains.
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For T'bhir, see Gen. xix. 2,0 ; Jer. xiii. 9 ; for Zarqa, Gen.

xix. 19 ; Josh. x. 24
9
.

The (musical) variations under this head are

(a) The fanciful transposition of T'lisha and Geresh 10
, e.g.

nSnrrDM

rnjfc-fo* $?b-tK T3M ntf (Lev. xiii. 57). The other examples are

2 Chr. xxxv. 12, with Pashta; Gen. xiii. i; Deut. xxvi. 12; Josh.

xxiii. 4 ; Am. viii. 13 ; Ezra v. 3, with T'bhir
;

and Neh. iii. 15, with

Zarqa.

(/3) The substitution of Pazer for Great T'lisha, Geresh remaining,

as in\t 5?a nfaje |Sri>y (Is. xvi. 9). Comp. Dan. ii. 28; i Chr.

xxvii. 25; 2 Chr. iii. 3, before Pashta; Gen. x. 13 (i Chr. i. n);
i Sam. xxx. 14 ; 2 Ki. viii. 29 (2 Chr. xxii. 6); Qoh. viii. n b

;
i Chr.

xxiv. 4, before T'bhir
; and 2 Chr. xxxv. 7, before Zarqa. (In Neh.

xii. 36 ;
xiii. 15, Pazer marks a minor dichotomy

11

.)

3. Examples of Geresh are : m;

(Gen. xxxv. 1 1); PT
1
? ^STEinl pt^HTl^ rin*VG\ / ' <T .. -- I - -

... T - -

^iWrW (^ Sam. xxi. 10). Comp.- for T'bhir, Gen. xxxiv. 13 ;

Lev. xiii. 37; and for Zarqa, Ex. xxix. 21 ;
i Ki. iii. 6. (For the

instances in which the minor dichotomy is due on the first word,

comp. R'bhia, III. i
12

.)

3. Pazer also, followed by Great T'lisha to mark the minor

dichotomy on the second word, is quite regular, e.g. *tf\y$

aM (a Sam. xviii. 5). So before T'bhir, Num. xxix.

18; Josh. ii. ib
;
and before Zarqa, Gen. xxxvi. 6

;
Jer. xxxvi. 14.

Such examples are, however, much less frequent than those under

i and 2.

9 For the rest of the chapter, I think it sufficient to give in full the examples
with Pashta, as those with T'bhir and Zarqa present no difference.

10 Of course their relative disjunctive value becomes changed, with the change
of position.

11 Pazer is out of order in these instances, because it is properly followed by
Great or Little T'lisha.

12 Neh. v. 18 must be corrected bn|pn rnnTa-tJttf )^ -m -ntt), as the

minor dichotomy is on the first word. Harl. 5506 and Par. 102 have Munach

for Great T'lisha.
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IV. With the main dichotomy on ikefourth word, Great T'lisha

and Pazer are employed to mark it. Geresh is seldom available.

1. Great T'lisha, when the minor dichotomy (marked with
p i P

Geresh) is on the second or third word, e. g. D

rrnrn r&o rfjrnna*] $tf (Jer. xvii. 20);

W?n tfcp ia&5Y-riN (Judg. xxi. io) ;
-o^a ia ^BM mm

T : < T ; | v \ / 7
4 a a- .ITT ;

"ann 50 'rnfiDit) &vbsn ^nn
P

(Dent. xxxi. 17). For

T'bhir, comp. Num. xviii. 7 ;
Is. Ixvi. 1 9 ;

and for Zarqa, Deut.

xxxi. 21 ;
Jer. xlix. 19.

The variations under this head are as before :

(a) The transposition of T'lisha and Geresh, in ^'f rj?? *$
VTT jnto

Sfejj; (Gen. i. 12); and Lev. iv. 7; i Ki. xvi. 21
;
Ezek. iii.

15; Dan. ix. 26; Ezra viii. i7
b

;
all before Pashta 13

.

(3) The substitution of Pazer for T'lisha, Ge"resh remaining, in Lev.

xiii. 58 ; Josh, xviii. 28, before Pashta; and in Num. xviii. 17; Jer.

xxxviii. 25; xliv. 18; Esth. i. 17; 2 Chr. xx. 26, before T'bhir 14
.

2. Pazer also may come, followed by Great T'lisha, to mark

the minor dichotomy on the second or third word, e. g. CD^QDrr

rrao D'wnNm rrt&owf Drrtanm (Ezek.xii.i6) ;
-^ n

. T
'<

' ~
'
T ' " ~

: I
T a- - r : v /' r U-

nxn nm av^i ann d^in nwBtf nra"i (xiv. 21);T T <T : T T: w T|T a- T : -j- :- \ / '

na*np 10^*1 (Gen.T

2). Comp. Josh. vi. 23 ; 2 Ki. xvi. 10; Ezek. xxxvii. 25 ;
and

for T'bhir's clause, Gen. vii. 2 ; xlv. 23 ; 2 Sam. iii. 29. I have

noticed no example in Zarqa' s clause.

But Pazer's proper function in the fourth word is to mark the

main dichotomy, when the minor dichotomy represented by
Geresh transformed 15

is due on ihe first word. (Great T'lisha

13 The minor dichotomies are so pointed in Pashta's clause, i Sam. xvii. 51 ;
and

in T'bhir's, Gen. xxi. 14.
14 In i Ki. xix. n, where Pazer marks a minor dichotomy, Geresh must come

on the second word, with many Codd.
15 In Lev. xx. 4, where Pashta's word is long, Gdresh is found ;

and so in i Ki.

x. 5, with Pazer on the fifth word. Contrast the division in R'bhla's clause, where

Geresh always stands.
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cannot be used, because it would come immediately before Little

T'lisha, a juxtaposition which, as we have seen, is not allowed.)

E.e. nirr-om iby ^ny'NWr^N mnNi
( Jer. xxx. 10) ;9 T : i\ : U-:p ;

- T - T -
: \

irorrnfci dnnp
1

? wtDynttfN Vr^M-nt* rotivi (Judg.
!} v : sv ; '

: T v : v: v v \

xviii. 24) ;
and so in Gen. xlviii. 15 ; Ex. v. 14 ; &c., before

Pashta ;
and in 2 Ki. xxiii. 29 ;

Is. liv. 17 ; &c., before T'bhir 16
.

Here again examples with Zarqa fail.

EXCEPTIONS. Ge"resh cannot properly appear on the fourth word,

except by transposition (see i. a above) or by the introduction of

L'garmeh
17 to mark the minor dichotomy. Such instances, therefore,

as n$y 33-w -rionn VnBfrng fcay TOK-rp (
2 Sam. xix. 27), must

either be regarded as exceptional and altogether anomalous, or we
must be prepared to correct them (like the similar instances in R'bhia's

clause, p. 98) with the help of Codd. The latter is (I doubt not) the

proper course. For instance, in the passage just given, I propose to

point "rthnn ^npanK, with Add. 15451; Harl. 5722 ;
De R. 554, &c.

By the simple insertion of Maqqeph between the first word and T'bhir

in Josh. xxi. n, and between the second and third words in Judg. xx.

34 and I Ki. v. 25, these passages are reduced to order. In Jer. xxxviii.

1 6 I have found Pazer and in Num. iii. 39; i Sam. xviii. 5 ; 2 Sam.
xiv. 30; and 2 Chr. ix. 25, E,'bhia for Gie'resh. These are the only

passages which (as far as I have observed) need correction. I have not

thought it necessary to cite, for the several instances, the authority
on which the correction is made. It is enough that the student should

understand that the anomaly which they exhibit admits of being

removed, and that so the rules above laid down are confirmed. It is

only from this latter point of view that the emendations made are of

any consequence
18

.

V. With the main dichotomy on the fifth word or further,

Pazer is (as in R'bhia's clause) the regular dividing accent.

16 In the lists Ezek. xliii. u; Dan. iii. 2
; Neb. xi. 7; and 2 Chr. xvii. 8, Pazer

(marking a minor dichotomy) comes on the third word, because of two servi in the

first.

17 Lev. x. 6
; xxi. 10; and Ruth i. 2, are the only examples of this division.

18 There are besides, the passages in which Ge"resh marks a minor dichotomy,
and which must be corrected in the same way. Thus Maqqeph will come between

the first word and T'bhir in i Ki. ix. 1 1
;
between the first and second words in

Deut. xx. 14 and 2 Sam. xviii. 29 (where rrStpb
must at the same time have its

accent changed to Azla) ;
and between the second and third words in Josh. xxi. 6

and Dan. x. 1 1. Pazer will take the place of Ge~resh in i Sam. xvii. 23, and Great

T'lisha that of Little T'lisha in Esth. vi. 13.
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As before R'bhia, Great T'lisha may stand on the fifth word, with
Ge"resh to mark the minor dichotomy on the third word, e. g. ^a&nn
NBfo -\Bte B*K-!&3 pfcfo B*K-!>3 V&

e

(i Sam. xxii. 2). Comp. for

Pashta, Ex. ii. 1 4 ;
i Ki. xiv. 2 1

;
for T'bhir, Num. ix. i

;
Is. xxxvi.

2 2
;

and for Zarqa, Zech. xiv. 4 ;
Ezra v. 1 7

19
.

Ge>esh cannot come on the fifth word, as L'garmeh altogether fails

for the minor dichotomy, except indeed, as in Deut. xvii. 5, through

transposition. Three passages need in consequence correction, Ex.
v. 8

;
2 Ki. v. i

20
;
and 2 Chr. xxii. i i b

;
in all of which I point with

various Codd., Great for Little T'lisha.

In all other instances Pazer is employed, repeated if necessary,

according to the requirements of the dichotomy, or for the sake

of distinct enunciation of details.

Examples of one Pazer are common enough : O'TOn"v3 OS

av

(Qoh. v. 1 8) ;
D'awi rfrb/' -:

(Neh. ix. 25) ; "^ 'offen-fiN -rpsn

riiyn j3Cto (Num. i. 50). Other examples in

Pashta's clause are 2 Ki. ix. 2,6 ;
Esth. iii. 13 ; 2 Chr.xxxv. i8b

;

in T'bhir's, i Sam. xvii. 40 ;
i Ki. ix. 2,6 ; Ezek. xxii. 30 ;

and

in Zarqa's, 2, Ki. xxiii. 4 ;
Ezek. xlviii. 31 ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 15.

H

Two Pazers are also not uncommon, e. g-. niTOlT : j- T

n*n xprn nSpn hgwfe-
1* $> (a Ki. xviii. 21);v- 1 < TIT v >T - vv :

- '

; \ /'

n&rhxb Whto^nmp^ n^n-^ ^2^
T T : T

-. -": j- T
( ;

- j .(- :

y] (Josh. viii. 14). Comp. for Pashta, Ezek. xxi. 3 ; Dan.

iii. 5 ;
Neh. i. 6

;
and for T'bhir, Num. ix. 5 ;

i Chr. xii. 40 ;

2 Chr. xxiii. i. Two Pazers are not found in Zarqa's clause.

19 Deut. xx. 14 ; Josh. xxi. 6 ; i Ki. ix. 1 1
;
and Dan. x. 1 1

;
as corrected, see

previous note, come under this head. In i Sam. xvii. 5 1 Great T'lisha appears on

the sixth word ; but it is better to point with R'bhia instead (so Ox. 16
; Add. 9398,

11657), we thus avoid having Great T'lisha both before and after Ge"resh.

20 In this passage, a double change is necessary. No doubt Great T'lisha in

the first word is to be made Little T'lisha, with Ox. 7, 13, 20, 24, &c.,

The two T'lisha a constantly interchange in Codd.

P
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Three Pazers are found in Dan. iii. 7; Ezra viii. 16; Neh.

viii. 4 ;
xi. 7 ;

xii. 41 ; xiii. 15 ;
i Chr. iii. 24 ;

xxviii. I \-four
in Josh. vii. 2,4 ; Ezek. xliii. 1 1

; Dan. iii. 2 ;
I Chr. xv. 24 ;

five in Neh. xii. 36 ; 3 Chr. xvii. 8
;

six in Neh. viii. 7 ; and

eight in I Chr. xv. 18.

Eight of these sixteen examples are in Pashta's clause, and eight in

T'bhir's. They are mostly instances where details have to be given
of names, &c. In all, the multiplication of the Pazers might have
been avoided, if the accentuators had been so minded. Comp. the

remark under R'bhia, p. 97. The examples (it will be observed)
occur almost all in the later Books.

ON Y'TH!BH IN THE PLACE OF PASHTA.

The substitution is entirely on musical grounds. In the

chanting of Pashta's word, an anacrusis or appoggiatura was

needed, which it was not possible to introduce, when the tone

came on the first letter and no servus preceded
21

. In such cases

the melody of Pashta underwent a change, represented by

Y'thibh (see p. 19), e.g. D^M I?*?"*? *! (Gen. iii. i);

rij Hiyin m?N
(vi. 9). When the servus preceded, as in

\nh nn?n ywrn (i. 2) ; ^IM dato ng*i (i Sam. xvii. 49),

the appoggiatura (or a substitute for it) was provided.

As the sign for M'huppakh is the same as that for Y'thibh, there

would be occasionally uncertainty as to which accent was intended.

The cases are those in which the word, requiring the one or other of

these accents, comes between R'bhia and the Pashta which serves as

foretone to Zaqeph. Here M'huppakh is, of course, as common
as possible. But Y'thibh is sometimes due, as the representative

of R'bhia repeated (according to the rule, p. 78, 2), e.g. ni.T !EN1

W3 ttMM bwaan
"ijjg $K (Jer. xiv. 14), where, however, many

Codd. (and our texts) point M'huppakh. To obviate confusion in

these cases, and others which might arise from the ignorance or

carelessness of punctators
22

,
the Massoretes drew up a list of the

21
According to Ben-Asher, vocal Sh'va sufficed for the auxiliary note, D^ntp

ti> rrt^li (Ezek. i. n) ;
but not apparently in Ben-Naphtali's view, who pointed

D'nti with Y'thibh. (This punctuation is found in our texts, Ezek. xii. 24.)

88 As 2 Ki. x. 30, corrected p. 79, note n.
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passages in which, according to their judgment, the word immediately

preceding Pashta was to be pointed with Tthibh 23
,
viz. iN (Lev. v. 2) ;

riN. (Deut. i. 4 ;
Is. v. 24) ;

^3
(Is. xxx. 32 ;

Ezra ix. 4) ; ^jj (Jer.

xiv. 14) ;
B^N

(xvi. 12 ; xxii. 30) ;
and *\ (Dan. ii. io

;
vii. 27 ;

Ezra

vi. 8).
In all other cases, M'huppakh was to be chanted 24

.

SERVI OF PASHTA, T'BHIR, AND

The chief difference is in the servi immediately preceding these

accents. The other servi when there are two or more follow the

same general rules.

I. ONE SERVUS.

i. Pashta has sometimes M'huppakh, sometimes Mer'kha.

a. M'huppakh, when one or more syllables intervene between the

servus and the tone-syllable of Pashta's word (vocal Sh'va and furtive

Pathach being allowed to count as syllables), e. g. VlpNta
N3~n3n (Gen.

xviii. 31); "D^D vbw
(xviii. 6); T rb$ (Esth. iii. 6).

In a few forms, compounded with E>, M'huppakh appears in the

same word with Pashta, n
?L|j?U (Cant. i.

7). Comp. i. 1 2
;

iii. 4 ; Qoh.

i. 7 ;
vii. io 26

. The object is to indicate a compound word 27
.

/3. Mer'kha, when no syllable intervenes, e. g.
*nh

"TJ^jJ (Gen. i. 2) ;

-\<iW JTP (Is. i. 3). But if Paseq comes between the words, M'huppakh

will stand, D^ ' D
(Is. Iviii. 2

)
28

.

(Mas. to Dan. ii. io), i. e. 'with the accent put backwards,' in

reference to the position of Y'thibh.
24 So far the list answers a certain purpose. But in itself it is a poor one, and

has been but little regarded by punctators or editors. In only three instances is

Y'thibh really required.
23 These servi, owing to the fine musical distinctions and the many exceptions,

give more trouble than all the other servi put together. The Orientals and

Ben-Naphtali had more simple rules.

As before, I cannot undertake to enumerate the many errors of our texts. The

student, as he comes across them, may correct them according to the following

rules, which are firmly established.

26 See Norzi on Cant. i. 7.

27 So the Mas. requires M'huppakh in j^rnDM (Ezraiv. 2), a compound of two

words, which are kept distinct in ordinary texts.

28 As Baer has rightly pointed. And so we must correct Jer. xii. 5 and i Chr.

viii. 38 (ix. 44 is right). The Mas. to Deut. viii. 15 (which gives the instances

where Paseq comes between two nouns, the first of which has M'huppakh and the

second Pashta) is very defective. Beside the above instances, Ezek. xlvii. 16 and

Ruth iv. 1 1 are wanting.
P 2
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2. T'bhlr has sometimes Darga, sometimes Mer'kha.

a. Darga, when two or more syllables intervene between the servus

and T'bhir (vocal Sh'va generally and furtive Pathach counting as

above), e.g. D^KPf top^ (Gen. iii. 20); _

0ru tfntt
(xliv. 15); ^

irom (Lev. xix. 5); $ WU (Gen. xlviii. 22); W[? VVniO
(Is.

v. 4).

j3. Mer'kha, when only one syllable, or none at all, intervenes :

tn nfcjH (Gen. i. 26);
*

HJJ1 (vi. 21);
Hi JIM (viii. 20); &# fcOj^l

(xiii. ^ 2

'

9
.

Exceptions. The simple vocal Sh'va which follows a vowel,

whether short or long, was not counted of sufficient length to

constitute a syllable. Hence we find Mer'kha appointed for all such

cases as Vft
V]B (Gen. i. 28); 'D03 tfaan

(Jer. xxiii. 25); Vjpa
10K

(Num. xxvi. 64) ; $n KJrDN] (Judg. iv. 8) ; iVyptf Vltpbl (Mic. i. 6).

The explanation seems .to be that the pronunciation of the Sh'va

in these cases was less distinctly heard than when it comes at the

beginning of a word, or at the beginning of a syllable after silent

Sh'va 80
.

29 The Mas. to Ex. xxi. 35 lays it down that there are thirteen exceptions in

which Darga comes, where Mer'kha is due. (We must strike out the words ^ait

^Dbnntt, with which Jacob ben-Chayyim has headed the list. They make non-

sense, and have come from confusion with the Mas. to Lev. xi. 12.) The list is most

correctly given in Dikd. hat., '19: ^jn (Gen. xviii. 18) ; t]| (Ex. xxi. 35); ty

(Lev. vii. 33); I\z3 (Deut. xiv. 10; Is. xix. 25); j'a (Josh. viii. 9, 12); nin

(i Sam. xxx. 17); v_ (2 Sam. xx. 6); nip3 (Hos. x. 14);
s

son (Qoh. ix. 10) ;

^jbn (2 Chr. xviii. 33) ;
rib (xxx. 3). It is clear to my mind that we have in these

exceptions (and those which follow) merely the errors of some model Codex, for

the same words in the same connection are at one time pointed according to rule,

at another against it. Comp. Lev. xi. 12
(ntthj)

with Deut. xiv. 10, and i Ki.

xxii. 34 (Tjbrr)
with 2 Chr. xviii. 33.

30 Heidenheim (Mishp. hat. 27
b
) and Baer (Dikd. hat., p. 13 note) maintain

indeed the Sh'va in the above cases even when the vowel is long to be

quiescent ; and cite Ben-Asher, Chayyug, Aben-Ezrat
and others as of the same

view. But that these early grammarians were only driven to adopt their view

from the supposed exigencies of the accentuation is clear from the punctuation of

certain MSS. lately brought from Yemen, provided with a peculiar system

of superlinear vocalization, not yet familiar to scholars, which invariably mark

the Sh'va after a long vowel as vocal. (See, e. g. PI. LIV of the Palseographical

Society's publications, Oriental series, and the accompanying description.) The

sign used is a bar over the letter, thus I drop the peculiar vocalization

1^ 11DM (Num. xxxiii. I, in the Plate), the Mer'kha, it will be observed, still

retained. We thus see that there were Jewish authorities, which did not accept

Ben-Asher's view, just as Qimchi (Mikhlol, I52
b
) emancipated himself from the

error of his predecessors.
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But when Paseq follows, Darga always stands : 7i&
t

' /ton (Gen.

xvii. 13) ; 0$ ' B1V? (Esth. iii. 7) ;
&c.

Obs. Mer'kha, if no other servus precedes, is sometimes found in the

same word with T'bhir. The rule is as follows : When a long vowel,
with Me*theg and simple Sh'va following, immediately precedes T'bhir,
Mer'kha takes the place of the Metheg, e.g. J|T (Deut. xiii. 10);

E>;-riN (xiii. 1 6) ; KJ?Tj?3 (Ezra vi. 2) ; njSttjtt (
2 "Chr. i. io)

31
. But

when a vowel or half-vowel (compound Sh'va) intervenes, Metheg

remains, as in ??$J]N '(Gen. xxxvi. 18) ;
rni (Ex. xxx. i 9)

3
.
2

.

Ben-Naphtali and the Orientals (as may be seen in Cod. Bab.) did

not follow this rule, which really seems to have no raison d'etre.

Indeed, although adopted by grammarians, it was but little observed

in practice.

3. Zarqa has Munach (properly llluy), e.g. DHX ^"W. (Gen. i. 28);

"wniJK
> OWN

(xiii. 2i);^H&Tp! ^1i?
s
l (xlvii. 29)

83
.

II. Two SEKVI. The first will be Munach, if on the first letter,

if on any other, Azla 34
;
the second will be according to Kule I.

31 Ben-Bil. (MS.) lays down the rule in the following terms : inittJ DN Vinn
inma *oio io nvrrt ip^pto "^*o ,3"iQ Q *3 nn V inrm inn men
vnnntt? nix vnnn vnnnxo msn Diip n^n^n? Nirr nnrr

y
Dan 'i nn

'a in NI-O

mipa. No one else (as far as I have seen) has

given the rule correctly. Heidenheim (Mishp. hat. 26b) has copied the false text

of Moses the punctator. The rubrics in Ginsb. Mas. TO, 239 ff., are a complete

muddle.
32 Three exceptions are indeed named (Dikd. hat., 20): ijsjni (Ezek. xxxvi. 3) ;

ipn^rr'jN (2 Chr. xiii. 12); Drsrtsrr^ (xxxi. 9). But doubtless Metheg and

.Mer'kha have been here confounded (in Codd. they are often quite alike), just as

Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. 29
b
) and others have confounded them in MV^FTDM

ivnyrrDNl (Cant. ii. 7), where Mer'kha, following Darga, is impossible.
33 In ten passages, according to the Mas., Mer'kha comes instead of Munach :

nt) (Ex. vi. 6); tt}yn (xxx. 12); 'jba (2 Sam. vii. 7; i Chr. xvii. 6); ni (i Ki.

1.19,25); vsmi (i Chr. v.i 8); ibsn (xiv. n); njBDa (xxi. 12); and 123. (Ruthiv.4).

See Dikd. hat., 21 end. (There has apparently been some confusion, in the

punctuation of these words, with the rule for Zarqa's servi under II. Perhaps

some of my readers, who have occupied themselves with the accentuation, have

occasionally made, as I have found myself making, the same mistake.) Many
authorities omit either I Chr. xvii. 6, or i Ki. i. 25, thus leaving one example

exceptional, and another (with the same words) regular. Comp. note 29.
34 The principle of this variation has been explained under Y'thlbh, p. 106.

Here also, when another servus (Little T'llsha) precedes, Azla will stand even on

the first letter.
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1. Pashta. Vy# KJ Nj?> (Gen. xiii. 14);
\n ttnB0 W (Ex. xii. 42);

S|PIK njiT W
s (Deut. xxviii. 8);

Plri
D'rfrjf "tig;! (Gen. viii. i)

35
.

In seven instances, Azla takes the place of Me"theg in the same word

with M'huppakh (or Mer'kha): Dynfea* (Lev. xxv. 46) ;
'"nyrrfe (Num.

xx. i); 5??^L? (Deut. viii. 16). Comp. Ezek. xliii. n; Dan. iii. 2
;

Ezra vii. 24; 2 Chr. xxxv. 25
36

. Once Munach comes 87 with the first

letter, Dnj? (Lam. iv. 9). Ben-Naphtali and the Orientals had no

such instances, nor in the similar cases that follow.

2. T'bhir. $ nw (Num. xviii. 9) ;
wri'Da

tfjljl 5*$ (Gen. iv.

4); '%^ ^P?ns

l(xiv. i5)
38

.

In six instances, Azla takes (in some texts) the place of M6theg in

the same word with Darga or Mer'kha 39
: VTOfcfrn

(Is. xxx. 16); "IV

(xxxii. 15); np^(job i. 15, 16, &c.) ;

"

n^p-ja (Neh. xi. 7);

(i Chr. iii. 24); VgnJ(i Chr. xvii. 8).

3. Zarqa. HB tto
(Ex. iv. n); Vnyp ttjp;

nw
(xx. 9);

lOfift

^D (viii. 5)
40

.

But here a curious musical change may take place. If Metheg
occurs in Zarqa's word, or Paseq precedes, Mer'kha comes instead of

Munach, between Azla and Zarqa, e. g. rnfeTTjp 3JJJP ij (Gen. xxx.

16);"^
'

Q^feg ^njt (xxx. 20)
41

. Ben-Naphtali, and to judge from

Cod. Bab. the Orientals, made no distinction of this kind.

85 Once (Dikd. hat., 23) Munach is said to come Instead of Azla,

ntoJ? (Esth. ix. 15). And so our texts. But most Codd. point regularly.
36 See Mas. to Lev. xxv. 46; and for Deut. viii. 16, Mishp. hat. 25.
37 See Mas. parva D'EPTQ nm 'l, viz. here and Cant. vi. 5 (with Tiphcha).
38 One exception is named (Dikd. hat., 19) :

"np_,!> ]' j? (Ezra ix. 15) for
f'M,

and so our texts. Evidently a lapsus calami.

38 There is no Mas. here, and the double accentuation fails very generally for

some of the instances in Codd. In support of it, see Baer's note to Is. xxxii. 15.
40 In two passages, 2 Ki. viii. 5 and 2 Chr. vi. 32, Mer'kha is said to occur for

Munach in the^rstf word (Dikd. hat., p. 23). Maqqeph (which is marked in our

texts) has fallen out, and then Me*theg been taken for Mer'kha.

Ewald, p. 224, gives a string of passages (copied from Spitzner) in which Munach

is put for Azla, when the tone is not on the first letter. But they are all false

examples, and do not appear in correct texts !

41 The exceptions under this head given by grammarians (e. g. Dikd. hat., 21)

are that (i) Mer'kha occurs four times, Deut. xix. 5 ;
2 Sam. iv. 8

;
v. II (i Chr.

xiv. i), without either Mttheg or Paseq; (2) Munach three times, Josh, xviii. 14 ;

Dan. vi. 13 ;
Neh. viii. 15, before Mttheg ; and (3) Munach twice, Gen. xxxvii. 22
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In three instances, Azla takes the place of Me'theg in the same

word with Mer'kha :
'

"jDfPK-^n (Lev. x. 12); "fr^nto IK^'EK (Judg.
xxi. 21); Trt^riKJ) (Neh. xii. 44)

42
.

III. THEEB SEEVI. The first is Little T'lisha, the second Azla, and

the third as under II, e. g.
Kin D^y rfce JVV3 (Num. xviii. 19); 3^1

toy &flnn Di3 (Gen. xxxiii. 1 6); Vnjn^N I DV&K nVr
a

iDNM
(iii. 14).

It is to be noted that three or more servi are entirely due to the

transformation of Ge"resh in the first word, i. e. allowing the correc-

tions made p. 104. Not unfrequently, Paseq is employed to mark the

dichotomy due on this word.

IV. FOUR or MOKE SERVI. All preceding Little T'lisha will be

Munachs, e. g. D^B^y fcWjn Dt3
a

i>'nr5rfj53 nVF DJp^i Sam. vii.

10); $ &JHN wg\)33 wi?n (Amos ix. 7);
' Dnfc

ifJjbjj'Wrij pfra

VjBfW? (Deut. ix. 4).

T'bhir and Zarqa are not found with more than four servi
;
Pashta

"h&sfioe in Josh. xix. 51 ;
i Sam. vii. 10

; Ezek. xxi. 3 ; and 2 Chr. ii.

3 ; and once, 2 Ki. xviii. 14, six. But such long clauses as those last

named are generally avoided by the employment of Pazer or Great

T'lisha in subordination to the last servus, see next chap., p. 118.

and 2 Ki. iv. 13, before Paseq. But how unreliable such lists are may be seen

from their all omitting Num. xxx. 15, which is fixed by a standard Massoretic

rubric to Gen. xxx. 16. Even the Massora is quite wrong in a rubric, cited

briefly in Mishp. hat. i6 b and Ginsb. Mas. to, 229, but which I found given at

length in Ox. 2325 to Deut. xix. 5 : bi pn&n ibi loiaa N^a oy p~n 'nfco bs

'DTI N3"t3i om N'jn, then follow the seven instances under i and 2, i.e. those

under 2 are all without Mttheg I

<
*2 See Mas. to Lev. x. 12, or Dikd. hat., p. 23.
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CHAPTER XII.

GRESH, PAZER, AND GREAT T'LISHA.

I TAKE these three accents together, not only because of their

frequent interchange, but because they all serve the same pur-

pose of marking the divisions in the clauses governed by B/bhia,

Pashta, &c.

GERESH. This accent appears under two forms, Geresh proper,

and Double, Geresh or Gershayim \ Neither admits of repetition.

Geresh is used when the tone is on the penultimate, e.g.
. r r

"^N^l (Gen. xix. 2), Jft'TO (Judg. xi. 7); or when Azla precedes,

as in nrilT'N "^^1 (Gen. vi. 13) ; Gershayim, when the tone

is on the ultimate, and Azla does not precede, e. g. lyptZ^I (iii. 8);

HE)
YJtf (i. n); ^jra ng. (Jer. xliii. 9)

2
.

Geresh and Gershayim may stand without a servus. Or Ge"resh

may have from one to five servi 3
,
but Gershayim can only have one.

1. One servus (a) is Munach, when on the first letter of the word,

finnan nnfl
(Is. lx. 17). This is the only servus Gershayim can take.

(/3)
When not on the first letter, the servus is Azla: tWB> D)JP

(Gen. vii. 9); mri rife (xi. 31); ^ n$n (xviii. 25).

2. Two servi. The first is Little T'lisha, and the second Azla

(even on the first letter): O^KjJ VJ?K

a

lDfcf"1
(xx. 6); tyi fijp

norfh

(Ruth ii. 14).

3. Three or more servi. All before Little T'lisha are Munachs.

Three servi are common, four much less so, and five rare 4
.

1 Both were high notes, the double stroke (we may suppose) with a fuller

intonation than the single.
2 Our texts have, of course, their mistakes. Thus Gershayim is falsely placed

in Josh. vi. 23 ;
i Sam. xxvi. 1952 Ki. ix. 10

; &c.
3 It will be observed that the servi are the same, as the second, third, &c.,

before Pashta, T'bhlr, and Zarqa. The reason is that the servi of Giresh remained,

after the transformation of Ge*resh in the first word before the accents named.
4 The examples I have noted with Jive servi are Judg. xi. 17; i Ki. xxi. 2

; Jer.

iii. i
;

viii. i
;
xxxvi. 6

;
Ezek. xlvii. 18

; Dan. i. 4. In Jer. viii. i our texts have

falsely six servi, (see Mishp. hat. 10.)
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Obs. Azla may take the place of light Me"theg
8 in the same word

with Geresh (only of course not on the first letter), when no other

servus precedes
6
, e.g. WJ} (Gen. xlviii. 4); TIEN 8

! (Ex. xvi. 15);

fUVm
(Is.

xxviii. 4);
D'rS* (Deut. vi. n); B^V?"^? (Josh. xxi. 38).

Exceptions are : (a) Forms like ^JJPn (2 Ki. xiv. 9) and iTOJX'f3

(Jer. xix. 12). Comp. the failure of Munach with the same forms in

Zaqeph's word, p. 81. (3) When R'bhia follows 7
, e.g.

' ran vfo^I

Vy *&~y (Gen. xi. 4) and Ojn bn nfrm (Zeph. ii. 6). Yet if

Great T'lisha precedes, Azla takes the place of Me"theg, even before

K'bhia, comp. Lev. xiv. 51; Deut. vii. 13; xxv. 19 ;
&c.8

PAZER appears under two forms, the same in disjunctive

value 9
, Great and Little Pazer, see p. 21.

Little Pazer, or Pazer (as it is simply called), is of frequent

occurrence, indeed is indispensable for the proper division of the

clauses governed by R'bhia, Pashta, &c. It may be repeated (as

we have seen) as often as is judged necessary. Once, I Chr. xv.

1 8, it occurs eight times in succession.

5 Not of heavy Me"theg. Hence nfnarr 1

?! (Ex. xv. 26). Comp. p. 80, note

16. These fine distinctions have not been noticed by aecentuologista.

The instances in our texts in which Azla is omitted, or falsely introduced, are

hardly worth recording.
6 The Mas. fin. 33* names four passages, Josh. viii. 25; I Ki. xii. 24 ;

I Chr.

xv. 18; xxviii. n, in which Azla stands for Me"theg, although Little T'lisha

precedes, (Great T'lisha might have stood, and then all would have been

regular.)

7 See Mas. to I Sam. xi. 9 and Zeph. ii. 6.

8
Little T'lisha has always Azla after it, and as the melody of the two T'lishas

must have been similar, it is not surprising to find the same tendency on the part

of Great T'lisha.

9
JtlziJI ^ Ju>lj ^flXa. (Ox. 2512). Great Pazer had no doubt a fuller

and stronger melody, n^na inojnn (De R. 1262).

It will be found that Pazer alone, or the last of a series, has generally in musical

sequence Great or Little T'lisha after it. Most of the examples to the contrary
have been already given in chaps. X and XT, to which are to be added Ex. xxxiv.

4 ;
Jer. xxxviii. 12

; Esth. vi. 13 ;
and the instances in which L'garmeh takes the

place of Great T'lisha (p. 1 18), Gen. xxviii. 9 ;
i Sam. xiv. 3, 47 ;

2 Sam. xiii. 32 ;

2 Ki. xviii. 17; Jer. xl. n; and Ezek. ix. 2. Sometimes we can correct our texts,

as
a
'ntf (Josh. iv. 8); *;$ (xxii. 9, 31); *jtf (Judg. vii. 25).
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Little Pazer may stand alone, or may have from one to six servi,

all of which will be Munachs 10
. One, two, and three servi are very

common, four less so, and five or six quite rare 11
. Examples may be

seen in Gen. i. 2 1
;
xxi. 1 4 ;

xxxvi. 6
;
Num. iii. 4 ;

&c.

Great Pazer, or Qarne Phara (as it is commonly called), occurs

only sixteen times 12
,
and in every instance Little Pazer might

be substituted for it. The object of its introduction seems to

have been to draw attention to something
1 which seemed to the

accentuators noteworthy in the verse in which it occurs 13
. Thus

in Num. xxxv. 5 to the measurement laid down (which has indeed

perplexed commentators to the present day) ;
in i Sam. iv. 2, to

the defective reading (ntiH'ttW? has fallen out) ;
in Jer. xiii. 13

to the remarkable explanation of the symbol, verse 12 (comp. the

similar example in Neh. v. 13) ; &c. All mere trifling ! nor need

we be surprised if we cannot, in some instances, trace the fancy

which led to the employment of this peculiar sign. Some

punctators dispensed with it altogether
14

. Unlike Little Pazer,

it does not admit of repetition.

Great Pazer never stands alone, but is always preceded by at least

two servi, the first of which is Munach, and the second Galgal. It

may have as many as six servi, all of which, except the last, will be

Munachs 15
.

10 Once the servus occurs in* the same word with Pazer, N|j* (Gen. 1. 17). Texts

have it falsely in DSnbnj (Neh. xii. 41).
11 Five servi I have noticed only in I Ki. vi. I, and six only in Jer. xxxv. 15.
12 Fixed by the Mas. to Ezek. xlviii. 21, viz. Num. xxxv. 5 ; Josh. xix. 51 ;

2 Sam.

iv. 2
;

2 Ki. x. 5; Jer. xiii. 13; xxxviii. 25; Ezek. xlviii. 21; Esth. vii. 9; Ezra

vi. 9 ;
Neh. i. 6 ; v. 13 ; xiii. 5, 15 ;

i Chr. xxviii. i
;

2 Chr. xxiv. 5 ;
xxxv. 7. Eight

times before R'bhia, and eight times before Pashta and its sister-accents. (On
the number eight in connection with these accents and Pazer, see p. 97.)

18
Comp. Man. du Lect., p. 92 above: c'ttJ *cV i"in&* Dalian nmcn ib D^TD

.D'bna omfl TO 22 "pb /NID inv ^naaai inva pnn n^ o'piDDa, i.e.

' because there is in these verses a greater weight, and they are to be made more

than usually prominent, for this reason Great Pazera were appointed.'
14 So the Codex known as Sinai: >3>on ^33 me >^p np: ^ (Ginsb. Mas. n,

665).
15 It h&Bfive servi in Josh. xix. 51 ;

i Chr. xxviii. i ; and six in Ezek. xlviii. 21;

Ezra vi. 9 ; (see Man. du Lect., p. 91.) The Mas. to Ezek. 1. c. has a notice that

it has twice seven servi. For the correction, see Baer's note on the passage.
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GREAT T'L!SHA, like Geresh and Pazer, marks the division in

clauses governed by R'bhia, Pashta, &c. It cannot be repeated
16

;

nor can Great and Little T'lisha come together without a

disjunctive between 17
.

Great T'lisha may stand alone, or may have from one to five servi,

all of which will be Munachs. One or two servi are very common,
three less so, and four or five quite rare 18

.

N. B. Great and Little T'lisha, as being similar in melody, are con-

stantly interchanged in Codd., particularly where the former is sub-

ordinated to Ge>esh or the servus that takes the place of Geresh,
P P

p. n6ff. In such cases the one or the other may stand, e.g. ??S\ or
a

^iO (Lev.vii. 18); H^forV^l (2 Sam.v. u); wftforVw (
2 Ki.

x. 25);
nob'' or n& (Jer. xxxii. 20); N>M or X.*1 (xli. 6); &c. Of a

different class are the mistakes in our texts 19
: Tl? (Gen. xxiii. 15);

V: (Lev. xxi. 12); VE (Josh. vi. 4); ^W] (i Sam. viii. 16);

T).?*' (i Ki. i. 47);

a

D3^1 (2 Ki. vi. 15); f$i (2 Ki. xx. 12
;

Is. xxxix.

i); "-mrSa (Jer. xlii. 4);

a

0nopfe (Ezek. xxxii. 27); KJ1?3? (
Dan - *

3);

&

KJ!i? (iii. 7); HWDB (iii. 15); tfK3n
P

(Ekra7iii 35);

a

ffBD
(2 Chr.

a . ci Q, .{

xiii. n)
20

;
with the particles also, "M5W, *3, X? (Ex. ix. 24 ;

i Sam. ii.

24; Jer. xxix. 10; Ezek. iii. 5); all contrary to the rules for the

consecution of the servi, or for the logical (syntactical) division of the

clause. Doubtless, it is the frequent interchange of these two accents,

16 As in ordinary texts falsely, Deut. v. 14.
17 One example occurs, 2 Sam. xiv. 32, which is doubtless to be corrected,

although supported by the testimony of Codd. and of grammarians like Ben-Bil.

9
a

,
and his copyists, Chayyu, p. 129, and Man. du Lect., p. 82. It is a mistake,

like the two Zarqas (i Sam. ii. 15), also defended by Ben-Bil., and like S'gdlta

(Ezra vii. 13), which has the support of all Codd. without exception, and yet which

so conservative an editor as Baer has found it necessary to reject. The simplest

correction is found in Ox. 8, Erf. 3, Bomb. I, *iaNb 'jbnn-'jNi ?[ni< rrn^ttJNT,

whereby the Little T'lisha is cancelled.

Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. 35
b
) lays down a strange rule, which Baer has adopted in

his note to Gen. vii. 7, that Great T'lisha is not allowed after Zaqeph, unless the

latter has Pashta preceding. Such a rule, if it existed, would admit of no con-

ceivable explanation. But it does not exist, see Ex. x. 14; Deut. xii. 8
;

i Ki. xvii.

20; xxii. 14; Ruth iv. 14.
18 Four I have noticed only in Judg. xviii. 7; 2 Sam. viii. 10 ; Neh. iv. i; vi. i

;

and five only in Jer. xli. i
;
Ezek. xlvii. 12.

19 All of which admit of correction by the help of Codd.
20 Correct here also 'a^ai with Maqqeph. Texts have B*bhia !

Q 2
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and the loose way in which Little T'lisha is often subordinated to

Ge"resh, where Great T'lisha might have stood 21
, that has led to the

mistaken notion that Little T'lisha has sometimes a disjunctive value.

Comp. p. 26, 5
22

.

The three accents we have just considered mark the last

musical and interpunctional divisions. The consequence is that

the dichotomy generally fails in their clauses, the utmost that is

done to mark it being the occasional introduction of the slight

pause made by Paseq: O'nSD ^B^Vr"^ ^tStt HPJ
p p

1 I :,T : J :
-

(Ex. vii. 19); ^Tltl "Di"! ta *>2 mm (Deut. xxxi. 17); "DM1
\ JJ? ,_ a a . _ JTT . \ / J 3 . .

IN (Mai. i. 6); intar^N sn
JT \ /' JT v JT :

-

llbN*? (iKi. xxi. 2);

(Num. xxxii. 29); "pa 'n
\ 71 t

| ,..
-

(Ezek. viii. 3).

This is particularly the case with Pazer and Great T'lisha;

but with Geresh, the established musical sequence, of which we
had so many examples in the chapters treating of R'bhia, Pashta,

&c., has been utilized, so as to make Pazer and Great T'lisha

serve as dividers of its clause, Great T'lisha on the first or

second word, Pazer on the third word or further 23
,

e. g. ]j^1

f?5l J1
?
j5ip

d>il^-nrtrn
(
Jon. iv. 6

; instead of

^); tr^a o^nnt weirf ota

^ (Neh. xii. 43 ; instead of WHT! D^l);'^ 3 j-/ 7

xxxvi. 6; instead of

-ra n^nn 1

^
(2 Chr.- - a- :

-
j : \^

21
See, for instance, Gen. i. 25 ; Judg. x. 6 ;

2 Sam. xv. 2
;

2 Ki. xxiv. 2
; Is.

xxvii. i
; Jer. iii. i

;
viii. i ; Ezek. ix. 6

;
xliv. 5 ;

Mai. i. 6.

22 The Mas. to I Sam. xii. 3 numbers eight passages, in which Little T'lisha is

followed by Paseq, a proof, if any were needed, that it cannot really serve as a

disjunctive.
23 Pazer rarely comes on the second word, as in Ex. xxxiv. 4 (comp. p. 1 13, note 9).
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xxii. 1 1
;

Pazers instead of Munachs). Comp. Gen. xvii. 8
;

Num. iii. 38 ; xix. 13 ;
I Sam. xvii. 39 ; 1 Sam. ix. 10

;
xx. 3 ;

1 Ki. ii. 33
b

; viii. 3Ob ; Jer. xxxv. 15 ; Qoh. vi. 3 24
.

The distinctness and emphasis, which it might be required to

note, were thus secured for Geresh's clause ; although it must

be allowed that the division fails at times where we should

have expected to find it
25

.

Writers on the accents have found here a confusion, which has
much perplexed them. For, in the division of clauses governed by
K/bhia, Pashta, &c., Pazer constantly marks the main dichotomy, with
Great T'lisha following for the first, and Geresh for the second of the

minor dichotomies (Geresh therefore marking the smallest of the dicho-

tomies); whereas here, in the same clauses, Geresh marks the main

dichotomy, and has Pazer and Great T'lisha subordinated to it. The

explanation (as it seems to me) is that the musical pause in the case

of these several minor disjunctives was so slight, that they readily lent

themselves to this variation in their (relative) interpunctional value 25
.

Something similar occurs in our own system of interpunction. The

logical pause with the comma is always slight \
and sometimes one

comma is subordinated to another, sometimes to a colon, semicolon,

&c., farther on in the clause.

This subordination was carried out still further. Geresh (as we

have seen) does not always maintain its position. When due on

the first word before Pashta, T'bhir, or Zarqa, it is almost in-

variably transformed to a servus (p. 100). "What is observable is

that Great T'lisha and Pazer are often found subordinated to

this servus (which stands for Geresh), just as if Geresh itself were

24
Sometimes, when there are only two words in GeVesh's clause, the first is, for

the sake of emphasis or distinctness, pointed with Great T'lisha, as in Gen. vi. 19;

Ex. xxx. 31 (corrected p. 60) ;
I Ki. xiii. 33 ;

2 Chr. iii. 2.

25 A corresponding division in Great T'lisha's clause, with Pazer to mark the

dichotomy, is very rare. I have noted only the following instances : Gen. viii. 2 2
;

Lev. xx. 17; I Ki. vi. I (point D^iSQ with Codd.) ; Esth. iii. 13; Ezra iii. 9;
2 Chr. xxxi. 2.

26 Of course the accentuators might have adopted another course. They might
have introduced new musical notes or phrases, with corresponding signs ;

but this

would have complicated the system, without any appreciable advantage. Prac-

tically little or no inconvenience or confusion has resulted from the simpler course,

which they preferred to adopt, although theoretically it must be pronounced

irregular.
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present
27

, e.g. V? 1

] q^lj? n^N ttf Wlp (Gen. xix. 3);

VjTOByi ^gN?^ *&& &$?
P

^fcto (a Sam. vii. 10; i Chr.

xvii.o);
i

?fcnfer | n&oX/ <" T ;
. ....

am.vii. 14);

! (i Chr. xxiii. 13). Comp. for T'bhir's clause, Ex.

xxviii. 3O
b

;
Lev. i. n ; Deut. vi. 2,2, ;

Josh. xi. 7; and for

Zarqa's, Ju.dg. vii. 20 ; 2 Sam. iv. 8
; Neh. viii. T 7.

EXCEPTIONS. Instead of Great T'lisha, L'garmeh is occasionally

employed to mark the division in Ge>esh's clause. The Mas. to Jer.

iv. 19 notes eleven passages, in which this accent is subordinated to

(fWD)
28

Ge"resh, at the second word from it, viz. Gen. xxviii. 9;
i Sam. xiv. 3, 47 ; 2 Sam. xiii. 32 ;

2 Ki. xviii. 17 ;
Jer. iv. 19 ;

xxxviii.

u; xl. ii ; Ezek. ix. 2
; Hag. ii. 12

;
and 2 Chr. xxvi. 15. Once, Is.

xxxvi. 2, it is subordinated to G6resh transformed. The accentuators

must have designed by this exceptional accentuation to signalize these

passages as deserving of special notice or special emphasis. The
reader may be left to trace for himself these Massoretic fancies, which

(it so happens) are for the most part sufficiently obvious. The most
notable instance is 2 Ki. xviii, 1 7

29
,
on which see notes at end.

27
Comp. in the poetical system (D"DN 'DSJTD, p. 61) L'garmeh and Pazer sub-

ordinated to the servus that stands for D'chi.
28 The expression is hardly correct (although the term ^>gv* Y is similarly

used in Syriac, comp. Bar-Zu'bl, ed. Martin, p. 4). Ox. 2322 and Jequthiel to

Gen. xxviii. 9 have fIDD instead.

29 Where our texts have falsely Little T'lisha with Paseq, for L'garmeh.
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CHAPTEK XIII.

L'GARMEH l
.

I. L'GARMEH'S proper place is in R'bhia's clause 2
.

1. It marks the dichotomy there, and admits of repetition, as

we saw in the chapter on B/bhia, II, III, IV.

2. It stands in the place of Paseq, when this latter sign is due

before R'bhia 3
. Thus tih '

"raNJ! (Gen. xviii. 15);
' DWD

H^p; (i Sam. ii. 19) ;
"dtf ' *QN

(2,
Ki. xiii. 14); 11J

' *O2in

(Num. iii. 2) are all instances of Paseq; but the corresponding

examples, tib !

Itt^l (Josh. v. 14); iWD;
'

DTOJD (Judg. xi.

40); 'ON IT3N (z Ki. ii. 12); and ]DBN ntoSlH
(i Chr. iii. i),

all L'garmehs
4

.

The object of the change was simply musical. The rules for Paseq
will shew that it could only have stood when R'bhia's clause consists

of two words, or has Geresh on the second word. But here L'garmeh
was musically admissible, and was preferred to the simpler melody of

Munach-Paseq.
For us indeed the change made has no meaning. For we cannot

appreciate the musical distinction, and even the signs are, in the

Palestinian system, by some strange oversight, the same (see p. 22).

1 To prevent mistakes in the chanting, some punctators marked in the margin
of their texts ib, against the instances in which L'garmeh is due (so Ox. 15, 70,

71 ;
Add. 21161

;
De E. 2

; &c.) ;
and Ginsburg has thought it worth while to fill

up page after page of his great work with these marginal notes. But they are no

Massora I And what is one to say to them, when they are not even correctly

given ? !

2
Comp. Ben-Bil. (Mishp. hat. 7

b
) : ii 1

* ,n '3D^ D'Na Mipnao ''aii 1

? S3

D^TDiro mnipni
3 The Massora and grammarians allow but one exception in favour of Paseq :

^in>
' ^n "iON~n2 (Is, xlii. 5). So Ox. 4 in the Mas. marg. to this passage, rvb

y^i 1

? "J1QD pDD, i. e. 'the only instance of Paseq immediately followed by R'bhia,'

and so Ben-Bil. I.e. The fancy seems to have been to make this passage agree

with Ps. Ixxxv. 9, where Paseq with the same words must stand.

4 A list of these L'garmehs will be found after the Paseq-list, p. 129.
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II. The following are the only examples in which L'garmeh

occurs, without B'bhia following :

Before Pashta, Lev. x. 6 ;
xxi. 10

;
B/uth i. 2 ;

5 and before Geresh

(or Geresh transformed), the passages cited p. 1 1 8 6
. In these few

anomalous cases, it comes where Great T'lisha might have stood.

The grounds for the change have been indicated, 1. c.

SERVI OF L'GAUMEH.

L'garmeh may stand alone, or may have one or two servi.

One servus is Mer'kha,
'

B^lp "3?.

1? (Ex. xiv. 10).

Two servi. The first is Azla and the second Mer'kha 7
: "ipn tiiw

i W*j? (Qoh. vi. 2);
'

rgtf n;to 5nKn (i Ki. xiv. 2152 Chr. xii. 13).

These are, I believe, the only instances 8
. So there are only two

passages in the three Books in which L'garmeh has two servi

n"K, p. 94).

CHAPTEE XIV.

PASEQ.

WE come to the final touch, applied to the system we have

been so long considering. After the verse had been arranged

musically, according to the rules above laid down, two or more

words might be left joined by the accents, which it might
nevertheless seem desirable, for the sake of effect in the reading,

to separate by a slight pause. The sign Paseq a short perpen-

dicular line, like a bar was placed between the words for that

purpose. The meaning of the term p?S), 'cutting off/ =

5 See Mas. parva to Lev. xxi. 10, and Mishp. hat. 34
b

.

6 Ben-Bil. indeed (Mishp. hat. 34*) makes L'garmeh come before Pazer, citing

as examples Dan. iii. 2 and Neh. viii. 7. But these are instances of Paseq. (Yet
Heidenheim does not correct this manifest error.)

7 So the Massora requires, see Norzi on 2 Chr. xii. 13 and Ginsb. TO, 230.

The authorities quoted by Baer (in his note on Qoh. vi. 2) for two Mer'JcJias must

therefore be rejected.
8 The two other passages, cited in Mishp. hat. 23* I Sam. xxvii. i and Ezek.

viii. 6 are in most Codd. pointed as in printed texts.
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'separating-/ indicates its function. This sign had no proper
musical value, and was therefore not numbered among the accents.

There is only one exception to the general meaning of the sign, and
that is when it is associated with Munach, to constitute the in-

dependent musical accent, known as L'garmeh. The inventive faculty
of the accentuators was certainly here at fault.

In the case of Shalsheleth, Paseq is apparently joined to a disjunctive
accent. In reality it has been introduced in imitation of the Great
Shalsheleth of the three Books, where it has its proper meaning.
Unnecessary it is, and fails in many Codd. See p. 1 8 above \

This sign was subject to certain general rules in its application ;

but before proceeding to investigate these rules, we must ascertain

where it is really due in the text.

Modern writers on the accents have been quite content to take the

printed text as a guide, without being aware how incorrect it is.

I have noted more than sixty instances in which Paseq fails in Van
der Hooght's edition, to say nothing of the passages in which it is

falsely introduced. The printed lists are our only other authority for

the Paseqs, but they too are not to be trusted. That given in Bomb. 2

(Massora finalis, letter D) and copied in Buxtorfs Eabbinical Bible

(ditto, pp. 60, 61) is disfigured by a mass of L'garmehs, has many
omissions, and often marks Paseq falsely in the passages cited.

Ginsburg's list, I. p. 647 ff., is equally faulty, frequently offending

against the Massora itself and the readings of all respectable Codd.

Baer's lists, as far as they go, are of course far more correct, but even

they are not altogether reliable.

I was thus driven to draw up a list for myself, and succeeded,
after some trouble, in bringing together the necessary materials.

Several Codd. exist, which enumerate the Paseqs for the whole of the

text, quoting the passages in which they occur 2
. Others do the same

for particular Books 3
. Whilst a third class have the Paseqs marked

in the margin by the abbreviation DQ or S>
4

. By the comparison

1 It is surprising to find Prof. Graetz, in an article on Paseq (in liis Monatschrift

for Sept. 1882, pp. 394-5), placing it after Pashta and T'bhir ! Other extraordinary

mistakes are found in the same article.

2
They are the Aleppo Cod. (see Preface, p. x) ;

the St. Petersburg Cod. B 19*

(dated A.D. 1009); Add. 15251; and Moclena xxvi. By far the most correct

of these is the St. Petersburg list, for a copy of which I am indebted to Dr.

Harkavy.
3 As Add. 21161, Ar. Or. 16, Or. 2628; Ox. 2438; De K. 196; and Simson's

D^iprr -nan.
4 Add. 21161; Ox. 15, 70, 71; K. 154; and DeK. 2. Cod. Bab. is also to some

extent useful.

R
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of these several sources, I have been able to compile what I believe

to be a correct list of the Paseqs, according to the Massora and the

ideas of the old punctators. It will be found at the end of the present

chapter, and will, of course, be adopted for the rules that follow.

I divide the Paseqs into two classes, the ordinary Paseq,

which may precede any disjunctive accent, and separates two

words that are kept together by the accents
;
and the extra-

ordinary Paseq (Paseq dichotomicuni), which is confined to certain

accents (named below), and appears where three or more words are

conjoined
6

.

I. The ordinary Paseqs may be subdivided into

i. Paseq distinctivum, which comes between two words, that

are to be distinguished as to sense, e. g. fc*7 ' "^ttfc^l (Gen. xviii.

15)
6

, in contrast to iS IQN^; H^3 ttjy (xviii. ai), H^S
not to be made (as the ordinary construction would make it)

accusative; HJTin ' "HOT (Josh. xv. 25), to be treated as two

distinct names, like HD^
' "fiSH (Neh. xi. 33), and the in-

stances in Josh. xv. 55 ; xix. 7 ; Ezek. xlvii. 16.

This Paseq is further found in a few cases of specification, where

attention is to be drawn to details, as fijntJ^ P)BJ (Ex. xxx. 34)
and "5 'nVHfc? (i Ki. vii. 29)

7
. It is necessary in Neh. ii. 13 and

i Chr. xxvii. 1 2 to insure correctness of reading ;
and in VOQ '

D'^J

(Dan. xi. 17, 18) it seems meant as a nota bene to the reader to

distinguish these instances from VJB 3^*1 (ver. 19).

2,. Paseq emphaticum, e. g. M^D^
'

rTjPP (Ex. xv. 1 8) ;

'

rTJPTJ

6 We have here a proof that Paseq was the latest of the signs, for its

presence depends on the other (accentual) signs having been fixed. I mention

this, because some scholars (as Graetz) have supposed that its use preceded that

of the accents.

6
Cf. Judg. xii. 5; i Sam. ii. 16 (Q'rt); I Ki. ii. 30; xi. 22. Yet & no^l

(Gen. xix. 2; i Sam. viii. 19) is not so distinguished from iV IIDN'1 ! (Judg.
xviii. 19; Esth. vi. 13).

7 The other examples are Josh. viii. 33; Ezra vii. 17; Neh. xii. 44; and the

names in i Chr. i. 24; viii. 38 (ix. 44); and xv. 18. This Paseq, once introduced,

might evidently have been multiplied to any extent, but seems to have been

intended only in the few instances given.
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"THIN (Deut. vi. 4) ; ftitt^
'

^"^H (i Sam. xiv. 45) ;

'

frC^H

^1N (Is. xxxvii. 24) ;
^TO^-H '

E^P! /JJ (Ezek. xxxiii. 25) ;

^W l h^ (i Chr. xxix. 15).

The examples under this head are sufficiently numerous,

indeed so much so, that we may regard this emphatic use as the

chief object of the ordinary Paseq.

In a few cases this Paseq is introduced to insure emphatic
pronunciation between the Divine names. The most notable
instance of the kind occurs in Josh. xxii. 22

;
but this belongs under

II. 2. The other examples are Hjnj
' pNn (Ex. xxiii. 17 ;

xxxiv. 23);'

*n
(is . xlii. 5) ; njn;

i

D'rfrgn (
2 Chr. xxx. 19).

3. Paseq homonymicum. Where a word is repeated\ in the same

or a similar form, Paseq not unfrequently appears between.

(This use of Paseq is closely related to that last given.) E. g.

nN ' nrraN (Gen. xxii. n) ; JBN JDM (Num. v. 22);

BPT (Gen. xvii. 13) ; ^jPtttfl
'

fj3lp (Deut. vii. 26) ;

gCttfn (Ezek. iii. 27) ; ^^^
*

pfry
'

pbV (Qoh.

vii. 24).

We must not, however, suppose that we have here to do with
a rule. The accentuators found a certain emphasis in the expressions

quoted, which they marked with Paseq, but in the majority of similar

instances they omitted the sign. A particular emphasis is no doubt

lacking in most cases 8
, yet they might have introduced it, on their

'own principle, in many other passages, as HN3 n&O^S) (Ex. xv. i);

Thus, we could understand the failure of Paseq, in the case of numerals,

ttJ nsitt) (Gen. vii. 2); D?atZ> D3tf' (vii. 9), &c., of distributives generally, as

ti'N (Lev. xvii. 3); in *ny (Gen. xxxii. 17); '^3 ^a (a Ki. xvii. 29); n;m

(Ex. xvi. 21), &c., and of current expressions like
ifcrp

-rfca (Gen. vii. 19) ;

p TD?O (Ex. xxiii. 30) ; ]>53 | (Deut. xix. 2 1 ) ; D3|"b D^B (Gen. xxxii. 31),

&c. But instances like these account only very partially for the omission of the

sign. For instance, it rarely comes between the inf. abs. and the finite verb,

ninn nin, &c.; although the very object of this construction is to give strength

and emphasis to the expression. Sometimes perhaps we may account for its

absence, by supposing that the words were meant to be pronounced with

animation and rapidity, as 111D 1-nD (Is. li u) ;
iVb'iVb (Ivii. 14).

R 2
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sp
(xxxi. 15); n --n

(is. xxiv. 16) ; o^n ^to* (Joel

iv. 14); &c. They have been very particular in placing it (twenty-six

times) wherever ^3D i MD occurs in Ezekiel (viii. 10; xxxvii. 2 ;

xl. 5 ; &p.), so that more than one third of the examples they give
consists of these instances. On the other hand they intentionally

omitted it in H^D flt^D (Ex. iii. 4), and the Midrash gives the reason :

' With Moses the prophetic gift never ceased
'

(PP? W)
9

!

4. Paseq euphonicum is introduced, in a few cases, for the sake

of distinct pronunciation, when one word ends and the next legins

with the same letter: Wj '

J? (Cant. iv. 12); BJflD
' D^3N

(Neh. ii. is); ly '

<J")1 (* Chr. xxii. 3); and once with

cognate letters, ?]^to
' tfTO (Deut. viii. i5)

10
.

The other instances are Judg. i. 7 ;
i Chr. ii. 25 ; xxii. 5 ;

xxix. 1 1
;

2 Chr. xx. i
; xxxiv. 12. But this small number of examples shews that

the failure of Paseq is the rule 11
,
as in !>V13 &!E^3 (Deut. iv. 39 ; Josh.

ii. n); Tito? nb>y (Deut. xi. 15); .*rnatf ^ (i Sam. xxiii. n);

Qn^ bdKfrtft (i Ki. xiii. 17); &c. The student may find for himself

as many examples as he pleases.

N. B. HNTJ 1*3 (Gen. xviii. 15) does not come under this head,

for ""3 is constantly followed by Yod, e. g. fcOJ
^3

(xix. 30) ; nor Hjn*

ns^ (^ s) (xxii. 14); TjV. <rrtn; (Ex. xv. 18); ^V? '^ (Jer.

xlviii. 20). These are all instances of Paseq emphalicum.

II. The extraordinary Paseq or Paseq dichotomicum, as it

will be more convenient to call it was due to the circumstance

that the accentual system failed to provide the necessary signs

for marking the dichotomy, in clauses governed by certain of the

minor disjunctive accents. Paseq was then (occasionally) em-

ployed in place of the missing disjunctive sign. Thus

9 See Midrash rabba on Exodus, sect. 2, towards end (quoted by Levy,
Neuhebr. W.B., s. v. pDD), or Norzi ad loc.

10 In Berakhoth I5
b
below, the careful pronunciation of such words is insisted

on
; but no hint is given that Paseq sometimes comes between, to insure it.

This sign was, of course, unknown in the Talmudic time.

11 The notion that the separation by Paseq takes place, when other letters, as

two different labials, or (as Graetz supposes) Mem and Aleph (!), come together,

is thus clearly shewn to have no foundation. If the same letters are generally

not separated by Paseq, a fortiori dissimilar ones would not be.
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(i) On the first word before Pashta, T'bhir, and Zarqa (see

p. 100) : \\vh ' BVi 1

?**
fcn?Tl (Gen. i. 5 ; comp. N^l

S verse 8, with the dichotomy w0r>W by T'bhir) ;

ram (xviii. 15);
' nnk Tpn'^N Vrtrr-

;
- \ *JJ ' ^T ' v v; T ;

pft (Dent. ix. 4).

In a few instances, this Paseq represents a minor dichotomy as

well : Josh. xix. 51 ; Judg. xx. 25 ; i Sam. xxiv. 1 1 (comp. xxvi. 23) ;

Jer. li. 37 ;
i Chr. xxi. 15. In 2 Ki. xviii. 14 it occurs thrice.

(2) On any word before Geresh, Pazer, or Great T'lisha, because

these accents have regularly no subordinate disjunctive. For the

same reason, Paseq is not unfrequently repeated. E.g. ""Jjjn

1

)!

(i Ki. xxi. 3);- \ / *

<* Sam. xxiv. 13);JJ '

nin^ PPDHSI (Deut. xxv. 19).
: JT :

- ar ;
V -7 /

EXCEPTIONS. Before the other disjunctive accents, Silluq, Athnach,

Zaqeph, &c., there was no necessity for Paseq, as a subordinate

disjunctive was always available to mark the dichotomy
12

. The only

exception is in the case of S'golta, in the following passages : Gen.

xxvi. 28; Ex. xxxv. 35; Deut. ix. 21; i Sam. xi. 7; Jer. xliv. 25;
i Chr. xxi. 12. Here Paseq takes the place of Zarqa, another proof
to my mind of its late introduction, for its appearance is doubtless due
to the false notion, which prevailed at least from Ben-Asher's time

downwards, that S'golta is to be regarded as a kind of appendage to

Zarqa (see p. 1 7). Like Zarqa therefore it might have Paseq before it.

In deciding whether the dichotomy should be marked or not,

the accentuators were guided by the same general principles as

in the use of the ordinary Paseq. (It is only under the first head

that a necessary difference exists, and that an extension must be

given to the meaning of the term used.) Thus we have :

i. Paseq distinctivum, marking details, indicating a slight

logical pause, easing the reading of a long syntactical clause, &c.

Comp. the examples given above, and Gen. i. 31 (Ezek. xlvii. 9);

12
Comp. ttji-i;? (Is. vi. 3) and ni3? (Ixv. 13 bis}.
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Ex. xx. 4; I Sam. vii. 14; I Ki. xiii. n; Jer. xxxv. 15 ; Ezek.

xlv. i
;
Ezra vi. 9 ; Neb., viii. 17, &c.13

It is particularly employed to separate the Divine Name (in any of

its forms) from the word following. In such cases the Divine Name
directly precedes one of the accents we are considering

14
. With any

of the other disjunctive accents, it would in such a position be neces-

sarily marked off by the dichotomy. A half of the examples of Paseq
distinctivum are of this class. Comp. Gen. i. 5, 10, 27 ;

ii. 21, 22 ;

iii. 14; &c.

2. Paseq empkaticum, in Deut. xvi. 16; I Sam. xii. 3 ;
Jer. xii. 5 ;

xlix. 37 ;
Ezek. xiv. 21 ; xxxvi. 5 ; &c.

But care must be taken to note the context. Graetz has asked, "Why
has Ep^X I

&[?? l^?l in 2 Chr. xxi. 3 Paseq, and in Job xlii. 15 no

Paseq ? Answer, Because of the marked contrast in the former passage
between the first and second halves of the verse a contrast which
fails in the latter.

3. Paseq homonymicum, in the following (eight) instances:

Num. xvii. 28; Josh. viii. 33; 2 Sam. xiv. 2,6; Jer. xv. 12; Ezek.

xlvii. 12 and xlviii. 21 (not xlv. 7); 2 Chr. xxi. 19 ; xxx. 10.

4. Paseq euphonicum, in Ex. xx. 4 (second example) ;
Num.

xxxii. 33 ; Is. vi. 2 ; Ixv. 13 ;
Jer. li. 37 (bis); Hos. ix. i

; 2 Chr.

xxxv. 1 8
;
&c.

5. Paseq eujpftemisticnm. The object of tbis Paseq was to

separate the Divine Name from a word, which it seemed un-

seemly to associate with it. We found no example of tbis Paseq

between two words, and the only instances of it in our present

division are: DIN DTi^M fcna ^tiM (Deut. iv. 32); PHI

13 This Paseq is (as stated) used with more freedom than when only two words

have to be taken into account. Thus it appears, at first sight, strange that

1J7213 i Drm D35il (Gen. xxi. 14) should be marked with Paseq (Moses' rising,

Ex. xxxiv. 4, is not so signalized). The explanation seems to be that just before,

xix. 27, and just after, xxii. 3, this expression has the dichotomy, and so it is

introduced here. In 2 Ki. xxv. 4, the pause made by the Paseq may indicate the

missing verb, irmj (Jer. Iii. 7). In Gen. xxxvii. 22 and 2 Ki. iv. 13 the

anomalous servus (p. no, note 41) may intimate that some punctators dispensed
with the Paseq, which certainly appears de trop.

14 When it is the second word, e. g. Gen. i. 25 ; Deut. ix. 4 ; Is. viii. 7, Paseq
almost always fails.
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(i Sam. xviii. 10
;
xix. 9) and \tfD

' niJT Djl

(i Ki.xi. I4)
15

. This Paseq is more common in the three Books.

But, as in the case of the ordinary Paseq, the failure of the sign is

more conspicuous than its presence. It is constantly wanting where it

might have marked a necessary distinction, or emphasis; and where

two like words, or like letters coming together require it
16

. Writers

on the accents, from Ben-Asher to Ewald, have not troubled them-

selves at all about this strange lack of consistency in the use of Paseq,

although it stands in such marked contrast to the precision in the

employment of the accentual signs. This circumstance seems again to

point to a (comparatively) late introduction of the sign. The same

want of system is seen in the three Books, comp. n"Dtf ^DJJtD, p. 97.

LIST OF PASEQS
IT

.

(In making use of this list, the student must be careful to distinguish

the Ugarmehs of the text, see pp. 119, 120.)

Gen. (29) i. 5, 10, 21, 27 ;
ii. 21, 22

;
iii. 14 ;

xii. 17; xiv. 15 (' &$);
xvii. 13; xviii. 15 (ter, HNnj

'

VS), 21
;

xxi. 14, 17; xxii. u, 14;
xxvi. 28

;
xxx. 8, 20; xxxvii. 22 ; xxxix. 10; xlii. 13, 21, 22

;
xliii.

ii
;

xlvi. 2
(bis).

Ex. (14) xiii. 1 8
(

l

&*t&$5); xiv> 2I
>'
xv - l8

^
xvi - 5

"
xvii - 6 I 55 xx -

4 (bis); xxiii. 17 ;
xxx. 34 ;

xxxiv. 6 (bis)} 23 ;
xxxv. 35.

Lev. (8) v. 12
;

x. 3, 6, 12
;

xi. 32, 35 ;
xiii. 45 ;

xxiii. 20.

Num. (22)
18

iii. 2, 38 (' "?jtf-^nfc) ;
v. 22

; vi. 20, 25, 26; ix. 16; xi.

25, 26 (bis); xv. 31; xvi. 7 (bis); xvii. 21, 28; xxi. i; xxii. 20;
xxx. 13 ('Dnfc); xxxii. 29, 33; xxxv. 16.

Deut. (22) iii. 20
; iv. 32 ;

v. 8 (bis, as in Ex. xx. 4); vi. 4, 22 ; vii.

i, 26 (bis); viii. 15; ix. 4, 21; xvi. 16; xvii. 8
;

xxii. 6; xxv. 19;
xxvii. 9 ;

xxviii. 12, 20, 25, 68; xxix. 12
('

.

15 Some punctators on this principle mark now ' DM^N N*to3 (Gen. xxiii. 6).

So De E. 7, 266
;
Bomb, i and 2. See Norzi and Ginsb. iii. p. 54.

16 So also after the Divine Name, as in Gen. iv. I5
b

; viii. i
b

;
xi. 8

;
Ex. xxxiii.

ii
; Is. liv. I7

h
;

i Chr. xxviii. 4; &c. Sometimes individual punctators introduce

the Paseq in such instances.

17 I have put in brackets the Paseqs (61) that fail in Van der Hooght's text.

The totals of the Paseqs for the several Books I have taken from the St. Pet.

Cod. Other lists supply the same partially. These numbers supply a useful

means of control, so that it is rarely necessary to take account of the variations

that occur in Codd.
18 The lists give 22 as the total, but furnish only 21. I have no doubt that the

missing example is nirp 3Db i Nirpaio 172 nol (iii. 4). Paseq is found here in

many Codd., Ox. 19, 22, 23, 26, &c., also in Bomb, i; and is marked in the

margin DD, in Erf. ij De R. 2, 7.
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Josh. (22) i. 15 ; ii. 19 ('W?); viii. 33 (ter) ;
xi. 20; xiv. 10

(TrtK I.TJ.T); xv. 7, 25, 55; xix. 7 ('Ry), n, 51 (ter) i
xxii. 22

(quater), 31 (' tfn), 32; xxiv. 32.

Judg. (9) i. 7 ;
ii. 18

;
xi. 17 (bis,

'

DVw); xii. 5 (l6
' ^Ks

l); xviii.

2
;
xx. 25 (&&,

i

WW}??), 35.

1 Sam. (32)
19

i. 3 (HW 'DW?); ii. 16, 19; iii. 9 (Up), 10; v. 9

('nin>-T); vii. 14; ix. 10, 16, 24 (' Of?); xi. 7; xii. 3 ;
xiv. 3

prtm
'i

JH3), 36 (' D*fyp), 45 (' W'-l), 47 ;
xvii. 40; xviii. 10 (tor);

xix. 9; xx. 12, 21
(
I5
i3ni?); xxiv. n (bis) ;

xxv. 14, 25, 31, 36;

xxvi. 7, 23; xxviii. 12 (t^KfH^I),
2 Sam. (11) ii. i; iii. 12, 21

;
vii. 24 ; xiv. 26, 32; xx. 3; xxiv. 3, 13

(bis), 1 6.

1 Ki. (25)
19

i. 36, 45 (' v); " 30 ;
vii. 24, 25 (bis,

.TO '

D^b), 29>

35 C^W* viii. 65; xi. 14, 22, 36; xii. 16 (6i, '^tprrnx), 32

(bis); xiii. 4, n; xviii. 12; xix. 7; xx. 25, 30; xxi. 2
(6is, 'ib^);

xxii. 8.

2 Ki. (17) iii. 16
;

iv. 13, 19 ; vii. i
;

x. 5, 6
;

xii. 22
;

xiii. 14 ; xviii.

14 (ter); xix. 4, 16, 23 ("nsnn); xxiv. 2
;
xxv. 4, 17.

Is. (27)
20

iii. 75 ^ 5 ;
v. 19 ;

vi. 2
(' 0*11$), 3 ;

x. 14
^

xi. ii

xxi. 2 (bis); xxii. 13; xxiv. 3 (bis) ;
xxv. 7; xxvi. 3; xxxi. 4;

xxxvii. 4, 17, 24; xl. 28; xiii. 5; Ivii. 19; Iviii. 2 (DV
1 'DV1

)
21

;

Ixiii. 7; Ixv. 13; Ixvi. 19, 20 (bis).

Jer. (30) i. 13; iv. i, i9
22

;
vi. n, 14; vii. 9; viii. n; ix. 2

;
xi. 5 ;

xii. 5; xv. 12; xvii. 25; xxi. 7; xxiii. 6; xxxi. 40; xxxii. 44;
xxxiii. 1 6

;
xxxiv. i

;
xxxv. 15 (bis); xii. 10; xliv. 25; xlviii. 20;

xlix. 24 (' BffJ]), 37; 1.

if,
29 5

H. 2, 37 (&*, '???)

Ezek. (24)
23

iii. 27 (bis); vii. n ('Dl?
1

??); viii. 3; xiv. 21; xxi. 3;

xxvi. 16; xxxiii. 25 (' &*??"/); xxxiv. 8; xxxv. 12; xxxyi. 5;

xxxix. ii ;
xii. 16; xiv. i; xlvii. 9, 12 (bis), 16, 17; xlviii. i

(' P^C1

)'

21
(ter), 35. And, as the Massora adds, pnnT MD ' nnp S>3,

'

Minor Prophets (8). Hos. ix. i
(' ^^) 5 4 ('

n
j
n
^); Zeph. iii. 15;

Hag. i. 12
;

ii. 4, 20
;
Zech. xi. 12

;
xiv. 2

24
.

19 The number fixed by the St. Pet. list for Samuel is 43 ;
and for Kings, 42.

20 By a lapsus calami on the part of the copyist, the St. Pet. Cod. gives the

total as 13!
21 This example fails in all lists, although fixed by the Mas. to Gen. xxxix. 10.

22 The second i o is with Paseq; the first with L'garmeh, p. 118.

23 There has been again a mistake on the part of the copyist of the St. Pet.

Cod., for while he gives the total as 23, the list contains 24.
24 Baer gives besides Zech. iii. 2

; iv. 7, on the authority of the Mas. parva

Erf. ms. But this Codex is elsewhere wrong, in fixing the Paseqs, e. g. in I Sam.

viii. 1952 Ki. iii. 25. Some few texts indeed also give these examples in Zech.,

but they are not found in any list.
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Five Megilldth. Cant. (8) i. 13, 14 ('5); ii. 7, 13 C^?); iii.

5, ii (TUKy); iv. i2 a
;

viii. 4; Ruth iv. n; Lam. (8) i. 15, 16;

ii. i, 5, 6, V('tfW), 8; v. 21; Qoh. (2) i. 6; vii. 24; Esth. (14)
iii. 7; ix. 7-9, 27 (bis,

' ^Wri); x. i
(' B^DIj).

Dan. (9) iii. 2; iv. 20; v. 12
('"Iftetp), 23; ix. 18, 19 (bis); xi. 17,

1 8 ('Obfl).

Ezra (5)
24

vi. 9 (tor,
DV3 QV); vii. 17 (T)to); x. 9.

Neh. (12) ii. 12, 13 ;
viii. 6, 7 (bis), 9, 17 (' *f?), 18

;
xi. 33 (' nfttPl);

xii. 44 (irf-itfKj); xiii. 15 (Ha).

1 Chr. (28)
25

i. 24 (' DP); ii. 25; viii. 38; ix. 20, 44 ;
xii. 18, 20, 40

xiii. 6; xv. 18; xvii. 22; xxi. 3 ('teJT/S?), 12 (6i), 15 (6w); xxii.

3, 5; xxiv. 6; xxvii. i (6w)
26

,
12 (TP) 'f^); xxviii. i C'^OI);

xxix. 2, ii, 15 ('^3), 21, 23.

2 Chr. (29) i. ii
(' D'rfrg); ii. 9; iv. 3, 4 (6w, n&; D^b); x. 16; xii.

6, 7; xiii. 12; xvi. 8 ('^!D^)j xviii. 7; xix. 10; xx. i, 8, 22; xxi.

3, 1 8, 19; xxiv. ii
(' DVp); xx vi. 17; xxx. 10, 19, 21; xxxiii. 14;

xxxiv. 12; xxxv. 1 8, 21 (bis), 25.

I add a list of the L'garmehs, which take the place of Paseq before

R'bhia (p. ii9)
27

. The rules for their occurrence will be the same
as those for the ordinary Paseq, given above 28

.

Gen. iii. 15 ;
xvii. 14 ;

xxiii. 6
;
xxix. 9

b
;
xlv. 5 ;

Ex. xxx. 13 ; Num.
vii. i3

b
, i9

b
, &c.; x. 29, 35^;

xx. 21; Deut. i. 33
b

;
v. 4, 22b

;
xxxii. 39;

Josh. v. 14; ix. 12; Judg. xi. 40; xvi. 2
;

xviii. 7
b

;
xx. 28 29

, 31^; xxi.

19, 22 29
;

i Sam. ix. 9, i2b
;
xvi. 5, 7

b
;
xx. 25; xxvi. i6b

;
2 Sam. xii. 23;

xv. 20, 30
29

;
i Ki. vi. 29; vii. 23^; xix. 4b ;

2 Ki. ii. 12; v. 22; xvii. 36;
xxv. 16; Is.ix. 16; xix. i6b

;
xxi. 8b

;
xxii. 2, ii; xlix. 2ib

;
Jer.xx. 4;

1. 34; Iii. 20; Ezek. xxiv. 17; xxxv. 12; Zech. i. 8 29
; vi. i5

29
;
xiv. i2b

;

Cant. iv. 14 ;
viii. 14 ;

Euth i. 13 ;
iii. 3, 13 ; Qoh. ix. 3 ;

Dan. iv. i5
b

;

Neh. ii. 12
;

i Chr. iii. i b
;

xxviii. 10
;

2 Chr. iv. 2b
;

xxi. 19.

2t The number for Ezra and Neh. varies between 15 and 17. Some lists (aa

St. Pet., Aleppo, and Modena) reject the first example in Neh. viii. 7 ;
and al\

omit xii. 44, although the Mas. to Lev. x. 12 requires it. Note what Ben-Asher

says (Dikd. hat., p. 23), "rnniinb ni'isiN^ nmp D'aitDNin nnoiDn nspoi .

And so the old Codd. Add. 21161 and Erf. 3 point.
25 The number fixed in the St. Pet. list for Chronicles is 57.
26 The lists omit the second Paseq of Van der Hooght's text.

27
Perhaps some additional instances may be found, which I have overlooked.

I have purposely omitted Josh. xv. 18 (comp. Judg. i. 14); Is. vii. 25 (although

marked in Baer's text) ;
Dan. xi. 6 (with various Codd.) ;

and 2 Chr. xviii. 3 (do.).
8 Attention may be drawn to Judg. xvi. 2

;
I Sam. xvi. 7 ; and 2 Chr. xxi. 19,

where L'garmeh seems to indicate the defective grammatical construction, as

Paseq in 2 Ki. xxv. 2.

i9 Many texts omit.

3



APPENDIX I.

NOTES ON SOME DIFFICULT ~OK OTHEKWISE NOTEWORTHY PASSAGES.

(A.V. stands for Authorized Version; E.V. for Eevised Version; and Prob.

for Probebibel, the German revision of Luther's translation.)

Gen. xx. 13. "M 3K
JVjM?

DK **)* W*W "^^ -> Tne

here the greatest disjunctive in S'golta's clause is due to the over-

scrupulousness of the early accentuators, who shrank from associating

the Sacred Name with a Verb signifying 'to cause to err/' What
monstrous interpretations were the result may be seen in Targ. Onq.

and Sopherim iv. 6 *. The proper accentuation is WnrrnBtea WJ
*

** "f

*3N JTarp D^N '

^?
K

J found, more or less correctly given, in various

Codd. 2

xxxv. 22. We have here a double accentuation, the one with

Silluq at KnV^.j answering to the number of verses (154) in the

Parasha and further indicated by a (nnina) following, the other with

Athnach at bfcOB*, adopted by the Occidentals, that Eeuben's

abominable act might be slurred over in the chanting as rapidly as

possible
3

. The Orientals kept to the single accentuation with two

verses (see Baer's Five Megilloth, p. v, and Ginsb. Mas. i. p. 592), which

must have been the original.

Ex. xx. 3-17 and Deut. v. 7-18. The Orientals and Occidentals

differed also in the pointing of the Decalogue. The former had the

single accentuation (known as flvjjn Dj?D) according to the command-
ments 4

. This was no doubt the original, for the verses of the Parasha

in each case are reckoned accordingly (72 and 118). On the other

1 The Jerus. Talm. (Megilla I3
a
) and Jerus. Targ. try to get over the fancied

difficulty by treating D'ti^N as ^in (profanus}', but this explanation did not

meet with acceptance, as the accents shew. Some commentators indeed adopted

it and sought to accommodate it to the recognised accentuation, by taking D^Si
^2 ri^p as 'the (false) gods of my father's house!' So Bekhor Shor, and the

author of the old Commentary known as fi (quoted in n n32D ad loo.}.

2 Ox. i, 5, 34, 2437; Add. 15250, Harl. 1528; Berl. 4 ; Leipz. i.

8 On the same ground the Mishna (Megilla 25*) directs : DJino Nbl iOpa, 'to

be read without Targum.'
* See Pinsker, Einleitung, p. 48 ff.
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hand, the Palestinians introduced a second division (pnnnn ,

breaking up the longer verses (3-6, 8-n), and bringing together the
shorter ones (13-16); with the view of easing and equalizing the

reading
5
.

xxv. 34 (xxxvii. 20). One of the five passages in the Tora, named
in the Talmud (Yoma 52

a
) and Mas. to Deut. xxxi. 16, as &f TN

6

^"}fO, 'about (the accentual division of) which no decision had been
arrived at.' The question was whether DHjJBiO is to be taken with
what precedes, or what follows (see Kashi). The LXX translate one

way, the Targums another. The Massoretic text agrees with the
latter.

xxxii. i*. $$ ng
i m. The traditional construction supposes a

transposition,
' This man Moses.' See LXX, Vulg., Pesh. Similarly

ttfpisn comes after the nom. pr., Ezra viii. 17.

xxxiii. 19. njnj
Dttb

'riN^SV According to the accents, 'And I

will proclaim Jehovah by name.' Comp. xxxiv. 6 and K,.V. xxxiv. 5
marg.

i:

Num. xxxvi. 5. |3, with Zaqeph (although no Codex so) ; comp.
xxvii. 7. |3 is made by the accents a particle, as in verse iob : so

the LXX OVTO>S. In the same way *3, Is. iii. 24^, is treated in most

texts as a particle.

Deut. v. 19. *|p* Npl
pYia

7^5, kept together by the accents, in

accordance with the strange rendering found in the Talmud (Sota iob
,

Sanhedrin i7
a
), Targums, and Pesh.,

' With a loud voice, that did not

cease,' i. e. without intermission 7
. See Eashi.

xxvi. 5. ^N T3K *EnK cannot be rendered, according to the accents,
' An Aramaean, ready to perish, was uiy father/ for that would require

the Pashta at 13K
;
but must be taken to mean, with Targ., Midrash 8

,

Yulg., and Kashi, 'An Aramaean (Laban) sought to destroy my father.'

Aben-Ezra, Kashbam, Qimchi, and modern scholars generally, reject

the accentuation. Yet Heidenheim, in his commentary ruu? JH1D,
defends it, and Baer (in a letter to me) agrees !

5 But this division seems not to have come into general use. At least, the

public reading has long been according to the longer verses.

The terms jv^tf
and pnnn have reference to the position of the accents, the

longer verses shewing a large proportion of accents placed above the words,

whereas in the shorter verses the accents below the words greatly preponderate.

Comp. the expressions 'ry'jn NayE and snbo in the Mas. to Gen. xxiii. 3.

6 A technical phrase not understood by Hupfeld, Stud. u. Krit., 1837, P,- 852,

or Dillmann, Herzog's Encycl. ii. p. 392.
7

*|D'
taken in the sense of

FJDN (Niphal). The same meaning was assigned

to the word in Gen. xxxviii. 26 and Num. xi. 25.
8
Siphre and iTtQ npb.

S 2
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xxxii. 5. &? Y ^P?^ Accents must remain, as both Targums,

LXX, and Pesh. shew. We must then translate, 'They corrupted

(injured) Him not.' Jerome, Ahen-Ezra, and of course moderns,

rightly break loose from the accents.

Josh. iv. 3.
D\nN nyWr&WV fon. Kept together by the accents.

The inf. constr. (fixed by Mas. ad loc.) must not be confounded as

by Targ., Qim., R. V., &c. with inf. abs. f?? (iii. 17), and joined,

contrary to the accents, with the words preceding. Comp. Knobel
and Keil.

vi. iob. Accents support Driver's view, Heb. Tenses, p. 161, Obs.

Parallel is 2 Sam. x. 5
b

(i Chr. xix. 5).

Judg. vi. 24. Some Codd. as Ox. 13, 2324; Karl. 5773; Erf.

2 and the Soncino ed., point ET^? "iV
1
! x ^")l?*->

an(^ *n^s *s no

doubt correct 9
; except that, according to the Paseq rules, we ought to

have Ov$ '

fiJ'T, comp. Ex. xvii. 15; Ezek. xlviii. 35.

xii. 4^. According to the accents (note the two Zaqephs) we must
render :

'

Fugitives of Ephraim are ye !

Gilead (his place) is in the midst of Ephraim, in the midst of Manasseh.'

Comp. Ewald, Gesch. ii. p. 455.

xiv. 15 end. The accentuation requires us to take K?n as &V|,
*

hither.' So Targ. and Tanchum. If the punctators had regarded

*6n as interrogative, they must have pointed : fc6n
tf? ^nxnp WTi^n.

Some few Codd. (see De B,. Var. Lect.) read B^i! ,
but this is contrary

to the Mas. (Frensdorff, p. 25 1)
10

.

xv. ipb. 'njfa
IPX K-npn pjp filbtp &y> 'fjT^. A false accentua-

tion, due to a false rendering, to be traced in LXX, Vulg., and

Pesh., which takes *H7 here, as in the early part of the verse, in the

sense of '

jaw-bone.'

xvi. 28b . DW^p W WE
nnfcTDj3J nop3NV. nn is made by

the accents emphatic ;
Samson asks for vengeance for one of his eyes.

The reward for the other was to be in the world to come ! This

explanation although not accepted by Targ., LXX, Vulg., and many
modern scholars is found in Talmud 11

,
Midrash 11

, Eashi, Qim., and

9 This too is what is meant in Midrash rabba on Leviticus, Par. 9.

10 There is an interesting marginal note in the old Reuchlin Cod. of the

Prophets (K. 154): 'ro 'smns 1

? ^bn npi rna cbn *OID to mnpa /r'jD

D"?n 'pi "?n. The Schools at Sura and Neharda'a belonged to the general

category of Orientals (^Nrmo).
11 See Jerusalem Talmud, Sota, cap. i, 8

;
and Midrash rabba on Numbers,

Par. 9.
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adopted by our best modern commentator, Bertlieau. It seems

indeed the only possible one, with the text as it is.

2 Sam. v. 6b. The accentuation is in accordance with Targ., LXX,
and Vulg., which make the subj. of the second ">EfcO 'the blind

and the lame,' who are represented as making themselves responsible
for the safety of the city against David's attacks.

xi. 25 end. The message sent is the important part of the verse.

Hence it commands the main division (comp. p. 35/3). l^i?.^], as of

minor importance, is joined on to the latter part of the speech.

xv. 34. Note the mispunctuation of our texts, 2^JR "VyrrDNI

"M n
j ^L1 W *H?y ^tfbvid? 3!^), which can only mean :

' And thou shalt say to Absalom thy servant : I will be the king, &c.' !

Correct \&n ^K \^ t
with Ox. i, 10, 12, 13, &c.

xx. 1 8 end. ^p^ |J?1,
made by accents a part of the ?>, 'And

so they will certainly attain their end.' Perf. of assurance, like TfPJ],
v. 6 (see above). If the accentuators had meant to express the

meaning adopted by Vulg., Qim., and moderns, they must have

pointed "to&O with R'bhia instead of Zaqeph.

1 Ki. vi. i. The emphasis is thrown on the second of the dates

named. (Just so in Ezek. xl. i.) But point &$&, Great TTisha,
with Ox. 7, 76, 2326; Harl. 5710; &c.

xviii. 42
b

, 46. The accents dwell on the pictorial features. Hence
the division is not as with us.

2 Ki. iii. 25. nbnn -Vj33 rnaaK l^rr*ty. The false accentuation

here is due to the mistaken notion, found in Targ., Verss., Rashi, &c.,

that nifjn is an appellative:
'

They left the stones thereof in the wall'

(broken to pieces, like)
' a mass of sherds/ Even the vocalization,

"Vp with the article, seems occasioned by this strange explanation.

Qimchi was apparently the first to see that flfefjn "Vj5 is nom. pr.> as

in Is. xvi. 7.

x. 15. }
& y$M\ ^'1. Rabb. comm., one and all, take ^J ^

together. Their explanation is ptni? 7B3. With the rendering usually

adopted found in LXX and Vulg. the accents must have been

quite otherwise.

xviii. 17. tt^-}o npErrrriN'i
>

D'nD-rrrnN] t^rrriN i^ftn^D niw.

"Why the irregular L'garmeh (p. 118) in Geresh's clause? Because
the accentuators designed a special warning for the reader. Only
Rab-shakeh's name was to be associated with Lachish. Tartan and

Bab-saris, as they are not named in Is. xxxvi. 2, were supposed
to have come later, at the head of the second embassy (xix. 9). But
that was sent from Libnah, not from Lachish (xix. 8)

12
. Their names

12
Comp. Seder 'Olam, cap. 23, quoted by Rashi and Qimchi.
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therefore were carefully separated from Lachish by the special

disjunctive L'garmeh, whilst Rab-shakeh's was joined to it in the

regular way. A notable specimen of Massoretic exegesis, the con-

nection of which with the accentuation seems to have escaped every
one's notice.

Is. i. 5. Targ., Abu'l-walid (Opuscules, p. cv), and Aben-Ezra join
*lty with the words following, and this pointing is found in some

Codd., as Bab.; Ox. 23, 78, iT)D te'Dta nty n HKT^. But un-

questionably the textus rec. is right.

i. 9. Here also tt".n D'lp3 &y3 are taken together, in Berakhoth

I9
a

,
and by Targ., Abu'l-walid

(1. c.), Rashi, and even Cheyne, against

the better sense, the unvarying accentuation, and the Massora

i. 13. v NVI Witt rnbp, 'incense of abomination is it to me.
5

So Targ., Rashi, Ewald, &c. The disregard of the accents, found in

LXX, Vulg., and some Rabb. comm., shews itself also in A. V. and R.Y.

v. 24. Cod. Bab. has nan' run^V#n, making ^^ ace. loci. Even

with our pointing, it may be so rendered, see p. 46, 3. It is quite

unnecessary, with Ewald, Hitzig, and Ges. Lex., to translate foenum
flammae, i. e.Jlagrans.

viii. 14^. No commentator, ancient or modern, seems to have

noticed that the accentuation here is untenable. It has been due to

a false interpretation, found in Targ. and Rashi, which takes HD^

$j5to^ as in apposition to ?$?$*. V?,? ^87, 'To the two houses of

Israel, who set themselves as a gin and a snare
'

&c. If we would

pay any regard to the sense, we must point : 'ViBbD "l^ *|JJ

viii. 23. The marked emphasis resting on the words ^J1?'?

has led to the main pause of the verse being placed there. What

follows, "131 &*L) Sp.?., may be treated as Zusatz (see p. 57), 'by the

way of the sea, &c/ Comp. Ewald. It is not necessary to suppose,
with Luzzatto, that the Athnach is due to the Haggadic paraphrase
of Targ.

"* L p ** "*

ix. 5
b

. W KJS '^^ **!??- an abnormal accentuation, the object

being to mark not only the Name, but in a special and emphatic

manner the separation of &yS from Y^ t 'Wonder, Counsellor 13
.'

13 Which Cheyne and others have not seen; or, if they have, ought, in all

fairness, to have pointed out.

May I (without offence) remark that one learned professor after another has got

out of his depth in trying to explain the accentual and grammatical peculiarities of

the few words quoted? (i) Caspari (Micha, p. 223) makes of the Pashta a Qadma,
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The regular accent for this purpose would have been '

KJB . (On the

general division of the half-verse, see p. 49, i.)

xvii. 5. np|5 "VjSfi?
*P&?3. Most commentators neglect the accents,

which however are duly regarded in LXX and Pesh.; "VVi? being

taken in the same sense as in verse n.

xix. 9. ftip
11

")^, adjective outside the rest of the clause, see p. 53, 3 a.

Not to be rendered as Delitzsch proposes.

xx. 4. The Athnach fixes the limit to the comparison made with

Isaiah, for certainly he did not go ft& *|^n .

xxiii. 7
b

. According to the accents must be translated :

' Whose
feet were wont to carry her, from days of old, from her first beginning,
to sojourn afar off/ The version of Rabbinical commentators and

: i >

most moderns would require : FUTONS ffJfjfTOD.

xxv. i. nriK NJ^N nJPP. 'Jehovah, my God art Thou !' Emphasis.

xxviii. 28. The R.V. pays attention to the accentuation. Not so

the bulk of modern commentators.

xxix. i6a . Not understood, as ancient Verss. and Jewish comm.

down to Luzzatto shew. Hence the false accentuation : "VJf*n
"IJJHS .

xxx. 7*>. In Ox. 4, 74, 78; Add. 11657, we have the pointing

rng>
DJl nrn, which suits the rendering: 'Rahab! they are a sitting

still.'

xxx. 21. Accents make the last words a part of the speech. So

Targ., LXX, Yulg., Pesh., and Qim., against Aben-Ezra and moderns.

xxx. 32. No commentator (as far as I have observed) has seen

that for the ordinary rendering to stand, we must have R'bhia at

rnDl
;

but this we cannot introduce, because the Massora (see

p. 107) has fixed Y'thibh for ?3. Vulg. and Prob. pay regard to the

accentuation.

xxxiii. 23. A case of parallelism with addition (p. 39). Jewish
commentators refer the whole verse to Assyria. Had they referred,

and will give a reason for it ! (2) Delitzsch proposes an impossible accentuation,

'in -ii23 b$ y|i> N$B
P
inti

i)?;i,
Ge'resh before and after T'lisha! (3) Kautzsch

(Ges. Gr., 93, Anm. I. D), disregarding the accentuation as though vowels

and accents were not from the same source would have us believe on the

authority of Dikd. hat., 36, that N^p is in st. constr.; yet if he had looked on a

few pages to 72 of the same" work, he would have found this notion plainly

contradicted, as indeed it must have been sooner or later, for it is in direct

opposition to the Mas. to Lev. xxii. 23. One would not have expected to find

an antiquated error, due to the first groping after grammatical rules, revived by
a German professor in the present day !
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with many modern commentators, the first part of the verse to

Jerusalem and the second to Assyria, Athnach could not have failed

at D}. As it is, the helpless hulk falls a ready prey.

xxxvi. 2. See note, 2 Ki. xviii. 17.

xxxviii. i3
a

. How are we to account for the accentuation?

Gesenius and those who have followed him, down to Cheyne, say:
'From the exigencies of rhythm/ a notion which Jewish writers

would have passed by as K^3^. With the rendering which these

scholars propose we should have had '131 ^N3 "lp3~"!y ""fi^; comp.
xl. 3 and a hundred other passages. The accents are no doubt to

be traced to the same source as the false version of Targum :

'

I

roared as a lion, till the morning.' Comp. also Sa'adia 14
.

xlv. i. According to Rashi on Megilla I2 a
,
the anomalous accentua-

tion (Zarqa without S'golta following
15

)
was meant to draw attention

to the traditional t$m
,
found in the text of the Talmud, 1. c. :

' Was
then Cyrus IWD ? Nay ! the Holy One said to the Messiah, I complain
to thee concerning Cyrus, &c/ 16 Such crotchets of Jewish learning
we may well put on one side, and point regularly (with our ordinary

text and many Codd.) '^.top. Only then we shall require R'bhia,

instead of the first Zarqa
17

,V^D^n^ ri},T 1O-flb.

xlv. 24
b

. An alternative punctuation is found in Ox. 2421; Add.

21161; Hm. 9 : ^^l Kii^ ^K, which is an improvement, but

contrary to the Mas. Lev. xi. 34. With the ordinary pointing,

must be taken as = HSpSS, ver. i6b .

Ivi. 9. The ridiculous accentuation of this verse can only be

rendered in one way. See Rashi, Qimchi, &c.

Ixvi. 5
13

. For the meaning of the accents, see Rashi, Aben-Ezra,
or Kosenmiiller. The Vulg. and most moderns (see e.g. Delitzsch)

rightly disregard them.

Ixvi. 12. Strange that no commentator before Luzzatto should

u Sa'adia's text is to be read: gjjjJl Jl t
^J JuiH O^t-j, 'And I

was like the lion in his roaring, until the morning.' So Or. 1474, 2211. No
sense can be made of the Ox. text, as edited by Paulus.

15 Cf. Baer's text and the Mas. parva found in many Codd. (Ox. 69, 2323 ;

Erf. i, &c.) Np-n nn yn V, or nViao Nbn Np-n "5.

16 So Sa'adia: ^^ (regarding) ^ s^*-^ jJJl Jts (JA^. The title

rpin, applied to no other heathen king, was counted too great a one for Cyrus.
Hence some other interpretation had to be found

;
and Cyrus' name, in comparison,

slurred over.

17 With Harl. 5498, Add. 9398, 9399 ;
Par. 4, &c.
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have found any difficulty in the accentuation 18
: 'Behold, I extend to

her, as a peaceful river and as an overflowing stream, the glory of the

Gentiles/ &c. Did the accentuators miss the art. in "inip and consider

that something else was intended than by the ^Oify? 11133 of xlviii. 18 ?

Jer. xxxii. 9b. SjDSn rnbfln ttfyyy njntf. On the division here,
which has completely baffled commentators, see Rule, p. 42 above.

Ezek i. ii. n^gofe nVTia CKJ'Mai bfrap, another instance of

the Rule just quoted.

iii. 20. rwpj
MH to be made, as accents indicate, a relative clause.

(So Abendana, Ewald, Hitzig, and Prob.) In b the logical division

is neglected, that the emphasis may come on the first words :

* Because
thou hast not warned him, in his iniquity he shall die'

iv. 6. Punctators sometimes shew the same differences of opinion
as commentators. In this verse, Ox. 17; Harl. 5498; and Par. 4,

have Athnach at
EVj Dtya"|K. And so in vii. i3

b
, Ox. 17, 69,

and Bab. have titya or ijto ;
in xv. 2 Bab. has n^Djn Qr5>3,

with LXX, Vulg., and Ewald; in xviii. 3ob, Ox. i, 6, 7; Erf. i, 3,

have
fly toyb|> q^ Ov'T^ ;

and in xxxi - J 5 most Codd - have ^%-
Such examples might be greatly multiplied.

vi. 10. 'U1 nJiT ^M"j3 *jn^. Note the emphasis thrown by Athnach

on the Divine Name. 'And they shall know that / Jehovah have
not spoken in vain,' &c. If the student has any doubt on the point,
let him turn to such parallel passages as xxii. 22b

; xxxv. 12 ; xxxvii.

I4
b

;
Num. xiv. 14 ;

Jer. ii. 19.

xxi. 3
b

. Render,
'

Behold, I kindle in thee a fire, and it shall devour
in thee every green tree and every dry tree, without being quenched

19
,

inflaming flame (that it will be).' The last words are in apposition

to the latent subject in l

"
1?rj

,
and come in, as such, with marked

effect, at the close of the clause. Comp. Jer. ii. 23^. The ordinary

rendering would require Zaqeph, or at least R'bhia, on B^.
xxv. 9^. Accents,

' the glory of the land of Beth-jeshimoth,' &c.,

and so Pesh. renders; but this cannot be correct. Yet I have not
% %

found p.*? j?-f,
which is what we require, in any Codex.

xl. i. The stress is laid on the second of the dates named (comp.

above, i Ki. vi. i). The destruction of the old city is emphasized, in

contrast to the revelation of the new one, in the verse following.

xliv. 22^, On the Zaqeph in n^p^ see Comm.

18 It is traceable in LXX, Vulg., Arab. (Polygl.), and Cod. Ambros. (Syr.),

but not in Targ., Pesh., or Rabb. Comm.
19

Driver, Heb. Tenses, 162.

T
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Mic. ii. 4
b

. Pn? \]H& SjtfB. Accents evidently treat M^ as

inf., with LXX, Rashi, Qim., and even some modern authorities. For

the rendering usually adopted,
'

rebellious, reprobate/ we need Tiphcha

on 3,5^, and this is found in gome Codd., as Ox. 6, 7 ; Add. 4708,

Or. 1474.

iv. iob. ^ian DP^3|ny nani. We expect Zaqeph at S>3? (comp.
modern interpunction). But a fine antithesis is established by the

accentuation :
c Thou shalt come to Babylon, there to be delivered.'

Babylon was the last place in the world where deliverance could have

been anticipated.

Hab. i. 3. NJf. f^S^ *? "?- Almost all modern commentators

neglect the accentuation, although this is one of the passages in

which the Massoretes have been very particular in fixing it (see p. 92).

jVlO^ 3"n make a common subject to fc*frj (Ges. Heb. Gr., 148. 2).

ii. 1 8. The Athnach simply represents a pause for effect, such as

we might make in reading the verse. Kabbinical commentators,

however, see in it the main logical pause, and begin the second half of

the verse by repeating ^Vin no, '"What profit is there in all these,

that &c. ?'

iii. 3, 9, 13. The extraordinary rendering assigned to H7D, = &7W,
in Talm., Targ., &c., suffices to account for the false accentuation,
most conspicuous in verse 9.

Hag. ii. 1 6. BO^p,
* Since they (those days) were,' subordinated,

as V0, &c
., p. 48, 5.

Cant. viii. 6b. Most Codd. have *&&] as our texts (see Rashi on

the accentuation). But the modern rendering,
' Its flashes are flashes

of fire, a flame of Jah/ is much more effective, and has also the

support of Codd., Ox. 6, 2437; Add. 15282, Harl. 5506, &c., thus:

rrrnn^ wx ^aan rvacn.

Qoh. ii. 3
b

. Almost all modern commentators silently transfer

Athnach to TO;jD2. The accentuation on the other hand will give

the meaning: 'And my heart was to guide me in wisdom, and was

(at the same time) to lay hold on folly
20

.' This rendering, with its

oxymoron of insipiens sapientia, is far more telling than the tame
construction adopted, as more regular, by moderns.

ii. 1 6. The weight of meaning conies on the first clause. Hence
the Athnach.

viii. ioa . The A. V., with the old Verss. and Rabb. comra. generally,

respects the accents
;

but R. V. and most moderns follow Aben-Ezra,
and quite disregard them.

20 On the inf. with b, as continuing the part, construction, see Driver, Heb.

Tenses, 206.
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vlii. ii. 'w rnnD njnn njro tuna '1^??-"^ ?S. Evvald and

Hengstenberg try to do justice to the accentuation; but, with the

rendering usually adopted by both ancients and moderns, we must

point, rnno njnn nfcj wna *%?$ ^&*, with Ox. 20, 36 ;
Add.

9399, Or. 2696; De K. 10; (comp. similar examples, p. 51 above)
21

.

ix. 10. Codd., e.g. Ox. 13, 17, 26, 34, give us the option of

joining nb>J>
jffp?,

' do it with thy might,' as Targ., LXX, Vulg.,

A.V., R.V.;&c.

xi. 8. The last words, 73n N3Br^3
?
are properly logically distinct,

but have been joined on to the clause preceding, from their supposed
close connection with it in sense :

' Let him remember the days of

darkness, that they will be many, (that) all that cometh (after the

present life) is vanity/

Esth. ix. 31. The Athnach is better transferred to ropEin, as Targ.,

Vulg., and Rabb. comm. render. See also Bertheau. This pointing
is found in Add. 4709 and Hm. 19.

1 Chr. vi. 46*. There is a fatal omission here, which Jewish

commentators do not fail to notice, and which the accents are meant

to indicate: nisen nnSKto js supposed to stand for HBO JinBBtep

D^StJ (comp. Josh. xxi. 5)
22

.

ix. iyt>. CJiTnN1_ is contrary both to the Mas. (which requires

ETnN!)
23 and the accentuation. Yet no commentator makes any

remark. Vulg. frater eorum and Pesh. are right. The reading

BD^DS,! has necessarily led to the pointing of our texts, which we

must correct with Codd., tftfin tnirf 0?',!.
2 Chr. xxiv. 14. Translators and commentators follow LXX and

Vulg. in the rendering of JTfrpn, but the latter have not a syllable to

say about this rendering being contrary to the accents. The accents

indeed represent the uniform Jewish tradition that an instrument or

vessel of some kind is meant 24
. A tradition of this kind introduced

into the Massoretic text deserves at least notice.

21 Luzzatto (Kerem Chemed ix. 7) saw that this pointing was necessary, but

found no MS. to support it. Delitzsch, in his remark on the accentuation, has

not seen that the aqeph extends its influence to Athnach, which makes his

explanation inadmissible.

22 It is considered that JY7MSQD1 (Josh. 1. c.) may be dispensed with, because

Dan is not named but included in Ephraim vers. 51-54.
23 See Frensdorff, p. 9, and n^3i nb3, 17.
21 The word is derived by Abu'l-walld (Lex. s.v.) from the Hiphil form. The

notion found in Pseudo-Kashi, and marg. of A. V. and K. V. that it is the

pi. of b (Prov. xxvii. 22), 'pestles,' cannot be entertained, for the article is out of

place here, and the meaning quite inappropriate.

T 2
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2 Chr. xxx. 1 8, 19. Not only LXX, Vulg., and Pesh., but Jewish

tradition from very early times, as in the Middoth of E. Eli'ezer, 1 1
25

,

made these verses run into one another. By the abrupt break in the

middle of the prayer, the Massoretes seem to have designed (more suo
y

when employing an anomalous accentuation) to draw special attention

to the prayer itself, a prayer without a parallel, the meaning of

which extended far beyond the occasion that called it forth.

The following notes relate to passages of less importance :

Josh. ii. 5. R'bhia has been falsely introduced. Point

*?IPna rfjO^, with Ox. 2436 ; Harl. 5683, 5773, Or. 2091; &c.: 'And

the gate was about to close at dusk.'

Judg. iv. 2ib. nbj[ SJ5J1 DJirwm, with Ox. 19; Add. 4709,

9398, Or. 2696 ;
&c. Comp. p. 33, note. For the Qames in B

1

^, see

Norzi.

1 Ki. vii. 6b. Better DitOST^ 3jps 0^8, with Ox. 13 ;
Hm. 3, n ;

as Vulg. and Thenius render.

vii. 36
b

. If we are to make any sense, we must point B^JplJJca

MD nrtl, with Ox. I, 72, 2329 ;
Harl. 5722 ; &c. a double Zusatz,

see K. V. The words were not understood by Jewish scholars, who
derive iy from the post-biblical '"Tiy (Piel), 'to join.' Hence the

false accentuation of our texts.

2 Ki. xxii. 14 (2 Chr. xxxiv. 22). Point D?K> n$f
fi*iaan -0? "Drnrrja nj||-}3, with Vi. 5 ;

K. 172. Printed texts and

Codd. generally make Charchas, not Shallum,
'

keeper of the robes/

Is. xxviii. i6\ 1^0 TOD "n^ TgB }ni J3K, with Ox. i, 9, 69;
Erf. 2

; &c. R'bhia is necessary for the sense.

xxxv. ib. Better %nri3 rnBTll nil]? ^ni, with Bab.; Ox. 13 ;

Erf. i, 3.

xl. 13. Here also it is better to accent njnj
WVTIN |3.n"

l|

Ip,
with

Bab.; 0x^5, 82; Erf. 2; &c.; and so avoid the mistake of Targ.,

Sa'adia, and Qim., who render: 'Who hath prepared the spirit?
Jehovah/

35 The tradition was followed by Sa'adia, Qim., Pseudo-Kashi, and the author

of the Comm. on Chron. edited by Kirchheim. If we except the doubtful para-

phrase of the Targum, Aben-Ezra (e. g. in Sachoth, p. 73
b
) was the first to propose

an independent construction for ver. 18, by supplying n"?N after Tj?2. He owns

that he stands alone. And he hardly found a follower till Gesenius in his

Thesaurus, p. 706, proposed the same explanation.
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Jer. 11. 58. Again the better pointing is TJHJ?
n?0"S 3

IjHvnn, with Ox. 70, 72, 76; Erf. i; &c. : 'The broad wall of Babel

shall be razed to the ground.' Comp. Ewald, 3i8
a

.

Ezek. xlv. 2i*>. ^;. rto Q'p; ntyatf an. Note the et. constr.

in Jn.

Amos vi. 6. The accentuation of our texts |]i ""ITSt
1?? ta^^n corres-

ponds to Targ., and the notion of Rabb. comm. (see Baur's note) that

the st. constr. stands here for st. abs. ! But Bab.; Ox. 70, 76 ;
Erf. 3 ;

&c.
5 point regularly P.!"

1

!?!??? ^WH.
Cant. i. 3. Point^ pTO }. So Ox. 15, 19, 51 ; Erf. i, 2, 4 j

and the Verss.

Qoh. i. 5
b

. Targ., Verss., Rashi, Aben-Ezra, all render as if they

had before them *)&P iDipD-^0, which is beyond doubt the true

accentuation, and is found in Ox. 12, 26; Add. 4709, 21160; &c.

Dan. ix. 25. R'bhia and Geresh must clearly change places, thus:

"w a^ni?w wrtrjo %ni jnryi. Ox. 97 ;
Add. 15250 ;

De R. 518,

have R'bhia, but only Ox. 97, Geresh right.

Ezra x. 14. The same correction is necessary: WVP NJ'VlpJP

'W1 a^nn n^a ^^-^l S^n-b^. But here Codd. are all wrong.

Only Par. 31; De R. 737 ;
and Hm. 16, have R'bhia right.

1 Chr. iii. 17. Jewish tradition, LXX, Vulg., and A.V. make "IB^

a nom. proprium. We must then point ^?^ nga^ \Eb
,
with Ox. 6,

71, 72; Add. 9399; &c.

iv. 19. A similar correction is needed here: fli^K '"^"P
1

? ^^? V.^

wan nWi5 ^^ DHJ. But this I have found only in De R. 552 (old)

and 7 75.

2 Chr. iv. 9
b

. For the sense it is necessary to point : nity.P n^V?,
with Harl. 1528, Add. 15252; Ber. 32.

NOTE. My readers may perhaps have noticed in the foregoing
remarks that the Targum, and no less Rabbinical commentaries, do
not always agree with the accentuation. We see that from early
times a certain liberty was claimed in rendering and expounding the

text. The accents, although respected and generally followed, were
not regarded notwithstanding particular assertions, as those of Aben-

Ezra, to the contrary
26 as of final authority. With respect to the

Targums, we may bear in mind that the most important ones are of

Oriental origin, which circumstance may account for some at least of

the variations.

26
Comp. Luzzatto, Prolegomeni, p. 187 ff.
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ON THE SUPERLINEAR [SO-CALLED BABYLONIAN] SYSTEM

OP ACCENTUATION.

The researches of a Qaraite Jew, Abraham Firkowitsch, in the

synagogues of the Crimea, brought to light, about fifty years ago,

some Hebrew MSS. marked with a peculiar system of punctuation,

previously quite unknown to scholars 1
. The characteristic of this

system, as regards the position of the signs, is that they are almost all

above the words (i. e. above the line from which the words depend).
To the term '

superlinear
'

therefore as describing it, no exception can

be taken; whereas 'Babylonian/ as we shall afterwards see, is a

misnomer.

The accentual notation found in these MSS. (as compared with the

Palestinian) is as follows :

1. Silluq remains unchanged . , ,, . . .

2. Athnach is the same, but is placed above the word .

3. S'golta is represented by a mutilated Shin, the initial

(p. 1 7) . ..... .

1 For a description of the MSS. containing this punctuation, see Cat. of Heb.

MSS. in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg, Nos. 132, 133, and B 3. (Ox.

64 is a fragment of 132, although not so described in the Ox. Cat.) Of the three

MSS. named by far the most important is B 3, which contains in a state of

perfect preservation the whole of the later Prophets. It was photo-lithographed

in 1876, at the expense of the late Emperor of Russia, and so placed at the service

of scholars. The text of this Codex known as Codex Balylonicus is all

we need to form a correct idea of the system we are about to consider. I may,

however, add that there is in the St. Petersburg Library a fourth MS., not yet

catalogued (but labelled as Tschufut-Kale 8a), containing Job xxxv. 10 to end of

the book. (A specimen of some verses of this Codex is prefixed to Baer's edition

of Job.) Till these MSS. were discovered, the only notice of the existence of

a superlinear system of punctuation was contained in the following epigraph to a

MS. of the Pent, with Targ. in De Rossi's Library (dated 1311), no. 12 : main

15cm /ntD y-iN npsa nbyiab Tpi3n mm *m jpn Nairr -HDN icon pn?3 m
'n vn nanoo van 'ia ^Nintu '12 3ip3n nmo 'na T3D *ru jn:

'i

'n nnsn '-u "piann owa NmaD pm yrn^nisrr pp 3nj -HDN *nr no^w

.>313TQ Tips'? 1HD31 inum ^ipan pITJ? (comp. Zunz, Zur Geschichte u. Literatur,

p. 1 10).
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e

"l^T

Shalsheleth has the figure of a hanging
' chain

'

(p. 17),

followed by the sign for S'golta
2

. . .

4. Great and Little Zaqeph are not distinguished. The

sign is the initial letter of *)!?!
3

. .

5. Tiphcha before Athnach is Athnach inverted

Tiphcha before Silluq is the Palestinian sign, or the

initial of srn
(p. 1 8)

4

6. R'bhia is represented by the initial of "\tn
5

7. Zarqa. The initial letter could not be used, because

it was appropriated to Zaqeph. So apparently the

name ^^ (p. 19) was taken, and the second letter

chosen as the sign
6 ......

8. Pashta and Y'thibh are not distinguished. The common

sign is the initial of ^JV (p. 20). For the peculiar
form of the sign, see (in Cod. Bab.) Is. xix. 25 marg.

Where Pashta is repeated, a simpler form is given to

the second sign, and it is made recumbent

9. T'bhir, represented by the initial letter

10. Geresh and Gershayim have one sign, the initial of

V V \P* /
' * * * * * '

11. L'garmeh. The sign is the initial of TjJ (p. 22) .

Pazer and Great T'lisha fail.

2 This accent is described in the Mas. to Is. xiii. 8 as N'JD'JDD Np"n, which

should rather have been N^D'JDQ nc?. But Zarqa, according to the fancy of the

later Massoretes, threw S'g61ta into the shade (see p. 17).
3 In Cod. Bab. (Mas. to Jer. xiv. 18) we find the strange name 'QlplN, 'set

upright,' used for Zaqeph. Comp. Ginsb. Mas. iii. p. 364, 19.
4 In the text of Job this sign is regularly used ; in Cod. Bab. but very rarely,

except in the first page, Is. i. 4, 8, 9, &c.
5 This name for R'bhia occurs in a list at the end of Sepher Hariqma, p. 239,

and in a manuscript list before me. Certainly no name could be more appropriate,
for the frequent

' recurrence
'

of this accent is a main characteristic of the system.

In Or. 1473, I found the initial of yn used, ^J^.
6 So in the Mas. magna to Num. i. 20, the fft'D

for the names of five out of

the twelve tribes is either the second or the third letter ; and in Arabic, the sign

for iLs^ is ^, the third letter. The Dagesh in the case before us was

retained, to distinguish the sign from that used for L'garmeh, no. II.
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The servi employed Munach, M'huppakh, Mer'kha, Darga, Azla,
and Little T'lisha are the same as in the Palestinian system.
The originators of this system seem to have taken note of the weak

points of (what I must assume for the present was) the older system,
and to have applied a suitable correction. Thus the sign for L'garmeh
cannot now be mistaken for Munach-Paseq ;

and Pashta can no

longer be confounded with Azla, nor Y'thibh with M'huppakh.
Simplicity was also evidently aimed at by the employment of a single

sign respectively for Zaqeph, Pashta, and Geresh ; and by dispensing
with the unmeaning accent, Great Pazer (and Galgal). But it

was a mistake to reject Little Pazer and Great T'lisha, which are

(generally speaking) needed for the division of the clauses in which

they occur. R'bhia, which takes their place in this system, does not
answer the purpose.

Before proceeding to the special rules for this system of accentuation,
there is a question in limine, that requires to be answered. Was
this superlinear accentuation, with its equally peculiar vocalization,
identical with the Oriental mode of punctuation ? Such (as far as

I have noticed) is the view of all scholars, who have expressed an

opinion on the subject. But this is a mistake, which, though excusable,
is none the less a serious one. The notation in use among the

Orientals ('KmiD) was beyond question the same as that of the

Occidentals (^KllJflD), differing only occasionally in its application.

How otherwise are we to explain the Oriental reading of 7
713D Dayro

(Ezek. xxiii. 5) ? The superlinear system has no iS'gol, and writes

this word (as Cod. Bab. shews) 52OT (nayrn). We learn from this

example that the Massoretes, in giving the ^PUTO *b*bn, quoted a

text constructed on the same system as the Palestinian. Can indeed

(I would ask) a single Massoretic rubric be found, which alludes to

the peculiarities of the superlinear system ? and yet the differences of

this system are far more important than most of those which are

given under the name of the Orientals. The system was in short for

the Palestinian Massoretes non-existent. Moreover, what Gaon, what

grammarian (Rabbinical or Qaraite), what Jewish writer, of the East

or West, can be named who mentions a different mode of punctuation
as in use among the Orientals 8

? Has their silence no meaning
1

?

7 See Baer's edition of Ezekiel, p. 1 10, and Ginsb. Mas. i. p. 596, and iii. p. 32.
8 Where reference is made, as it often is, by Jewish authorities, to the pci'jn

between the two great Schools of the East and West, it is in such terms as we

might apply to the remains that have come down to us. I have given two

instances, p. 6, note 14, and here is a third, clearer still, as late as the I2th

century, from the D^aifTi D'Nlpnpl'm of Elia ben-Abraham (quoted byPinsker,

Liqq. Qad., p. 102): mi H3i "iQiN m ^rmra ^naim 'Maiyo ^Dibn 1*0 1121

m TiDb> bn m IIQ^ID noi N^D m iin^ ion m TID^W no nDn IQ^N
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Especially important is this negative testimony as furnished by
Sa

c

adia's writings. Here was a Gaon, at the head of one of the chief

Oriental Academies a scholar, who was in the habit of going into

the minutest details of any subject which he handled (who lived too

after the date of the introduction of the system we are considering
9

),

and yet wrho knows positively nothing of any Oriental differences

answering to the differences of the supeiiinear punctuation. For

instance, in chap. ii. 2 of his commentary on Jesira 10
,
he enumerates

the seven vowels, including S'gol, and in iv. 3 he lays down the

vocalization of the article in E"1

"}?;?.,
as with S'gol, and of the final

guttural in forms like J?bC^, as with Pathach ; yet does not add

(as according to modern scholars he ought to have done) that the

Orientals had no S'gol, and that they pointed D^HD with Pathach

and ybtpp without Pathach. "What is observable is that in the very
section last quoted he mentions other differences of pronunciation
between the Orientals and Occidentals. The conclusion is that the

Oriental system of vocalization had no such distinguishing peculiarities
as the superlinear, in other words was identical with the Palestinian ;

and what is true of the vocalization, must have held equally good
for the accentuation n.

rn na'rrc nn ^irn nw m -nab> nn nrn m nD'rra nn ,-icn

airnbinx m-in n-non pi ,02121 m -!ob>(mraoalege). Imay
add the undesigned testimony of R. Petachiah, who visited Bagdad, circa 1 1 80, and

who refers to the "lip 2 in use among the Jews of that region (Benisch's ed., p. 15),

but makes no allusion to any different notation, which yet, had it existed, must

have struck him, a Western Jew, as something very remarkable and deserving of

being chronicled in his narrative. Moreover, copies of MSS. have been brought

from China, and published by the '

Society for promoting Christianity among the

Jews/ which, from the epigraphs, are clearly of Persian origin, but which have

,the ordinary punctuation. We may conclude that in Persia, as in other parts of

the East, this was the prevalent system.
9 Cod. Bab. was written in the year 916, and Sa'adia was called to Sura (when

thirty-six years of age) in 928.
10 I quote from the Ox. Cod.
11 We now see the unfortunate mistake that has been made in naming this

newly discovered system Babylonian (
= Oriental). The mistake is not, however,

altogether of modern origin. For it is but fair to state that this system is

recognised as 'Oriental' in some of the Tschufut-Kale Bible Codd. (48, 87, 103,

116), e.g. Cod. 87, i Sam. xxv. 3, Mas. ]np *5$S ro nbD Siob; and 2 Sam.xiii.2i,

Mas. np pi n3 rrbrt Dnnrrbs nw rara in
-j^D

ip pi rta nVn n^iin-'n yo&

and Cod. 1 16, Ps. cxxxvii. 5, 'jrrstfN, note, np bffD^A H3 "jmttM rmnb. (I am

indebted for these extracts to Prof. Strack of Berlin, who very kindly placed at

my disposal the notes he had taken from the various Tschufut-Kale MSS.) The

U
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In what light then are we to regard this superlinear punctuation ?

It stands outside the system common to the Oriental and Occidental

Schools, and would seem to have been an attempt to simplify and
introduce regularity into the older system. The influence of the

Arabic is evident in the vocalization, and perhaps also in the ac-

centuation, where initial letters represent the accents, just as in

Arabic they stand for Teshdid, Medda, &c.

Such an attempt, even if more successful than it actually was, could

hardly have been looked on with favour by the heads of Schools
in the East, and by other scholars, who may have become acquainted
with it

;
for it must have seemed to them very like a tampering with

sacred things, the punctuation being referred at least to the authority
of Ezra. Hence we may explain their silence with regard to it. The
inventors of the system themselves shrank from applying their new-

fangled signs to the Sacred Name nirp (*J"lN)j which is either marked
with the older Qames-sign njrp (as in 132, 133), or not marked at all

(as in Cod. Bab. and Tschufut-Kale 8a
)

l2
. A proof of the inferior

esteem in which this system was held is that in Yemen, where it was
in use in a modified and much simpler form, the Sacred text, when
associated with Targum or Forms of prayer, has generally the

Palestinian signs, and only the latter the superlinear
13

.

That this system 4s of Oriental origin may indeed be taken for

granted from its exhibiting, as in Cod. Bab., the readings peculiar
to the Orientals. It was an Oriental, but not the Oriental, system.

The relation in which it stood to the Palestinian (which was
one and the same with the Oriental) is indicated by the vowels and
accents of this last-named system being constantly found in the MSS.
with superlinear punctuation. This phenomenon receives its ready
explanation, if we suppose the superlinear punctuation to have been
an offshoot from the Oriental, in which case it naturally remained
under the influence of the system from which it was derived, and by
which it must have been always overshadowed. I shall aim, in the

following remarks, at shewing that the relation thus indicated really

writers of these notices were doubtless in the same position as modern

scholars. They had no other texts with Oriental readings, and naturally
concluded that the texts which contained such readings, exhibited also the

Oriental mode of punctuation. It is different with the name 'Assyrian,' adopted

by some scholars, on the authority of the epigraph, quoted in note I. But can

we trust the unsupported testimony of a single copyist? Is it likely that an

Italian Jew, of the I4th century, should have known the origin of this system,
when scribes living in the East were ignorant of it ? The statements contained in

the epigraphs to Jewish texts have always to be received cum grano.
12 Later punctators indeed, as those of the Yemen Codd. of the I4th and I5th

centuries in the British Museum, were less particular.
13 A specimen of Bible text with Targum is given in PL XCI of the

j

Palaeographical Society's Publications (Oriental Series). Oxford Scholars may
also compare the Siddurs (1145 and 2498) in the Bodleian Library.
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existed. Of course I shall confine myself to the accentuation
; but we

may rest satisfied that if so important a part of the punctuation was

derived, the whole system was no less so.

It is time now to turn to the peculiarities of this system (as far as

the accents are concerned). And of these by far the most striking is

the frequent recurrence of R'bhia, in season and out of season. This

accent is found subordinated not only to S'golta, Zaqeph, and Tiphcha

(as in our system), but to all the disjunctives in turn (except L'garmeh),
even to Geresh and a second R'bhia ! Indeed the originators of this

system went out of their way to bring in this favourite accent, as may
be seen in Is. x. 24 ;

Jer. xiii. n
;
xxxvi. 6; &c. In the case of the

other disjunctives, the variations from the Palestinian usage (mistakes

having been corrected) are unimportant. Geresh and L'garmeh are

found more freely used (with the exception that L'garmeh is not

repeated) before R'bhia
; L'garmeh and Paseq frequently interchange,

&c. But these are minor matters. The general conformity of the

two texts when allowance has been made for the abnormal use of

R'bhia 14 has not been sufficiently noticed by scholars 15
. But the

key found, all is perfectly simple.

14
Thus, with this allowance made, all the main rules for the sequence of the

accents given in the previous pages as for the position of Athnach in the verse ;

the substitution of Zaqeph for Tiphcha before Silluq or Athnach, pp. 62 and 69 ;

the subordination of S'g61ta and Zaqeph to Athnach, p. 70 ;
of R'bhia and Pashta

to Zaqeph, p. 77 f.
; &c. are carried out.

15 Who, for instance, would suppose, from reading Pinsker's '

Einleitung in das

Babylonisch- Hebraische Punctationssystem/that therewas this general conformity?

Prof. Strack indeed remarks (Zeitsch. fur Luth. Theol. 1877, P- 3 1 ) :
' Die Accente

werden im Codex Babylonicus nach ziemlich denselben Regeln gesetzt, welche

fur unsere Bibelhandschriften gelten. Man hat nur wenige Besonderheiten des

babylonischen Systems stetz im Gedachtniss zu behalten, um im Stande zu sein,

die meisten tiberianisch interpungirten Verse umzuaccentuiren.' But though
he mentions, in the note, that ETahia takes the place of a second Zaqeph,
and may occur as many as seven times in the same half-verse, he has failed to see

that the singular rules for the introduction of K'bhia are the main cause of the

peculiarities to which he refers. He was, however, on the right track in adding

(p. 32) :

' Dies ist ein neuer Beweis dafur, dass das babylonische System sich

nicht selbstandig gebildet hat.' It is a pity that the learned Professor did not

pursue his investigations further. But he was doubtless hampered by the notion

held by him, in common with other scholars (see his article on the Massora,

Herzog's Encyclop. ix. p. 393), that the Babylonian system of punctuation was

one and the same with the superlinear, a notion which he has supplemented by
the hypothesis (I.e.): 'Dass urspriinglich warscheinlich nur ein System existirte,

welchem das iibliche, tiberiensische, in bezug auf Stellung und Form der Zeichen

naher gestanden haben diirfte als das babylonische.' I give these views of

Dr. S., though only partially agreeing with my own, because he is the only

scholar, beside Pinsker, who has carefully considered the subject of the super-

linear accentuation.

U 2,
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The following rules will shew how it is that B/bhia is of such

frequent occurrence :

1. Pazer and Great T'lisha are wanting; and Geresh is confined to

R'bhia's clause, and even there is not admitted if I/garmeh follows.

And instead of tjiese accents i. e. of Pazer and Great T'lisha
;

of

Ge>esh in the clauses of Pashta, Zarqa, and T'bhir ; and of Geresh in

R'bhia's clause, when L'garmeh follows Kbhia is used; or if two of

them come together, R'bhia, preceded by Geresh
(or less frequently

L'garmeh), may be employed. It is these changes that occasion the

most frequent variations in the accentuation.

2. The repetition of Zaqeph is not allowed. If due a second or

third time (according to our texts), Rbhia appears instead.

3. R'bhia is not transformed (as in the Palestinian system, see p. 90, 2)

in Tiphcha's clause.

The result of the above variations is that many clauses are over-

burdened with JK'bJiias. The question suggests itself, Could such a

system have ever been practically in use for chanting 1

Let us next notice how these rules are carried out
;
and we shall

see clearly that we have to do with a derived not, as is generally

supposed, an original and independent system.

a. Of course, when R'bhia takes the place of Pazer, Great T'lisha, or

Geresh, the servi (if any) should be made to conform to the change of

accent. But what do we find? The original servi (as I shall call

them) constantly left standing. Thus, those of Pazer,
' rnrpniDN

nj"^3

*& (Is.xxxi. 4); of T'lisha, MhB*-nu "JpTD BK-ttjntn (Ezek. viii. n);
and more conspicuously of Geresh, TIKI ffprp-^D niEVjrnK 1KW
jySron nirivsrnKi VwrroMtf (Jer. viii.

i).

""

And yet R'bhia, when

standing in its own right, has its servi in agreement with the Pales-

tinian system, as in Is. v. 25 ;
xi. 2

;
xxx. 6

;
&c.

/3. So when Ge"resh stands for Pazer, Great T'lisha, or Pashta. the

servi of these accents remain, e. g. of Pazer, & '

*JKSTlVn JJT tfirDK

(Ezek. xxxiv. 8); of T'lisha, O'&inn DWH 1PK3
<J (Is. Ixvi. 22); of

Pashta, ''ir^K 'U V^'vh
(Is. ii. 4). But Geresh, when originally due,

has its regular and well-known servi, as may be seen everywhere in

the text, e. g. Jer. iii. i (five servi)
16

.

y. The rule for the transformation of a second and third Zaqeph is

regularly carried out 17
. Thus, N^J IPM n&tt nfo nto "DIED

:
(is. xxiv. 2) becomes nn Np iB>6o nfoa nfcj

16 Note in connection with Ge*resh, D8aHrrnN "|bQ-na n^n (Jer. xxxviii.il),

where nJi has evidently been taken from the Palestinian text, without any recog-
nition of the value of L'garmeh (p. 118).

17 The original accentuation sometimes shews itself through the disguise that

has been thrown over it, as in Jer. xxviii. n; xxxi. 23; xliv. 2
;
Ezek. xxiv. 27;
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Here also we see that we have to do with a derived system; for where

Zaqeph (with two words in its clause) has Pashta preceding, as in the

example just quoted, R'bhia takes Geresh before it, but where Zaqeph

has a servus, as N2 "
1

?"
1 '-)

(Is - xx i- i)> R'bhia retains the servus. Now
for Zaqeph there is a fixed rule, see p. 75 ;

but there is no corre-

sponding rule for R'bhia in this system
18

.

Observe also what confusion is the result of this transformation of

Zaqeph. There may be a R'bhia subordinated to it, as in Is. Ixii. 4 ;

Jer. iii. 16; Ezek. xx. 28b
,

but instead of this R'bhia being trans-

formed to Geresh (or L'garmeh), as the sense requires, when R'bhia

has taken the place of Zaqeph, it is allowed to remain ! In short, as

with the servi above, the transformation has been only half carried

out.

8. This system accepts the principle of the transformation of R'bhia

in Zaqeph's clause
;

for where Pashta stands in our text, according to

the rule pp. 78-9, it has also Pashta 19
. In the few instances also in

Cod. Bab., Is. xx. 2; xlv. 14; Jer. xxi. 4; xxxvi. 32, in which a

second R'bhia is due before S'golta, transformation has taken place,

although not to Zarqa, as in our texts (see p. 88), but to L'garmeh.

[The query is, whether Zarqa was not originally intended ; comp. the

similarity of the two signs, p. 143.] So far the Palestinian practice
has been followed. But the inconsistency that runs through the whole

system again shews itself. The rule for the transformation of R'bhia

has not, and could not have, been carried out generally, or the main
characteristic of the system (p. 147) would have disappeared. Hence

two or more R'bhias in immediate sequence are as common as can be.

Even in Tiphcha's clause the second R'bhia stands, e.g. 2"p "IDNDI

Cnn DPD TT& ^K '3n
(Is. xxxvii. 24), where we have OT (see the

rule and examples, p. 91). In Ezek. xl. 42 we find R'bhia transformed

in the first half of the verse before Zaqeph, but not transformed in the

second half before Tiphcha.
It is unnecessary to go into further details. We may conclude, with

absolute certainty, from the instances cited, that the Palestinian punc-
tuation was before the originators of this superlinear system

20
. Their

and Deut. ix. 5
b
(Ox. 64), where, through an oversight, the second Zaqeph has been

left standing. In Jer. xix. 15; xxv. 30 ; xxxv. 17, the second Zaqeph has been

transformed, but not the third.

18 Another indication is that where our text has F]pn ^Qp, and the Zaqeph is

changed into R'bhla, Qames still remains, as in Jer. ii.iQ; Ezek. vii. 12
;
Hos. iii. 4.

19
Or, by some strange mistake, as in Is. xxxviii. 3 ; Jer. v. I9

b
;

xliii. 10,

FbMr. That Pashta, however, is the proper sign is clear from the servus M'hup-

pach preceding.
2l) I believe that it would be equally easy to shew that the superlinear vocaliza-

tion, which, as a system, is far more complete and coherent, still presupposes the

Palestinian as a basis.
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attempt, however, to modify and improve upon it must, as far at least

as the accents are concerned, be pronounced a failure, and for us quite
worthless. Inconsequent and contradictory, this new system is a mere

travesty of the Palestinian. Even the simplicity apparently aimed at

by the constant introduction of E/bhia leads only to confusion, by
destroying the fine lines of distinction established for the sense by the

older system. I do not, of course, mean to deny the proper value

attaching to Codd. with this peculiar notation, which consists in their

furnishing Oriental readings, quantum valeant, not to be found else-

where, among which are accentual variations that are sometimes not

without interest.

I have already mentioned that the superlinear system is found in a

modified and much simpler form in MSS. that have been lately brought
from Yemen. But these MSS. will not detain us. The accentuation,
so far as it is superlinear

21
,

is in all cases very incomplete. Some-
times it is confined to Silluq and Athnach 22

. At others, Zaqeph is

found as well (often with a strange admixture of Palestinian signs)
23

.

It need hardly be added that I have, found these MSS. of no service to

me in my investigations.
One point, which has escaped the notice of scholars, I may mention

in conclusion. These Yemen MSS. do not exhibit the Oriental

readings. We have in them the Palestinian text, with a superlinear

punctuation.

21 In Or. 1467, 2363, we find the confusing arrangement of the Palestinian

accentuation with the superlinear vocalization. See PI. LIV of the Palseo-

graphical Society's Publications, Oriental Series (Or. 1467 is, however, incorrectly
described there as of Babylonian or Persian origin).

22 As in Or. 1469, 2373, 2374.
23 In Or. 2366, 2368, 2703, 2704.
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(The numbers refer to the pages; n stands for note.)

Accents, musical signs I
;

division of,

according to musical value, 13, 14;
mark the sense 2

; interpunctional
value relative 58 ; explanation of ir-

regularities 3, 32 ff; anomalies due to

fancies of accentuators 33, 67, 73, 85,

92, 114, 1 18, 130, 136, 140 ;
accentual

signs not known to Talmud 5 ; falsely

assigned to Ezra 5 ; probable date of

introduction 48"; number, names, and
notation 10, 15 ff

; disjunctive and

conjunctive 9 ; kings and servi 9 ;

prepositive and postpositive 12.

Adverbial expressions, at head of clause

47, 48 ; separated from the noun they
qualify 54.

Athnach 16
; marks main dichotomy of

verse 29, 61 ff; rules for dichotomy
of its own clause 69 ff

; servi 73.
Azla 25 ;

servus to Pashta, T'bhir, and

Zarqa no, GeYesh 112, and L'gar-
meh 1 20 ;

in same word with Geresh

Babylonian system ofpunctuation 142 ff;

falsely so called 145; derived from
Palestinian 147 ff.

Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali, dif-

ferences between 82 n, 107 n, 109,
no (bis).

Cantillation, practised in early times I
;

variation in 63.

Clauses, appended 37, 38 ; participial

54 ; prooamial 34 ff; relative 54 ; sup-
plemental 32 ; verbal 49, 50.

Conjunctions 52.
Correlative expressions 55.

Darga 25 ; servus to K'bhla 98, T'bhir
1 08, and Tiphcha 91.

Dichotomy, meaning of 29 ; origin of

30; rules for 31 ff; continuous 29;
main and minor 29 ; syntactical 44 ff.

Emphasis 32ff..

Galgal 26; servus to Great Pazer 114.
Geresh (Gersha'yim) 20, 112; marks

dichotomy in clauses of R'bhia 93 ff,

Pashta, T'bhir, and Zarqa looff;
transformed 100; transposed 102,

103 ;
in same word with Great T'lisha

101; servi 112.

Interjections 52.

L'garmeh 22, 119 ; marks dichotomy in

R'bhia's clause 94 f
; rarely in other

clauses 1 20 ; takes place of Paseq
before R'bhia 119; repeated 95;
servi 120.

Massora corrected 27 n, 81 n (quater),
107 n, in n.

May'la 26 ; in same word with Silluq

67, and Athnach 73.
Mer'kha 24; servus to Silluq 67, Tiphcha

91, Pashta 107, T'bhir 108, Zarqa no,
and L'garmeh 120; in same word with

Tiphcha 91, and T'bhir 109 ;
Double

Mer'kha 25 ; servus to Tiphcha 91.

M'huppakh or Mahpakh 24 ;
servus to

Pashta 107, in same word 107.
Munach 22; servus to Athnach 73,

Zaqeph 80, S'g61ta 88, E'bhia 97, 98,
Pashta and T'bhir 109, in, Zarqa
1 09 (bis], in, GeYesh 112, Pazer 114,
and Great T'lisha 115; in same word
with Athnach 73, Zaqeph 80, and
R'bhia 97.

Musical changes 72, 75, 78, 80, 88, 90,

92, 93, 95, 99, 100, 102, 106, no, 119.

Nominal predicate at head of clause 51.

Nouns, in apposition 53 ; joined by Va-v

53 ; adjective separated from sub-

stantive 53.

Object at head of clause 46.
Orientals and Occidentals, differences

between 6, 63 n, 67 n, 73 n, 91 n, 92,

109, no (bis), 130 (bis), 144 n.
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Parallelism 38 ;
with and without ad-

dition 39 ; progressive 40.

Parenthesis, rules for marking 42.

Paseq, rules for 122 ff; constantly fails

123, 124, 127; list of Paseqs 127-9.
Pashta 19 ; foretone to Zaqeph 75 ;

marks dichotomy in clauses ofZaqeph
76 ff, S'g61ta 87, and Tiphcha 90;
repeated 79 ;

rules for dichotomy of

its clause 100 ff
; confounded with

Azla 84 ; servi 107 f.

Pazer, Great and Little 21, 113, 114;
mark dichotomy in clauses of K'bhia

94 ff, Pashta, T'bhir, and Zarqa 101 ff,

Gdresh 1 16, and (rarely) Great T'lisha

117 n; servi 114. Little Pazer re-

peated 97, 105, 106.

Prepositions 47, 54, 55.

Qadma 25 ;
name falsely used 82 n.

K'bhia 1 8
;
marks dichotomy in clauses

of Zaqeph 76 ff, S'g6lta 86 f, Tiphcha
89 f; repeated 78, 87, 90; rules for

dichotomy of its clause 93 ff
j servi

97-

Ehythmical cadence 62, 77, 93, 100.

Servi, two in same word no (bis\ in.

S'golta 16; represents Zaqeph 71;
marks dichotomy in Athnach's clause

70 ;
rules for dichotomy of its own

clause 86 ff; servi 88.

Shalshe'leth 17, 25 ; stands for S'gdlta

85 ; why introduced 85.

Silluq 16 ; rules for dichotomy of its

clause 6 1 ff
; servus 67.

Specification, rules for marking 40 ff.

Status constructus 55 ; genitive relation

in Chaldee 55 n.

Subject at head of clause 45, 46.

T'bhir 20
; marks dichotomy in Tiph-

cha's clause 89 f; repeated 91; rules

for dichotomy of its clause 100 ff
;

servi 107 ff.

Tiphcha 18
; foretone to Silluq 61, and

Athnach 69 ;
in same word with

ditto 67, 73 ;
marks dichotomy in

clauses of ditto 61 ff, 69 f; rules for

dichotomy of its own clause 89 ff;

servi 91.

T'lisha, Great 21, 115 ; marks dichotomy
in clauses of K'bhia 94 ff, Pashta,
T'bhir, and Zarqa 100 ff, and Geresh

116; servi 115. Great and Little

T'lisha, frequent interchange of 115.

T'lisha, Little 22, 26
;
servus to Pashta,

T'bhir, and Zarqa in, and GeWsh
112 ; always followed by Azla 113 n.

Transformation, varieties of Ge"resh

transformed to servus 100; Pashta
to Zarqa 88, and T'bhir 91 ; K'bhia
to Pashta 78, 87, 90.

Verbs, two in same construction 56;
one introductory to other 56 ; inf.

and fin. 56 ;
verbal clauses 49, 50.

Verses, division of text into 27, 28;

length of 61.

Vocative 48, 49 n.

Word long, technical meaning of 62 n.

Y'thibh 20, 106.

Zaqeph 1 8
; Great Zaqeph 83 ; Little

Zaqeph, marks dichotomy in clauses

of Silluq 62 ff, and Athnach 69 f
;

repeated 65, 66, 70 ; falsely intro-

duced 67, 74, 83, 84, 92 ; rules for

dichotomy of its clause 76 ff; servi

80
;
Munach and M'tbiga in Zaqeph'fl

word 80-82.

Zarqa 19 ;
foretone to S'golta 85 ; marks

dichotomy in S'g61ta's clause 86 f ;

repeated 88
; rules for dichotomy of

its clause 100 ff
;
servi 107 ff.

Zarqa-lists explained 15 n.

Zusatz 45, 47, 48, 57 ;
Double Zusatz

45, 48, 57-
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JD1N

'OKI "HN 25.

"5S7N 25.

baba 23.

'm 18.

mm 26.

82 n.

131.

mon 82 n.

piEirr p-in 25.

nm 143.

jvSsn Dsra 131 n.

pnnnn oyn 131 n.

rma 18.

DIE 2O.

NDIS 1711, 20.

iov p nv 26.

I'-INO 24.
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51-58
64

i. ii

3. 20

6
4

'9

8. 5

14. 4
7

15. 2

16.45
18. 21

30
21. 3

27.27
31.15
39- J 3

40. I

44.22
45-n

21

21

i. 6

4.10
9- 8

4- 7

! 3
'

4. 2

IO

5.27
6. 2

6

ii

i. 8



BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

A Treatise on the Accentuation of the Three

so-called Poetical Books of the Old Testament,

Psalms, Proverbs, and Job. With an Appendix

containing the Treatise, assigned to K. Jehuda

ben-Biram, on the same subject, in the original

Arabic. 1881. Paper covers, 5$.

Extracts from notices and reviews.

'A more lucid or masterly exposition of a complicated subject could

scarcely be imagined. ... It is enough to say that Dr. Wickes' treatise

will be indispensable to all who would read aright the accentuation of

the three books, and to express our hope that he may one day

supplement it by another devoted to that of the remaining twenty-

one/ (Prof. Driver, in Academy, May 20, 1882.)
' Dr. Wickes' book will take its place beside the best Hebrew

grammars, and no advanced student of the poetical books will find

himself able to dispense with its guidance.' (Dr. Neubauer, in

Athenczum, Feb. 25, 1882.)
'

Speciell iiber die Accentuation der poetischen Biicher handelt

"William Wickes in einer ganz vorziiglichen, auf der griindlichsten

Vorbereitung beruhenden Arbeit.' (Prof. Siegfried, in Theologischer

Jahresbericht for 1881.)
* Eximius libellus.' (Prof. Delitzsch, in Preface to Daniel, p. iii.)

' II Dr. Wickes col suo bel libro ha reso un vero servigio alia filo-

logia ebraica, e quale pochi altri forse avrebbero reso con ugual

paziente costanza di ricerche.' (Prof. Guidi, of Rome, in Bolkttino

Italiano degli studii orientali, 1882.)
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GREEK. A Greek-English Lexicon, by Henry George
Liddell, D.D., and Robert Scott, D.D. Seventh Edition, Revised and Aug-
mented throughout. 1883. 4to. i/. 1 6s.

A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and
Scott's 4to. edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Twenty-first Edition.

1884. Square 1 2mo. >js.6d.

A copious Greek-English Vocabulary, compiled from
the best authorities. 1850. 241110. $s.

A Practical Introduction to Greek Accentuation, by H.
W. Chandler, M.A. Second Edition. 1881. 8vo. IQJ. 6d.

HEBREW. The Book of Hebrew Roots, by Abu '1-Walid
Marwan ibn Janah, otherwise called Rabbi Yonah. Now first edited, with an

Appendix, by Ad. Neubauer. 1875. 4to. 2/. 7^. 6d.

A Treatise on the use of the Tenses in Hebrew. By
S. R. Driver, D.D. Second Edition. 1881. Extra fcap. 8vo. 7-y. 6d.

Hebrew Accentuation of Psalms, Proverbs, and Job.
By William Wickes, D.D. 1881. Demy 8vo. stiff covers, 5*.

ICELANDIC. An Icelandic-English Dictionary, based on the
MS. collections of the late Richard Cleasby. Enlarged and completed by
G. Vigfusson, M.A. With an Introduction, and Life of Richard Cleasby, by
G. Webbe Dasent, D.C.L. 1874. 4to. 3/. is.

A List of English Words the Etymology of which is

illustrated by comparison -with Icelandic. Prepared in the form of an
APPENDIX to the above. By W. W. Skeat, M.A. 1876. stitched, zs.

An Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and
Glossary. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

An Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes, Grammar and
Glossary, by Dr. Gudbrand Vigfusson and F. York Powell, M.A. 1879.
Extra fcap. 8vo. los. 6d.

LATIN. A Latin Dictionary, founded on Andrews' edition
of Freund's Latin Dictionary, revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten

by Charlton T. Lewis, Ph.D., and Charles Short, LL.D. 1879. 4to. i/. $s.

MELANESIAN. The Melanesian Languages. By R. H.
Codrington, D.D., of the Melanesian Mission. 8vo. i8j.

SANSKRIT. A Practical Grammar of the Sanskrit Language,
arranged with reference to the Classical Languages of Europe, for the use of

English Students, by Sir M.Monier-Williams, M.A. Fourth Edition. 8vo. 15^.

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary^ Etymologically and
Philologically arranged, with special reference to Greek, Latin, German, Anglo-
Saxon, English, and other cognate Indo-European Languages. By Sir M.
Monier-Williams, M.A. 1872. 4to. 4/. 14-$-. 6d.
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SANSKRIT. Nalopdkhydnam. Story of Nala, an Episode of
the Maha-Bharata : the Sanskrit text, with a copious Vocabulary, and an

improved version of Dean Milman's Translation, by Sir M. Monier-Williams,
M.A. Second Edition, Revised and Improved. 1879. 8vo. 15^.

Sakuntald. A Sanskrit Drama, in Seven Acts. Edited
by Sir M. Monier-Williams, M.A. Second Edition, 1876. Svo. 2is.

SYRIAC. Thesaurus Syriacus : collegerunt Quatremere, Bern-
stein, Lorsbach, Arnoldi, Agrell, Field, Roediger: edidit R. Payne Smith,
S.T.P. Fasc.I-VI. 1868-83. sm. fol. each, il. is. Fasc. VII. I/, nj. 6d.

Vol. I, containing Fasc. I-V, sm. fol. 5/. 5^.

The Book ofKalllah and Dimnak. Translated from Arabic
into Syriac. Edited by W. Wright, LL.D. 1884. Svo. 2is.

GREEK CLASSICS, &c.

Aristophanes: A Complete Concordance to the Comedies
and Fragments. By Henry Dunbar, M.D. 4to. il. is.

Aristotle: The Politics, with Introduction, Notes, etc., by
W. L. Newman, M.A., Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Vols. I. and II.

Nearly ready.

Aristotle: The Politics^ translated into English, with Intro-

duction, Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices, by B. Jowett, M.A. Medium
Svo. 2 vols. 2is.

Catalogus Codicum Graecorum Sinaiticorum. Scripsit V.
Gardthausen Lipsiensis. With six pages of Facsimiles. Svo. linen, 25^.

Heracliti Ephesii Reliquiae. Recensuit I. By-water, M.A.
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'Herculanensium Voluminum Partes II. 1824. Svo. icxy.

Fragmenta Herculanensia. A Descriptive Catalogue of the
Oxford copies of the Herculanean Rolls, together with the texts of several

papyri, accompanied by facsimiles. Edited by Walter Scott, M.A., Fellow
of Merton College, Oxford. Royal Svo. cloth, 2is.

Homer: A Complete Concordance to the Odyssey and
Hymns of Homer ; to which is added a Concordance to the Parallel Passages
in the Iliad, Odyssey, and Hymns. By Henry Dunbar, M.D. 1880. 4to. if. is.

- Scholia Graeca in Iliadem. Edited by Professor W.
Dindorf, after a new collation of the Venetian MSS. by D. B. Monro, M.A.,
Provost of Oriel College. 4 vols. Svo. 2/. los. Vols. V and VI. In the Press.

Scholia Graeca in Odysseam. Edidit Guil. Dindorfius.
Tomill. 1855. 8vo - I5-T-6V.
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Philebus, with a revised Text and English Notes, by
Edward Poste, M.A. 1860. 8vo. 7-y. 6d.

Sophistes and Politicus, with a revised Text and English
Notes, by L. Campbell, M.A. 1867. 8vo. i8j.

Theaetetus, with a revised Text and English Notes.
by L. Campbell, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo. los. 6d.

The Dialogues, translated into English, with Analyses
and Introductions, by B. Jowett, M.A. A new Edition in 5 volumes, medium
8vo. 1875. 3/. ioj.

The Republic, translated into English, with an Analysis
and Introduction, by B. Jowett, M.A. Medium 8vo. 125. 6d.

Thucydides : Translated into English, with Introduction,
Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices. By B. Jowett, M.A. 2 vols. 1881.

Medium 8vo. i/. I2J.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, &c.

STUDIA BIBLICA. Essays in Biblical Archaeology and Criti-

cism, and kindred subjects. By Members of the University of Oxford. 8vo.
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ENGLISH. The Holy Bible in the earliest English Versions,
made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and his followers : edited by
the Rev. J. Forshall and Sir F. Madden. 4 vols. 1850. Royal 4to. 3/. 3-y.

[Also reprinted from the above, with Introduction and Glossary
by W. W. Skeat, M.A.

The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the

Song of Solomon : according to the Wycliffite Version made by Nicholas
de Hereford, about A.D. 1381, and Revised by John Purvey, about A.D. 1388.
Extra fcap. 8vo. $s. 6d.

TheNew Testament in English, according to the Version
by John Wycliffe, about A.D. 1380, and Revised by John Purvey, about A.D.
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With an Introduction and Glossary. Demy 8vo. il. is.

Lectures on Ecclesiastes. Delivered in Westminster
Abbey by the Very Rev. George Granville Bradley, D.D., Dean of West-
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GREEK. Vetus Testamentum ex Versione Septuaginta Inter-
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The Greek Testament
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J. Griffiths, M.A. 1859. Svo. 7*. 6d.

Hooker s Works, with his life by Walton, arranged by John
Keble, M.A. Sixth Edition, 1874. 3 vols. Svo. i/. us. 6d.

- the text as arranged by John Keble, M.A. 2, vols.

1875. Svo. us.

Jeivets Works. Edited by R. W. Jelf, D.D. 8 vols. 1848.
8vo. i/. los.

Pearson's Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition, 1877. Svo. IQS. 6d.

Waterland's Review of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, with
a Preface by the late Bishop of London. Crown Svo. 6s. 6d.

- Works, with Life, by Bp. Van Mildert. A new Edition,
with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 1856. Svo. 2/. nj.

Wheatlys Ilhistration of the Book of Common Prayer. A new
Edition, 1846. Svo. 5^.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works of John Wyclif^
by W. W. Shirley, D.D. 1865. Svo. 3*. 6</.

- Select English Works. By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols.

1869-1871. 8vo. i/. is.

-

Trialogus. With the Supplement now first edited.

By Gotthard Lechler. 1869. Svo. 7-r.
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HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY WORKS.

British Barrows, a Record of the Examination of Sepulchral
Mounds in various parts of England. By William Greenwell, M.A., F.S.A.

Together with Description of Figures of Skulls, General Remarks on Pre-

historic Crania, and an Appendix by George Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. 1877.
Medium 8vo. 25^.

Britton. A Treatise upon the Common Law of England',

composed by order of King Edward I. The French Text carefully revised,
with an English Translation, Introduction, and Notes, by F. M. Nichols, M.A.
2 vols. 1865. Royal Svo. I/. i6s.

Clarendons History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. 7 vols. 1839. i8mo. I/, is.

Clarendon's History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. Also his Life, written by himself, in which is included a Con-
tinuation of his History of the Grand Rebellion. With copious Indexes.

In one volume, royal Svo. 1842. I/, is.

Clintons Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 1 85 1 . Svo. 6s. 6d.

- Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 1854. Svo. js.

Corpvs Poeticvm Boreale. The Poetry of the Old Northern
Tongue, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth Century. Edited, clas-

sified, and translated, with Introduction, Excursus, and Notes, by Gudbrand

Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York Powell, M.A. 2 vols. 1883. Svo. 42s.

Freeman (E. A.). History of the Norman Conquest of Eng-
land; its Causes and Results. In Six Volumes. Svo. 5/. gs. 6d.

The Reign of William Rufus and the Accession of
Henry the First. 2 vols. Svo. i/. i6s.

Gascoigne's Theological Dictionary ("Liber Veritatum ") :

Selected Passages, illustrating the condition of Church and State, 1403-1458.
With an Introduction by James E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. Small 4to.
ioj. 6d.

Magna Carta, a careful Reprint. Edited by W. Stubbs, D.D.
1879. 4to * stitched, is.

Passio et Miracula Beati Olaui. Edited from a Twelfth-
Century MS. in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, with an

Introduction and Notes, by Frederick Metcalfe, M.A. Small 4to. stiff
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Protests of the Lords^ including those which have been ex-
punged, from 1624 to 1874; with Historical Introductions. Edited by James
E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. 1875. svols. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

Rogers (J. E. T.}. History of Agriculture and Prices in

England, A.D. 1259-1793.

Vols. I and II (1259-1400). 1866. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

Vols. Ill and IV (1401-1582). 1882. 8vo. 2/. los.

Saxon Chronicles (Two of the] parallel, with Supplementary
Extracts from the Others. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a Glos-
sarial Index, by J. Earle, M.A. 1865. 8vo. i6s.

Stubbs (W., D.D.\ Seventeen Lectures on the Study of
Medieval and Modern History, &c., delivered at Oxford 1867-1884. Demy
8vo. half-bound, IDJ. 6d.

Sturhmga Saga, including the Islendinga Saga of Lawman
Sturla Thordsson and other works. Edited by Dr. Gudbrand Vigfusson.
In 2 vols. 1878. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

York Plays. The Plays performed by the Crafts or Mysteries
of York on the day of Corpus Christi in the I4th, I5th, and i6th centuries.

Now first printed from the unique MS. in the Library of Lord Ashburnham.
Edited with Introduction and Glossary by Lucy Toulmin Smith. 8vo. 2is.

Statutes madefor the University of'Oxford',
andfor the Colleges

and Halls therein, by the University of Oxford Commissioners. 1882. 8vo.
I2J-. 6d,

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis. 1886. 8vo. 5^.

The Examination Statutes for the Degrees of B.A., . Mus.,
B.C.L., and B.M. Revised to Hilary Term, 1887. 8vo. sewed, is.

The Student's Handbook to the University and Colleges of
Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

The Oxford University Calendar for the year 1887. Crown
8vo. 4-r. 6d.

The present Edition includes all Class Lists and other University distinctions

for the seven years ending with 1886.

Also, supplementary to the above, price 5s. (pp. 606),

The Honours Register of the University of Oxford. A complete
Record of University Honours, Officers, Distinctions, and Class Lists ; of the
Heads of Colleges, &c., &c., from the Thirteenth Century to 1883.
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MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

Acland(H. W., M.D., F.R.S.). Synopsis of the Pathological
Series in the OxfordMuseum. 1867. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

De Bary (Dr. A.). Comparative Anatomy of the Vegetative
Organs of the Phanerogams and Ferns. Translated and Annotated by F. O.

Bower, M.A., F.L.S., and D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S. With 241
woodcuts and an Index. Royal 8vo., half morocco, i/. 2s. 6d.

Goebel (Dr. K.}. Outlines of Classification and Special Mor-
phology of Plants. A New Edition of Sachs' Text Book of Botany, Book II.

English Translation by H. E. F. Garnsey, M.A. Revised by I. Bayley Balfour,

M.A., M.D., F.R.S. With 407 Woodcuts. Royal 8vo. half Morocco, 215.

Lectures on the Physiology of Plants. By Julius Sachs. Trans-
lated by H. Marshall Ward, M.A. With 445 Woodcuts. Royal 8vo. Just
ready.

Miiller (y.). On certain Variations in the Vocal Organs of
the Passeres that have hitherto escaped notice. Translated by F. J. Bell, B.A.,
and edited, with an Appendix, by A. H. Garrod. M.A., F.R.S. With Plates.

1878. 4to. paper covers, 7^. 6d.

Price (Bartholomew, M.A., F.R.S.). Treatise on Infinitesimal
Calculus.

Vol. I. Differential Calculus. Second Edition. 8vo. 14^. 6d.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, and Differential Equations.
Second Edition, 1865. 8vo. iSs.

Vol. III. Statics, including Attractions ; Dynamics of a Material Particle.

Second Edition, 1868. 8vo. i6s.

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Material Systems; together with a chapter on Theo-
retical Dynamics, by W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S. 1862. 8vo. i6s.

Pritchard (C., D.D., F.R.S.). Uranometria Nova Oxoniensis.
A Photometric determination of the magnitudes of all Stars visible to the naked

eye, from the Pole to ten degrees south of the Equator. 1885. Royal 8vo. 8j.6</.

- Astronomical Observations made at the University
Observatory, Oxford, under the direction of C. Pritchard, D.D. No. I.

1878. Royal 8vo. paper covers, %s. 6d.

Rigaud's Correspondence of Scientific Men of the Tjt/t Century,
with Table of Contents by A. de Morgan, and Index by the Rev. J. Rigaud,
M.A. 2 vols. 1841-1862. 8vo. iSs. 6d.

Rolleston (George, M.D., F.R.S.). Scientific Papers and Ad-
dresses. Arranged and Edited by William Turner, M.B., F.R.S. With a

Biographical Sketch by Edward Tylor, F.R.S. With Portrait, Plates, and

Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. I/. 45.

Westwood (J. O., M.A., F.R.S.). Thesaurus Entomologicus
Hopeianus, or a Description of the rarest Insects in the Collection given to

the University by the Rev. William Hope. With 40 Plates. 1874. Small

folio, half morocco, 7/.ioj.
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Sbacrrtr 23oofcs of tfie

TRANSLATED BY VARIOUS ORIENTAL SCHOLARS, AND EDITED BY

F. MAX MULLER.

[Demy 8vo. cloth.]

Vol. I. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Miiller.
Part I. The .Oandogya-upanishad, The Talavakara-upanishad, The Aitareya-
arawyaka, The Kaushitaki-brahmawa-upanishad, and The Va^asaneyi-sawhita-
upanishad. los. 6d.

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools ofApastamba, Gautama, VasishMa, and Baudhayana. Translated by
Prof. Georg Biihler. Part I. Apastamba and Gautama, los. 6d.

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part I. The Shft King, The Reli-

gious portions of the Shih King, and The Hsiao King. 1 2s. 6d.

Vol. IV. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Darme-
steter. Parti. TheVendidad. los. 6d.

Vol. V. The Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part I. The Bundahu, Bahman Yajt, and Shayast la-shayast. 1 2s. 6d.

Vols. VI and IX. The Qur'an. Parts I and II. Translated
by E. H. Palmer. 2is.

Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vishnu. Translated by Julius
Jolly, los. 6d.

Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadgita, with The Sanatsu^-atiya, and
The Anugita. Translated by Kashinath Trimbak Telang. los. 6d.

Vol. X. The Dhammapada, translated from Pali by F. Max
Miiller; and The Sutta-Nipata, translated from Pali by V. Fausboll; being

* Canonical Books of the Buddhists. io>r. 6d.

Vol. XI. Buddhist Suttas. Translated from Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids. I. The Mahaparinibbana Suttanta ;

2. The Dhamma-akka-

ppavattana Sutta ; 3. The Tevi^a Suttanta ; 4. The Akankheyya Sutta
;

5. TheAetokhila Sutta; 6. The Maha-sudassana Suttanta ; 7. TheSabbasava
Sutta. i os. 6d.
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Vol. XII. The ^Satapatha-Brahma^a, according to the Text
of the MMhyandina Sc

1 1 m - -* - ---
Books I and II. 1 2s. 6d.

of the Madhyandina School. Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part I.

Vol. XIII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part I. The Patimokkha.
The Mahavagga, I-IV. ios. 6d.

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasish/Aa and Baudhayana. Translated

by Georg Biihler. Part II. Vasish^a and Baudhayana. IQJ. 6d.

Vol. XV. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Mtiller.
Part II. The Ka^a-upanishad, The MnwflTaka-upanishad, The Taittiriyaka-

upanishad, The Brzhadarawyaka-upanishad, The .SVetajvatara-upanishad, The

Prawa-upanishad, and The Maitrayawa-Brahmawa-upanishad. ios. 6d.

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part II. The Yi King. ios. 6d.

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part II. The Mahavagga,
V-X. The Aullavagga, I-III. ios. 6d.

Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part II. The Da^/istan-i Dinik and The Epistles of Manur/fcihar. 1 2s. 6d.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king. A Life of Buddha
by A-rvaghosha Bodhisattva, translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by Dhar-

maraksha, A.D. 420, and from Chinese into English by Samuel Beal. IQJ. 6d.

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part III. The A"ullavagga, IV-XII.
ios. 6d.

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pudarika ; or, the Lotus of the
True Law. Translated by H. Kern. I2.r. 6d.

Vol. XXII. aina-Sutras. Translated from Prakrit by Her-
mann Jacobi. Part I. The AMranga-Sutra. The Kalpa-Sutra. IQJ. 6d.

Vol. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Dar-
mesteter. Part II. The Sirozahs, Ya-rts, and Nyayij. ios. 6d.'

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West
Part III. Dina-i Mainog-i Khirad, ^ikand-gumanik, and Sad-Dar. ios. (
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Second Series.

Vol. XXV. Manu. Translated by Georg Biihler. rm.

Vol. XXVI. The Satapatha-Brahma/za. Translated by
Julius Eggeling. Part II. 1 2s. 6d.

Vols. XXVII and XXVIII. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Parts III and IV.
The Li K\, or Collection of Treatises on the Rules of Propriety, or Ceremonial

Usages. 25^.

Vols. XXIX and XXX. The Ofliya-Sfltras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies. Translated by Hermann Oldenberg.

Part I (Vol. XXIX), us. 6d. Just Published.

Part II (Vol. XXX). In the Press.

The following Volumes are in the Press:

Vol. XXXI. The Zend-Avesta. Part III. The Yasna,
Visparad, Afrinagan, and Gahs. Translated by the Rev. L. H. Mills, fust
ready.

Vol. XXXII. Vedic Hymns. Translated by F. Max Miiller.
Parti.

Vol. XXXIII. Narada, and some Minor Law-books.
Translated by Julius Jolly. {Preparing^

Vol. XXXIV. The Vedanta-Sutras, with Sarikara's Com-
mentary. Translated by G. Thibaut. {Preparing^ ^

*** The Second Series "will consist of Twenty-Four Volumes,
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I. ENGLISH, &c.

A First Reading Book. By Marie Eichens of Berlin
;
and

edited by Anne J. Clough. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, \d.

Oxford Reading Book, Part I. For Little Children. Extra
fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, ftd.

Oxford Reading Book, Part II. For Junior Classes. Extra
fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, 6d.

An Elementary English Grammar and Exercise Book* By
O. W. Tancock, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower Forms
in Classical Schools. By O. W. Tancock, M.A. Fourth Edition. Extra

fcap. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.

Typical Selections from the best English Writers, with Intro-

ductory Notices. Second Edition. In 2 vols. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^. 6d. each.

Vol. I. Latimer to Berkeley. Vol. II. Pope to Macatilay.

Shairp (J. C., LL.D.). Aspects of Poetry; being Lectures
delivered at Oxford. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

A Book for the Beginner in Anglo-Saxon. By John Earle,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

An Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse. With Gram-
matical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Fourth

Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Extra fcap. 8vo. Ss. 6d.

A Second Anglo-Saxon Reader. By the same Author. Extra
fcap. Svo. Nearly ready.

~An Anglo-Saxon Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.
By the same Author. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Old English Reading Primers ; edited by Henry Sweet, M.A.
I. Selected Homilies of ^Elfric. Extra fcap. 8vo., stiff covers, is. 6d.

II. Extracts from Alfred's Orosius. Extra fcap. 8vo., stiff covers, is. 6d.

First Middle English Primer, with Grammar and Glossary.
By the same Author. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Second Middle English Primer. Extracts from Chaucer,
with Grammar and Glossary. By the same Author. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Principles of English Etymology. First Series. By W. W.
Skeat, Litt.D. Crown Svo. Nearly ready.
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The Philology of the English Tongue. By J. Earle, M.A.
Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 7-r. 6d.

An Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.
By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo. $s. 6d.

An Icelandic Prose Reader
,
with Notes, Grammar, and Glossary.

By G. Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York Powell, M.A. Ext. fcap. 8vo. ior. 6d.

A Handbook of Phonetics, including a Popular Exposition of
the Principles of Spelling Reform. By H. Sweet, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Elementarbuch des Gesprochenen Englisch. Grammatik,
Texte und Glossar. Von Henry Sweet. Extra fcap. 8vo., stiff covers, 2 s. 6d.

The Ormuhim ; with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R. M.
White. Edited by R. Holt, M.A. 1878. 2 vols. Extra fcap. 8vo. 21 s.

Specimens of Early English. A New and Revised Edition.
With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By R. Morris, LL.D., and
W. W. Skeat, M.A.

Part I. From Old English Homilies to King Horn (A.D. 1150 to A.D. 1300).
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 9^.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Gower (A.D. 1298 to A.D. 1393).
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 7-y. 6d.

Specimens of English Literature> from the '

Ploughmans
Crede' to the '

Shepheardes Calender' (A.D. 1394 to A.D. 1579). With Intro-

duction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W. W. Skeat, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 7^. 6d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman
,
in three

Parallel Texts
; together with Richard the Redeless. By William Langland

(about 1362-1399 A.D.). Edited from numerous Manuscripts, with Preface,

Notes, and a Glossary, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. 2 vols. 8vo. 31*. 6d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, by
William Langland. Edited, with Notes, by W. W. Skeat, M.A. Third
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. \s. 6d.

Chaucer. I. The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales; the
Knightes Tale

;
The Nonne Prestes Tale. Edited by R. Morris, Editor of

Specimens of Early English, &c., &c. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

II. The Prioresses Tale; Sir Thopas ; The Monkes
Tale ; The Clerkes Tale ;

The Squieres Tale, &c. Edited by W. W. Skeat,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

III. The Tale of the Man of Laive ; The Pardoneres
Tale

; The Second Nonnes Tale ;
The Chanouns Yemannes Tale. By the

same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 45. 6d.

Gamelyn, The Tale of. Edited with Notes, Glossary, &c., by
W. W. Skeat, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. Stiff covers, TJ. 6d.

Minot (Laurence]. Poems. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by Joseph Hall, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. Nearly ready.

C
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Spenser s Faery Queene. Books I and II. Designed chiefly
for the use of Schools. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By G. W.
Kitchin, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. each.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book I. Edited by R. W.
Church, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

v ; OLD ENGLISH DRAMA.
The Pilgrimage to Parnassus with The Two Parts of the

Returnfrom Parnassus. Three Comedies performed in St. John's College,

Cambridge, A.D. MDXCVII-MDCI. Edited from MSS. by the Rev. W. D.

Macray, M.A., F.S.A. Medium 8vo. Bevelled Boards, Gilt top, Ss. 6d.

Marlowe and Greene. Marlowe's Tragical History of Dr.
Faustus, and Greene's Honourable History ofFriar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
Edited by A. W. Ward, M.A. New and Enlarged Edition. Extra fcap.
Svo. 6s.

Marlowe. Edward II. With Introduction, Notes, &c. By
O. W. Tancock, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. .v.

SHAKESPEARE.
Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. G. Clark, M.A.,

and W. Aldis Wright, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. stiff covers.

The Merchant of Venice, is. Macbeth. is.6d.

Richard the Second, u. 6d. Hamlet. 2j.

Edited by W. Aldis Wright, M.A.

The Tempest, is. 6d. Midsummer Night's Dream, is. 6d,

As You Like It. is. 6d. Coriolanus. 2j. 6d.

Julius Caesar, zs. Henry the Fifth. 2s.

Richard the Third, zs. 6d. Twelfth Night, is. 6d.

King Lear. is. 6d. King John. is. 6d.

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist ; a popular Illustration of
the Principles of Scientific Criticism. By R. G. Moulton, M.A. Crown Svo. 5-r.

Bacon. I. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis
Wright, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. 6d.

II. The Essays. With Introduction and Notes. By
S. H. Reynolds, M.A., late Fellow of Brasenose College. In Preparation.

Milton. I. Areopagitica. With Introduction and Notes. By
John W. Hales, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. BJ.

II. Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne, M.A. 2 vols.
Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 6s. 6d. Sold separately, Vol. I.4J.; Vol. II. 3*.

In paper covers :

Lycidas, 3^. L'Allegro, $d. II Penseroso, $d. Comus, 6d.

Samson Agonistes, 6d.

III. Samson Agonistes. Edited with Introduction and
Notes by John Churton Collins. Extra fcap. Svo. stiff covers, is.
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Bunyan. I. The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace Abounding, Rela-
tion of the Imprisonment of Mr.John Bunyan. Edited, with Biographical
Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5*.
In ornamental Parchment. 6s.

II. Holy War, &*c. Edited by E. Venables, M.A.
In the Press.

Clarendon. History of the Rebellion. Book VI. Edited
by T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Dryden. Select Poems. Stanzas on the Death of Oliver
Cromwell

;
Astroea Redux ;

Annus Mirabilis ;
Absalom and Achitophel ;

Religio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther. Edited by W. D. Christie, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Intro-

duction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Addison. Selectionsfrom Papersin the Spectator. With Notes.

By T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4$. 6d. In ornamental Parchment, 6s.

Steele. Selections from the Tatler, Spectator ,
and Guardian.

Edited by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. 6d. In white Parchment, ^s. 6d.

Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By Mark Pattison, B.D.

I. Essay on Man. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

II. Satires and Epistles. Extra fcap. Svo. zs.

Parnell. The Hermit. Paper covers, id.

Gray. Selected Poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse. Extra
fcap. Svo. Stiff covers, is. 6d. In white Parchment, 3^.

- Elegy and Ode on Eton College. Paper covers, id.

Goldsmith. The Deserted Village. Paper covers, id.

Johnson. I. Rasselas ; Lives of Dryden and Pope. Edited
by Alfred Milnes, M.A. (London). Extra fcap. Svo. 4?. 6d., or Lives of
Dryden and Pope only, stiff covers, 2s. 6d.

- II. Vanity of Human Wishes. With Notes, by E. J.
Payne, M.A. Paper covers, ^d.

Boswell's Life of Johnson. With the Journal of a Tour to

the Hebrides. Edited, with copious Notes, Appendices, and Index, by G.
Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L., Pembroke College. With Portraits and Facsimiles.

6 vols. Medium Svo. Nearly ready.

Cowper. Edited, with Life, Introductions, and Notes, by
H. T. Griffith, B.A.

- I. The Didactic Poems of 1782, with Selections from the
Minor Pieces, A.D. 1779-1783. Extra fcap. Svo. 3-r.

II. The Task, with Tirocinium, and Selections from the
Minor Poems, A.D. 1784-1799. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3 s.

C 2
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Burke. Select Works. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by E. J. Payne, M.A.

I. Thoughts on the Present Discontents ; the two Speeches
on America. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

II. Reflections on the French Revolution. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 5-r.

III. Four Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the

Regicide Directory of France. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5^.

Keats. Hyperion, Book I. With Notes by W. T. Arnold, B.A.
Paper covers, $d.

Byron. Childe Harold. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by H. F. Tozer, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d. In white Parchment, $s.

Scott. Lay of the Last Minstrel. Edited with Preface and'
Notes by W. Minto, M.A. With Map. Extra fcap. 8vo. Stiff covers, 2f.

Ornamental Parchment, 3.?. 6d.

- Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canto I.,

with Preface and Notes, by the same Editor. 6d.

II. LATIN.

Rudimenta Latina. Comprising Accidence, and Exercises of

a very Elementary Character, for the use of Beginners. By John Barrow

Allen, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By the same Author.
Forty-second Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S.$d.

A First Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Fourth
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Extra
fcap. 8vo. 3-y. 6d.

Reddenda Minora, or Easy Passages, Latin and Greek, for

Unseen Translation. For the use of Lower Forms. Composed and selected

by C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

Anglice Reddenda^ or Easy Extracts, Latin and Greek, for

Unseen Translation. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Third Edition, Revised and

Enlarged, Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Anglice Reddenda. Second Series. By the same Author.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^. fust Published.

Passagesfor Translation into Latin. For the use of Passmen
and others. Selected by J. Y. Sargent, M.A. Fifth Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 2s. 6d.
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Exercises in Latin Prose Composition; with Introduction,
Notes and Passages of Graduated Difficulty for Translation into Latin. By
G. G. Ramsay, M.A., LL.D. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Hints and Helps for Latin Elegiacs. By H. Lee-Warner, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

First Latin Reader. By T. J. Nunns, M.A. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Caesar. The Commentaries (for Schools). With Notes and
Maps. By Charles E. Moberly, M.A.

Part I. The Gallic War. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Part II. The Civil War. Extra fcap. 8vo. 35. 6d.

The Civil War. Book I. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Cicero. Speeches against Catilina. By E. A. Upcott, M.A.,
Assistant Master in Wellington College. In the Press.

Cicero. Selection of interesting and descriptive passages. With
Notes. By Henry Walford, M.A. In three Parts. Extra fcap. 8vo.4^. 6d.

Each Part separately, limp, is. 6d.

Part I. Anecdotes from Grecian and Roman History. Third Edition.

Part II. Omens and Dreams: Beauties of Nature. Third Edition.

Part III. Rome's Rule of her Provinces. Third Edition.

Cicero. De Senectute. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by L. Huxley, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Or separately, Text and Introduction, is. Notes is.

Cicero. Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edition.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

Cicero. Select Orations (for Schools). In Verrem I. De
Imperio Gn. Pompeii. Pro Archia. Philippica IX. With Introduction and

Notes by J. R. King, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Cornelius Nepos. With Notes. By Oscar Browning, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Horace. Selected Odes. With Notes for the use of a Fifth

Form. By E. C. Wickham, M.A. In two Parts. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s.

Or separately, Part I. Text, is. Part II. Notes, if.

Livy. Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
H. Lee-Warner, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. In Parts, limp, each is. dd.

Part I. The Caudine Disaster. Part II. Hannibal's Campaign
in Italy. Part III. The Macedonian War.

Livy. Books V-VII. With Introduction and Notes. By
A. R. Cluer, B.A. Second Edition. Revised by P. E. Matheson, M.A.

Extra fcap. 8vo. (In one or two vols.) $s.

Livy. Books XXI, XXII, and XXIII. With Introduction
and Notes. By M. T. Tatham, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 45. 6<t.
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Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With Introductions
and Notes, and an Appendix on the Roman Calendar. By W. Ramsay, M. A.
Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5*. 6d.

Ovid. Tristia. Book I. The Text revised, with an Intro-
duction and Notes. By S. G. Owen, B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Plautus. Captivi. Edited by W. M. Lindsay, M.A. Extra
fcap. 8vo. In the Press.

Plautus. The Trimtmmus. With Notes and Introductions.
Intended for the Higher Forms of Public Schools. By C. E. Freeman, M.A.,
and A. SloTnan, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r.

Pliny. Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

Sallust. With Introduction and Notes. By W. W. Capes,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-IV. Edited, with Introduc-
tion and Notes for the use of Schools and Junior Students, by H. Furneaux.
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. ^s.

Terence. Andria. With Notes and Introductions. By C.
E. Freeman, M.A., and A. Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

-
Adelphi. With Notes and Introductions. Intended for

the Higher Forms of Public Schools. By A. Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 3-r.

Tibullus and Propertins. Selections. Edited by G. G. Ramsay,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. (In one or two vols.) 6s. fust Published.

Virgil. With Introduction and Notes. By T. L. Papillon,
M.A. Two vols. Crown 8vo. los. 6d. The Text separately, 43. 6d.

Virgil. The Eclogues. Edited by C. S. Jerram. M.A. In
two Parts. Crown 8vo. Nearly ready.

Catulli Veronensis Liber. Iterum recognovit, apparatum cri-
ticum prolegomena appendices addidit, Robinson Ellis, A.M. 1878. Demy
8vo. i6s.

A Commentary on Catullus. By Robinson Ellis, M.A.
1876. Demy 8vo. i6s.

Catulli Veronensis Carmina Selecta, secundum recognitionem
Robinson Ellis, A.M. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s - 6d.

Cicero de Oratore. With Introduction and Notes. By A. S.
Wilkins, M.A.

Book I. 1879. 8vo. 6s. Book II. 1881. 8vo. 5^.

Philippic Orations. With Notes. By J. R. King, M.A.
Second Edition. 1879. 8vo. los. 6d.
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Cicero. Select Letters. With English Introductions, Notes,
and Appendices. By Albert Watson, M.A. Third Edition. Demy Svo. 1 8s.

- Select Letters. Text. By the same Editor. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4-r.

pro Cluentio. With Introduction and Notes. By W.
Ramsay, M.A. Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. 2nd Ed. Ext. fcap. Svo. $s. 6d.

Horace. With a Commentary. Volume I. The Odes, Carmen
Seculare, and Epodes. By Edward C. Wickham, M.A. Second Edition.

1877. Demy Svo. 12^.

A reprint of the above, in a size suitable for the use
of Schools. Extra fcap. Svo. 6s. (May also be had in two parts.)

Ltvy, Book I. With Introduction, Historical Examination,
and Notes. By J. R. Seeley, M.A. Second Edition. 1881. Svo. 6s.

Ovid. P. Ovidii Nasonis Ibis. Ex Novis Codicibus edidit,
Scholia Vetera Commentarium cum Prolegomenis Appendice Indice addidit,
R. Ellis, A.M. Svo. IQJ. 6d.

Persius. The Satires. With a Translation and Commentary.
By John Conington, M.A. Edited by Henry Nettleship, M.A. Second
Edition. 1874. Svo. 7-y. 6d.

Jtivenal. XIII Satires. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by C. H. Pearson, M.A., and Herbert A. Strong, M.A., LL.D., Professor

of Latin in Liverpool University College, Victoria University. In two Parts.

Crown Svo. Complete, 6s. Jtist Published.

Also separately. Part I. Introduction, Text, etc., 3^. Part II. Notes, 3^. 6d.

Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-VI. Edited, with Intro-
duction and Notes, by H. Furneaux, M.A. Svo. iSs.

Nettleship (//., M.A.). Lectures and Essays on Subjects con-
nected with Latin Scholarship and Literature. Crown Svo. 7-r. 6d.

The Roman Satura : its original form in connection with
its literary development. Svo. sewed, \s.

Ancient Lives of Vergil. With an Essay on the Poems
of Vergil, in connection with his Life and Times. Svo. sewed, 2s.

Papillon (T. L., M.A.). A Manual of Comparative Philology.
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. 1882. Crown Svo. 6s.

Finder (North, M.A.}, Selections from the less known Latin
Poets. 1869. Svo. 15-y.

Sellar (
W. Y., M.A.). Roman Poets of the Augustan Age.

VIRGIL. New Edition. 1883. Crown Svo. 9 J.

Roman Poets of the Republic. New Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. iSSi. Svo. 14^.

Wordsworth (J., M.A.). Fragments and Specimens of Early
Latin. With Introductions and Notes. 1874. Svo. iSs.
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III. GREEK.

A Greek Primer, for the use of beginners in that Language.
By the Right Rev. Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. ij. 6d.

Easy Greek Reader. By Evelyn Abbott, M.A. In two
Parts. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

The Text and Notes may be had separately, is. 6d. each.

Graecae Grammaticae Rudimenta in usum Scholarum. Auc-
tore Carolo Wordsworth, D.C.L. Nineteenth Edition, 1882. ismo. 4*.

A Greek-English Lexicon^ abridged from Liddell and Scott's

4to. edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Twenty-first Edition. 1884.

Square I2mo. ^s. 6d.

Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective ; their forms, meaning,
and quantity; embracing all the Tenses used by Greek writers, with references

to the passages in which they are found. By W. Veitch. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

The Elements of Greek Accentuation (for Schools) : abridged
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

A SERIES OF GRADUATED GREEK READERS:
First Greek Reader. By W. G. Rushbrooke, M.L. Second

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Second Greek Reader. By A. M. Bell, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 3J. 6d.

Fourth Greek Reader ; being Specimens of Greek Dialects.
With Introductions, etc. By W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Fifth Greek Reader. Selections from Greek Epic and
Dramatic Poetry, with Introductions and Notes. By Evelyn Abbott, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 4-r. 6d.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry : being a Col-
lection of the finest passages in the Greek Classic Poets, with Introductory
Notices and Notes. By R.' S. Wright. M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

A Golden Treasury of Greek Prose, being a Collection of the
finest passages in the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Introductory Notices
and Notes. By R. S. Wright, M.A., and J. E. L. Shadwell, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 4<r. 6d.

Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound (for Schools). With Introduc-
tion and Notes, by A. O. Prickard, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

- Agamemnon. With Introduction and Notes, by Arthur
Sidgwick, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

Choephoroi. With Introduction and Notes by the same
Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3.?.
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Aristophanes. In Single Plays. Edited, with English Notes,
Introductions, &c., by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

I. The Clouds, Second Edition, is.

II. The Acharnians, is. III. The Frogs, is.

Cebes. Tabula. With Introduction and Notes. By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Demosthenes. Olynthiacs and Philippics. Edited by Evelyn
Abbott, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. In two Parts. In the Press.

Euripides. Alcestis (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

Helena. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, etc., for

Upper and Middle Forms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s -

Iphigenia in Tauris. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
etc., for Upper and Middle Forms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 3-y.

- Medea. By C. B. Heberden, M.A. In two Parts.
Extra fcap. 8vo. is.

Or separately, Part I. Introduction and Text, is.

Part II. Notes and Appendices, is.

Herodotus, Selections from. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and a Map, by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII (for Schools). By W. W.
Merry, M.A. Twenty-seventh Thousand. Extra fcap. Svo. 4*. 6d.

Book II, separately, u. 6d.

Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV (for Schools). By the
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 5^.

Iliad, Book I (for Schools). By D. B. Monro, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Iliad, Books I-XII (for Schools). With an Introduction,
a brief Homeric Grammar, and Notes. By D. B. Monro, M.A. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 6s.

Iliad, Books VI and XXI. With Introduction and
Notes. By Herbert Hailstone, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d. each.

Lucian. Vera Historia (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Plato. Selections from the Dialogues [including the whole of
the Apology and Crito\ With Introduction and Notes by John Purves, M.A.,
and a Preface by the Rev. B. Jowett, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 6s. (\d.
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Sophocles. For the use of Schools. Edited with Intro-
ductions and English Notes. By Lewis Campbell, M.A., and Evelyn Abbott,
M.A. New and Revised Edition. 2 Vols. Extra fcap. 8vo. los. 6d.

Sold separately, Vol. I, Text, 45. 6d.
;
Vol. II, Explanatory Notes, 6s.

Sophocles. In Single Plays, with English Notes, &c. By
Lewis Campbell, M.A., and Evelyn Abbott, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp.

Oedipus Tyrannus, Philoctetes. New and Revised Edition, 2s. each.

Oedipus Coloneus, Antigone, is. gd. each.

Ajax, Electra, Trachiniae, 2s. each.

. Oedipus Rex: Dindorfs Text, with Notes by the

present Bishop of St. David's. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp, is. 6ct.

Theocritus (for Schools). With Notes. By H. Kynaston,
D.D. (late Snow). Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Xenophon. Easy Selections (for Junior Classes). With a

Vocabulary, Notes, and Map. By J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L. , and C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
J. S. Phillpotts. B.C.L. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Anabasis, Book I. Edited for the use of Junior Classes
and Private Students. With Introduction, Notes, etc. By J. Marshall, M.A.,
Rector of the Royal High School, Edinburgh. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Anabasis, Book II. With Notes and Map. By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Cyropaedia, Books IV and V. With Introduction and
Notes by C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6ct.

Aristotle's Politics. By W. L.Newman, M.A. [In the Press.]

Aristotelian Studies. I. On the Structure of the Seventh
Book of the Nicomachean Ethics. By J. C. Wilson, M.A. 8vo. stiff, 5*.

Aristotelis Ethica Nicomachea, ex recensione Immanuelis
Bekkeri. Crown SVQ. 5^.

Demosthenes and Aeschines. The Orations of Demosthenes
and ^Eschines on the Crown. With Introductory Essays and Notes. By
G. A. Simcox, M.A., and W. H. Simcox, M.A. 1872. 8vo. 12s.

Head (Barclay V.). Historia Numorum : A Manual of Greek
Numismatics. Royal 8vo. half-bound. 2/. 2s. Just Published.

Hicks (E. L., M.A.). A Manual of Greek Historical hiscrip-
tions. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.
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Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII. Edited with English Notes,
Appendices, etc. By W. W. Merry, M.A., and the late James Riddell, M.A.
1886. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. i6s.

Homer. A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect. By D. B. Monro,
M.A. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments. With English Notes
and Introductions, by Lewis Campbell, M.A. 2 vols.

Vol.1. Oedipus Tyranntis. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone. 8vo. i6j.

Vol. II. Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae. Philoctetes. Fragments. 8vo. i6s.

IV. FRENCH AND ITALIAN.

Brachefs Etymological Dictionary of the French Language^
with a Preface on the Principles of French Etymology. Translated into

English by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

Historical Grammar of the French Language. Trans-
lated into English by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Works by GEOKGE SAINTSBUKY, M.A.

Primer of French Literature. Extra fcap. 8vo. is.

Short History of French Literature. Crown 8vo. ios.6d.

Specimens of French Literature,from Villon to Hugo. Crown
8vo. 9-r.

MASTERPIECES OF THE FRENCH DRAMA.

Corneille's Horace. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Moliere's Les Precieuses Ridicules. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Andrew Lang, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

Racine's Esther. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Beaumarchais" LeBarbier de Seville. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Voltaire's Mc'rope. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s.

Mussefs On ne badine pas avec VAmour, and Fantasio. Edited,
with Prolegomena, Notes, etc., by Walter Herries Pollock. Extra fcap.

8vo. 2s.

The above six Plays may be had in ornamental case, and bound
in Imitation Parchment, price I2s. 6d.
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Sainte-Beuve. Selectionsfrom the Causeries du Lundi. Edited

by George Saintsbury. Extra fcap. 8vo. is.

Quinet's Lettres a sa Mere. Selected and edited by George
Saintsbury. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Gautier, Theophile. Scenes of Travel. Selected and Edited

by George Saintsbury. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

L?Eloquence de la Chaire et de la Tribune Francaises. Edited

by Paul Blouet, B.A. (Univ. Gallic.). Vol. I. French Sacred Oratory.
Extra fcap. 8vo. zs. 6d.

Edited by G-USTAVE MASSON, B.A.

Corneille's Cinna. With Notes, Glossary; etc. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, zs. Stiff covers, is, 6d.

Louis XIV and his Contemporaries ; as described in Extracts
from the best Memoirs of the Seventeenth Century. With English Notes,

Genealogical Tables, &c. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Maistre, Xavier de. Voyage autoiir de ma Chambre. Ourika,
by Madame de Duras; Le Vieux Tailleur, by MM. Erckmann-Chatrian ;

La Veillee de Vincennes, by Alfred de Vigny ; Les Jumeaux de 1'Hotel

Covne\\\&,\)j Edmond About ; Mesaventures d'un Ecolier, by Rodolphe Topffer.
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Moliere
3
s Les Fourberies de Scapin^ and Racine s Athalie.

With Voltaire's Life of Moliere. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Moliere
1

s Les Fourberies de Scapin. With Voltaire's Life of
Moliere. Extra fcap. Svo. stiff covers, is. 6d.

Moliere's Les Femmes Savantes. With Notes, Glossary, etc.

Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2s. Stiff covers, is. 6d.

Racine's Andromaque, and Corneilles Le Menteur. With
Louis Racine's Life of his Father. Extra fcap. Svo. is, 6d.

Regnartfs Le Joueur^ and Brueys and Palaprafs Le Grondeur.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Sevigne', Madame de, and her chief Contemporaries, Selections

from the Correspondence of. Intended more especially for Girls' Schools;

Extra fcap. Svo. 3-f.

Dante. Selections from the Inferno. With Introduction am
Notes. By H. B. Cotterill, B.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4*. 6d.

Tasso. La Gerusalemme Liberata. Cantos i, ii. With In-

troduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.
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V. GERMAN.
Scherer ( W.). A History of German Literature. Translated

from the Third German .Edition by Mrs. F. Conybeare. Edited by F. Max
Miiller. 2 vols. 8vo. 2is.

Max Miiller. The German Classics, from the Fourth to the
Nineteenth Century. With Biographical Notices, Translations into Modern

German, and Notes. By F. Max Miiller, M.A. A New Edition, Revised,.

Enlarged, and Adapted to Wilhelm Scherer's
'

History of German Literature,'

by F. Lichtenstein. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 2is.

GERMAN COURSE. By HERMANN LANGE.

The Germans at Home ; a Practical Introduction to German
Conversation, with an Appendix containing the Essentials of German Grammar.
Second Edition. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The German Manual ; a German Grammar, Reading Book,
and a Handbook of German Conversation. 8vo. 'js. 6d

Grammar of the German Language. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

German Composition ; A Theoretical and Practical Guide to

the Art of Translating English Prose into German. Svo. 4-r. 6d.

Lessing*s Laokoon. With Introduction, English Notes, etc.

By A Hamann, Phil. Doc., M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4*. 6d.

Schiller's Wilhelm Tell. Translated into English Verse by
E. Massie, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 5*.

Also, Edited by C. A. BTJCHHEIM, Phil. Doc.

Becker s Friedrich der Grosse. Extra fcap. Svo. In the Press.

Goethe's Egmont. With a Life of Goethe, &c. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. y.

Iphigenie auf Tauris. A Drama. With a Critical In-
troduction and Notes. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3-r.

Heine''s Prosa^ being Selections from his Prose Works. With
English Notes, etc. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. 6d.

Heine's Harzreise. With Life of Heine, Descriptive Sketch
of the Harz, and Index. Extra fcap. Svo. paper covers, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm. A Comedy. With a Life
of Lessing, Critical Analysis, etc. Extra fcap. Svo. $s. 6d.

Nathan der Weise. With Introduction, Notes, etc.

Extra fcap. Svo. 4*. 6d.
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Schiller's Historische Skizzen ; Egmonfs Leben und Tod, and
Belagerung von Antwerpen. With a Map. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

- Wilhelm Tell. With a Life of Schiller; an his-

torical and critical Introduction, Arguments, and a complete Commentary,
and Map. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. %s. 6d.

Wilhelm Tell. School Edition. With Map. 2s.

Modern German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Ex-
tracts in Prose and Poetry from Modern German writers :

Part I. With English Notes, a Grammatical Appendix, and a complete
Vocabulary. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.6d.

Part II. With English Notes and an Index. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Niebuhr s Griechische Heroen-Geschichten. Tales of Greek
Heroes. Edited with English Notes and a Vocabulary, by Emma S. Buchheim.
School Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. Stiff covers, is. 6d.

VI. MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

By LEWIS HEETSLEY, M.A.

Figures made -Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. Crown 8vo. 6d.

Answers to the Examples in Figures made Easy> together
with two thousand additional Examples, with Answers. Crown 8vo. is.

The Scholar's Arithmetic : with Answers. Crown 8vo. 4s.6d.
The Scholars Algebra. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Aldis (IV. S., M.A.}. A Text-Book of Algebra. Crown 8vo.

Nearly ready.

Baynes (R. E., M.A.}. Lessons on Thermodynamics. 1878.
Crown 8vo. Js. 6d.

Chambers (G. F., F.R.A.S.}. A Handbook of Descriptive
Astronomy. Third Edition. 1877. Demy 8vo. 28s.

Clarke (Col. A. R.,C.B.,R.E.). Geodesy. 1880. 8vo. izs. 6d.

Cremona (Luigi). Elements of Projective Geometry. Trans-
lated by C. Leudesdorf, M.A. 8vo. i is. 6d.

Donkin. Acoustics. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d. .

Euclid Revised. Containing the Essentials of the Elements
of Plane Geometry as given by Euclid in his first Six Books. Edited by
R. C. J. Nixon, M.A. Crown 8vo. ;j. 6d.

Sold separately as follows,

Books I-IV. sj. 6d. Books I, II. is. 6d.

Book I. is.
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Galton (Douglas, C.B., F.R.S.). The Construction of Healthy
D^vellings. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

Hamilton (Sir R. G. C.}, and J. Ball. Book-keeping. New
and enlarged Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp cloth, 2s.

Ruled Exercise books adapted to the above may be had, price is.

Harcourt (A. G. Vernon, M.A.), and H. G. Madan,
Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Vol. I. Elementary Exercises. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. 9^.

Maclaren (Archibald). A System of Physical Education :

Theoretical and Practical. Extra fcap. 8vo. Is. 6d.

Madan (H. G., M.A.]. Tables of Qualitative Analysis.
Large 4to. paper, ^s. 6d.

Maxivell(J. Clerk, M.A., F.R.S.}. A Treatise on Electricity
and Magnetism. Second Edition. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. il. us. 6ct.

-An Elementary Treatise on -Electricity. Edited by
William Garnett, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7-y. 6d.

Minchin (G. M., M.A.). A Treatise on Statics with Applica-
tions to Physics. Third Edition, Corrected and Enlarged. Vol. I. Equili-
briiim of Coplanar Forces. 8vo. $s. Vol. II. Statics. Svo. i6s.-

Uniplanar Kinematics of Solids and Fluids. Crown
8vo. yj. 6d.

Phillips (John, M.A., F.R.S.). Geology of Oxford and the

Valley ofthe Thames. 1871. Svo. 2U.

Vesuvius. 1869. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Prestwich (Joseph^ M.A., F.R.S.). Geology^ Chemical^ Physical,
and Stratigraphical. Vol.1. Chemical and Physical. Royal Svo. 25*.

Roach (T., M.A.]. Elementary Trigonometry. Crown Svo.

Nearly ready.

Rollestons Forms of Animal Life. Illustrated by Descriptions
and Drawings of Dissections. New Edition. {Nearly ready.}

Smyth. A Cycle of Celestial Objects. Observed, Reduced,
and Discussed by Admiral W. H. Smyth, R.N. Revised, condensed, and

greatly enlarged by G, F. Chambers, F.R.A.S. 1881. Svo. Price reduced
tO I2S.

Stewart (Balfoiir, LL.D., F.R.S.}. A Treatise on Heat, with
numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo.
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Vernon-Harcourt (L. F., M.A.). A Treatise on Rivers and
Canals, relating to the Control and Improvement of Rivers, and the Design,
Construction, and Development of Canals. 2 vols. (Vol. I, Text. Vol. II,

Plates.) 8vo. au.

Harbours and Docks ; their Physical Features, History,
Construction, Equipment, and Maintenance

;
with Statistics as to their Com-

mercial Development. 2 vols. 8vo. 25^.

Watson (H. W., M.A.). A Treatise on the Kinetic Theory
of Gases. 1876. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

Watson (H. W., D. Sc., F.R.S.), and S. H. Burbury, M.A.
I. A Treatise on the Application of Generalised Coordinates to the Kinetics of

a Material System. 1879. 8vo. 6s.

II. The Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism. Vol. I. Electro-

statics. 8vo. los. bd.

Williamson (A. W., Phil. Doc., F.R.S.}. Chemistry for
Students. A new Edition, with Solutions. 1873. Extra fcap. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

VII. HISTORY.

Bluntschli (J. K.). The Theory of the State. By J. K.
Bluntschli, late Professor of Political Sciences in the University of Heidel-

berg. Authorised English Translation from the Sixth German Edition.

Demy Svo. half bound, izs. 6d.

Finlay (George, LL.D.). A History of Greece from its Con-
quest by the Romans to the present time, B.C. 146 to A.D. 1864. A new

Edition, revised throughout, and in part re-written, with considerable ad-

ditions, by the Author, and edited by H. F. Tozer, M.A. 7 vols. Svo. 3/. los.

Fortescue (Sir John, Kt.). The Governance of England:
otherwise called The Difference between an Absolute and a Limited Mon-

archy. A Revised Text. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Appendices,

by Charles Plummer, M.A. Svo. half bound, 12s. 6d.

Freeman (E.A., D.C.L.}. A Short History of the Norman
Conquest ofEngland. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.6d.

George (H. B.,M.A .). Genealogical Tables illustrative ofModern
History. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Small 4to. 1 2s.

Hodgkin (T.). Italy and her Invaders. Illustrated with
Plates and Maps. Vols. I IV., A.D. 376-553. Svo. 3/. 8s.

Kite/tin (G. W., D.D.). A History of France. With numerous
Maps, Plans, and Tables. In Three Volumes. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

each IQS. &d.

Vol. i. Down to the Year 1453.

Vol. 2. From 1453-1624. Vol. 3. From 1624-1793.
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Payne (E. J., M.A.}. A History of the United States of
America. In the Press.

Ranke (L. von}. A History of England, principally in the
Seventeenth Century. Translated by Resident Members of the University of

Oxford, under the superintendence of G. W. Kitchin, D.D., and C. W. Boase,
M.A. 1875. 6 vols. 8vo. 3/. 3-$-.

Rawlinson (George, M.A.}. A Manual of Ancient Plistory.
Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 14^.

Rogers (J. E. Thorold, M.A.}. The First Nine Years of the
Bank of England. 8vo. cloth. Just ready.

Select CJiarters and other Illustrations ofEnglish Constitutional

History, from the Earliest Times to the Reign of Edward I. Arranged and
edited by W. Stubbs, D.D. Fifth Edition. '1883. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Stubbs
( W., D.D.}. The Constitutional History of England,

in its Origin and Development. Library Edition. 3 vols. demy 8vo. 2/. 8s.

Also in 3 vols. crown 8vo. price i. each.

Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Medieval and
Modern History, &c., delivered at Oxford 1867-1884. Demy 8vo. half-bound,
icj. 6d.

Wellesley. A Selection from the Despatches, Treaties, and
other Papers of the Marquess Wellesley, K.G., during his Government
of India. Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. 1877. 8vo. i/. 4^.

Wellington. A Selection from the Despatches, Treaties, and
other Papers relating to India of Field-Marshal the Duke of Wellington, KG.
Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. 1880. 8vo. 24*.

A Plistory of British India. By S. J. Owen. M.A., Reader
in Indian History in the University of Oxford. In preparation.

VIII. LAW.
Alberici Gentilis, I.C.D., I.C., De lure Belli Libri Tres.

EdiditT. E. Holland, I.C.D. 1877. Small 4to. half morocco, au.

Anson (Sir William R., Bart., D.C.L.). Principles of the

English Law of Contract, and ofAgency in its Relation to Contract. Fourth
Edition. Demy 8vo. TOJ. 6d.

- Law and Ciistom of the Constitution. Part I. Parlia-
ment. Demy 8vo. \QS. 6d.

Bentham (Jeremy]. An Introduction to the Principles of
Morals and Legislation. Crown Svo. 6s. 6d.

Digby (Kenelm E., M.A.). An Introdnction to the History of
the Law of Real Property. Third Edition. Demy Svo. JO.T. 6d.

Gaii Institntionnm Juris Civilis Commentarii Qnattnor ; or,
Elements of Roman Law by Gains. With a Translation and Commentary
by Edward Poste, M.A. Second Edition. 1875. Svo. iSs.
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Hall
(
W.

., M.A.). InternationalLaw. Second Ed. 8vo. 2is.

Holland (T. E.^ D.C.L.). The Elements of Jurisprudence
Third Edition. Demy 8vo. TOJ. 6d.

The European Concert in the Eastern Question ,
a Col-

lection of Treaties and other Public Acts. Edited, with Introductions

Notes, by Thomas'Erskine Holland, D.C.L. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Imperatoris lustiniani Institutionum Libri Quattuor ; with
Introductions, Commentary. Excursus and Translation. By J. E. Moyle, B.C.L..

M.A. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 2is.

Justinian^ The Institiites of> edited as a recension of the
Institutes of Gaius, by Thomas Erskine Holland, D.C.L. Second Edition,
1881. Extra fcap. 8vo. $s.

Justinian^ Select Titlesfrom the Digest of. By T. E. Holland,
D.C.L., and C. L. Shadwell, B.C.L. 8vo. 14.?.

Also sold in Parts, in paper covers, as follows :

Part I. Introductory Titles. 2s. 6d. Part II. Family Law. is.

Part III. Property Law. 2s. 6d. Part IV. Law of Obligations (No. i). 35. 6d.

Part IV. Law of Obligations (No. 2). 45. 6d.

Lex Aquilia. The Roman Law of Damage to Property:
being a Commentary on the Title of the Digest

' Ad Legem Aquiliam
'

(ix. 2).
With an Introduction to the Study of the Corpus luris Civilis. By Erwin
Grueber, Dr. Jur., M.A. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

Markby ( W., D.C.L.). Elements ofLaw considered with refer-
ence to Principles of General Jurisprudence. Third Edition. Demy 8vo. I2s.6d.

Twiss (Sir Travers, D.C.L.). The Law of Nations considered
as Independent Political Communities.

Part I. On the Rights and Duties of Nations in time of Peace. A new Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. 1884. Demy 8vo. i^s.

Part II. On the Rights and Duties of Nations in Time of War. Second Edition
Revised. 1875. Demy 8vo. 2is.

IX. MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY, &c.

Bacons Novum Organum. Edited, with English Notes, by
G. W. Kitchin, D.D. 1855. 8vo. gs. 6ct.

- Translated by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. 1855. 8vo. 9*. 6d.

Berkeley. The Works of George Berkeley, D.D., formerly
Bishop of Cloyne ; including many of his writings hitherto unpublished.
With Prefaces, Annotations, and an Account of his Life and Philosophy,
by Alexander Campbell Eraser, M.A. 4 vols. 1871. 8vo. 2/. iSs.

The Life, Letters, &c. i vol. i6s.

Selections from. With an Introduction and Notes.
For the use of Students in the Universities. By Alexander Campbell Eraser,
LL.D. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.
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Fowler
( T., D.D.}. The Elements of Deductive Logic, designed

mainly for the use of Junior Students in the Universities. Eighth Edition,

with a Collection of Examples. Extra fcap. 8vo. $s. 6d.

The Elements of Indtictive Logic, designed mainly for
the use of Students in the Universities. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s.

- and Wilson (J. M., B.D.). The Principles of Morals
(Introductory Chapters). 8vo. boards, y. 6d.

The Principles of Morals. Part II. (Being the Body
of the Work.) 8vo. ior. 6d. Just Published.

Edited by T. FOWLEB, D.D.

Bacon. Novum Organum. With Introduction, Notes, &c.
1878. 8vo. 14-y.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Danson (J. T.}. The Wealth of Households. Crown 8vo. $s.

Green (T. H., M.A.). Prolegomena to Ethics. Edited by
A. C. Bradley, M.A. Demy Svo. i is. 6d.

Hegel. The Logic of Hegel ; translated from the Encyclo-
paedia of the Philosophical Sciences. With Prolegomena by William

Wallace, M.A. 1874. 8vo - I 4S -

Lotze's LogiC) in Three Books
;
of Thought, of Investigation,

and of Knowledge. English Translation; Edited by B. Bosanquet, M.A.,
Fellow of University College, Oxford. Svo. doth, \is. 6d.

- Metaphysic, in Three Books; Ontology, Cosmology,
and Psychology. English Translation

;
Edited by B. Bosanquet, M.A.

Svo. cloth, 1 2s. 6d.

Martineau (James, D.D.). Types of Ethical Theory. Second
Edition. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 15^.

Rogers (J. E. Thorold,M.A.). A ManualofPolitical Economy,
for the use of Schools. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4*. 6d.

Smith's Wealth of Nations. A new Edition, with Notes, by
J. E. Thorold Rogers. M.A. 2 vols. Svo. 1880. 2is.

X. ART, &c.

Head (Barclay V.}. Historia Numorum. A Mamial of Greek
Numismatics. Royal Svo. half morocco, 42 s.

Hullah (John). The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Ouseley (Sir F. A. Gore, Bart.). A Treatise on Harmony.
Third Edition. 4to. IQJ.

- A Treatise on Counterpoint> Canon, and Fitgue, based
upon that of Cherubini. Second Edition. 4to. i6s.

A Treatise on Musical Form and General Composition.
Second Edition. 4to. icw.
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Robinson (y. C.> F.S.A.). A Critical Account of the Drawings
by Michel Angelo and Raffaello in the University Galleries, Oxford. I S 70.
Crown 8vo. 4^.

Ruskin (John, M.A.). A Course of Lectures on Art, delivered
before the University of Oxford in Hilary Term, 1870. 8vo. 6s.

Troutbeck (J., M.A.) andR. F. Dale, M.A. A Music Primer
(for Schools). Second Edition. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

Tyrwhitt(R. St. 7., M.A.}. A Handbook of Pictorial Art.
With coloured Illustrations, Photographs, and a chapter on Perspective by
A. Macdonald. Second Edition. 1875. 8vo. half morocco, i8j.

Upcott (L. E., M.A.}. An Introduction to Greek Sculpture.
Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Vaux
(
W. S. W., M.A.}. Catalogue of the Castellani Collec-

tion of Antiquities in the University Galleries, Oxford. Crown 8vo. is.

The Oxford Biblefor Teachers, containing supplemen-
tary HELPS TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE, including Summaries
of the several Books, with copious Explanatory Notes and Tables
illustrative of Scripture History and the characteristics of Bible

Lands; with a complete Index of Subjects, a Concordance, a Diction-

ary of Proper Names, and a series of Maps. Prices in various sizes

and bindings from is. to 2.1. $s.

Helps to the Study of the Bible, taken from the
OXFORD BIBLE FOR TEACHERS, comprising Summaries of the
several Books, with copious Explanatory Notes and Tables illus-

trative of Scripture History and the Characteristics of Bible Lands
;

with a complete Index of Subjects, a Concordance, a Dictionary
of Proper Names, and a series of Maps. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3^. 6d. ;

i6mo. cloth, is.
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